
times inquisitorial, and the deserving as well as the undeserv- 

ing were reported reluctant to ask for what was an implied dis- 

grace. Some poverty escaped by migration to a less austere 

dispensation which did not make sucn matters as the opening of 

a soup -kitchen or the relief of illegitimate and deserted child- 

ren an occasion of debate. Some were assisted by other agen- 

cies such as the dissenting congregations. Most of it remained 

where it was and unchanged. 

It was not what Chalmers did but how he felt that was 

important. His sentiments swayed the benevolent middle class, 

and during his supervision of St. John's he published two vol- 

umes of "The Christian and Civic Economy of Large Towns," which 

popularised his ideas and his prejudices. He still drew his 

i.nspiration from his idealised experience of a rural parish; he 

applied its values and attitudes to an expanding industrial so- 

ciety that was already prone to overlook the consequences of its 

economic success. Shocked by the anarchy of urban life, his 

intelligence and sympathy seemed to retire permanently within 

the range of his own early experiences. He wanted a collective 

as well as an individual redemption, but there was little pre- 

vision in his vast and cloudy synthesis. The kind of virtue he 

praised was indeed relevant to an important sphere of human act- 

ivity, that of small business, and in the first half of the cent- 

ury small business in town and country was still prevalent. But 



he associated its outlook with ultimate hopes and fears, charged 

it with a dominating intensity and so fixed and generalised it 

when it required to be made flexible, intelligent and humane 

that it failed to approach the new problems of the age otherwise 

than obliquely. Even the obligation of a personal and active 

benevolence which he called in to redress the balance was con- 

tingent and circumscribed. Chalmers aroused a social enthus- 

iasm among his disciples, but its action was limited by his re- 

spect for accepted leadership and social decorum, for public 

economy and private enterprise. he dissolved the complexity 

of a problem in the heat of his intent; he held that the same 

moral regimen which had been set up and with so much effect in 

the country parishes might "by a few simple and attainable pro- 

cesses" be introduced into the most crowded city "with as sig- 

nal and conspicuous an effect on the whole habit and character 

of the population ". It was largely a matter of personal exam- 

ple and influence. "Out of the simple elements of attention 

and advice and civility and good will conveyed through the tene- 

ments of the poor by men a little more elevated in rank than 

themselves, a far more purifying and ever more gracious opera- 

tion can be made to descend upon them than ever will be achieved 

by any other of the ministrations of charity..." 

This kind of benevolence naturally recoiled from the 

bitterness and violence of the incipient labour movements of the 

period, and a most significant illustration of the limits of 

Chalmers' social understanding can be seen in his attitude to 



trade unionism. The third volume of The Christian and Civic 

Economy " was published in 1825 when the legal recognition of 

these associations had just been achieved. But since 1820 

Glasgow had been disturbed by a series of conflicts between em- 

ployers and employed, particularly in the cotton -spinning fac- 

tories, and the struggle between unionist and "free labour, " 

striker and "scab, " had expressed itself in violent outrages. 

Chalmers constructed a simple view of the issues involved. He 

emphasised the traditional relationship of master and man, with 

its community of interest and sentiment and its assumption of 

reciprocal responsibilities. This might have been the practice 

of the craft groups of the small 18th century town he had known 

in boyhood, when both sides worked within the recognised conven- 

tions and enjoyed the fruits of a stable but expanding market. 

But the implications of a period of economic dislocation and of 

the new types of production evaded him. The Glasgow workmen 

were organising to preserve the value of their skill; they be- 

gan to assert their interest in the continuity and conditions 

of employment; they appealed to some standard of equity that 

might lessen the contrast of profit and wages, and in their em- 

phasis on group loyalty they moved towards control and coercion 

in an age of increasing laissez- faire. These positions -- in 

so far as they had emerged from the rough and tumble of practice 

-- were antipathetic to Chalmers; they were indeed the express- 

ion of social experiences which neither his theory nor his sym- 

pathy could comprehend. He thought the unions as intolerant 



and monopolistic as any of the old mercantile corporations; 

the paltry selfishness of their aim was associated with the 

savage cruelties of their practice, as they endeavoured to 

narrow the field of competition for employment and to shut the 

avenues to their respective trades against the general popula- 

tion. But he considered that intervention between master and 

man was unjustifiable. There was "a certainty that, sooner or 

later, the workmen who have struck must surrender themselves to 

terms of agreement with their employers ". No associated fund 

could, for a great length of time, afford the indispensable al- 

lowances to the men and their families; it was therefore "al- 

together misplaced and unnecessary for government to meddle, 

but for the prevention or punishment of crime, with the steps 

of a process that will so surely terminate in the very result 

which it can be the only object of government to effectuate ". 

The repeal of the Anti- Combination laws was therefore justified, 

since there were natural securities for a right adjustment be- 

tween masters and servants, and apart from the authority of law 

altogether there was a natural power which belonged to the hold- 

ers of capital. When the artificial checks to combination had 

been withdrawn, the real power and operation of the natural ones 

would be apparent, and ETemployers will never be on so secure and 

kindly a footing with their workmen as when the latter have been 

taught by sad experience precisely to estimate how much they 

have to fear from, any scheme of hostility against the interest 

of the former and how much it is they owe for admission and con- 



tinuance in their service ". 

The strike was indeed educative. The great compensa- 

tion for its evils was "the power which masters have of replac- 

ing those who have struck by other hands??, and it was "certain- 

ly relieving" to observe how soon an ordinary labourer could be 

transformed into a good collier and even made serviceable in 

many of the branches of cotton spinning. 

"Should the master have but partially replaced them by new 
workmen during the strike, then he may not have room for 
all, after the strike is over; and he might signalize the 
ringleaders of the opposition by a determined exclusion of 
them; and he might re -admit the rest on less favourable 
terms than before. Under all these recollections, the 
proposal for another combination may be repeated in the 
course of years, but it will not just have the same charms 
for them". 

Chalmers even suggested how an employer might recover 

damages from his employed. 

"Masters and manufacturers can lay an assessment on the 
wages of the re- admitted workmen, or what is the same 
thing, can take them in again upon reduced wages till they 
have recovered by the difference a complete indemnification 
for all that they have suffered by the interruption of the 
manufacture". 

This novel proposal for an "assessment" in quite 

another context than poor relief failed to convince those direct- 

ly concerned. In his understanding of industrial conflict and 

industrial failure alike, Chalmers seemed to exhibit such a con- 

trast between principle and application that many turned away 

from what seemed to them too much a '?business Christianity ". 

As individuals, they might retain their church connection be- 

cause it was comforting or respectable. Some sought out more 



satisfying forms of social faith or were caught up by utopian 

enthusiasms. Others, in hope or in bitterness, adopted a 

secularism that seemed as blasphemy to the orthodox. The 

rift between the self- conscious working -class groups and the 

agrarian emphasis of the Evangelical leadership was to con 

tinue into the period of Chartism and Disruption. It was 

only as a working man achieved success and emerged from his 

class that Chalmers' rhetoric began to carry with it some- 

thing of the comviction of experience. 



5. 

THE PHILAN'.i'HRO21C iui0VElvïEiNTS. 

(i) 

A varied and organised philanthropy must now be re- 

cognised as a characteristic activity of the period. The 

benevolent took the whole world in their charge. The call of 

the heathen in India, Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific 

Islands was urgent. The abolition of slavery, the spread of 

the Bible and Bible Societies, the conversion of the Jews, the 

resurrection of Greece -- these causes likewise excited a ro- 

mantic and millenarian anticipation which widened the horizon 

of their supporters_ But with the passing of the first gen- 

eration of pioneers, these missionary causes called for sys- 

tematic organisation and support and a more calculating defin- 

ition of policy. The workers in the field began to receive a 

more professional preparation, a secular knowledge of alien 

cultures was recognised as a benefit and materials began to ac- 

cumulate that roused a scientific as well as a religious inter- 

est. A similar change can be traced when the spirit turned 

homewards. After the war, the conscience and sensibility of 

the middle classes responded to a widening range of appeal. 

They were particularly concerned with the problems of city life 

and its aspects of irreligion, demoralisation and waste. But 

here as overseas, the initial aim, the individual's understand- 



ing of the call, the change of heart, these did not remain 

simple. A process of education set in; assumptions were 

challenged; methods had to be changed; the social implica- 

tions of redemption began to reveal themselves. As a result, 

if not all of the bad, some of the good were changed. 

One aspect of this development was a more optimistic 

and sentimental view of human nature. The religious tradition 

tended to regard men as prone to deceit, lazy and dissolute; 

they were redeemed by grace and by discipline against the evil 

within them rather than that without. This interpretation 

which had its own deep springs of vitality had been revived 

when revolution and war discredited the naif optimism of the 

18th century, and in the post -war world, the need of authority 

was demonstrated as urgent, whatever its difficulties of in- 

tellectual definition. The "irreligion" of the towns was thus 

associated with their poverty and vice as evidences of an in- 

dividual refusal of the gifts of the spirit, a perversity that 

earned its own punishment. But even within a limited range of 

personal contacts, experience forced some of the benevolent to 

consider the deforming pressure of environment, and the intel- 

lectual problem of social responsibility and justice. The in- 

herited pessimism might still be expressed in theological terms 

but the practice of individual salvation began to associate it- 

self with a more objective psychology of rehabilitation, a more 

effective method, a recognition that circumstances altered cases. 

By 1830, there were evidences of a wider charity, a growing op- 



timism, an increasing attention to outward conditions; these 

prepared the way for the reforming enthusiasms of the next gen- 

eration. 

In practice, a charitable effort of any scope and dur- 

ation underwent a change. It found itself developing a more 

or less permanent organisation which carried an accumulation of 

data and so made possible a continuity of policy independent of 

the personal factor. In practice, likewise, the problems fac- 

ing any one organisation tended to ramify and call for co- opera- 

tion. The supporting public had to be educated; competing 

agencies established contacts, pooled experiences, delimited 

dpheres of interest and began to recognise vague standards of 

effective action. It is too early to talk of the beginning of 

a new social profession but the conjunction of evangelical im- 

pulse and increasingly realist method was preparing for it. 

Nor was the relationship necessarily abnormal. There was more 

in the situation than the application of business methods to 

charity, important as that was. There was also a growing re- 

sponse to the influence of applied science, and in this con- 

nection the bleakness of the current economics was balanced by 

the practice of the medical profession and its imitation. This 

can be illustrated from a pamphlet written by an anonymous elder 

of one of the Edinburgh churches in 1834. He was concerned with 

the moral condition of the lower orders in that city but he had 

pondered the attitude and method of the medical men during the 

recent epidemics. The evangelical call had to be supplemented 



by an "impulse of professional enthusiasms' in the sphere of 

moral reform. This implied `the zeal to study the science 

of human nature, to trace the progress and the power of moral 

habits, the whole phenomena of moral disease and the best means 

of bringing to bear upon it the great remedy which is offered 

in the gospel of Christ ". It may be surmised that the writer's 

favourite reading was in Saint Luke. 

A trained and professional enthusiasm was difficult 

for many. The pure energy of the evangelical spirit kept its 

appeal and the City Missions in Glasgow (1826) and Edinburgh 

(1832) relied on a technique of exhorting, visiting and Bible 

Study)that was to pass into the revivalist movements of the mid- 

century. But even this comparative indifference to the role 

of the environment was limited by an interest in the next gen- 

eration which led to the planting of Sabbath and day schools 

and to the consideration of the problems of instruction. In- 

deed, the attention paid to youth and its problems by all the 

benevolent was characteristic. On this front there was a var- 

ied activity. The social and intellectual difficulties of the 

period encouraged the pious youth of the towns to meet on Sun- 

days for prayer, conversation and argument and the aims and 

methods of these Youth's Religious Fellowships of the Twenties 
gD 

anticipate the Young Men's Christian Association . At another 

level, economic dislocation and the epidemics created the urban 

problem of homeless'and ragged children whose condition made a 

special appeal to the sensibility of the time. But their re- 



habilitation was a matter of intelligence as well, and their 

training implied at least a working knowledge of the needs and 

nature of children. In this connection the Edinburgh House of 

Refuge may be referred to as showing a courageous and adaptable 

response to social need as it developed even in unexpected di- 

rections. The institution was founded during the cholera epi- 

demic of 1832 and on the catholic principle that "no term can 

be fixed where human compassion should cease for human infirm- 

ity". It offered accommodation on a limited scale to "persons 

temporarily reduced to a state of utter destitution and not en- 

titled to parochial relief ". There came to it strangers in 

distress, the poorest class of patients discharged from the In- 

firmary and too weak to travel, domestic servants who were sick 

or unemployed, women waiting to enter the maternity wards. 

None of the inmates lived in idleness; a workshop was attached 

to the Home and its products were sold to the public. Where 

possible training in a craft was arranged or simple employment 

found. The living was sparten; the average expense for food 

to each individual was not more than 3 a year. The religious 

atmosphere was pervasive. Yet although the institution had 

the courage to confess its many failures, its reputation was 

such that it was asked to receive drunkards and vagrants at the 

expense of their friends or their parishes in the hope of re- 

form. But it is significant that of more than 200 inmates al- 

most half were children. Many were orphans whose parents had 

died in the public wards of the hospitals, others were vagrants. 



The House of Refuge therefore developed a special interest in 

the problems of juvenile delinquency and re- training. A 

school was opened for them; they were apprenticed or trained 

for domestic service. It is to be specially noted as a sign 

of the reviving tender -mindedness of the period that "a feel- 

ing of home attachment" was recognised as a necessary part of 

the process of education or reclamation, and after they had 

left, its children were encouraged to come back to visit or 

take refuge in times of difficulty. When a similar institu- 

tion was projected for Glasgow the reception of abandoned 

children and of juvenile vagrants was one of its most emphas- 

ised aims and public opinion was thus prepared to support Dr. 

Thomas Guthrie when in the next generation he made his moving 

appeal for ttRagged Schools" and the salvation of the "street 

arabi' 

But any one of a number of educational enterprises, 

from encouraging poor university students to pioneering in in- 

fant education, met the approved standards of charitable action. 

Everwhere there was an insistence on the active co- operation of 

helper and helped; the aim was a moral training which led to 

economic independence, to the cultivation of special abilities, 

to self- and social respect. There must be no pauperisation 

in any of its obvious or insidious forms. Assistance was a 

loan, an investment, not a gift, and sometimes its repayment 

was specifically emphasised as an obligation on the recipient 

and a test of his worth. These principles could be applied 



to almost every form of educational effort. Charitable in- 

stitutions should be as self- supporting as possible, and it 

was with the best of intentions that the benevolent gave a 

building for school purposes and left the payment of the teach- 

er or the running expenses as a stimulus to those they benefit- 

ed. It was more than desirable that education should be at 

least partially paid for by even the poorest parent who would 

thus be brought to realise his obligations and to separate him- 

self from those who accepted their failure and disgrace. Even 

the state provision of instruction was subjected to similar 

tests and its extension was never held to imply a right to a 

free benefit. 

The position of the able- bodied poor provided a cru- 

cial test for post -war philanthropy, and the development and 

limitation of its aims and methods can be illustrated from its 

treatment of this class. 

The opening analysis is superficial and concerned 

with the outward manifestations of unemployment. It appears 

at first as a nuisance. Towards the end of the war, economic 

distress occasioned the spread of b°the indolent and infamous 

but sufficiently lucrative trade of begging ". The rural poli- 

cy of parish licenses for the deserving or of official begging 

days was inapplicable to a large city and by 1813 the streets 

of Edinburgh were described as "infested with hordes of mendi- 



cants...at every hour of the day and in the most open, undis- 

guised and obtrusive manner". Houses and shops were incess- 

antly assailed; crowds of idle vagabonds surrounded everyone 

who alighted from a carriage, and conversation in the street 

was never safe from leazing interruption and insolent clamour. 

A Society for the Suppression of Begging was formed, but it was 

admitted that before the police powers of the magistrates could 

be invoked some means had to be devised for the treatment of 

the truly destitute as distinguished from the impostor. Hence 

the protest against public inconvenience and the exploitation 

of public sympathy implied some kind of investigation; the 

deserving were separated from the undeserving; the latter be- 

came the concern of the police while the former were directed 

to any specific benefits for which they might be eligible. 

After a dozen years of experience, the Edinburgh Society for 

the Suppression of Begging found itself committed to a wide 

range of activities with which it met the depression of 1827.' 

An investigating and awarding committee separated the incapable 

from those applicants requiring only temporary relief; work- 

shops were opened where women in need made or repaired clothes 

for the distressed, and these and other articles were sold at 

the Society's Repository. A food committee opened soup -kit- 

chens and issued meal and coal tickets to prevent the embezzle- 

ment of relief. An education committee arranged for the at- 

tendance of children at the sessional schools and the Society 

encouraged support of the popular savings banks of the city. 



There was thus a fairly developed policy of prevention and 

assistance within the limited range of its financial resources. 

But direct assistance to the able -bodied presented 

intellectual as well as practical difficulties. Some philan- 

thropic action was necessary in the face of the repeated peri- 

ods of post -war distress, yet it had to square with the pre- 

valent theories or hold its hand until the distressed came into 

one of the recognised categories of justifiable relief -- the 

exhausted, the sick, the disabled. The Committee for the Re- 

lief of the Labouring Classes, set up in Edinburgh in 1815 to 

cope with the transition to peace, was careful to explain the 

exceptional, the abnormal, character of its appeal. It ad- 

mitted that it was always a delicate matter for the public to 

interfere with the ordinary channels of human industry by cre- 

ating a demand for labour which did not naturally exist. Be- 

fore this unnatural intervention was justified, the necessity 

had to be obvious: the distress should be irremediable by the 

ordinary foresight and efforts of the labouring classes (on 

whom was thus placed the onus of providing against the econom- 

ic irregularities of the period). Otherwise the effect of as- 

sistance would be to create a disposition adverse to the stren- 

uous exertion of honest industry and so break down "that hon- 

ourable independence" characteristic of the Scot. In the 

circumstances, while work had to be provided, it was to be 

paid for as such and not treated as charity. But this work 

must not compete with legitimate private business; the wages 



paid must not be so high as to attract labour from other parts 

of the country, and it was desirable that applicants should not 

be employed at their usual occupations nor must the kind of 

work and its rewards be such as to create an interest in its 

continuance. For the unemployed might then never exert them- 

selves to procure better paid or more congenial work...and thus 

the public would continue to be burdened. Hence the offer of 

road -making and stone breaking at 6/- and then 5/- a week for 

single men; for married men with families a supplementary 

service in kind, consisting of soup and meals and coals, was 

provided. Under these conditions, nearly 1,900 applications 

for relief were received in 1816. Of these almost 700 were 

from labourers or from those "of no fixed employment'; among 

these the Committee noted a considerable number of Irish drawn 

to Edinburgh by the prospect of work on the projected Union 

Canal. There were also nearly 200 weavers and over 100 de- 

mobilised soldiers and sailors, but in a city like Edinburgh 

a special problem was presented by between 500 and 600 of high- 

ly skilled artisans including painters, masons and gardeners, 

smiths, printers and cabinet -makers. Stressing the temporary 

nature of its existence, the Relief Committee set up its sub- 

committees, one for investigation by printed form and personal 

visit, one for the provision of work, one for providing food 

and fuel. It did not aim to help those nwho would have been 

out of employment independently of any pressure of the times" 

but it treated a number of cases of distress among women and 



'infirm men' by allowances. It provided outdoor work for 

some 1100 in constructing such public improvements as "the 

Calton Promenade ". This kind of work answered every character 

which the employment to be provided for the poor and beyond the 

usual demand for labour should have. It was at once benefic- 

ial and highly ornamental; and it did not interfere with the 

ordinary occupation of labourers as it was not likely otherwise 
`s) 

to have been executed ". As work began on the Union Canal, the 

demand for general labour revived and the continued expansion 

of the city picked up the unemployed surplus of the construction 

and furnishing trades. Any residuum was eventually pushed out 

to fend for itself. 

This presents the general pattern of the Relief Com- 

mittee. There grew up a quasi- official patronage of its ef- 

forts and the municipal authorities contributed to its funds. 

With increasing scope and the frequent repetition of distress, 

its organisation became more elaborate. A system of record 

and check was developed; local agents acted for and reported 

on particular districts. The basic allowance in money had to 

be increasingly supplemented by family grants paid in kind and 

secured against fraud or exchange for drink, and when the amount 

of work available (under the given conditions) was limited and 

the need pressing, an emergency and direct assistance appeared 

in the less demoralising forms of medical attention and a supply 

of coal, clothes and provisions to those approaching destitution. 

Yet the organisation was avowedly temporary; suitable public 



works and public subscriptions were alike limited. The crisis 

passed; the permanent casualties were reported. to other char- 

ities or became so impotent that they qualified for legal as- 

sistance. With the recurrence of distress the organisation 

reappeared with possibly increased speed and efficiency, but the 

principle of the response remained unchanged until after the mid - 

century. It was difficult to argue for the public support of 

the able -bodied against law, sentiment and English example and 

in the face of a continued (if irregular) progress. 

Both the necessity and the limitations of this kind of 

relief can be indicated briefly by the conditions in Glasgow, a 

city exposed to the economic rhythm and at the same time dis- 

tinguished for private generosity. In 181 6 -1 7, a sum of nearly 

10,000 was raised to alleviate distress and was distributed 

among over 23,000 persons. In 1819 -20, a year lifter a severe 

fever epidemic, there was another wave of unemployment associ- 

ated with political unrest. While "thousands of workers par- 

aded the streets demanding employment" over 600 were given work 

at road -making, and a special municipal experiment took care of 

340 weavers at spade work on Glasgow Green and so saved them from 

the Radical infection. In 1826 -27, some 9,000 was contributed 

for relief; in 1829, nearly 3,000. In 1832, the year of the 

cholera, 10,000 was raised by voluntary effort, some of which 

went towards preventive relief while -8,000 was brought in by the 

cholera assessment for specific sanitary expenditures. Then 

after the five years of relative prosperity and good. feeling 



which followed the Reform Act, Glasgow suffered in 1837 from 

the combined effects of the Cotton Spinners' Strike and a major 

depression. 5,200 was raised by subscription and 3,000 was 

handed over from a previous relief fund. Over 3,000 adults 

were given outdoor work or weaving; some 18,500 persons, the 

majority of them children, were supplied with food from soup - 

kitchens, and further sums were devoted to providing fuel and 

in redeeming bedding and clothes from pawn. But with the con- 

tinuance of the depression, a change in the public attitude has 

to be recorded. The causes of specific unemployments were now 

investigated; their consequences and costs alike to individuals 

and to society traced out; reports and statistics accumulated 

to serve as proof of the failure of voluntary relief and as mat- 

erial for a reasoned criticism of the insufficiency and the in- 

humanity of the Poor Law. As had happened to some extent in 

the response to the cholera epidemic of 1832, a disturbed public 

opinion now began to pay some attention to the experts in these 

matters and to listen to the promptings of its own conscience. 

But by 1840, this kind of social idealism was both less apolo- 

getic and more effective. In this year, the reforming associa- 

tions opened a campaign for a definite and legal change. (however 

limited) in the traditional principles and practice of poor re- 

lief. 



A final illustration of the varied development of 

philanthropy in this period is supplied by the Temperance Move- 

ment. 

During the Twenties "temperance" was still an indiv- 

idual attitude to the consumption of strong drink or the occas- 

ion of only temporary association for mutual encouragement. 

Then towards the end of the decade the evil became so overwhelm- 

ing that it called for organised resistance and the movement en- 

tered on a phase of intense activity which developed several pe- 

culiar features. Enthusiasm made it into something like a per- 

fervid crusading sect with revivalist tendencies. Enthusiasm 

also carried it beyond the conventional limits of philanthropic 

action. Its propaganda reached classes and groups that had 

hitherto stood outside the range of any organised political or 

social cause so that its educative influence was considerable. 

It enlisted support from the working classes and from women of 

all classes. It offered opportunities of leadership and serv- 

ice with the penalty (or the attraction) of a minor martyrdom 

and some social ostracism. Its development of aim and method 

also presented several phases and problems of interest. At 

first it exhibited the intensity of devotion and the exuberant 

activity that characterised a fresh outpouring of the spirit. 

there was a widespread response to its appeal, the rapid invent- 

ion of new social forms, the emergence of strong leading person- 

alities who were given unity and direction by the cause. Their 



organisation grew complicated and expensive; disputed issues 

appeared; dialectic and polemic led to the formation of par- 

allel or competing organisations; inspiration declined as dis- 

appointment, routine and fatigue increased. And then after an 

interval, the need reasserted itself and the spirit was again 

quickened. In addition to its intrinsic importance, the tem- 

perance movement thus exemplified the periodic rise and fall of 

the social crusade. It had also a particular political inter- 

est. It attacked a private enterprise and so raised some nov- 

el questions as to the legitimate rights and uses of property 

at home rather than in the West Indies, and in the course of 

its development it reached a major dilemma of principle and 

practice: whether to appeal to the state to regulate the evil 

of intemperance or to rely on individual conversion and volun- 

tary association. 

The consumption of spirits in Scotland was certainly 

a growing evil in the early 19th century. It is true that some 

of the aristocracy and allarge section of the middle class had 

accepted or been influenced by the fashion of an evangelical so- 

briety and the display of an intemperate conviviality in some 

Edinburgh and Glasgow literary circles was becoming rather self - 

conscious. But the 18th century tradition of heavy drinking 

was now descending to the working classes and at the same time 

drink was easier to obtain and cheaper. The increased volume 

of consumption is difficult to estimate, for until 1822 the re- 

turns were imperfect; the high duties encouraged the import of 



smuggled spirits to the extent of possibly one half of the tot- 

al consumption. At this date the duty on spirits was very 

substantially reduced from over 7/- to 2/10 the Scotch gallon 

and in 1823 the duty on whiskey was as low as 2/41. Smuggling 

ceased to be profitable but the rise in the statistics of con- 

sumption cannot be wholly explained by its decline. In 1820 

under two million gallons of spirits were legally registered; 

by 1825 this figure had risen to nearly six millions, and the 
-;\ 

national consumption remained above this level until the Fifties. 

The effect of the lowered duty was supplemented by 

changes in the licensing system. Down to 1794, permits to re- 

tail wines and spirits had cost between 4 and 7, the actual 

amount graded according to rent. These general licenses were 

relatively few in number, possibly about a thousand for the 

kingdom and though there was a heavy irregular traffic, the 

right to sell implied a certain responsibility, especially in 

those parts of the country where the innkeeper had a respected 

position. Then in 1794 the first cheap licenses to retail 

whiskey only were granted at the reduced rates of 20/- in the 

Highlands and 40/- in the Lowlands. Nearly 4,400 of these 

"whiskey licenses" were issued in addition to some 1300 general 

licenses so that in this one year the number of establishments 

supplying drink had increased almost five -fold. But during 

the war the imports of European wines and spirits were inevit- 

ably lessened and an increased consumption of the local product 

meant prosperity for the specialised grain - growing areas and 



the distilling centres in or near the Highlands. By the end 

of the war, the whiskey licenses had risen to nearly 5,700 and 

the general licenses to over 2,700. In 1815 the payment on 

whiskey licenses was doubled but the number fell only temporar- 

ily. By 1824 there were 3,595 general licenses in operation 

and 7,539 whiskey ones, and the rise continued with the issue 

in 1825 of a two guinea general license for houses under 10 

of rent. By 1830, the total number of licenses issued exceed- 

ed 17,200. Magistrates and justices had the right to refuse 

an applicant but in practice, the capacity to pay the fee was 

regarded as constituting a valid claim to pursue a legitimate 

business so long as the demand made the enterprise worth while. 

In 1840 the number of licenses granted was still above 16,000 

and there was no substantial decline in the total until after 

the mid-century. 

Thus encouraged, the working classes seemed disposed 

to drink on every possible and impossible occasion. Those 

whose eyes were opened to the evil noted and denounced the in- 

numerable "drinking customs" in vogue. Every industry had its 

recognised rites and seasons: when an apprentice entered on his 

articles, when a bargain was struck, when wages were paid. 

There were drinking fines, "garnishes ", treats and arles, found- 

ing pints, joist -money, launching bowls. In family life, drink 

appeared during and between meals, at night, in the morning, as 

a preventive of cold or damp, as a mark of respect to the visit- 

or, at births, marriages and funerals, before, during and after 



a journey, at market, fair and club, at the great patriotic and 

social festivals to which had now been added the cult of the 

national poet. It was a specific for a bad climate, domestic 

friction, economic misery and religious gloom or simply a bad 

habit supported by befuddled sentiment and a cheap and copious 

supply. To some of the tenement dwellers in the old towns it 

was almost as cheap as water and easier to carry. 

Some of the benevolent began to see the devastating 

agent everywhere obstructing their efforts. John Dunlop, the 

founder in Scotland of the first Temperance Societies, had spent 

himself in good works. He was a justice, an elder, secretary 

to the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce, a Sunday School teacher, and 

an active supporter of Missionary Societies, popular Savings 

Banks and the scientific instruction of artisans. But he found 

that workmen could not afford to subscribe to the Mechanics' In- 

stitute because of the expense of the customary "footings ". 

Homes were made miserable by the practice of pawning; drunken 

parents neglected the education of their children or sent them 

early to the factory to earn for them the means to purchase 

drink. The Sabbath was desecrated by brawling in the public 

houses open to reap the benefit of the Saturday night pay -off. 

The streets in the large towns became disgusting and unsafe and 

the statistics of crime were now rising rapidly. Then in 1828, 

Dunlop visited France and his national pride was humbled by the 

decent sobriety of this Catholic (or atheist) and frivolous peo- 

ple. He received some information about the temperance socle- 



ties recently founded in the United States and this gave him 

the example to imitate. 

In September 1829, he prepared his first Temperance 

Lecture and established what can be regarded as the first per- 

manent society at Maryhill, then a suburb of Glasgow, where 

his family had a traditional prestige as landowners. A second 

society was quickly founded at Greenock which became the Geneva 

of the movement. The soil was ready for the seed. In the one 

year 1830, societies were founded in Edinburgh and Glasgow, more 

than half a million tracts were circulated and the friends of 

temperance held their first social meeting, the first soiree. 

The crusadewwas noticeable for the very varied leader- 

ship it attracted. Dunlop secured the co- operation of William 

Collins, the Greenock printer, who as a follower of Chalmers 

was later to organise a movement for systematic church exten- 

sion in Glasgow. He contributed to temperance his eloquence, 

his business ability and his printing press. Another disciple 

of Chalmers who entered the movement was Robert Kettle, the son 

of a small farmer at the foot of the Ochils. At the age of 12, 

he had written a small volume on prayer, but the father was too 

poor to give the boy an education for the ministry. He became 

a Glasgow merchant, made his business of selling cotton yarn a 

spiritual vocation and then turned his considerable influence 

to support the temperance cause. Another significant type of 

leadership was illustrated by Malcolm Macfarlane. He was a 

first -class cabinet -maker by trade and a social reformer by 



temperament. He began as a Sunday School teacher and a lay 

preacher in the Glasgow suburbs on behalf of the Glasgow Christ- 

ian Instruction Society. He entered the temperance agitation 

and then carried his enthusiasm over to the Chartists as pastor 

of one of the Chartist Churches or Christian Brotherhoods. Then 

in an active middle age he helped Sturge in his fight for franch- 

ise extension and supported to the end of his life a medley of 

good causes: Building Societies, mechanics' Institutes, Peace 

and Anti -Slavery, Sabbath Observance, Public Baths for the work - 
Ti 

ing classes and a weekly day of rest for cabmen. 

The Radical element in the temperance movement doubt- 

less made it less manageable, but its fervour was bound to ex- 

press itself in diverse forms. A special appeal was made to 

adolescents and children through temperance classes and study 

circles. It was very much aware of the power of the press, and 

the tract, and it adapted the cartoon, the ballad and the sent - 

iment/.l story to its needs. The leaders spent much time and 

energy elucidating crucial Biblical texts but the arguments of 

science were also cited and the economic waste of the consump- 

tion of drink and the success of those who abstained were em- 

phasised. Its aim was largely preventive but there was spec- 

tacular rejoicing over the reformed drunkard who could testify 

as to his own experience. Regarded by many as an irritating 

American importation "thundering across the Atlantic and dressed 

up in all the egotism of its birthplace', this cause displayed 

an almost American ingenuity in the invention and use of pub- 



licity. 

Yet even its extravagances have their significance. 

The temperance soiree aroused much adverse criticism from these 

who shared the views of Mr. Weller, Senior, on the matter. 

But it was more than 'ttea and speeches for a shilling or six- 

pence, or even for twopence ". It was an important instrument 

of political action and it can also be seen as an attempted re- 

formation of domestic and national manners. John Dunlop's 

first lecture emphasised the appeal of culture and refinement. 

The "temperance dinner" was described in detail; it was to be 

followed by "infusions free of alcohol ", by instrumental music 

or singing, -- "the harp, piano and violin (under the authority 

of Milton) ought always to follow a full meal" -- by "conversa- 

tion of various kinds" or if the interest flagged , by "exhib- 

itions of drawings, books, rarities and mechanism ". The gath- 

ering was not to last more than four hours, and was to end with 

a hymn, a chapter and exposition and a prayer so as to release 
(\ 

its members refreshed for family duties. If the ideal was a 

somewhat pallid one, its appeal must be appreciated. This 

gentility and comfort meant a good deal to many lower middle 

class and working women who had lost or were losing the tradi- 

tional refinements of their group in an urban environment. 

Their lives were a long struggle against a squalor often direct- 

ly caused by intemperance and the emphasis on gentility expressed 

the desire for self -respect, a decent and comely domestic order, 

improving standards of comfort and taste and some protection for 



the next generation. The temperance societies gave such women, 

who were usually untouched by or hostile to other political ap- 

peals, a civic interest and a preparatory education. They be- 

came active as well as subscribing members, were caught up in 

the fellowship of the cause, assisted in the routine of organ- 

isation, prevention and rescue. Eventually some were given 

strength to appeal on the platform at public meetings or conven- 

tions. 

But after a decade of agitation, the evil seemed as 

powerful as ever, the facilities for consumption as diffused, 

the social consequences as terrible. In 1$39, there were over 

2,000 licensed publicans and retailers in the city and suburbs 

of Glasgow, one for every 25 families; a more exaggerated est- 

imate which included the places of unlicensed sale and deducted 

the families who abstained, reached the conclusion that there 

was at least one place where spirits were retailed for every 12 

families willing to consume them. Of some 7,700 arrests a year 

in the city 3,000 were due to drunkenness, but this was not the 

full tale, for the police had a practice of detaining drunken 

women until they were sober and then dismissing them uncharged. 

In the Gorbals, where the authorities were seemingly less chiv- 

alrous, there were 4,000 charges in 1839, 3,000 of them for "be - 

ing drunk and disorderly" or "drunk on the streets ". Compar- 

able conditions existed in the other Scottish towns of any size. 

This situation provoked a double response. A fresh 

wave of reforming enthusiasm emphasised the necessity of total 



abstinence. In 1d36 Total Abstinence Societies were founded 

in both Glasgow and Edinburgh as 'Fa labour of disinterested 

patriotism and philanthropy" among the working community and 

the rising generation. In Glasgow'there were soon 35,000 mem- 

bers of the new movement, of whom 11,000 were Catholics; they 

claimed to have reformed nearly a thousand drunkards and the 

police readity acknowledged the benefits of their influence. 

Total Abstinence was an intensified voluntaryism, but another 

wing of the movement began to press for political intervention, 

especially in the local situation. The excessive number of 

licenses might be controlled and those granted held on condition 

of good conduct. The compulsory closing of public houses on 

Sundays would help to end Sabbath desecration. It might be 

advisable to have wages paid on other than Saturday nights and 

in other places than public houses. These diverse principles 

and methods led to multiple secessions and reorganisations and 

diverted some energy to internecine strife. John Dunlop saw 

good in both moral suasion and legislative action, the latter 

suitable for "a great mass of inertia and stupidity and brutish 

appetite which will yield to nothing else ". But the strength 

of feeling which lay behind the voluntaryist position can be 

suggested by a quotation from a clerical writer in the first 

volume of The Scottish Temperance Review in 1846. He was con- 

vinced that the root cause of national intemperance was the 

drinking customs and that the public house was only the means; 

any reform effected by control of the distribution of drink was 



not worth working for. It would result in sober drunkards -- 

drunken in intention if sober in fact; and they were to be 

pitied more in their state of enforced sobriety than in that of 

voluntary drunkenness. The Suppression Association in pro- 

posing to reform drunkards by mere material restraint, proposes 

to break down the intrinsic barriers of the human constitution 

and...it were almost as well for all the high purposes of life 

that they were left drunkards ".`" 
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THE PAROCHIAL TRADITION. 

(i) 

The aims and methods of the Scottish educational sys- 

tem must now be related to the social and intellectual develop- 

ments of the post -war period. 

In this Calvinist country the school was "a peculiar 

institution" and the provision of education a matter of public 

effort. By a series of enactments subsequent to the Reforma- 

tion Settlement Church and State combined to support and super- 

vise a school and a schoolmaster in every local unit. There 

was thus an educational establishment defined by law and linked 

to the ecclesiastical establishment, but within the prescribed 

limits the school was the concern of the local rather than the 

central authorities. In the burghs the obligation fell direct- 

ly on the magistrates and they usually associated the town cler- 

gy with them in the matter; but no definite standards of burgh - 

al schooling were laid down in law, so that the actual provision 

and practice was largely a response to the varying needs and 

wishes of the burghal population and to the prevalent scholastic 

tradition associated with the Kirk. Elsewhere the parish was 

the recognised unit and the educational repute of the country 

was identified with the "parochial system ". A series of Educa- 

tion Acts, particularly those passed in 1646 and 1696, at times 



of Presbyterian enthusiasm, decreed tree planting of a public 

school and schoolmaster in each parish and their support and 

supervision by the associated and separate action of the local 

civil and ecclesiastical powers. This was the "parochial sys- 

tem," but by the opening of the 19th century the practice of 

this public establishment had become associated with a con- 

scious "parochial tradition" which was partly derived from in- 

herited Reforming sentiment and partly from the economie ex- 

perience of the 18th century. The parish school was expected 

to do at least two things: to diffuse national pride and pres- 

byterian virtue and to give an education which, in a relatively 

rational world, would permit the able and ambitious to employ 

their gifts for their own and society's benefit. The parochi- 

al school was thus both an equalising and a selective agency, 

but there was less distinction between these two aspects of its 

work than might have been anticipated. 

The parish school was an equalising agency in so far 

as it was a common school designed for the education of children 

of all classes, and actually attended by them at least in coun- 

try districts. The schooling provided was neither compulsory 

nor free, yet education was generally accepted as a parental 

obligation and the inability to pay the school fees or to pro- 

vide clothing and shoes for children of school age was often re- 

garded, like the inability to pay the rent of a church sitting, 

as a public confession of either failure or laxity. A general 

education was valued as something more than a preparation for 



employment. It was an end in itself, and associated with the 

Sabbath exercises, the ministerial catechisings and family 

training and discipline. it helped to define the worth and 

duty of the individual in terms that were relatively independ- 

ent of class and circumstance. The average parish school gave 

the oncoming generation an early experience of a simplified 

world in which there were few artificial distinctions; it in- 

culcated some universal standards of self- respect and an appre- 

ciation. of intellectual and moral effort. The result was to 

create a community of values that made for an easily recognis- 

able national character and outlook. 

As a selective agency, the parish school was expected 

to prepare an elite for the universities and the professions. 

It therefore professed to provide the necessary instruction in 

the Latin tongue, still the technical qualification for admiss- 

ion to the higher learning. With the economic expansion of 

the 18th century the horizon of business opportunity had widened 

and the schools responded to the new needs by the introduction 

of such utilitarian subjects as book -keeping, surveying and 

navigation. But in this preparation for either profession or 

business, the economic situation to the end of the 18th century 

still put a premium on general intellectual and moral training 

rather than on specialised instruction. The selective process 

was in terms of personal ability and character as tested by an 

equalitarian competition rather than in terms of technical know- 

ledge or social expectation, and in the larger world profession- 



al repute and business success were still largely due to the 

same factors. In medicine and commerce alike the "general 

practitioner" had to supplement a limited fund of specialised 

experience with common sense or inspired guess -work and in 

such a situation general intelligence, integrity and diligence 

counted heavily and could be directly appreciated by an inter- 

ested public. The effect was to recruit the professional and 

business groups in Scotland from a wider range of the popula- 

tion than elsewhere. Family connection and social status were 

always assets of value, especially in a conservative profession 

such as law or a conservative business like banking, but the 

movement into the clerical and medical professions was indeed 

so apparent as to justify a pervasive liberal expectation that 

every career should and could be entered by those exhibiting 

the requisite talent and character. For those, the parochial 

schools led to the university and the university to an open 

profession. Along this line of advancement competition would 

winnow out the unfit, nor was it advisable that the survivors 

should have things made easy rar them, but it was widely admit- 

ted that there should be a range of educational opportunity and 

a right of passage for the "lad o' pairts" who had no initial 

advantage beyond his own ability, industry and energy. 

The public institution had, however, no monopoly of 

education. Subject to a very indefinite reserve of inspection 



on the part of the Presbyteries, the private teacher could exer- 

cise his calling undisturbed, and as the legal framework of the 

educational establishment remained unchanged during the 18th 

century, private enterprise was relied on to meet the needs of 

a natural growth. It was only in very exceptional circumstances 

that the provision of free education by the benevolent could be 

justified, so that the missionary projects of the period in the 

Highlands and elsewhere ran on principles derived as much from 

private enterprise as from the state establishment. In prac- 

tice all these schools were equally ttpresbyterian" in tradition 

and objectives, in the methods and content of instruction. The 

parish school had the advantage of legal continuity and support, 

a local prestige and a recognised connection with church and 

state, but it was arguable that the provision of education was 

at least partly a matter of supply and demand. The parent paid 

for what his children got, even in the established schools, and 

if private schools could provide a better article at a cheaper 

rate, the public system could not but be stimulated by a healthy 

competition. In fact, unless the parents held to the views of 

the stricter sects it was not any cultural distinction but simp- 

ly such factors as accessibility or expense or academic reputa- 

tion which determined their choice between a private or a parish 

school for their children. At the opening of the 19th century, 

enlightened opinion could thus regard the expansion of private 

education as a reasonable way of adjusting the parochial system 

to the requirements of an expanding population; a minimum pro- 



vision was guaranteed by law and the practice of the state 

schools was generally accepted as standard; beyond this was 

a zone where free enterprise responded to effective demand by 

providing an instruction better or worse but essentially simil- 

ar to that given in the established schools. 

But in the new century social environment and intel- 

lectual attitude alike began to change and the assumption of a 

continuing harmony between private and public effort in educa- 

tion could be questioned as the experience of revolution and 

war, social disorder and political criticism encouraged a re- 

vised view of human nature and its need of guidance. The op- 

timism derived from the previous century might reasonably per- 

sist in some localities and classes, but education now acquired 

a renewed importance as an instrument of social control as well 

as an agency of individual betterment. There was a general 

complaint that the virtue of an earlier age had been lost; that 

parents tended to neglect their children and hired them out for 

gain; that children grew up overworked, undisciplined and so 

illiterate as to be unable to read their Bible. For many the 

rural and industrial changes of the period meant a contraction 

of the range of economic opportunity and their education became 

a limited preparation for the pre -fixed status of factory hand 

or farm labourer, while both in town and country the social con- 

fusion and the breakdown of traditional control was expressed in 

the spread of an unrepentant youthful lawlessness. To meet the 

post4war situation a general re- definition of educational aims 



was indicated. 

The problem was one of means as well as ends. Dur- 

ing the political indifference of the 18th century, the educa- 

tional establishment had been untouched. No education act was 

passed for more tran a century after 1696; no provision had 

been made to meet changing conditions. There was no central 

organ of control, no apparatus of expansion. In the localities 

there persisted an elaborate division of power between the civil 

and clerical authorities. In Edinburgh the supervisory inter- 

est of the General Assembly of the Kirk was balanced by the 

watchfulness of the Court of Session, jealous of ecclesiastical 

pretension. At Westminster, interest in Scottish affairs was 

inevitably subordinated to wider concerns as well as affected 

by the prevailing inertia. The first Education Act of the 19th 

century, passed in 1803 during the war against France and French 

ideas, was hardly even a recognition of the increasing contrast 

between the tradition and the facts. There was no adjustment 

of the parochial organisation to meet shifting population and 

changing circumstance; little improvement was made in the de- 

pressed status of the teachers paid at the rates fixed a hundred 

years previously; no thought was taken for their preparation or 

for tneir efficiency. There was indeed little evidence of any 

interest in education beyond that of economy and the Act was the 

barest recognition that its subject was a matter of public con- 

cern in a time of economic and political transition. The ossi- 

fication of tlie parochial establishment thus continued to justi- 



fy the development of almost any kind of supplementary educa- 

tional effort whether inspired by the motives of religious duty 

or private gain. 

The various dislocations and disturbances of the post- 

war years finally compelled an awakening publie opinion to con- 

sider the facts of the educational situation in Scotland as well 

as in England. By 1820 the first statistical records could be 

set against the generalities of the accepted traditions. It 

was then apparent that neither public establishment nor philan- 

thropy nor the laws of supply and demand were separately or to- 

gether successful in providing an adequate education (however 

defined) for an increasing population exposed to rapid social 

and intellectual change. So far from there being a "national" 

provision of schooling, there were twice as many pupils at priv- 

ate as at public schools; an appreciable proportion of the on- 

coming generation seemed to escape education at all and many 

more seemed impervious to its limited influence. The provision 

of any kind of instruction was conspicuously inadequate in the 

areas of most intense social change, where if the parental ob- 

ligation was accepted it was often fulfilled by a minimum of 

cheap inadequate schooling until children could be put out to 

work. Nor was the quality of instruction in the public schools 

beyond criticism. Their teachers might be inefficient; they 

were certainly miserably paid; their practice was old- fashioned. 

their discipline and organisation defective, and their schools 

were ceasing to be places of general resort. Even the tradi- 



tional preparation for the university was now a matter of de- 

bate; the major problem of the period was 'mass education' 

and the proper concern of the parochial school was the average 

and not the élite. Point by point, the inherited pride and 

tradition was belied by experience. By the mid -thirties Scot- 

land was accused of being a "half - educated nation" while unfav- 

ourable comparisons were made not only with its own past but al- 

so with the contemporary advance due to bureaucratic efficiency 

in Prussia or democratic enthusiasm in _assachusetts and New 

York. 

A general reform of the school system of the country 

might be admittedly necessary, but the conflict of ends, and 

the distrust of means, produced a stalemate. There was no edu- 

cational reconstruction in Scotland after 1832 as after such 

turning points in the national history as the Reformation or 

the Covenant or the Revolution of 1689. Political reform was 

followed by a succession of educational controversies which were 

prolonged into the Fifties and Sixties. The very optimism of 

the accepted tradition was an obstacle to effective action and 

while the post -war pessimism was prepared to admit the worst, 

its enthusiasm ran in narrow channels and was associated with 

particular claims. There was further a wide - spread distrust of 

political and administrative agencies. When reform was serious 

ly considered, the interests of church and state, minister and 

laird, teacher and parent, party and sect, refused to be recon- 

ciled, partly because the issues inevitably touched deep- seated 



loyalties and convictions, but also because there was, in this 

society at this particular time, a limited tradition and prac- 

tice of political action. The educational discussions were 

concerned with a peculiar Scottish interest, tney excited popul- 

ar attention, they provided an impressive succession of meta- 

physical demonstrations but they failed to reach either a rea- 

soned agreement or a practical compromise, and this impasse has 

to be related to the continuing economic change and its social 

consequences. The educational responses to the problems of 

the new environment have therefore to be looked for in private 

experiment, associated action and professional advance rather 

than in any comprehensive reform of the legal framework. The 

"voluntary developments of the period alone would justify its 

description as a time of educational revival. Yet it can be 

argued that if these had been related to a central direction 

and a systematic expansion of facilities in a country accus- 

tomed to public concern for education, their range might have 

been increased and their effective influence guaranteed. As 

it was, the political aspects of the educational problem were 

regarded as relatively unimportant or as involving an invasion 

of prior rights. A makeshift central organisation had to grow 

from the Privy Council Committee which administered the first 

parliamentary grants and as this organ was impelled to lay down 

standards of competence and assume the function of direction it 

was open to criticism as tyrannical or secular or foreign. 

These complications of educational policy and provision illus- 



trate in detail the contrast between the experimental activity 

and the voluntary enthusiasm of the Reforming generation be- 

tween 1820 and 1850 and its indifference or antipathy to pol- 

itical planning and administrative action. The general re- 

sult was a mixed legacy of good and bad that was ultimately 

fitted together into a national scheme only after the second 

Reform Act, a generation later than might have been reasonably 
rJ 

expected. 



2. 

ENLIGHTENMEN`T AND VIRTUE. 

(i) 

The first point for detailed investigation concerns 

the educational facilities actually available after 181y and 

the extent to which the educational establishment was "national" 

in its scope and effect. The evidence presented in the con- 

temporary surveys is vitiated by defective enumeration and de- 

finition, but the official reports show the general outline of 

the situation and its development as well as presenting a mass 

of local detail. 

The educational establishment consisted of between 80 

and 90 burgh schools and the parochial schools which the Educa- 

tion Acts of 1646 and 1696 required to be publicly supported, 

one in each parish. This arrangement had been little changed 

by the Education Act of 1803, so that after 1815, when Scotland 

had a population of about 1,900,000, there were 942 parish 

schools, as by law established, and 54,000 children attending 

them, But it was estimated that this population also supported 

2,222 private educational ventures comparable in aim to the par- 

ochial schools and attended by 106,000 shholars, a number almost 

double that of the parochial pupils. In addition, there were 

seemingly 50,000 children who were not educated at all, a number 

almost equal to all those in attendance at the parish schools. 



By the Thirties, this situation had hardly changed. 

The Parliamentary inquiry of 1834 estimated that the number of 

schools in Scotland was just over 5,000 but only 4,217 were act- 

ually enumerated; these had an attendance that varied seasonal- 

ly between 211,000 and 220,000. Allowing for defects and omiss- 

ions, a total scholastic population of 236,000 was achieved or 

9.6go of the 2,450,000 inhabitants of the country. The parochial 

schools numbered less than a quarter of the total and they were 

attended by only 70,000 pupils. But they were now supplemented 

by the organised efforts of the churches and the charitable. 

There were 136 schools run by various societies for Christian 

education, especially in the Highlands; there were over a hun- 

dred Sessional Schools maintained by individual congregations 

and usually in the large cities, and since 1825 the General As- 

sembly had sponsored a more systematic planting of 'Assembly 

Schools'; by 1834 these numbered 179. There was thus a 'semi - 

establishment' of 400 schools with 30,000 pupils. Some 270 

endowed and subscription schools were enumerated with about 

20,000 pupils. 

There was in addition the beginning or the expansion 

of educational systems in connection with churches other than 

the Establishment. After 1820 there was an appreciable expan- 

sion of schools either supported or recognised by the Secession 

and Relief Presbyteries; by 1840 these numbered over 350 and 

the efforts of Independents, Baptists and Methodists accounted 

for nearly a hundred more. The first parochial schools in 



connection with congregations of the Episcopal Church date from 

1825. After 1817, the Glasgow Catholic Society began to pro- 

vide Catholic education in the city, and in the mid Thirties 

there were at least twelve Catholic schools in the West and 

seven in the North East. But these efforts were limited in 

scope. Making a generous allowance for the denominational 

schools as having some kind of guaranteed and responsible exis- 

tence, there were left over 2,000 'adventure' schools educating, 

in some indefinite fashion, 40 - 450 of the total school popula- 

tion. 

It was difficult to ascertain the number of children 

who were not being educated even by the conventional standards 

of their time and class. School attendance might be very ir- 

regular; there were no tests of achievement beyond the capaci- 

ty to read and sríte; what records of attendance there were 

showed marked seasonal variations, and there was a disposition 

on the part of the teacher to return a total of enrolments rath- 

er than an average of attendance. But if 9.60 was the pro- 

portion of the population in some kind of school for some in- 

definite time, comparisons with other countries were now poss- 

ible. A similar inquiry was made for England and Wales in 1833; 

here there was no state provision for education and a more apo- 

logetic attitude in these matters than existed north of the 

Tweed, yet 90 of a population of 14 millions were returned as 

attending day school. The difference between the two countries 

was thus not very appreciable in this one particular. But in 



Prussia the practice of compulsion had now brought not one - 

tenth but one -sixth of the population into the schools. If 

such standards were applied to Scotland, the school population 

would rise from 236,000 to nearly 400,000, and, on the Pruss- 

ian proportion of one school to every 556 inhabitants, there 

would be a "national" establishment of over 4,000 schools. 

The general figures covered wide local and regional 

differences but down to 1820 the problem of providing an ef- 

fective education, whether in terms of quantity or quality, was 

usually related to a rural or semi -rural background and expressed 

in traditional terms derived from rural experience. In those 

Lowland areas where the parish was not too extensive, an inher- 

ited respect for education and an appreciaAion of its economic 

and social value would combine witn effective clerical leader- 

ship to secure a reasonably high attendance at the parish school, 

and some individual parishes approached the standards set by 

Prussian compulsion. A mixed agricultural area like the Pres- 

bytery of Auchterarder in Southern Perthshire gave a maximum re- 

turn in the early Thirties of nearly one seventh of its popula- 

tion under instruction. The return from its 14 parishes, how- 

ever, showed a wide variation. This might be partly due to oc- 

cupational differences -- as in some parishes with an appreciable 

population of depressed weavers -- but it might also be simply 

due to statistical laxity and local pride. In the North iiast, 



a progressive but not an industrialised area, a survey of 132 

rural parishes in Aberdeen, Banff and Moray, undertaken for 

the Dick Bequest, gave a return of one -eleventh of a popula- 

tion of 215,000 at school in 1832. A further investigation 

of 93 parishes in the same area reported that, in 61 parishes, 

all above six years were able to read, and in 25 all above 

eight were able to write. In the remaining 32 parishes the 

number of illiterates was small; in all less than a thousand 

were unable to read; the number under 20 years of age who were 

unable to write did not reach 2,000. This illiteracy was loc- 

ated in the Highland marginal areas included in the survey, but 

there was a small secondary distribution in the neighbourhood 

of towns and in the fishing villages, this apparently due to im- 

migration, juvenile employment or simply parental indifference. 

But in general, a Lowland parish without special urban or indus- 

trial development and with an active public opinion on the mat- 

ter would have a tenth or an eleventh of the population at 

school and illiteracy would be so abnormal that it could be re- 

garded as due to culpable neglect. In these circumstances the 

educational problem could present itself as one of quality rath- 

er than quantity, and on the basis of a general literacy, the 

optimistic tradition of the later 18th century could anticipate 

a continuous and inevitable advance of enlightenment and virtue. 

The force of this expectation has to be realised. In 

a region like the Lothian coastland, where the parishes were 

small, the towns and villages numerous, and the influence and 



attraction of the capital direct and compelling, the parochial 

instruction was much more than primary. It was a catholic 

preparation for livelihood but it was also an introduction to 

a popular culture that was taking form and consciousness, while 

its limited duration was supplemented by the growth of volun- 

tary agencies and devices of adolescent and adult education. 

The parish school was attended by some well beyond the normal 

school age for special instruction in classics or mathematics 

or practical subjects, but it was also not unusual for a par- 

ochial schoolmaster to hold evening classes for young men in 

some of these subjects. The church was the centre of a con- 

scious religious education beyond the terms of the Sabbath 

School. In a town like Haddington there would be a small 

circle of the benevolent or enthusiastic who received the new 

learning as it spread ana spread it in their burn. A widen- 

ing circle of the public was reached by reading societies, 

newspaper and book clubs, discussion groups and parish libra- 

ries. In the early years of the century the educational cru- 

sade began to develop its particular agencies and to penetrate 

the countryside so that it could touch the most conservative 

rural groups. On the assumption that knowledge and virtue 

were allied, a domestic refinement as well as useful and enter- 

taining knowledge could be diffused abroad, the spark of indi- 

vidual genius fannea and local scholarship encouraged and or- 

ganised. 



The intellectual position (and particularly the re- 

conciliation of science and religion) of this movement is of 

general interest and this, as well as the variety of its prac- 

tical methods, can be illustrated from three examples which 

precede and run parallel to the more formal organisation of 

adult education in the urban Mechanics' Institutes and Schools 

of Arts during the Eighteen Twenties. The first illustration 

is the career and activities of George Miller of Dunbar, the 

author of the "Book of Nature" for which Alexander Somerville 

paid a hard earned half guinea; the second is the scheme of 

itinerating libraries developed by Samuel Brown of Haddington; 

the third is concerned with Thomas Dick's proposals for organ- 

ised institutes of adult education and his influence as a 

"Christian Philosopher". 

George Miller was a bookseller in Dunbar, a biblio- 

phile and pansophist, and a populariser of the new learning. 

In 1789 he opened the first circulating library in the area; 

by 1809 he had increased it to over 3,500 volumes. He claimed 

to have set up the first printing press in East Lothian in 1795. 

But in 1802 -3 came an innovation which showed the bent of his 

enthusiasm; he issued over 100,000 copies of cheap tracts with 

the aim of elevating public taste and driving out the vulgar 

and lewd chapbooks that circulated from "that copious source 
of 

mischief, the Hawker's Basket". Their titles suggest the nat- 

ure of Miller's appeal to his rural public. Moral Purity was 



combined with melodrama in "The Magdalen, or the History of a 

Reformed Prostitute" and "Maria, or the Wanderer Reclaimed and 

the Fatal Effects of Guilty Love ". For juvenile reading there 

was The Little Fabulist, or Select Fables from Dodsley ". By 

his "Counsels to Young Men ", killer hoped to displace the cir- 

culation of such sheets as the "Witty Sayings of George Buchan- 

an" while the 18th century rationalism was expressed in "An 

Antidote to Superstition, or A Cure for those Weak Minds which 

are troubled with the fear of Ghosts, Witches etc." There 

were no political tracts in his series, the nearest approach 

to controversy being a publication of the Slave Trade. 

Then in 1813 and 1814, Miller began his "Cheap Maga- 

zine" published at Haddington; this was followed in 1815 by a 

"Monthly Monitor or Philanthropie Museum" at 6d a number. Its 

aim was sufficiently comprehensive -- "to encourage the spirit 

of industry, economy and frugality among the Middling and Labor- 

ious Classes and to promote the Religious, Moral, Intellectual 

and Physical Condition of Man ". It was full of assorted moral 

sentiments and a good deal of descriptive science. This was 

later collected into The Book of Nature Laid Open" and this 

again was expanded in 1826 as "Popular Philosophy". - 

The Book of Nature was laid open "upon Christian prin- 

ciples and agreeably to the Light of Modern Science and the Pro- 

gress of New Discovery ", the whole occasionally intermixed with 

suitable moral reflections "calculated to excite Devotional Feel- 

ings in the Breasts of the Young and to raise the Thoughts of 



the Adult from Nature up to Nature's God ". The contents were 

impressive. The book contained a survey of the Natural Sci- 

ences. The style was sententious but pleasing, and the use of 

local illustration excellent; the section on geology began with 

a discussion of the structure of the Lammermoors add a descript- 

ive visit to the University Museum and the Botanic Gardens in 

Edinburgh introduced the later sections. 'There was a conclud- 

ing treatment of "Nature's Universal Song of Praise" and the Im- 

mortality of the Soul. There were no illustrations in the text 

but two attractive frontispieces of an Arctic scene and a syn- 

thetic landscape illustrating geological formations and plant 

and animal life must have roused the curiosity of an intelligent 

boy or girl who had read Anson and Cook. Miller made a special 

appeal to parents who had to educate their own children and to 

Mechanics and Artizans who were isolated in country towns and 

villages. But there was as yet insufficient demand for his 

Cheap Magazine; the Book of Nature was too expensive and Miller 

complained of a boycott by his trade rivals. He went on keep- 

ing his bookshop and tramping the country to buy and sell books, 

and his "Evening of Life, or Retrospections of a Sexagenarian ", 

published in 1833, revealed his benevolent and diffuse enthusi- 

asms unquenched by distress and failure. 

(iv) 

East Lothian furnished another educational device of 

the period -- the itinerating library scheme of Samuel Brown of 



Haddington. The inventor was eta kind of Whig of the Edinburgh 

School". He was prominent in such good causes as the abolition 

of slavery; he formed the East Lothian Bible Society and helped 

to found the Haddington School of Arts. In 1833 he was elected 

Provost of the burgh without having passed through any of the 

intermediate offices. 

His scheme of Itinerating Libraries dated from 1517.. 

The aim was to furnish all the towns and villages of the county 

with Libraries of Useful Books. These were to consist of divi- 

sional units of 50 books to be issued gratuitously to all above 

12 years of age; after two years in any one place they were to 

be exchanged for other divisions. The Institution was to be 

supported by the donations of the benevolent, by subscriptions 

from local societies and by individuals who contributed 3/- or 

more a year. Such subscribers could have specific books bought 

for them to double the amount of their payment; individuals or 

societies who gave over T1/1/- were to have a "divisional lib - 

raryt4 at their disposal if they supplied a librarian; all the 

donations from religious societies were to be spent on the pur- 

chase of religious publications, and to prevent the circulation 

of any improper book, the objection of any two members of the 

Committee of the East Lothian Society for Promoting Christianity 

was to be final. 

The scheme was simple and ingenious. It began with 

five divisions and spread quickly in an area which contained 

numerous small towns and villages with local middle -class liter- 



ary societies and groups of intelligent farmers and artisans. 

The object was to cover the whole county systematically so that 

no individual might be at a greater distance than a mile and a 

half from a library "station ". Of the 60 divisions necessary 

for this, 40 were actually set up and by 1830 special libraries 

were being formed for the prisoners in Haddington Jail and the 

seafaring population of North Berwick. 

These East Lothian libraries offered substantial fare, 

and a list of new books for subscribers in 1826 -27 indicates 

the taste of this reading public. Theological works on points 

of current controversy were in demand: Campbell on Miracles, 

Doddridge's Evidences, Leslie's Short and Easy Method with the 

Deists, Russell's Essay on the Salvation of All Dying in Infancy-. 

Science and Revelation were reconciled in Dick's "Christian Phi- 

losopher" -- "an interesting application of the discoveries of 

science to the excitement of religious feeling ", and there were 

numerous books on Prophecy and Revelation. The provision for 

women readers reflected the same sobriety. There were Select 

Biographies of Pious Females, a "Guide to Domestic Happiness ", 

a "History of a Servant Maid until her Marriage ". For family 

instruction a work on the Principles and Methods of Scottish 

Education was provided, and Miss Edgeworth's "Early Lessons" 

were recommended for younger children as being "as amusing as 

Robinson Crusoe and much more useful ". Poetry was represented 

by Graham's "The Sabbath ". 

But all was not piety. There were no political works 



purchased except the surprising items of the tracts published by 

the Society for Promoting Universal Peace and "An Enquiry into 

the Lawfulness of War amongst Christian Nations ". But the tra- 

vel literature selected showed the contemporary interest in 

Greece and Epirus, Tartary and Canton. An attempt was also 

made to supply vocational material. The United Agricultural 

Society of East Lothian and the Edinburgh publishing houses of 

Constable and Oliver and Boyd presented copies of agricultural 

and scientific journals, treatises on Landed Property and Dairy 

Husbandry and an Agricultural Dictionary, and at least one rele- 

vant classic of political economy was circulated, Malthus on 

Population. These special books were lent to farmers who sub- 

scribed 5/- and were free to farm servants and agricultural me- 

chanics. For the latter class there was also provided Reports 

and Rules for the Constitution of Friendly Societies. 

Such a scheme was seemingly capable of indefinite ex- 

pansion. In 1826 a Society was formed to establish Itinerating 

Libraries in the adjacent county of Mid -Lothian, and it was pro- 

posed to set them up in the schools, factories and public squares 

of Edinburgh. The scheme was adapted by the General Assembly 

to the special conditions of the Highlands and Islands and by 

1830 over fifty libraries had been formed in connection with 

their schools in that area. It was calculated that a Central 

Society with an income of x`250 a year could in 25 years furnish 

nearly four library units for every parish in Scotland. The 

Itinerating Library was to be regarded as worthy to stand by the 



side of such national institutions as the Bible, Missionary and 

Educational Societies of the country. In the millenarian hope 

of the Thirties, there seemed no limit to its usefulness. The 

scheme was systematised; private subscriptions enabled the au- 

thor to offer a division of 50 volumes with book -cases, cata- 

lagues, library instructions and advertisements for five guin- 

eas, and three such divisions for ten guineas. These were al- 

so designed for export; some were despatched to such different 

destinations as Ireland and the West Indies and in a pamphlet 

it was proposed to extend the scheme to the whole Impire. 

(v) 

A third illustration of the aims and methods of popu- 

lar enlightenment outside the large towns is given by Thomas 

Dick's proposals for organised adult education. Born in 1 ?74, 

Dick was the teacher of a Secession Church school in the small 

weaving town of Methven near Perth. 'There he established 

classes for teaching the sciences, a popular library and a "lit - 

erary and scientific institute ", and in 1ö14 he generalised his 

experiences in a series of articles in the London Monthly Maga- 

zine. In his optimism, he proposed the systematic development 

of the idea of his literary and scientific institute. Such 

movements as the Bible Society and the Lancastrian education had 

shown the rapidity with which useful agencies for the instruct- 

ion of mankind could spread when one public opinion accepted 

them. Dick had no fear of the spread of knowledge; true Sci- 



ence and Revelation harmonised perfectly and a sound philosophy 

would help to preserve from scepticism on the one hand and on 

the other from superstition and enthusiasm and "those foolish 

and erroneous interpretations or Scripture which have brought 

discredit on the oracles of Heaven". The establishment of his 

literary and philosophic societies would "unice and concentrate 

the scattered rays of genius"; but a rational information would 

be also diffused among the general mass and particularly in the 

inferior walks of life. Narrow conceptions and superstitions 

and fear would be gradually removed and a taste 'or intellectual 

pleasures and rational enjoyment furthered at the expense of list- 

lessness and dissipauion. In these local societies men of dif- 

ferent parties and professions could meet in a common interest 

and distinctions of rank be overlooked. In the Natural Sci- 

ences and the Liberal and Mechanic Arts, local investigauion 

would possibly have some general importance, and even if dis- 

cussions of policies and revealed religion were better avoided, 

the general principles of legislation, 6he causes of the wealth 

of nations, the nature of the Supreme Being could be approached 

in a philosophic manner. Dick cited a wide range of method, 

public lecture, debate, organised experiment, and local observa- 

tion, the composition and reading of essays. A selection of 

the best productions might appear in a series of published 

transactions along with the results of local research, new and 

useful information and abstracts of the general progress of sci- 

ence. A library of philosophical works and a museum of arpara- 



tus might be purchased and prizes offered. As to finance, sub- 

scriptions would be graded in proportion to the means of the 

subscribers, but a minimum should be fixed, for even the lowest 

mechanic could afford to pay for his intellectual enjoyment. 

Dick was to see something like his scheme in the Mech- 

anics' Institutes and Mechanics' Magazines of the Twenties; but 

he was not to be entirely satisfied by their utilitarian and se- 

cular emphasis. He has however another claim to recognition. 

In 1827 he published his "Christian a'hilosopher" and in 1b28 his 

"Philosophy of a Future State ". In these works the harmony of 

Revelation and Science was attempted and the 18th century posi- 

tion reasserted that an intelligible Nature implied an intelli- 

gent Deity. In his "Christian Philosopher" Dick laid down the 

universal principle that "there can be no real discrepancy be- 

tween a just interpretation of Scripture and the facts of phy- 
\"1 

sical science "; he did not mean theories and deductions or 

assertions in support of any prevailing system of natural sci- 

ence, but "those facts which are universally admitted and the 

reality of which every scientific inquirer has it in his power 

to ascertain ". The effect of scientific studies would induce 

upon the "enlightened Christian" a Spirit of Liberality, Cand- 

our and Accuracy in judging the opinions and actions of men and 

of the Divine Providence, for God Himself was "the most candid 
n 

and liberal Being in the Universe ". 

This optimistic enthusiasm led to prophetic vision. 

Dick saw in the mechanical triumphs and scientific discoveries 



of the age the signs and preparations of the millenial era of 

the church. "We are certain from the very nature of things 

as well as from scriptural prediction that when this period ad- 

vances towards the summit of its glory, the external circum- 

stances of this world's population will be comfortable, pros- 

perous and greatly meliorated... 'For wars shall cease to the 

ends of the world; and the knowledge of the Lord shall cover 

the earth as the waters cover the sea'" The difficulties of 

inspired Revelation now received a fresh interpretation. The 

existence of evil and the depravity of man was illustrated by 

the analogy of the earthquake; the Resurrection was suggested 

as not impossible by citing the transformation of insects and 

the indestructibility of matter; the theory of a general con- 

flagration became possibly a matter of the Divine Will altering 

the proportions of oxygen and nitrogen in the atmosphere. 

Dick's works were widely read. Before his death in 

1857, the "Christian Philosopher" was in its eleventh edition 

and the "Philosophy of a Future State" in i'ts fifth, and in 

one specific instance their influence merits remark; they 

helped to give that direction to the young factory worker, 

David Livingstone, which was to make him a scientist as well 

as a missionary. 



3. 

THE PROVISION OF EDUCATION. 

(i) 

The tradition of human perfectibility and educational 

optimism which has just been examined expanded into renewed vig- 

our as the Democratic Enlightenment of the Thirties, but in- 

creasingly in the first decades of the century and especially 

in response to the post -war discontents, it was protested that 

at least a good many were becoming both less virtuous and less 

enlightened. Especially in those areas where the clergy had 

been influenced by the Evangelical Revival, the educational 

criticisms would at first express themselves in moral terms. 

It was alleged that increasing numbers of parents were not ful- 

filling their duties; there was a growing prevalence of a 

"sensuous philosophy" inconsistent with the high rectitude of 

a previous generation; there was a spread of juvenile indiffer- 

ence and instability. These animadversions were partly due to 

severer standards and moral earnestness, but behind them can be 

descried the onset of economic and social change -- the new dis- 

cipline and strain of high farming, the depression of the small 

farmer and the country weaver, the attraction of the town for 

the young and discontented and the reflex influence of cheaper 

communications, town ways and a popular press. The turmoil 

and bustle of commerce and industry, the change of residence and 



the fluctuation of employment seemed to encourage a superfici- 

al "secularism" and to render the mind incapable of "serious 

and sustained reflection on spiritual things ". 

These manifestations might lead to a revised version 

of the parochial tradition. In the parish school, the average 

received an education which enabled them "to read plain books 

of piety and morality" and were "thus rendered more sober, in- 

dustrious, docile and intelligent; less addicted to horrid 

crimes; more unwilling to receive aid from poor rates and from 

charitable contributions ". But while the boy of genius in the 

lowest rank was likewise offered the means of education and em- 

inence, there was, in some circles, an appreciation of "peasant 

scholarship" that was less than whole- hearted. It was noted 

that the literary peasant or mechanic was often the victim of a 

diseased restlessness; he held subversive views on religion and 

politics and took to poetry and drink. He and his fellows read 

Voltaire, Volney and Paine, authors "extremely dangerous to the 

happiness of half- educated persons ", they swallowed "the illit- 

erate scurrility" of the Radical press or glutted "their discon- 

tented appetites with all the corrupted offals of the Parlia- 

mentary demagogues ". Almost every village in Scotland could 

boast its local Burns, "Some native...necome knowing by means of 

books and dejected and dissipated because he was compelled to 

bear the ignoble lot of earning his bread with the sweat of his 

brow ". 

Yet as the intellectual and social change advanced 



across the country the clerical authorities recognised that the 

remedy for a bad education was a better one. The religious 

reaction did not become obscurantist. The public provision of 

education was an accepted principle; in so far as the school 

was. an agency of the Church, its systematic expansion was an 

obvious response to the spread of ''irreligion" and the break- 

down of pious convention. In particular in two major situa- 

tions, the actual supply of primary education was apparently 

so defective and the failure of the 'moral establishment' so 

disastrous that an active co- operation between Church and State 

was surely necessary on the traditional lines of their concord- 

at. In the Highlands and in the larger towns, neither private 

enterprise nor organised benevolence could supply the want of a 

systematic provision of education; the problem was one of mass 

education, the provision of the elements of moral culture rather 

than intellectual competence to whole populations reduced by ad- 

verse conditions. Here the educational emphasis was shifted 

from enlightenment to discipline, from free enterprise to char- 

acter- formation, and the technique of instruction had to take 

account of the complexity alike of human nature and changing 

circumstance. Yet even here, if the survival of 18th century 

perfectionism confused the issue by its reliance on good will 

and laissez- faire, it also transferred to these new environments 

expectations of educational opportunity which were developed in 

a simpler egalitarian and progressive society. 



In the Highlands the educational establishment failed 

to cope with the burden of many adverse conditions. There were 

natural difficulties of distance, climate and communications in 

the huge and dissected parishes; there was the complication of 

a separate language and cultural tradition and the poverty of a 

marginal area which had difficulty in paying for its new wants. 

But in addition a rapidly increasing population was here exposed 

to a series of economic and social dislocations which laid a pe- 

culiar burden on the educational facilities that did exist. In 

the northern straths a policy of clearance might aim to resettle 

some of the population on the coast and to protect the crofting 

communities by the planting of diversified industries. But 

this population which was not expected to derive a reasonable 

living from small farms and stock found itself exposed to the 

difficulties and irregularities of fishing, to the collapse of 

the kelp industry (from 1820 onwards) and to the pressure of Low- 

land competition in those domestic crafts which might have prom- 

ised compensation in the cimpler conditions of the 18th century. 

In these circumstances church and school acquired a new influence. 

With the break -down of their accustomed way of living and the 

failure of anticipated loyalties, this unhappy population turned 

to the study of the Scriptures for consolation, while the econom- 

ic opportunity provided by emigration to the Lowland cities or 

overseas could be easier grasped by those who could speak, read 



and write English. The Highlanders therefore sought education 

as for bread, and those who could supply it -- the ministers, 

the catechists, the teachers and the self- taught "professors" 

of the new divinity -- came to supply a new leadership in a dis- 

solving society. 

The various economic tensions produced one of the re- 

current crises in the Highlands around 1820, when to the diffi- 

culties of post -war adjustment were added extensive clearances 

and the collapse of the kelp industry. The investigations 

which followed revealed the inadequate provision of schooling 

for an extensive area. The six northern synods of Argyle, 

Glenelg, Ross, Sutherland, Caithness, Orkneys and Zetland had 

a population of about 400,000. For this there were 171 parish 

schools and if to these were added all the schools supported by 

missionary enterprise the total number of what were in some sense 

"public" schools was still under 500, with a possible attendance 

of 25,000 children. This left as many more without instruction 

at all, and an indefinite number of adults of all ages who de- 

sired the rudiments of instruction in English and Gaelic. A 

detailed survey of 89 parishes in the area, with a population of 

208,000 at the census of 1821, showed one half of all those more 

than eight years old unable to read; a third of the families 

visited were without copies of the Scriptures, a similar pro- 

portion were above two miles from a school, and excluding Caith- 

ness and the Northern Islands, Gaelic was the accepted language 

of above three - quarters of the people. 



But the local variation within the area has to be ap- 

preciated. The percentage of illiteracy fell within the reach 

of improved communications and access to the Lowlands or with 

the exceptional development of local opportunities. In the 

Orkneys and Shetlands only 12'o were returned as unable to read. 

Possibly the historical derivation of this population was a fact- 

or here, but the islands were now in the full current of a parti- 

cular economic development which put a premium on schooling. In 

parishes wnere there was hardly a vestige of road and where many 

were too poor to buy Bibles, the ministers reported that there 

was hardly a child above eight years of age who could not read, 

and in consequence, in addition to the local fishing from thich 

the Dutch had been expelled during the recent. war, their young 

men were preferred in the Navy and in the whale fishery or as 

agents for the Hudson Bay Company; they could make their way 

to the universities of Aberdeen and Edinburgh or follow their 

countryman, Arthur Anderson, to London and service with the 

P.& O. Whatever difficulties there might be due to the local 

survival of old- fashioned claims and practices, the development 

of the Northern Islands and the coasts of Caithness invited com- 

parison with the North East rather than the Highlands and their 

inhabitants were "Aberdonian"' in their interests and outlook. 

In the Highlands proper, the proportion of illiterates 

was reckoned at 30% in Argyle and Perthshire. In these areas, 

communications with Glasgow and Edinburgh was relatively iasy, 

and in addition the cotton - spinning and dyeing establishments at 



the base of the Grampians attracted labour while there was some 

temporary spread of domestic weaving up the adjacent straths. 

But in the more isolated areas of Moray,Inverness, Sutherland 

and the interior of Caithness the percentage was over 40, and 

in the Hebrides and along the west coast of Inverness and Ross 

more than `JO% of the inhabitants could not read and the parish 

school might be unable to provide the means of instruction for 

more than a fifth of the children. In the mainland parish of 

Glenelg, 40 miles in length, cut up by interpenetrating lochs 

and hills and with the social complication of a considerable 

Catholic population, at least three - fourths of a total of over 

2,500 were untaught. In Harris not more than 500 out of 3,500 

could read; in South Uist, only 500 out of 5,000 and in this 

latter area, 40 miles long and five to eight in breadth, it was 

calculated that not one but seven schools would be required to 

permit reasonable access to instruction. Yet it was particu- 

larly in these areas that many, if not most, were too poor to 

equip their children with shoes and clothes or to pay the fees, 

and in addition the demand for labour on croft or at fishing 

broke up the continuity of what teaching could be afforded. 

The special problems here presented had been long re- 

cognised by the Church and during the 18th century it had deve- 

loped a missionary enterprise to meet them. The S.P.C.K. had 

been active in these parts since 1709, and eventually with the 

assistance of a state grant of 4-2,000 a year, it ,had established 

schools for the teaching of English and the elements of Christ- 



ian doctrine and special "industrial schools" for girls, who 

were taught spinning, sewing and knitting. These efforts were 

under the immediate patronage of the General Assembly but their 

influence had been limited by an official hostility to Gaelic 

as the language of instruction. A change of policy was in- 

dicated by the distribution of the Gaelic New Testament after 

1769 and the Gaelic Bible after 1802. By this latter date the 

romantic interest in Celtic tradition had combined with Evangel- 

ical fervour and economic distress to spread the means of re- 

ligion and education alike. In 1811 a Gaelic Society was found- 

ed in Edinburgh with the declared object of teaching Gaelic ex- 

clusively. The Glasgow Gaelic Society, which was founded a 

year later, held that Gaelic should be generally the language of 

primary instruction but responded to the needs of the situation 

by conceding subsequent teaching in English as well. These 

metropolitan efforts were further supplemented by the itinerant 

missions of some Presbyterian dissenters and Scots Baptists, but 

they could hardly invoke a local response within the Highlands 

themselves except at Inverness, the one urban centre of any size, 

and in that great focus of Presbyterian revival, Easter Ross. 

In 1800 the Northern Missionary Society was founded at Tain. In 

1b12 came the Inverness Bible Society, in 1518 a Society for the 

Education of the Poor in the Highlands; in 1821 an Association 

for Aiding the Education of Pious Young Men for the Ministry. 

By this date there had developed a considerable religious and 

educational propaganda in the Highlands; in addition to the 171 



parish schools, 190 schools were supported (in some fashion) by 

the Gaelic Societies and 134 by the S.P.C.K., and the voluntary 

organisations were now spending over, 8,000 a year in these ef- 

forts when the consequences of the crisis of 12320 threw a fur- 

ther burden on their benevolence. 

This "semi- establishment" owed but little either to 

the central State or to local authorities. A public fund of 

ç1,000 a year had been at the disposal of the S.P.C.K. since 

1725 and this had been doubled subsequently for the support of 

preachers, catechists and teachers. The Church now appealed 

for systematic support. The diffusion of a "right education" 

was the concern of patriots and politicians "because the uni- 

versal intelligence of the people is the best safeguard of soci- 

al order, of freedom and of peace "; it was the stimulus to en- 

terprise and an obligation to genius and intellectual talent 

"which Providence nas scattered so profusely and so impartially 

among every rank of men "; it was a Christian duty. But what- 

ever the response might be from the benevolent in the Lowland 

cities, some of the clergy considered that the Highland propri- 

etors (as a class) might have been more active in providing 

the agencies of the good life. In the General Assembly of 1b17, 

Dr. Irvine of Dunkeld had expressed himself forcibly. However 

partial to the Highlanders, he "could not consider it but as a 

reproach to men of .:10,000, .- 20,000 and g30,000 a year whose 

fathers had not so many shillings, to contribute nothing for the 

moral improvement of their people except so far as the present 



system goes". They were exempt from a parochial poors' rate 

and their statutory obligation to support a kirk and a school 

had been fixed on very favourable terms. Now in the last half- 

century, hill pasture and kelp shore had acquired new values. 

"Was it fair that such funds, never as yet taxed for the main- 

tenance of the moral establishment, should continue to be ex- 

empt from a burden imposed on every other landholder in the 

Kingdom ?" And the speaker might have added that an effective 

school system and improved communications were the best means 

of assisting emigration from the congested districts. 

But a comprehensive re- planning of local government 

in the Highlands was not considered practicable and the role of 

the state was limited to pecuniary assistance. In 1624, an 

Act appropriated 50,000 for the building of some 40 additional 

churches in the Highlands but the General Assembly had to pro- 

vide the schools for these quoad sacra parishes. After 1$33 

the Highland parishes could share in the limited educational 

grants available through the Commaittee of Privy Council for the 

construction of schools, but the definite recognition of the 

special needs of this area did not come until after the next 

economic crisis of 1637. A year later an act allowed state 

assistance in the planting of schools in the newly formed High- 

land parishes; the heritors were to build the school while the 

Educational Committee made itself responsible for the teacher's 

salary. 

Meanwhile the economic and social revolutions in the 



Highalnds were paralleled by a cultural one. In its anxiety 

and distress the highland mind fed on what was offered to it. 

The circulation of the Scriptures introduced this population in 

the midst of economic adversity and social collapse to a spirit- 

ual compensation. The message of terror and hope passed be- 

yond the control of the clergy and a class of " professors" and 

expounders arose to reinterpret the sacred texts to those who 

could not read or could not think for themselves. They led the 

weekly meetings and "spoke to the question"; they formed some- 

thing like a lay order of the Men" who guided the parish opin- 

ion in these matters; they supported the evangelical clergy 

and condemned the conduct and nullified the influence of the 

lukewarm and the indifferent. The revivalist movement was 

strengthened by the religious classics which the Bible and Tract 

Societies rendered available and spiritual convictions were 

deepened by the reading of such works as The Pilgrim's Progress, 

Baxter's "Call to the Unconverted ", Boston's "Fourfold State" 

and Newton's "Remarkable Passages ". In the Eighteen - Twenties 

the visit of George IV had been followed by a wave of Celtic en- 

thusiasm: in 1b25 the Celtic Society was founded to encourage 

the Highland dress and the tradition of the Highland regiments 

and in the same year, the Northern Institution was established 

at Inverness for the investigation of the Civil and Natural His- 

tory of the Highlands. Yet the power and passion of trie Pres- 

byterian preachers and teachers combined with the economic dis- 

location to drive out the lingering shades of the Ossianic her- 



oes. The old customs of birth, marriage and burial were 

frowned on as occasions of superstition or licentiousness. 

The old tempo of living was condemned as an immoral as well 

as an uneconomic laziness. The village vices of gossip, 

swearing, drinking, the village dances, games and feats of 

strength gave place to a new severity which affected even the 

Catholic population. In the old style the Highlanders had gone 

to church to worship, "to meet their friends or to transact 

worldly business" at a convenient centre of meeting, and after 

service they surveyed their fields and cattle or associated to 

rehearse "Fingalian tales and poetry ". In areas of high reviv- 

al the Sabbath became a day of strict observance. The Commun- 

ion had once been a F °holy fair "; it was now celebrated with 

such anxious preparation ana awful solemnity that while hundreds 

gathered for edification, few dared to present themselves as fit. 

Here was a new line of cleavage in Highland society. 

Some of the clergy, like John Macleod in Morven, kept their 

prestige and their flocks by a vigorous Christian humanism. An 

unregenerate minister in Skye refused the use of the parish 

school to an itinerant preacher but opened it gladly to an itin- 

erant dancing- master, and a neighbour of his drew down the ctit- 

icism of the pious by playing the bagpipes for the dancing after 

a marriage in his own manse. But from the Lowlands or from 

Easter Ross, Inverness and the coast of wioray, the movement was 

carried across trie Highlands by minister and catechist, mission- 

ary and teacher; it touched Atholl in 1799, Arran in 1812 and 



Breadalbane after 1816; in the same years it was transforming 

Skye and after 1824 it worked powerfully in Lewes through the 

agents of the Gaelic School Society. 

Dr. Irvine of Dunkeld complained bitterly of the ef- 

fects of the revival in his neighbourhood where the inspiration 

of Dr. Alexander Stewart had been supplemented by Baptist miss- 

ionaries whom he described as "unlettered and ignorant ". 

Called from the needle, the awl and the plow, they preached as 

to the Tartars "a gloomy senseless and murderous superstition ". 

Their converts became emaciated and. unsocial. The business of 

the farm was neglected, the rent fell behind. The landlord was 

pronounced unchristian "because he insisted on his dues and be- 

cause, upon their refusing to pay them, he declined having such 

tenants ". Sullen, morose and discontented, some began "to talk 

of their high privileges and their rights, as the elect few, to 

possess the earth, that is, to dispossess every one but their 

own faction..." Dr. Irvine was an unsympathetic observer con- 

fronted with an extreme propaganda, but in some such confused 

way, here and there, the religious revival touched the economic 

and social issues of this area and added to the social distance 

between the crofter and his landlord. The new preaching and 

teaching brought strength as well as severity and gave to many 

that sense of personal worth and destiny which enabled them to 

meet a patently irrational and unjust world. 



The problem of education in the larger towns must be 

related to the characteristics of the developing urban environ- 

ment: the increasing pace of change, the spread of social var- 

iety, the contrasts of wealth and poverty, risk and security, 

success and failure, economic opportunity and. predestination, 

respectability and immortality. There was, however, no offici- 

al provision to cope with a change of such depth and dimensions. 

The legal establishment was as static here as elsewhere. Each 

burgh was obliged to support a town school, each parish a parish 

school. The only machinery of expansion was that contained in 

the Education Act of 1803. This permitted heritors to raise an 

additional ',;10 from the school race to fee an extra teacher for 

a "side school" but this effort absolved them from providing a 

school or a dwelling- house, and in any case the arrangement was 

meant to apply to rural parishes so large that one school was 

not conveniently accessible rather than to a parish in process 

of being industrialised or urbanised. In a small burgh, the 

town school would have little to distinguish it from a parish 

school, but in the more important centres, the tradition of a 

specific bourgeois education was re- stated to meet the needs of 

an expanding middle class. A burgh like Stirling might still 

retain an old- fashioned division of the town establishment into 

a Grammar, a Writing and an English School, but by the opening 

of the 19th century, the example set by Perth after 1761 had bean 



generally followed and the town school given the form of an aca- 

demy or a high school which taught both classics and modern sub- 

jects. These institutions might give a primary as well as a 

secondary education, but with rising standards they became more 

specialised and their capacity was necessarily limited. The 

magistrates might patronise and assist an endowment, a subscrir- 

tion school, a benevolent enterprise like an Infant School or a 

School of Industry for Girls, but even so, the majority of the 

torn children would have to attend either private schools cater- 

ing for the select and the respectable or semi- charitable and 

"adventure" schools for the poor. 

In these circumstances supply tended to respond to ef- 

fective demand, and those who could and would pay secured the 

kind of education they wanted for their children. The interest 

of the middle classes was expressed in the rising efficiency and 

expanding curriculum of the town school, but if this were unsat- 

isfactory a subscription school or a private academy would be 

founded and supported. There was in the post-war period a grow- 

ing demand for a more satisfactory education for girls and any 

residential town could show one or more private institutions of 

this kind which sought clerical or official patronage to testify 

their repute. For boys of the artisan class there would be some 

years of attendance at the town school, at some endowment giving 

a general education or at a private school within the means of 

the parents. This would be followed by apprenticeship, but the 

educational aspects of this method of training tended to decay 



and with the spread of the new machine trades, the need for a 

general technical education made itself felt, to be eventually 

satisfied by a local Mechanics' institute. The education of 

working -class girls was less definite; many of the cheaper 

private schools would be co- educational and there was as yet 

little external pressure to secure a special education for such 

girls. The Schools of Industry which taught sewing and knit- 

ting were associated with charity and such instruction would 

often be regarded as a reflection on the home. If anything 

more than the literary and religious minimum was desired, town 

conditions might make a separate school advisable but the par- 

ochial tradition would expect a girl to be given something like 

the same curriculum as her brothers. But below a definite lev- 

el of respectability, demand and supply (or need and opportuni- 

ty) failed to act. Even the smaller towns could show congested 

areas of wynds and vennels where the inhabitants were too poor 

or too demoralised to give their children a regular education or 

too interested in their earnings. Their youngsters picked up 

their letters in a dame's school or a free Sunday class or at- 

tended on an ex- soldier or a disabled artisan for a small pay- 

ment of 1d, 2d or 3d a week. They grew up to supply cheap and 

casual labour or they ran vagrant and were inducted into illicit 

occupations. They might come from a background that had lost 

or never had the inherited view of the importance of education. 

Their condition was no direct concern of the public authorities 

until they collided with the law. Their welfare was a charge 



only on the benevolent, who inevitably approached the problem 

of their treatment with limiting prepossessions. In an area 

like this, the expansion of education under such auspices was 

apt to show the defects as well as the devotion of a mass char- 

ity. 

This was the general educational pattern in the small- 

er towns, and in favouring conditions the equipment might still 

seem to secure general standards of intelligence and decorum 

above the base line of respectability while it provided the op- 

portunity for individuals of ability and persistence to mount 

upwards from level to level or move outwards altogether. But 

with urban expansion, the uneducated base of society seemed to 

become larger and more threatening, and with industrial change, 

education might become limited or impossible for certain groups 

and a matter of indifference to others. The 18th century opin- 

ion which had been inclined to consider child and juvenile lab- 

our as a healthy discipline was now becoming aware of the conse- 

quences of factory employment and the need of factory or other 

schooling. The collapse of weaving prices forced the handloom 

weaver to lengthen his hours of labour and to work his children 

from their earliest years until education became a luxury in the 

day -long struggle for bread. Even a town like Paisley, con- 

spicuous for its working -class culture, seemed to undergo an ad- 

verse change in the post -war years. In 1819 the radical tumult 

in the town inspired a benevolent gentleman to survey conditions 

preparatory to the planting of Sabbath schools. He found over 



3,000 adults unable to read and their condition was due neither 

to immigration nor to work in a factory. it was to be ex- 

plained by the breakdown of the careful old- fashioned training 

in the weaving shops; since the opening of the century, the 

employment of draw -boys and girls of very tender years had 

thrown obstacles in the way of juvenile education as great as 

those due to factory conditions. 

But even when their economic position was secure or 

improving the new working groups in process of formation might 

cease to exhibit the conventional attitudes to education and in- 

tellectual interests that were expected of them. In an urban 

and industrial environment the pursuit of these goods was 

stripped of its rural and small town associations and intim- 

acies. Even if the capacity to read and write was now becom- 

ing a necessity, it no longer seemed to act as the base of a 

rich and individual culture that was independent of rank and 

breeding. This seemed to evaporate amid the business of earn- 

ing a livelihood; it was crushed by the grind and pressure of 

a specialised occupation or withered in uncongenial home sur- 

roundings into a brute materialism. Most significant of all, 

if it survived, this intellectual idealism was transposed and 

sometimes inverted. It tended to assume attitudes that were 

covered by such general terms of disapproval as irreligion, 

atheism and radicalism or is drew its inspiration from loyalties 

and associations that were not yet seen as the defence works of 

a new urban culture. 



The extremes of educational progress and deteriora- 

tion were naturally most conspicuous in Edinburgh and Glasgow. 

These two great cities were famous for the excellence and chea- 

ness of their higher and middle schools; their post -war initia- 

tive was seen in a series of educational experiments and inven- 

tions which attracted general attention; their skilled artisans 

and mechanics enjoyed the reputation of being the most literate 

and scientifically minded of their kind in Europe. But apart 

from the support of one great town school, their municipal au- 

thorities had little direct concern with primary, secondary or 

vocational education; this was supplied by private enterprise 

or voluntary enthusiasm, and at most levels it touched an elite 

rather than coped with the mass. The growth of an urban bar- 

barism was evident; here the problem was to convey and secure 

the elements of religion and decency in a hostile environment 

and the needs of this situation made a direct and urgent anneal. 

But above the line of respectability some education had to be 

provided for 'average' children. Their parents formed the 

skilled and semi -skilled working classes. Many had not yet 

lost their inherited expectation that the school should give 

their children something wider than a bare instruction in the 

three R's, but with limited means their choice was between a 

cheap inefficient adventure school and a semi -philanthropic in- 

stitution that might be difficult of access, overcrowded, super- 

ficial and mechanical in its aims and methods. Their hope, 

however, lay in the multiplication and development of the latter, 



and faced with this problem, the agencies of benevolence ex- 

panded and improved until they could claim to reproduce some- 

thing like the parochial organisation and practice. These 

semi -charitable schools usually charged fees on the principle 

that a free education was demoralising; beginning with the 

rudiments, they found themselves developing some advanced in- 

struction; difficulties of overcrowding, discipline and extra- 

mural distraction forced the teachers to work out an art and 

science of education and to develop and impart a professional 

training. These became aware of the importance of the envir- 

onment, which the active parochial tradition had tended to as- 

sume as supplied, and the necessity of co- operating with the 

other agencies of social improvement. The aim was eventually 

to be defined as the systematic reproduction of the territorial 

organisation and the intellectual and moral agencies of the 

idealised rural parish. 

These educational developments and their interaction 

can be best conveyed by illustration. In Edinburgh the expan- 

sion of the well -to -do middle class brought a demand for an im- 

proved secondary education which was generally supplied by 

private enterprise or associated action. The Town Council sup- 

ported the historic High School of the city, but this institu- 

tion was now criticised as overcrowded and traditional in its 

organisation, curriculum and methods. In 1824, the foundation 

of the Edinburgh Academy partly relieved the congestion and set 

new standards for a classical education comparable (it was hoped) 



to that of the English public schools. Thus stimulated by com- 

petition, the Royal High School entered on a period of reform 

which was to have a marked influence in and beyond Scotland, but 

by the Thirties, private enterprise was increasing the facili- 

ties and changing the content of secondary education. In 1825 

the Scottish Military Academy was opened for instruction in mil- 

itary subjects and foreign languages as preparatory -6o the Army 

or the East India Company's service. In 18 >2 the "Edinburgh 

Institution for Languages and Mathematics" offered tuition to 

Young Gentlemen who were "destined to employment for the success- 

ful prosecution of which a critical knowledge of Greek and Latin 

is not indispensably requisite ". There were in addition private 

academies and boarding establishments in the neighbourhood of 

the capital and among them were the preparatory schools which 

were to become Loretto and Merehiston Castle. But probably the 

most significant innovation in this field was the Scottish In- 

stitution for the Education of Young Ladies which opened in 1834. 

In addition to the usual primary and ornamental subjects it em- 

phasised modern languages and particularly German as a suitable 

substitute for the classics "not generally considered a necessary 

branch in a lady's education ". By the success of a class in 

mathematics it established "the perfect competency of the female 

mind in overtaking the severer studies ", and on this foundation 

it offered courses in Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Botany, Geo- 

logy and European history which could be taken as special sub- 

jects by external pupils. But to emphasise its standards of 



serious and continuous endeavour, it proposed to hold periodic- 

al examinations and to award a certificate or diploma on the 

completion of a satisfactory course. 

Yet primary education could not be adequately provided 

by these means. Ever since the Tron Riot of 1814 the benevol- 

ent had been made aware of the deficiency and had responded by 

supporting associations for the planting of Sabbath and day 

schools. A more systematic distribution of Sunday schools was 

relatively easy, for their expenses were limited and they could 

employ voluntary and amateur teachers. But their influence was 

restricted, and the needs of the children who attended induced 

Sheriff Wood to advocate that each particular congregation should 

establish and support a day school for the benefit of its own 

neighbourhood. These Sessional or Local Schools could be ex- 

panded into a general semi -established parochial system but they 

involved financial commitments, a permanent organisation, the use 

of appropriate buildings and the employment of competent teach- 

ers, and with a charge of 2d or 3d a week, they attracted an in- 

flux of pupils beyond the limits of effective handling. In his 

first Sessional School at St. John's, Wood worked out and im- 

parted an improved method of instruction. This "Intellectual 

System" made its way into the more progressive country schools 

but its use in Edinburgh was limited by the size or the classes 

and it had to be conjoined with the use of monitors. Yet the 

practice in these church schools was no so mechanical as might 

have been expected. For example, the aims and methods of the 



Local School set up in St. George's in 188 were both intellig- 

ent and comprehensive. In conformity "to the original spirit 

and intention of our National Establishment ", it was to give a 

religious education; the pupils were to be instructed in the 

truths and precepts of.Christianity "as a separate sciences' and 

its influence was to be pervasive. But this condition fulfilled, 

the more knowledge infused into the pupils the better and there 

was therefore no restriction of the teaching to "elementary" sub- 

jects. For those who could not enter the advanced division an 

evening school was to be opened which could provide instruction 

in Commercial Arithmetic, Book- keeping and elementary Mechanics. 

To both the day and evening classes were to be attached small 

libraries. The social factor in education was likewise recog- 

nised in this urban environment. Punishment was not abolished 

but "the law of kindness" was to be the principal incentive to 

discipline and industry, and the teacher was to secure its fruits 

by an active association with the children and their parents out- 

side the school. He was to visit the homes in case of absence, 

to inquire after the sick, to discover with what application the 

pupils pursued their home work, how they spent the Sabbath, what 

company they kept, in what manner they behaved to their parents. 

The influence of such ideals was, however, limited. 

By 1840 there were possibly eight active Sessional and Local 

Schools in Edinburgh and in addition five others, comparable in 

aim, scope and permanence, which were run by educational soci- 

eties or supported by endowments. Altogether they gave an edu- 



cation to some 4,000 children drawn from the poorer classes. 

They attracted enthusiastic and competent teachers but the sal- 

aries offered were low, the staff were too dependent on the week- 

ly pittances they received from their pupils, the classes were 

overwhelmingly large and the use of monitors was still necessary. 

But despite these handicaps, the competence and ingenuity of the 

teacher faced with a hundred or more young boys in one room 

earned a word of praise from the first of Her Majesty's Inspect - 

ors who reported on their activities. 

By 1840 a fresh stimulus to the extension and improve- 

ment of primary education was making itself felt in the city. 

In 1636, inspired by the Radical stalwart, Duncan McLaren, the 

Governors of Heriot's Trust had secured an act of parliament 

which permitted them to devote some of their surplus income to 

these purposes, but it was not until 1640 that they added to 

their first school, six others, two of which were infant schools. 

These seven schools gave an education to upwards of 2,000 child- 

ren and were officially judged "by far the most valuable element - 

ary educational machinery existing in this country ". After 

heated argument, the Trustees had decided to offer a free educa- 

tion and free books and where necessary they were prepared to 

supply clothing. They erected buildings that were both commodi- 

ous and elegant; the sanitary arrangements were given special 

attention, but placed as they were in crowded parts of the town, 

only one of their seven schools was provided with a playground. 

They secured exceptional teachers by offering the exceptional 



salary of 140. In any one school the numbers were limited to 

around 300 and instead of the use of monitors drawn from the 

older pupils, the Trustees introduced a system of "apprentice- 

teachers"; these were drawn from the beneficiaries in Heriot's 

Hospital and paid during their five year term a small weekly 

wage and a yearly bonus; every evening they received academic 

and professional instruction from their head teacher. The 

'Intellectual Method' of instruction could be adopted with some 

effect since the average size of a class had now been reduced 

to between 50 and 60 pupils. In addition to the rudiments, 

there was a more advanced instruction in English Grammar, Geo- 

graphy and Book -keeping. There were also classes in Singing 

and Drawing and an industrial department for the girls under a 

qualified mistress. But religious and moral education was not 

neglecued. Regular attendance was secured by allowing the en- 

rolment of pupils at only two fixed times during the year; per- 

sonal cleanliness was insisted on, and the scope and standard of 

the religious teaching can be suggested by the fact that the 

senior class (aged 11) committed to memory the whole of the 

Shorter Catechism and its proofs. The superintendence of these 

schools was well secured. They were inspected weekly by the 

House - Governor of Heriot's Hospital; they were visited fort- 

nightly and reported on by two of the Governors; they were al- 

ways open to the public and their reputation attracted teachers 

and others concerned to improve their own practice or the con- 

ditions of the poor. 



These various efforts, however, seemed to make the 

surrounding darkness only the more apparent. In 1843, Her Maj- 

esty's Inspector reported in a survey of the educational equip- 

ment of Edinburgh that he had "no means at present of ascertain- 

ing the number of poor children" in the city and therefore he 

could not say "what proportion of these attend no school or re- 

ceive their education in the existing dame and adventure schools ". 

In the early Thirties, a report on the Canongate parish estim- 

ated that in a population of over 10,000 only half of the child- 

ren of school aL,;e attended any kind of school. A detailed ex- 

amination of a much more limited area was made in 1843 by one of 

the City Missionaries. In the West Port, off the Urassmarket 

and a congested area inhabited by casual labour, he found that 

out of 540 male and female heads of families only one -third were 

at all "regular" in their attendance at some place of worship 

while an equal proportion had no church connection at all. He 

might be happy to report that there was 'snot one avowed infidel 

in the whole of the district" but another social and educational 

complication was suggested by the fact that over a quarter of the 

families reported on were Catholic. It was estimated that two 

thirds of the children in the area could not read at all. Out 

of 400 children "fit to attend school" only rather more than 400/0 

were at day schools of any description, ana because of irregular 

attendance or poor instruction "fully one third of those who 

were at school would never in all probability be able to read 

their Bible ". In these circumstances, one of the earliest and 



simplest forms of popular education retained its importance; 

the children who received what education they got by attending 

Sunday schools were considerably more than a third of the num- 

ber of all those in day schools. 

The educational needs of Glasgow were, like those of 

Edinburgh, a matter of estimate. As they became apparent the 

response was on similar lines. Glasgow Town Council supported 

the town Grammar School, which was eventually reformed after the 

example of the High School of Edinburgh. There was an expan- 

sion of private agencies of secondary education. The activities 

of the popular Andersonian University and, after 1823, of the 

Mechanics' Institute showed an appropriate enthusiasm for tech- 

nical and adult education. There were, as in Edinburgh, sever- 

al educational endowments for special groups of children. But 

the provision of primary education was defective. Private en- 

terprise and benevolence struggled against the brute facts of 

the expansion of the city, the influx of a semi -educated popula- 

tion and the disorganising effect of an uncontrolled urban en- 

vironment. By 1831 the inhabitants numbered over 200,000. 

The proportion of school age between five and 15 was possibly a 

fifth or a sixth of the total, yet it was reported that some 200 

schools were attended by only a third of this number. During 

the Thirties, local surveys began to fill in the details of the 

general outline. An area of 57,000 inhabitants gave one thir- 

teenth of the population as attending day or evening schools, 

but this included a section, St. David's, where numerous charity 



establishments drew pupils from all over the city. The im- 

mense Barony Parish with 78,000 inhabitants had to be examined 

by sampling. In the particular areas of the Calton and Miilend 

a population of 20,000 was reported as having one seventeenth 

attending day and evening school and only one twenty -sixth at 

day school alone. 

These conditions had become increasingly apparent 

since 1815 and had inspired a vigorous educational campaign. 

As in Edinburgh the first response had been the diffusion of 

Sunday schools. An Infant School Society had been active since 

1826 and a year later David Stow had opened the Glasgow Model 

School for professional demonstration and instruction. But the 

influence of Chalmers and his associates had combined with the 

dread of social disturbances to rouse middle -class benevolence. 

His experiments had popularised the idea of the systematic plant- 

ing of church and other facilities to supplement the ten parish 

churches in Glasgow, and each church should properly have a 

Sessional School as well as the other agencies of parochial exist- 

ence. But it was not until 1834 that the Glasgow Church Build- 

ing Society launched an ambitious programme of church extension. 

By 1840 it had built 12 new churches in the city and reorganised 

an equal number of former chapels -of -ease, and round these cen- 

tres a "parochial system" was coming into action. Six Session- 

al and Infant Schools had been founded before 1834 at an expend- 

iture of over - 7,000. The government grant in aid of school 

building encouraged more rapid expansion so that by 1840 there 



were in all 18 of these schools, eight more were building or 

projected and other schemes were assisted in various ways. Al- 

together these establishments attempted to educate over 6,000 

pupils; nearly a thousand others were benefited by five endow- 

ments of the city and after 1837, the new Normal Seminary made 

its influence felt not only in the professional training of 

teachers but by developing its model schools with about 500 pu- 

pils in all. 

These schools gave a cheap and good education which 

sometimes attracted pupils from a class superior to those for 

whom they were intended. The endowed charity schools were 

free. The Sessional Schools, whose promoters had views on the 

effects of free benefits, charged 2/- or 2/6 a quarter. These 

fees were rather cheaper than those charged by private teachers 

supplying a similar kind of education. But the expansion of 

this semi -establishment was limited both in time and space and 

beyond their influence was the indefinite number of children who 

picked up an education from adventure schools. A particular 

local example will illustrate their position. The Gorbals was 

a part of Govan parish and a developing industrial area on the 

South bank of the Clyde. Its population was increasing rapidly 

to about 36,000 in 1831. There was no parish school for since 

it had been erected into a Quoad sacra parish in the 18th century 

the heritors had evaded the obligation to build a school. In 

1830 the area had 29 day and 11 evening schools, 40 in all. 

Five of these were associated with and at least partially sup- 



ported by churches or philanthropic societies, and 35 were ad- 

venture schools. There was one Sessional School, the teacher 

of which received a definite salary, and one Catholic school, 

also with a salaried teacher. In some cases, a group of pious 

ladies paid the rent of the school building, but otherwise, the 

teachers were dependent on school fees of 2d or 3d a week. In 

a prosperous day school, there might be from 120 to 200 pupils, 

taught without the aid of monitors, but their attendance would 

be irregular and their fee -payments more so. Even in these 

conditions some characteristics of the national tradition man- 

aged to survive. Out of 30 teachers, only two engaged in other 

occupations and of these one was clerk to the parish session and 

the other the precentor of the Gaelic chapel. But 19 out of 

the total were preparing for some other employment and of these 

13 were destined for the Church. In consequence the academic 

experience of the teaching group was comparatively extensive. 

All but eight of the 30 had attended at least one session at the 

university; 23 of them offered to teach Latin and five actually 

did so. It is true that the university training might be quite 

superficial and that teaching might be simply a means of working 

one's way through college, but it was significant that the pub- 

lic expected at least the parade of such standards. It was also 

significant that if there were five teachers of Latin, there were 

six teaching book -keeping and two teaching mathematics and men- 

suration. Most significant of all, after 1833 this district 

with its machine -shops and ship -building yards was prepared to 



support a Mechanics' Institute. 

But there was not in Glasgow any more than in . din - 

burgh a systematic educational programme to meet the rapid in- 

crease of population or the needs of those classes who fell be- 

low the conventional standards of intellectual equipment and 

moral culture. By 1831 the population was over 200,000. In 

this number, Stow thought there might be about 30,000 Catholics 

whose education presented a special problem since they had been 
ç2ÿ1 

withdrawn from the Protestant schools around 1818-18192 Of 

the remainder, a quarter might be rich enough to supply what 

education they wanted for their own children; a half belonged 

to the respectable classes who fulfilled their parental duty as 

their means allowed. There remained, in his opinion, a last 

quarter of the Protestant majority who inherited Protestant 

standards but who were without the pastoral care of a Christian 

minister, who were unable or unwilling to provide education and 

whose children were growing up in ignorance and anarchy. In 

this class were "the careless, half infidel and turbulent artis- 

ans and labourers ", and below them, the demoralised, composed of 

"ballad-singers, sand and match sellers, thieves and pickpockets.'! 

For the children of such as these Stow held that something other 

than the bare capacity to read and write had to be provided, for 

such even when acquired had very little effect in their situa- 

tion. In 1816, he had opened his first local Sabbath School; 

of the 28 boys and girls from nine to 14 years of age who were 

collected to attend, all could read and nearly all possessed 



Bibles, but 23 "were perfectly ignorant of the introduction of 

sin into the world ". Thirty years later, in 1845, he reported 

on a survey of 698 juvenile factory workers made by the students 

of the Normal College. In any ordinary statistical account, he 

thought that at least two thirds of the whole number would have 

been returned as "educated ", that is, they claimed to be able to 

read; but only ene third of this number could read "pretty well 

and of these "very few understood the meaning of what they read ". 

But their ignorance of religion was shocking; 126 "had never 

heard the name of Jesus but from the mouth of profane swearers ". 

The Catholics among them at least knew the identity of the sec- 

ond person of the Trinity, but when questioned on the patriarchs, 

the prophets and the apostles, some had replied politely enough, 

"Sir, we don't know anything about these gentlemen." 



4. 

THE TEACHER AND HIS PROFESSION. 

(i) 

The quality as well as the scope of education pro- 

vided for Scotland was a matter of increasing debate after 1815. 

A redefinition of aim was associated with a reform of practice. 

At first changes were experimental and limited in scope but 

they eventually widened to affect the conventional methods of 

instruction. In this process the parochial teacher played a 

role of special importance. He occupied a position of tradi- 

tional prestige; in addition, his legal independence of con- 

trol and his economic difficulties induced him to associate 

with his fellows, thus developing a group interest and finally 

a professional sentiment and organisation. At the opening of 

the century teaching was a temporary or a "refugee" occupation. 

By 1840 an advancing economic status had been associated with 

a corporate spirit. Teaching was becoming a self -conscious 

profession, with standards of preparation, efficiency and re- 

sponsibility, and the teacher was beginning to talk with a new 

authority (and in an impressive technical language) of the aims 

and practice of his craft. 

The new profession was in a position to wield increas- 

ing influence. As yet unhampered by bureaucratic control, the 

active teacher was inspired by the new ideas and methods of an 



age of pedagogical discussion and experiment. He became in- 

creasingly responsive to a group opinion that eventually ex- 

pressed itself through such technical institutions as the new 

training colleges and such a professional association as the 

Educational Institute of Scotlana. By these and other develop- 

ments, the new aims and methods in education were defined and 

popularised with a crusading enthusiasm. 

The teacher was also independent of local official- 

dom; he was however still responsive to a local opinion which 

could make itself felt by the withdrawal of children from a 

particular school and a consequent loss of pupils' fees. This 

local opinion could be traditionally stupid and selfish; al- 

ternatively it could be vitally concerned with education both 

for the generality and the exceptional. Convinced of the 

many -sided value of schooling and particularly aware of it as 

the avenue to success, local opinion could and did appreciate 

an able teacher who did at least some of his duty by the aver- 

age pupil and at the same time made his name and that of his 

parish famous for the exceptional scholars he sent to the uni- 

versity. It was this peculiar conjunction of a new profession- 

al enthusiasm suited to local needs and an active local interest 

in education which explains the great influence of a gifted 

teacher in these times and especially in those localities where 

there was still an open horizon of opportunity. Given his 

chance and justified by the results of his wisdom and skill, the 

dominie might exercise a parochial influence comparable to that 



of the doctor and the divine; his fame would spread with the 

success of his pupils at the university and beyond it, and he 

would leave a tradition of local greatness behind him. 

This position was not attained without a struggle; 

nor was it anything like an universal one. But new standards 

were being set by the exceptional teacher and the rise of the 

profession had to be calculated from its initial position at 

the opening of the century. Then the parish schoolmaster was 

appointed and controlled by inherited procedures and economic- 

ally depressed by the survival of fixed standards of payment. 

In every one of the 942 parishes of the kingdom, the dominie 

was selected by the minister and the heritors. He then took 

the Oaths of Allegiance and Abjuration and applied to the Pres- 

bytery of the bounds to make trial of his sufïiciency not only 

in morality and religion but "in such branches of literature 

as the majority of the heritors and minister deemed necessary 

for the parish ". The Presbytery's determination was final and 

only in the case of a complaint of excessive power could the 

Court of Session intervene on a writ of error. After satis- 

fying the Presbytery, the teacher subscribed to the Confession 

of Faith and the Formula of the Church of Scotland and the ap- 
> 

pointment was completed. 

The teacher was now in receipt of an income from var- 

ied sources. He was paid a legal salary fixed within definite 

limits and provided with a school, a dwelling -house and a garden. 

For these expenses the heritors levied a "stent" on the valued 



rents of the parish, one half of which was passed on to the ten- 

ants. But in addition to the stipend and the other assets pro- 

vided by law the teacher also received fees from the parents of 

his pupils. The minister and heritors fixed a rate for each 

subject taught and a statement of these rates was publicly ex- 

hibited in the school. The same local authorities also ad- 

judged the number of poor children who were to receive a free 

education. 

These various arrangements were over a century old. 

The Education Act of 1696 had given the schoolmasters of that 

date the expectation of an income equivalent to that of a res- 

pectable farmer. A recommendation of the General Assembly of 

1706 had urged the appointment of men of university education 

to the parish schools, for they were to prepare studious youth 

for the university and to assist by their example and influence 

the minister and the elders in the moral economy of the parish. 

But a century later these standards were no longer possible. 

With the change in price levels, the unadjusted rates now gave 

the teacher a legal income often below that of a skilled artis- 

an and sometimes little higher than that of a day labourer. 

The teacher therefore became more concerned with the receipt 

of school fees, but stipend and fees together did not suffice. 

Teaching tended to become a temporary occupation, often simply 

a preparation for the ministry, or a refuge for the disabled 

and the incompetent. In these circumstances standards of scho- 

larship and teaching could hardly be kept up and the underpaid 



teacher was tempted into supplementary occupations. He was 

often the parish clerk, sometimes precentor or beadle; oc- 

casionally he turned his knowledge of mathematics to land - 

measuring or his book -keeping to auctioneering. 

The Education Act of 1803 -- the first for over a 

century -- did not remedy this state of affairs. The danger 

of the spread of subversive ideas was admitted and the contrast 

between the depressed condition of the parish teachers and the 

war profits and rising land values of the heritors was obvious. 

Yet the lairds were not to be moved. The salary limits were 

fixed at 300 - 400 merks, i.e. x'18 - :24 a year, and were to 

be revised every 25 years in relation to changes in grain 

prices. The dwelling -house provided for the teacher was to 

consist of not more than two apartments including the kitchen. 

No provision was made for tests of scholastic preparation or 

efficiency and the only recognition of the need of expansion 

was the permission granted the heritors of a parish to devote 

a total of 600 merks (/30) to two or more teachers, in which 

case there was no obligation laid on them to provide schools 

or dwelling- houses. With the difficulties of the post -war 

period harrassing the landholders and their tenants, there was 

little disposition to any further generosity. It was estimated 

in the Returns of 1818 that the schoolmaster received on an aver- 

age less than /22 a year from his legal stipend and that, at 

the least, one half of the parochial incumbents had an income 

from all sources -- stipends, fees, offices and other emoluments 



-- which did not amount to ;40 or '45 a year. Long before the 

time appointed for the revision of salaries approached, the 

parochial schoolmasters felt an obvious interest in the public 

presentation of the facts of tneir position. 

(ii) 

A course of common action was encouraged by the un- 

expected security which the parish teacher now enjoyed in his 

ofrice. The Act of 1803 affirmed that the superintendence of 

schools should continue with the ministers of the Church ac- 

cording to the several acts of Parliament respecting the same. 

This gave opening for legal argument and definition. In detail 

questions as to the admission, censure, suspension and depriva- 

tion of teachers lay in the purview of the Presbytery, without 

appeal to any other court. The parish minister and the heri- 

tors settled the subjects and rates of instruction, but the 

Presbytery fixed the hours of teaching and the vacations and it 

was its duty to conduct an annual examination into the conduct 

and work of the school. Iu reported its findings to the Edu- 

cation Committee of the General Assembly and it could usually 

press for action on its proposals through the parish minister 

who was one of its members. There was a possibility in the 

post -war religious revival that with the wide scope of clerical 

interest in education a central organisation and a general po- 

licy might emerge from the Educational Committee of the General 

Assembly rather than that of the Privy Council. But these 



clerical activities were exposed to the jealousy of the civil 

power and the Court of Session scrutinised ahem on technical 

grounds. On three separate occasions the claim was preferred 

that a power of redress in case of excess or non -compliance with 

the Act of 1803 lay with the civil court and this position was 
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affirmed on appeal in 1829. 

In these circumstances the presbyterial power of cen- 

sure and dismissal was whittled away; the Session argued tnat 

there was no general ground of dismissal, that specific offences 

had to be proven by a complicated process of libel and proof, 

and as the Presbytery was a church court which did not command 

legal advice, occasions of technical error invited intervention. 

In the conduct of the school itself the teacher was thus left 

virtually independent. In 1821 Henry Cockburn gave his legal 

opinion that the schoolmaster was sole teacher and manager; 

neither the Presbytery nor its committee had any right without 

his consent to instruct or correct; it retained the right of 

examination but if it wished to complain, it had no legal means 

of doing so beyond a formal accusation of incapacity or neglect. 

In_ effect, the teacher was beyond removal for incompatibility or 

incapacity due to ill -health or old age; negligence was diffi- 

cult to prove, and seemingly only in the rare case of open and 

acknowledged withdrawal from the communion of the Church was 
c 

the action of the Presbytery unquestionable. 

Despite the low salary attached to the office of par- 

ochial schoolmaster, this security of tenure had its attraction 



during the years of post -war depression and unemployment. There 

was less drifting in and out of the occupation; with a more 

stable personnel, a corporate spirit and organisation could de- 

velop. An Act of 1807 compelled burgh and parochial schoolmast- 

ers to contribute to an annuity fund for their widows and child- 

ren and so encouraged professional contacts by calling for annual 

meetings in each presbytery of delegates to manage the scheme. 

Then in 1b20 a voluntary association of parish teachers raised 

the general question of their salary and status and published a 

Report on the State of the Parochial Schoolmasters. 

Professional response even to such an issue was still 

weak. The Committee complained that, out of a thousand circul- 

ars distributed, less than 300 had been returned with the de- 

sired information. From these it appeared that the average 

income of these parochial teachers was .19 derived from official 

sources and less than -30 derived from fees; this latter source 

varied within wide limits and little increase could be expected 

from it unless through a reduction of the excessive numbers of 

poor pupils educated gratis. To meet the need of higher salar- 

ies, the Schoolmasters' Committee proposed an important innova- 

tion. An increase of income from local sources was not con- 

sidered practicable; the Committee therefore suggested an in- 

crease in salary of one -third to be met out of national taxes. 

This was justified by the national importance of both office and 

work; the law of supply and demand had produced a crop of priv- 

ate teachers who were either outside the Church or incompetent -- 



disabled mechanics and others of no acquirement, lax in discip- 

line, not infrequently of indifferent principles and dependent 

on the prejudice and caprice of parents. Education was however 

a public function, a training of youth in habits of moral and re- 

ligious discipline in preparation for the discharge of the duties 

of men and Christians, and therefore required definite public 

supervision. 

With this higher salary was to go an improved status. 

The parochial teacher was to be required to attend at least the 

Latin and Greek classes at the university; he was to be examined 

in these branches on induction by the presbytery and the annual 

examination of the school was not to be limited to those branches 

which the minister and heritors decreed of importance to the 

parish. The literary character of the parochial teacher was 

to be restored and preparation for the university to be regarded 

as a normal part of his duties. His status was to be further 

enhanced by his appointment as session clerk for the parish and 

by the construction of a dwelling -house of at least four rooms; 

his independence was to be emphasised by a right of appeal from 

presbyterial superintendence to the higher Church courts. The 

Committee suggested further an act requiring private teachers 

to take the Oath of Allegiance and to be licensed by the local 

presbytery as to moral character and qualifications. Upon ap- 

plication by the established schoolmaster or the kirk session, 

the sheriff was to issue an interdict debarring any private 

teacher who would not comply with these requirements. 



This programme of reform was conservative in aim; it 

retained the elaborate division of authority between church and 

state which conduced to the independence of the teacher, but it 

also linked professional improvement with a defence of the in- 

terest of the particular group and its status. If the increase 

of salary proposed was to come from the State, the schoolmaster 

would still be appointed and examined by the presbytery, he 

would act as parish clerk and registrar and would have the right 

of appeal to the higher church courts. If any central direct- 

ion was implied, it would come from the special committee of 

the General Assembly which was accustomed to report annually on 

education. The traditional connection between the parish 

school and the university was reasserted, but if teachers were 

to be required to have some university education, there was as 

yet no hint of professional training. The Schoolmaster' Com- 

mittee abandoned the principle of supply and demand in the case 

of a service of national importance, but in their proposals for 

the control of the private teacher their care for professional 

and other standards could be interpreted otherwise as the reviv- 

al of a selfish monopoly. 

This Committee of Schoolmasters did not realise their 

aims. Henry Cockburn, a strong advocate of their cause and 

their legal adviser, noted on the flyleaf of his private copy 

of the Report the reasons for their failure. "The schemes... 

were frustrated by their impatience, their want of union and 

vigour, and by their having in general not kept up with the re- 



formed systems of teaching which made other schools more popul- 
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ar ". This was the real defence of the private teacher; some 

taught where the public school was not available, some taught 

more efficiently than the parochial schoolmaster; the test was 

a fair competition which eliminated the inferior service. But 

the schoolmasters' agitation continued with the approach of the 

year fixed for salary revision. A Memorial of 1824 restated 

their claims: an increase of salary, reasonable living accom- 

modation, and an appeal from presbyterial decisions to the 

higher Church Courts. In 1825 the General Assembly urged the 

recognition of the right of appeal and reasserted its historic 

position "that no person ought to be admitted to the situation 

of a parish schoolmaster who shall not be found by the Presby- 

tery of the bounds qualified to teach the Latin language -- 

with power to the Presbytery in every case to determine what 

other qualifications may be necessary ". 

The educational question was further reviewed in an 

article in the bdinburgh in 1827 which gave the moderate Whig 

point of view. A renovation of the national tradition was re- 

cognised as necessary. It was desirable that the schoolmaster 

should have a university education, but it was useless to ex- 

pect this unless the financial and social position of the teach- 

er was so improved as to enable him to maintain himself with 

propriety in his intercourse with the parish. Nor should his 

tuition be confined to the poor or the labouring population. 

"A parish school is gone the instant it is understood that it 



is a place which is too low for the village aristocracy, and 

that it is frequented merely by those who have little to pay 

and little to knows'. Neither the heritors nor the presbyter- 

ies were indeed competent to decide on the subjects and methods 

of instruction. That was becoming a matter of both general 

and professional concern. But a revised minimum salary of= 27 

a year would not be sufficient to attract a good teacher, and 

landholders who were outraged at the idea of a higher salary 

for the dominie ought to recollect that usually they had no poor 

rates to pay and that they could regard an efficient school as 

an insurance against their imposition. If necessary, the pub- 

lic could be called upon and there was a direct precedent for a 

state subvention in the recent augmentation of the stipends of 

the Scottish clergy out of public fir ds. With higher salaries, 

higher qualifications could be expected and the connection be- 

tween the parish school and the university maintained. It was 

finally suggested that the Commission engaged in investigating 

the Scottish Universities might usefully be followed by an in- 

quiry into the condition of the lower schools; the information 

so obtained could be used as the basis for a comprehensive re- 
(k) 

form of the educational structure of the kingdom. 



5. 
INTELLECTUAL AND MORAL EDUCATION. 

(i) 
Henry Cockburn had a low opinion of the educational 

enthusiasm of the lairds, but the clergy at least were not in- 

different to securing teachers with some qualifications. Out 

of 906 parishes reported on in 1827, over 400 had schoolmasters 

who had attended a four -year course at a university; there were 

in addition rather under half that number of private teachers 

with the same preparation, and in all, only some 250 parishes 

were without a university- educated teacher, either public or 

private. 
á, 

It is true that the minister and the heritors decided 

the subjects of instruction and a plea of economy might be held 

to justify a poor and cheap appointment. But in the remoter 

country parishes, this tendency would be checked by the fact 



that the children of the local middle class would still attend 

the parish school all the time and the children of the smaller 

gentry at least some of the time. The range of instruction 

had therefore to be widened beyond the 3 R's. In effect, the 

curriculum was generally flexible because the schoolmaster had 

to be a "general practitioner" and something of an Admirable 

Crichton. He gave primary instruction, both religious and se- 

cular, prepared an elite for the university and had to teach an 

increasing range of vocational subjects such as bookkeeping, 

mensuration and occasionally navigation. In such an omnibus - 

school of limited size, the expansion of the curriculum was ad- 

justed to the demand by the practice of paying fees for each 

subject, so that there appeared something like an elective sys- 

tem allowing a range of individual choice. Most pupils in a 

parish school would receive instruction in Bible, reading and 

writing, subjects that were often covered by a composite fee. 

A good many would take arithmetic as an additional subject for 

which another fee was charged. A smaller number would pursue 

such subjects as mathematics, mensuration or bookkeeping; a 

select few would receive the master's special attention in 

Latin and occasionally Greek. In these arrangements little 

classification was possible and instruction had to be indivi- 

dualised for children of all ages; a subject might be begun 

and dropped when convenient; a young man might come back to 

school for special preparation or a maidservant for general im- 

provement. Thus much depended on the personality of the 



teacher, on the size of the school and on the quality of the 

pupils who reflected the manners and interests of their local- 

ity. But in these circumstances, even with a manageable num- 

ber of pupils, an intelligent teacher found himself facing a 

problem of "method" which could not be entirely solved by tra- 

ditional "common sense" or rote - learning or corporal punish- 

ment. There was need of a definitely professional practice. 

The aims and methods of instruction in the parish 

schools of a special area can be illustrated from the First Re- 

port of the Dick Trustees in 1832. The Bequest which they ad- 

ministered was applicable to the rural parishes of Aberdeen, 

Banff and Moray where the parochial tradition was still active 

and where social conditions emphasised the connection with the 

regional university. This survey therefore gives a picture 
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of parochial education under favouring conditions. 

The Dick Trustees reported on 123 parish schools. 

They found that the average on the roll was 56 in winter and 

40 in summer; the average age of entry was 5 years, that of 

leaving 15 years; but this span of almost ten years' schooling 

was not at all continuous. It was estimated that less than 

half of the school population actually attended for six months 

of the year. This was explained by the use of juvenile labour 

on the small farms and crofts of the area. 

The position of 137 parochial teachers was examined. 

The average value of the appointment was 71-55 from all sources. 

Of this, 48 was paid in money but the teachers had difficulty 



in collecting the fees due them, and in some cases as much as 

a quarter of the year's amount might be outstanding. As there 

was no provision for retirement and no means of dismissing an 

aged or incompetent teacher, the quality of the teaching was 

affected. Among the 137 incumbents, 19 were over 6o years 

old and of these only 7 had assistants. One teacher was dis- 

covered still active at the age of 75, unable either to retire 

or to afford an assistant; two incumbents wire labouring under 

mental derangement. The average income of 12 supplementary 

teachers was estimated as between >-28 and 29 a year and the 

position was usually regarded as a temporary one and as a hell, 

to further study at the university. - 

The pupils at the schools investigated studied the 

subjects for which they paid fees. Out of nearly 7,700, 960A 

were being instructed in primary "English"; 51%0 received ad- 

ditional instruction in Writing which would include composi- 

tion as well as penmanship; 30%, were taught arithmetic as a 

special subject. The higher subjects were taught to limited 

numbers -- English Grammar, which was now attracting great at- 

tention, to over 500, Latin to over 400, Geography and Mathe- 

matics to between 100 and 200; 36 were enrolled for Greek and 

2 for French. 

The Trustees noted the varying importance of these 

subjects. The demand for Latin was stimulated by the numerous 

entrance bursaries at the Aberdeen Universities awarded on the 

results of an examination which required a knowledge of Latin 



prose composition; this was the universal exercise and the 

language was reported better taught than English. Mathematics 

had the attraction of its numerous practical applications. 

The native tongue suffered from old- fashioned methods of teach- 

ing by rote; the text -books were bad; the older collections 

were filled with didactic passages from the classical writers 

-- Addison, Chesterfield, Milton, Pope, Parnell and Edward 

Young -- and were selected without reference to the age or ca- 

pacity of the pupil; it was only the exceptional who realised 

the strength and clarity of these models sufficiently to form 

an individual style. The newer and improved text -books and 

collections coming into use were too expensive. In these cir- 

cumstances the cheapest reading material was provided by the 

Bible, and the Shorter Catechism with the alphabet and the 

tables printed on its covers. These sacred volumes were used 

both for doctrine and language and heavily memorised. Some- 

times the Bible was read systematically from end to end, verse 

by verse, lest parents exclaim against the iniquity of think- 

ing one part of God's Word better than another, while its more 

meaningless passages (such as the TrBegatsty and Nehemiah X) 

might be carefully selected for T4memory training". The more 

progressive teachers were beginning to associate Bible study 

with some elementary notions of Ancient Geography and History, 

and any estimate of the cultural value of this education must 

allow for the intellectual and moral training and the literary 

and imaginative stimulus of an intensive study of the Scriptures. 



Yet the Trustees commented on the generally limited and super- 

ficial effect of instruction by rote and corporal punishment. 

Under a weak teacher a school might be a bedlam, under a stern 

and stupid one, a dreadful coercion. The mere knowledge of 

letters and the art of reading were attained, "but the under- 

standing and heart are unimproved and the manners unformed ". 

Little knowledge of the objects of nature and art was imparted; 

moral and religious training, "in the proper sense of the term ", 

almost unknown. 

The specific policies of the Dick Trustees illustrate 

the aims and scope of an intelligent reform along traditional 

lines. By the terms of the Bequest, they were to spend '3,500 

annually so as "to raise the literary character" of the paro- 

chial schools and schoolmasters in three shires where the direct 

connection between the local school and the university was of 

general concern. The Dick Trustees were careful not to relieve 

the parochial authorities of their statutory obligations. They 

proposed to supplement the teacher's salary on compliance with 

certain conditions. The grant was to be related to the pro- 

vision of accommodation, the number of pupils and the regularity 

of their attendance, but they especially emphasised the teach- 

er's academic qualifications and his capacity to teach general 

and advanced subjects. In effect the endowment nearly doubled 

the teacher's stipend in this area as compared with other parts; 

it made him more independent of local authorities and parents 

alike, and it encouraged him to concentrate on advanced work and 



improved methods. 

This last point deserves special attention. The 

Trustees made professional training a condition of their as- 

sistance. They hoped to attract the best teachers by advert- 

isement or otherwise and test them by fair competition and com- 

parative trial of professional aptitude "which... the law takes 

no cognizance of and which has been in practice nearly as much 

overlooked by individuals". And this higher level of effici- 

ency was to be guaranteed by a systematic inspection which 

would decide the continuance of the grant. 

The desired improvements were associated with the 

"Intellectual" or "Explanatory System " as practised in the Edin- 

burgh Sessional School under the influence of Sheriff Wood, 

whose interest in education had been inspired by the Tron Riot 

of 1812. By 1830 about half the number of schools inspected 

by the Trustees illustrated the new methods even if the teach- 

ers had not been specifically trained at Edinburgh, and their 

practice was obviously suited to the educational needs and aims 

of such an area. Its basic idea was simple: in reaction 

against rote and routine, the aim of instruction was to be com- 

prehension, and its teat the re- expression of knowledge in the 

pupil's own words. The method required definite training on 

the part of the teacher, and its introduction was followed by a 

marked change in the temper of the class -room. The skilful 

approach to the pupil's interest worked a transformation; he 

was given something to do with the material presented; his 



wits were exercised by the brisk exchange of question and ans- 

wer; his work was tested and his responsibility for it made 

clear. A range of competitive devices supplemented the new 

approach; these sometimes developed a play spirit; sometimes 

they turned into a gruelling struggle for place and prestige; 

but standards were now set and the beginnings of classification 

became possible. The Trustees remarked on the interest and 

the excitement, the "hilarity and cheerfulness" which the new 

method encouraged -- it was "more like conversing with reason- 

able beings than teaching often appears to be ". And the 

treatment of children as "reasonable" was characteristic. 

The method was to develop a scholasticism and a mechanical 

routine of its own and in its insistence on intellectual train- 

ing it assumed a stable and favouring social background such as 

the country parishes of the North East still preserved. But 

in the emphasis on individual re- expression, the insistence on 

grammatical analysis and logical argument, the appeal to the 

"principle of emulation" with its rewards and punishments and 

its strictly individual responsibilities, the "Intellectual 

System" suited the tradition, the time and the place, and made 

a marked impression on the more intelligent pupils of maturer 

years. Under this regime and a good teacher, the parish school 

became a fiercely equalitarian, competitive and argumentative 

democracy whose major value was intellectual efficiency, en- 

joyed for its own sake or prized for the social prestige it con- 

ferred, and its pupils carried its lessons with them into the 



wider competition of economic and political life. 

In the city environment the problems of instruction 

were not so simple. In the fee - charging schools attended by 

children of middle and skilled working -class parentage, the 

value of competitive efficiency was as apparent as in the paro- 

chial and the 'Intellectual System" rationalised what was al- 

ready a general common -sense practice. But the difficulties 

of educating the children of the labouring classes dissipated 

any brisk optimism. Increasingly cut off from contact with 

the more prosperous, and exposed to economic adversity and so- 

cial contamination, the city populations seemed to be rapidly 

losing all tithe superiority so generally attributed to Scot- 

land in respect of knowledge, morals and religion ". A leagued 

and formidable combination of vices threatened the young. In 

Edinburgh the Tron Riot of 1812 had drawn attention to the pro- 

blem of juvenile depravity and stimulated the formation of Sun- 

day Schools. It was the experience of teaching in these 

schools that had convinced Wood of the necessity of day instruc- 

tion along reformed lines, and in the Edinburgh Sessional School 

he worked out the details of his method and imparted it to his 

assistants. But in the towns the minister and the teacher 

alike had to build up the favouring conditions which were usu- 

ally assumed as present in a rural parish. Where this was not 

possible, the emphasis in education had to turn towards moral 



discipline rather than intellectual freedom. In the Scottish 

tradition the latter good was never completely lost sight of, 

but it was no longer an end in itself and the problem presented 

was the deeper and more complex one of training a character to 

assert itself against a hostile environment. The experience 

of the Sunday and Local School Societies after 1815 was to show 

a gradual shift of emphasis and the emergence of new aims and 

methods in face of an intractable situation. 

It was estimated that in Edinburgh one -tnird to one - 

half of the children of the city "poor" were growing up without 

effective education, and the multiplication of voluntary help 

and monitorial instruction only made the need more visible. 

Even with such a small charge as 2d a week, "excepting for such 

as write on paper who pay 3d. ", the parents could not afford a 

day school for more than a few years' irregular attendance. 

The children might first appear in school at 10 or 11 years of 

age when already "habits of insubordination and vice" had been 

formed; if they came earlier, they left earlier and ran free 

"exposed to all the snares which idleness opens" until they were 

of a fit age to be apprenticed or employed in casual labour. 

Released from "the useful restraints of school and workshop ", 

they desecrated the Sabbath, by brawling, sporting, fighting 

and pilfering in juvenile gangs. When induced to attend Sun - 

day School, they were rude and disorderly. 

Partly inspired by Chalmers' work in Glasgow and part- 

ly in response to the necessities of planned action in any urban 



situation, a "parochial" system of education was worked out on 

a voluntary basis and in connection with the local church. 

The development was piecemeal. The Sunday School found it had 

to teach reading to secure its religious ends. A week -day 

school was necessary; it was built by a philanthropic agency 

and supported by the church. A systematic "visiting" induced 

the parents to send their children. In class, a teacher's 

first duty was to preserve the attendance, then to keep order 

by "a union of firmness and kindness ", then to prepare his pu- 

pils for the reception of Divine Truth. But parents were en- 

couraged to prolong the period of their children's attendance 

by reduced fees after three years, and for these pupils, the 

day school had to provide some suitable higher instruction -- 

the more advanced rules of arithmetic, some geography, the ele- 

ments of natural history "and such other branches as may not 

only animate the children with a desire for useful knowledge 

but enable the Teacher at every step of their progress to im- 

press their minds with enlarged and solemn views of the glori- 

ous attributes of an ever present God ". Eventually it might 

be expedient to introduce the older boys to "a plain and popu- 

lar work on such branches of economical science as treat of the 

nature and advantages of savings banks and friendly societies 

-- the proximate causes of the rise and fall of wages etc. -- 

accompanied with familiar and striking examples of forethought 

and improvidence ". The chain of reasoning by which the eco- 

nomist arrived at his conclusions might be beyond the boys' 



capacity, but "the conclusions themselves might remain im- 

pressed on their minds as so many maxims which in after life 

would stimulate them to industry, frugality and virtue ". 

Similarly, the older girls might be taught "sewing, spinning, 

washing and ironing and such other branches of household econo- 

my as would qualify them for performing aright the duties of 

active servants and industrious wives". The adolescent was 

now in contact with a range of church agencies: the Bible and 

Tract Repository, the Circulating Library, the Savings' Bank, 

the Friendly Society; these might be housed together in a 

central building serving as an agreeable and innocent place of 

resort in the evening in contrast to the pernicious and expen- 

sive entertainment of the public house. 

Thus even in the city, the path of virtue, industry 

and abstinence might lead to some kind of economic advancement, 

but for the general, the prospect was increasingly limited. 

The educational aim changed direction. The demoralisation of 

city life pressed in on every side; the rudiments of religion 

and civility were all that could be imparted, and the conserva- 

tion of a modest self- respect its own reward. By 1830 a strong 

religious inspiration was moved to pity rather than to judge 

the dwellers in the cities, and as the complex interaction of 

the individual andhis environment was beginning to be appreci- 

ated, the intellectual tradition was at least supplemented by 

methods of emotional and social training. 

The change of emphasis can be associated with the 



practice of the educational societies founded in the larger 

cities towards 1830. These groups were especially interested 

in the problems of infant education, and as long as the "In- 

tellectual System" was adopted, the early infant schools were 

failures. But the new point of view was apparent in the First 

Report of the Edinburgh Infant School Society for 1832. This 

organisation was formed with a view to "the melioration of the 

morals of the lower orders of the people ", and beginning at the 

beginning, its declared object was "the inculcation of Christ- 

ian Truth on the infant mind, according to the mode of instruc- 

tion laid down in the 4th edition of Mr. Wilderspin's book on 

Infant Education ". Hence the moral, social and physical as- 

pects of education now moved into the foreground and the me- 

thods adopted were supported by an appeal to experience and an 

almost experimental attitude. Practical exercise was declared 

to be the essence of moral training and to attain this, it was 

necessary "to collect infants in suitable numbers, to form a 

society of equals in unrestrained but well observed intercourse, 

where the selfish feelings may be regulated and the social 

strengthened and improved ", while at the same time the body was 

developed by "a judicious use of air and exercise ". In this 

manner the dispositions were prepared as a soil for the pre- 

cepts and spirit of Christianity. Intellectual training was 

still recognised, but it now took the form of practical lessons 

on "real objects and their relations to each other and to the 

pupil, constituting real ideas and useful knowledge of common 



things". It was however of secondary importance. The play- 

ground with its supervised play was "the true infant school ". 

In it were acquired "cleanliness, cheerfulness, health, acti- 

vity and resources "; the social affections were exercised and 

practised. Thus the restoration of the morals of the lower 

orders along these lines initiated a fundamental change in edu- 

cational values and methods that was at long last to affect the 

fiercely competitive practice of the juvenile and middle schools. 

This new view of human nature and its implications was 

given systematic expression by David Stow ih Glasgow. In 1829 

an educational association had established a model infant school 

there; this failed because of its intellectualist approach. 

Another attempt over -emphasised "Scriptural principle, spirit 

and habit ". Then in 1834 the Educational Society was revived 

largely under Stow's inspiration, and in the same year he pub- 

lished his "Moral Training ". His school became a famous cen- 

tre for the demonstration of his methods, and in 1836 appeared 

his "Training System" as "a Manual for Infant and Juvenile 

Schools which includes a system of Moral Training suited to the 

conditions of Large Towns ". The new method was thus given a 

theory as well as a practice; both were transmitted to a grow- 

ing number of trained exponents, expanded to the requirements of 

a wider range of education and set a task of national propor- 

tions. 

Stow was moved by a deep personal conviction and a 

wide practical experience of the waste of the spirit of youth 



in the city streets. His approach to the problem was eclectic 

and experimental. He condemned the old system of rote -learning 

by fear of the rod, and the mechanical presentation of the pure 

milk of the Word to babes, but he was willing to learn from all 

but one of the contemporary systems of infant and juvenile edu- 

cation. The exception was Robert Owen's. His work at New 

Lanark was criticised as not a moral training at all; it was 

limited to the intellectual and physical and nearly destitute 

of any cultivation of the religious affections and habits -- 

one might "as well expect wheat from barley seeds as good morals 

from mere physical and intellectual causes". Moral education 

was fundamental and the other systems were reviewed and assimi- 

lated from this position. The monitorial system had at least 

made mass education possible. Pestalozzi's "object lessons", 

now making their way into British practice, were approved as 

It exercising the eye, the ear and the understanding in a natural 

and therefore in a pleasing manner" -- a position of future sig- 

nificance. With his use of the "gallery" and the playground, 

his emphasis on physical training and musical exercises, Wil- 

derspin was entitled to the largest share of merit in discover- 

ing simple and natural methods of training the young; yet his 

practice was too mechanical, and as his professed object was to 

offend none of the devout, his religious instruction was incom- 

plete and unsatisfactory. And Stow was too much a man of his 

age and country not to recognise the strength as well as the 

limitations of Wood's Intellectual System. His own aim was, 



however, more catholic -- a training of the whole character of 

the child, a cultivation of the understanding, affection and 

physique, not separately but combined. He emphasised the si- 

milarity of this approach to the unconscious educational prac- 

tice and discipline of family life. His method was a con- 

scious expansion of family experience in a selected and con- 

trolled environment which gave scope to "the united power of 

sympathy and example" in school and playground. But the me- 

thod was now professionalised with its careful preparation of 

secular and Biblical material, its special apparatus, its peda- 

gogical practice, all related to a psychological theory of ju- 

venile development which allowed the child to be emotional and 

sociable as well as reasonable. The result was the projection 

of a new character -type as the aim of popular education. 

(iii) 

The moral element in the 18th century tradition was 

thus developed into a discipline to meet the conditions of 

urban living. The emphasis was as yet mainly conservative -- 

the preservation of tested values that were still often ex- 

pressed in terms of rural rather than urban experience; the 

outlook was less optimistic, intellectualist, progressive. But 

in compensation, educational practice was beginning to be based 

on a deeper knowledge of child and human nature and to be guar- 

anteed by a regular professional training. Furthermore, while 

"Moral Training's was more concerned with control of the plastic 

human factor than of the institutional environment, it did im- 



ply a certain interest in problems of administration. The 

diffusion of the new views and methods was thus associated in 

the Thirties with proposals for a systematic provision of edu- 

cation on a national scale. 

With the passage of the Reform Act, education became 

a matter of political importance as a progressive right or a 

conservative insurance. To some it seemed that the ecclesi- 

astical and the educational establishments were alike threat- 

ened; to others, the Prussian reform of 1819 had shown a way 

to national greatness which the French law of 1832 paid the 

compliment of imitating. The Educational Society of Glasgow 

had therefore political as well as purely pedagogic intentions, 

It was founded by persons "attached to the principles of a 

national religious establishment of the truth, and approving 

of a connection between the parochial schools and the national 

church ", and it responded to the enthusiasm which in 1834, the 

year of its foundation, attempted to provide parish churches 

for Glasgow and its suburbs by a systematic "planting" that 

would set an example for subsequent state action. The Educa- 

tional Society proposed to obtain and diffuse information re- 

garding the common schools of Scotland and other countries, to 

rouse public opinion to the educational needs of the nation, to 

solicit parliamentary inquiry and aid for the extension and im- 

provement of the parochial schools, as well as to establish a 

Normal Seminary for the instruction of teachers "in the most 

approved methods of intellectual and moral training". 



Stow's influence on this programme was plain. As 

a disciple of Chalmers, he was in favour of educational as well 

as ecclesiastical establishments. "The object of every system 

of education for the working classes...ought to be the infusion 

of Christian principles...and the cultivation of Christian hab- 

its". He proposed therefore a planned revival of the paroch- 

ial system; state schools for infants and juveniles were to be 

planted in each parish in a definite ratio to the population 

and in association with the other agencies of parochial econo- 

my. These schools were to be under professionally trained 

teachers, for whom ten normal colleges would be required in the 

large towns and in selected provincial centres. This public 

provision would not interfere with efficient private enterprise; 

so great was the need, the expanded state system would scarcely 

displace one respectable private teacher, but by implication, 

it would drive out the inefficient and set general standards of 

professional competence and status. 

Stow met the objection of expense. The provision of 

education would be a preventive economy and an insurance 

against the social danger of the great towns that were now the 

concentrated source of wealth, political power and vice in mod- 

ern times. Whatever other means might be necessary, education 

was the primary instrument. A new organisation of the old 

system of school education was required, more suited to the new 

conditions, but "having the Bible for its foundation which has 

been hitherto the moral lever of Scottish society". The need 



was immediate and beyond the scope of private enthusiasm even 

if supplemented by state assistance. Since 1832 Parliament 

had begun to recognise its obligations by voting 20,000 a 

year but only for the building of schools. The cost of equip- 

ping and partially endowing the schools for one year only in 

the four towns of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen and Paisley 

would be over -x`400,000. But the nation had voted 20,000,000 

for negro emancipation. 'Why not vote one -half of the amount 

for the extinction of slavery at home -- the slavery of mind 

and morals ?' It would be 'a nobler achievement than Waterloo 

itself which cost the country 40,000,000 ". What was national 

wealth without national intelligence, piety and virtue? "The 

former may rapidly increase, yea even tenfold; but destitute 

of the latter, it will only accelerate our ruin ". 

A more specific scheme of national education was pro- 

posed by the Reverend George Lewis in his pamphlet of 1836, 

"Scotland a Half - Educated Nation." Here nationalist sentiment 

was invoked; the schools were "the only remains we can show 

the stranger of the ancient excellence of our country ". Sup- 

ply and demand was a failure in education as in religion. It 

was the duty of government to provide schooling for the rising 

generation in "useful knowledge and religious principle'. 

Schools had to be built but a mere building grant was insuffi- 

cient: the schools required to be staffed by trained teachers 

adequately paid and so efficient that the education in the com- 

mon schools would attract pupils of all classes. For Glasgow 



alone, one school for every thousand inhabitants would mean 200 

new schools; this, with a minimum salary of 50 to the teacher, 

would cost over -10,000 a year -- half the government grant. 

For the whole country with a population in 1831 of rather under 

23,r-, millions, some 4,700 schools would be necessary; of these, 

there were already 1100 in existence as parochial and endowed 

institutions. This left 3,600 schools to be planted or taken 

over from private enterprise. Allowing a minimum salary of 450 

to the teacher and the extra expense of the necessary training 

colleges, a national programme of this scope would mean an ex- 

penditure of :200,000 to - 300,000; it might even rise to -1'500,000 

a year. But the revenue from Scotland was estimated at overI 4 

millions sterling; "is it too much to ask a tithe of her own 

revenue for readjusting her ancient institutions, to be returned 

...in the blessings of superior and intelligence, invention and 

opulence ?" 

This nationalist fervour is still associated with the 

Kirk rather than the State, with the General Assembly rather 

than Parliament. Church and school were to expand together 

based on a healthy development of local use and wont. There 

was little administrative machinery necessary. Parents might 

be given a vote in the election of the teacher, a democratic in- 

novation to strengthen local interest in and responsibility for 

the schools. The educational income would come from parish 

rates and central grants, but the central grant was to be in 

the hands of minister and kirk session in each parochial unit. 



All the necessary central organisation was already in existence 

in the General Assembly and its Education Committee with their 

annual reports and public debates. This was surely the logical 

authority to supervise the normal seminaries and Lewis suggested 

that it should also appoint trained and salaried inspectors to 

carry out its recommendations. These arrangements, he thought, 

could meet with little criticism from the dissenters, for the 

great majority of them had always accepted the common schools as 

sufficiently Presbyterian. 

The secular state was not to be invoked even to enforce 

attendance at the schools. Lewis' position is here significant. 

He had had pastoral experience in Glasgow ana he was an authority 

on. the social conditions of the city. He was aware, to the point 

of prophetic indignation, of the meanness and waste of the new 

industrialism. "Whilst the schoolmaster demands 3/- a quarter 

for infant tuition, the capitalist offers 3/- a week for infant 

labour ". He had no objection in principle to a direct legal 

prohibition of child -labour, for what the law did for game and 

fish might well be done for the health, morals and educai, ion of 

youth. But while a law of compulsory attendance on the Prussian 

model might be acceptable in the rural parishes of Scotland, in 

the great cities it would be only a `paper reformation" unsup- 

ported by public opinion. The desired result might however be 

attained indirectly. Lewis proposed that a "testimonial of at- 

tendance" or an educational test be required for entry into the 

army and navy, into trades and corporations and factory employ- 



ment. But ultimately, reliance must be placed on moral in- 

fluence not on legal force, on religious not political insti- 

tutions. In the rural parishes an active ministry and elder- 

ship had by systematic preaching and visiting created a public 

opinion which accepted education as a primary duty and secured 

a voluntary attendance almost as high as that obtained by com- 

pulsion in Prussia. The evils of the factory system were to 

be met by the extension of churches and schools, by the devo- 

tion of social minded pastors, teachers and elders, by moral 

training as the end of education. "Men must be trained to 

piety and virtue as they are trained to any other habits ". 

The position of this active, intelligent and sym- 

pathetic minister illustrates the strength and weakness of the 

social movement in the Scottish church as it began to move away 

from Chalmers' diffuse fervour to a more critical analysis of 

the urban problem. In Lewis's view, it was not the State but 

the Church, as a free, comprehensive and established cultural 

organisation, that was to concern itself with education; but 

the secular State refused to be merely a source of economic 

support; Dissenters and Radicals pressed for disestablishment, 

and the unity of the Church itself was shattered at the Dis- 

ruption. He emphasised an active and co- operative localism, 

but from 1839 onwards a bureaucratic control began to thrust 

itself forward with the increasing payment of state grants. 

His aim was moral education, for a purely intellectual empha- 

sis was socially unsettling; yet, acutely aware as he was of 



the immoral and anti -social consequences of the new industrial- 

ism, he had great intellectual difficulty in imagining its pos- 

sible control by methods that were (in the widest sense) poli- 

tical. 

At least the educational deficiency of the country 

had been examined in some detail and had been set against the 

claims of the historic tradition in such a way as to rouse pub- 

lic opinion. But that opinion might be too sincere for com- 

promise. In 1839 the Government proposed an extended grant 

that might be applied by the Privy Council for education in 

schools not necessarily connected with the Established Church. 

At a public meeting in Edinburgh in the summer of that year it 

was accused of withdrawing the charge of education "from the 

ministers of Christ's holy gospel, who are accountable to their 

ecclesiastical superiors" and vesting it in a Board "as irres- 

ponsible as it is powerful" and under the guidance of "a class 

of theoretical educationalists who wish to apply the resources 

of the country...to experiment out their theories on the pre- 

cious souls of our people ", and the fountain -head of whose the - 

ories was to be found in Godwin, Paine, Helvetius and Rousseau. 

Henry Cockburn thought this position "tyrannous and lunatic "; 

it implied that neither the State nor the Law ought to make any 

provision for those who were outside the Establishment, the "the 

multiplication table ought not to be taught unless along with 

the doctrine of grace, that no religious instruction can be 

deemed safe except what proceeds from the Church and therefore 



that the Church ought to have sole charge of the education of 

the whole people ". Seemingly a scheme of national education 

could be made neither with the Church nor with its critics, yet 

in Scotland the children of Churchmen and Dissenters had hither- 

to been educated in harmony together in all schools and col- 

leges. 
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THE ACADEMIC TRADITION. 

(i) 

It is now necessary to examine those institutions of 

higher study which completed the work of the parochial schools 

and ranked with them in the national estimation as character- 

istically Scottish. The four northern universities inherited 

a definite tradition and were expected to perform a definite 

function. Unlike the English foundations, they offered an in- 

struction that was cheap, popular and largely professional in 

character and their aims, organisation and activities were more 

easily understood by the visiting European than by the graduate 

of Oxford or Cambridge. 

There was no entrance examination; students came di- 

rectly from the parish schools, sometimes only 14 or 15 years 

old and from the burgh schools at a slightly more advanced age. 

They selected their classes with or without the intention of 

graduating, paid the fees for each subject, and made their own 

arrangements for a winter's study. There was no supervision 

of living quarters. They could be secured at cheap rates and 

the country student was regularly supplied with provisions by 



his family. Some students helped to support themselves by 

tutoring or literary hack work and such opportunities were ea- 

gerly welcomed for in addition to the money earned they gave 

access to superior circles where raw manners were polished and 

important contacts made. But in the summer half of the year 

a country student returned to work on the farm and the earnings 

of the long vacation might cover the expenses of the winter. 

Such conditions permitted a student to work his way through col- 

lege; but they had their dangers. The pressure of intellect- 

ual work might become intense in the winter months and to this 

was added the loneliness and discomfort of living in a great 

city like Edinburgh or Glasgow. A university education became 

something like a test of character and systematic overwork, bad 

housing, poor diet and lack of exercise took their toll in chron- 

ic under -health and nervous strain. 

The class was the unit of instruction. There were 

fixed courses leading to the various degrees but in the facult- 

ies other than medicine and particularly at Edinburgh, the deg- 

ree was regarded as of little value and the "class ticket" in 

which the professor certified the student's attendance and dili- 

gence became the accepted evidence of advanced study. But while 

a student could attend any class on payment of the fees, his 

choice would still be guided by the traditional or professional 

importance of certain subjects and by the public reputation of 

the teacher, and even when they did not intend to graduate the 

majority of arts students still kept to the conventional cur- 



riculum of seven subjects. The method of instruction was by 

lecture. An effective exponent of the system gave the student 

a systematic exposition of the subject, showed him a trained 

mind at work in its chosen field and encouraged him to independ- 

ent reading, but the stimulus was often robbed of its power by 

the immaturity of the audience, and a lecturer was tempted to 

hold its attention by a rhetorical display which was the defect 

of a virtue. Otherwise a large class became quickly bored and 

occasionally unruly. The conduct of the junior classes in Lat- 

in, Greek and Mathematics in the two larger universities pre- 

sented problems of mass instruction. They received entering 

students who were only schoolboys and who might have no adequate 

preparation, and in the case of Greek no preparation at all for 

the subject. The professors had therefore to lecture on the 

elements to a hundred and fifty students or more. Such super- 

ficial introductory work might be necessary and might be justi- 

fied by the chance it gave a good student who came unprepared 

from a bad school, or who entered the university after some years 

of other work. But the result was to lower the standard of ad- 

vanced scholarship in the upper classes and there was little com- 

parison possible with the traditional classical scholarship of 

the English universities. This was based on a previous educa- 

tion that immersed the student from his early years in the clas- 

sical writers, and stimulated him by the prestige attached to 

the subject. Brilliant exponents of classical letters were no 

doubt to be found in Scotland, but there was nothing like the 



selective process at work in England. Latin was extensively 

taught in the Scottish schools, but often with a professional 

bent as preparing for medicine or law or theology or merely as 

qualifying for a university bursary; the teaching of Greek was 

admittedly very inferior, and the disparity between the English 

and Scottish standards was further emphasised when the southern 

schools began to pay attention to honours work and to institute 

a more effective examination system. 

But a comparison confined to this point would be un- 

fair. The Scottish academies expounded another tradition of 

learning with its own preoccupations and achievements. An en- 

thusiasm for education was here more conspicuous. It was in- 

spired by strong professional ambition among the students and 

supported by wide - spread popular interest in and respect for 

academic opportunity and distinction. The country teacher 

prided himself on the number of students he sent to college; 

their families pinched to keep them there and shone in the re- 

flected glory; the parish authorities congratulated the student, 

the parents, the teacher and themselves. Furthermore, the in- 

tellectual independence of the more mature students responded to 

an active teaching in philosophy and science that was not yet 

conspicuous at Oxford or Cambridge. The critical approach was 

indeed marked in the Scottish intellectual inheritance from the 

18th century Enlightenment and the philosophical tradition was 

now spreading out into exposition and research in the physical 

and natural sciences; the theory as well as the practice of 



medicine at both Edinburgh and Glasgow had an international re- 

putation and if the laboratory facilities in the natural sci- 

ences were limited, they were less so than elsewhere, and both 

the professional teaching and the general interest were more 

alert. There were numerous professional and speculative soci- 

eties in the northern towns which brought the specialist and 

the amateur together in a common enthusiasm, while the opport- 

unities for publication were not lacking in a country that was 

distinguished for its periodical reviews, its encyclopedias and 

its informative magazines. 

This intellectual activity was shared by the students 

themselves. Even the lecture system was capable of development. 

In the upper classes of philosophy a good teacher supplemented 

it by class discussion and written work. The better students 

were encouraged by class prizes and places which gave them a 

reputation among their fellows and an objective testimonial to 

help them towards a career. The science classes began to move 

away from formal exposition, and if the young Darwin was disap- 

pointed with the instruction at Edinburgh, others, expecting 

less, remarked on the increasing use of laboratory, museum and 

field excursion. But one of the most important educational 

agencies developed outside the class altogether. In contrast 

to the conventional bias of the English universities and to the 

politically controlled European schools, the Scottish students 

were left free to associate and discuss at their pleasure. In 

the numerous student societies which met in the university build- 



ings and in which a member of the university faculty appeared 

only as an invited guest, there was something more than a prac- 

tice of good fellowship. The young lawyers, doctors and div- 

ines met for debate; wits were sharpened on contemporary issues; 

a less rhetorical style was formed and was expected to support 

its display of dialectic by ah appeal to evidence; and those 

Englishmen who came north during the war years learned to ap- 

preciate and long remembered, amid all the Doric uncouthness, 

the surprising and sometimes brilliant commerce of ideas in the 

university societies. During the Twenties, the first university 

magazines appeared at Edinburgh and Glasgow; their appearance 

gave rise to official action; the issue here was not, as it 

might have been in any university in Europe, a question of their 

right to appear or the scope of their discussion but simply a 

matter of undergraduate taste. 

Despite appearances to the contrary, these popular and 

non -residential schools had thus developed their own compromise 

between liberal and professional interests, their own arts of 

education, a preferred content of instruction and a tradition of 

intellectual zest and freedom for their students. Their imprint 

was recognised in the South. The learned Scots who were now 

migrating to London as politicians, philosophers, doctors, jour- 

nalists and publishers were seen to have a common intellectual 

bias and their activity and influence suggested to the advocates 



of a new metropolitan university that the example of Edinburgh 

might be more instructive to them than that of the historic Eng- 
cz..) 

lish foundations. 

Yet a university more than most institutions is -in- 

clined to efface itself behind its reputation. Most of its 

activities are traditional or prefessional or technical, and 

generally withdrawn from criticism; it carries with it an 

elaborate and protective ritual; it inspires an intense and 

filial sentiment. An enlightened public opinion about its af- 

fairs is difficult to create; it usually breaks up into limited 

professional interests or expresses the recurrent discovery of 

educational principles derived from personal experience or popu- 

lar philosophy, and wilïle the former can usually command a hear- 

ing, the trained and academic mind id often impatient of the ama- 

teur, however inspired, and inclined to belittle the force of 

lay argument. A general appreciation of the universities can 

thus be regarded as a sign of co- operation between professorial 

and popular intelligence and the academic problem in post -war 

Scotland can be seen as due to the impact of a new and critical 

extra -mural opinion on institutions that were traditional in 

form, autonomous in practice and yet also part of an educational 

system that was in some sense national and in another sense pop- 

ular. 

The academic problem touched both ends and means. 

Students like Thomas Carlyle felt the wave of pessimism associ- 

ated with the end of the war and the opening of an unhappy peace 



and from 1815 onwards the process of defining a university educa- 

tion suited to the times was pursued until after the mid -century 

a tentative adjustment was reached between the claims of liberal 

and professional studies, traditional and experimental interests. 

But with the recovery of confidence after 1820, the reforming 

spirit turned to consider the efficiency of the universities and 

this approach, if not necessarily superficial, was at least easier 

to understand and to relate to the general principles of reform 

applicable in other fields. The academic glories of the 18th 

century were now departing; a succession of great teachers and 

writers seemed to have ended and left exposed the defects of the 

complicated constitutions inherited from the later Middle Ages 

or the post -Reformation period. These, now relaxed by the 

political indifference of the 18th century, seemed incapable of 

responding to the increased demands of the expanding professions, 

They seemed to exhibit an irrational and irresponsible pattern 

of vested interests and customary mismanagement sheltering be- 
C 

hind obsolete forms and an inherited dignity. 

Each one of the academic republics had followed its 

own. line of development so that the application of general prin- 

ciples of criticism presented some difficulty. Their political 

outlines were distinctive. The post -Reformation foundationof 

Edinburgh was a municipal university, ruled, if not by, at least 

under the city magistrates and with the Lord Provost claiming 

to be Rector by virtue of his office. In Glasgow, the college 

professors were the ruling power, but a distinction had grown up 



between the original college and lie wider organisation of the 

university so that in effect the university was run by an ex- 

elusive group among its teachers. St. Andrews' consisted of 

two colleges where there were still a few students in resid- 

ence during the Twenties, and a university organisation that 

seemed mainly active in the business of granting degrees. In 

Aberdeen there were two separate institutions, one late medi- 

eval, the other post -Reformation. These independent colleges, 

King's and Marischal, taught the same subjects, granted similar 

degrees and competed for students throughout the same area of 

the North -East. Strictly speaking there were two universities 

of Aberdeen and any relations between them were customary rather 

than legal. 

Each university presented an attractive field for the 

exercise of the rationalising and reforming spirit, but the situ- 

ation of the two larger institutions of Edinburgh and Glasgow 

was of more than local interest. In Edinburgh, the university 

faculty raised the claim of academic freedom against the control 

and the reforming energy of the municipal authorities. In Glas- 

gow, the condition of the university was cited as proof of the 

failure of academic autonomy and of the need of some external 

control over the actions of a selfish and not too competent pro- 

fessoriate. The various aspects of the problem of university 

autonomy, reform and expansion can therefore be best approached 

by first considering the circumstances of these two schools. 



2. 

UNIVERSITY ORGANISATION AND INDEPENDENCE. 

(i) 

The traditional organisation of the western university 

showed three academic authorities: the Faculty, consisting of 

the principal and the 13 professors of the College; the Senate 

of the University, consisting of the principal and the 13 Col- 

lege and five Regius professors together with the Rector and the 

Dean of the Faculty; and the University Visitors -- the Rector, 

the Dean of the Faculty and the minister of Glasgow. These lat- 

ter had power to visit, to receive a statement of accounts and to 

advise and consent to the disposal of any surplus revenue for 

the pious and necessary use of the College. But during the 18th 

century, the powers of the Visitors and the Senate withered. 

Legal decisions of 1771 and 1772 seemed to give the administra- 

tion of the revenue and property of the College to the Faculty 

and confirmed their right to elect to the eight professorships 

in the gift of the College. This left little for the Senate 

to do in practice and it tended to become a formal body. The 

powers of the Visitors were not effective. The Rector was oft- 

en an absentee; the vice- rector and the vice -dean were usually 

professors and from 1803 the offices of University principal and 

Minister of Glasgow were held concurrently. The Faculty of the 

College of Glasgow as distinct from the University were thus in 

control of property and patronage and the distinction between 



them and those who were simply professors of the university was 

emphasised by a legal decision of 1809. The College Faculty 

was thereby defined as the Principal and the occupants of the 

13 chairs which were in existence in 1727. Professorships 

founded after this date made their holders members of the Senate 

only, so that the increasing number of Regius and other profess- 

ors whose chairs had been created in the 18th century and after 

were excluded from any share in the administration of the college, 

from the patronage of the eight chairs in its gift, from the pri- 

vilege of living in college houses tax -free; and in the Senate, 

the College Faculty formed an effective majority. 

The administration of this close professorial group 

gave rise to criticism. Sir William Hamilton, whose father was 

a professor of the College and who had been brought up in the in- 

timacy of the precincts of the College, roundly condemned faculty 

administration as self- patronage. The system disposed the pat- 

ron to forget that he was a trustee; it gave him every incentive 

to act as a proprietor. It encouraged a demoralising interplay 

of interests, cliques and parties, and while it was not imposs- 

ible for a man of distinguished merit to have "illustrated" the 

University, celebrity tended to become the exception and obscur- 

ity the rule, for "to be left to divide the cake in the shade 

has been the aim of all professorial patronage ". 

These harsh judgements can be illustrated with partic- 

ular reference to financial matters. At Glasgow, as at the 

other universities, finance formed a complex structure of specif- 



is incomes and expenditures, inherited, unadjusted and unsuper- 

vised. The University received over -X2,000 a year from state 

grants, library payments and graduation fees; this was under 

the control of the Senatus and devoted mainly to the upkeep of 

the University Library and the expenses connected with gradua- 

tion. The College, as a separate institution, drew some 9,500 

annually from ground rents, teinds and bequests; this was ad- 

ministered, along with an income of 3,250 yearly that came from 

specific bursary funds, by the College Faculty consisting of the 

Principal and the thirteen College Professors. In addition, 

each of these received his own class and examination fees. 

The focus of criticism was the maladministration of 

this property and income by the College Faculty. They were ac- 

cused of disposing of college land in the centre of the rapidly 

growing city illegally or on conditions so generous as to raise 

doubts as to their honesty or their intelligence. In the late 

Twenties, the Royal Visitors, ploughing through the confusion, 

found that "some of the most valuable ground in the city of Glas- 

gow which might now have been in the course of yielding an im- 

mense revenue was parted with for a very small annual return ". 

They themselves intervened to prevent the alienation of the Col- 

lege Garden for building purposes, and on petition from a member 

of the Faculty they arrested the sale of the one right of church 

patronage still College property. The Visitors also remarked 

on the objects to which the College income had been devoted. 

There had been a substantial annual surplus. In the course of 



the 41 years since 1784 the College had spent nearly 743,000 in 

building extensions and repairs; over 415,000 had also been re- 

ceived for such purposes from the Crown and from private be- 

quests, yet the Regius Professors complained that they had great 

difficulty in obtaining adequate class room accommodation. 

During these same years the College professors had on four oc- 

casions devoted the surplus revenue to the augmentation of their 

own salaries to the extent of an individual rise of 220 annual- 

ly. This had been justified by rising costs of living and be- 

cause "the revenue would admit it ". But these augmentations 

due to the increasing value of College property did not benefit 

anyone but those recognised by historical priority as College 

professors. 

The Royal Visitors tried to reduce these financial 

complexities to some kind of order but they came to the conclus- 

ion that the affairs of the College of Glasgow were now so in- 

volved that no individual could acquire an exact knowledge of 

them without a long and laborious inquiry. They found no prac- 

tical check on expenditure or on administration or on the dis- 

posal of the surplus, and they indicated their strong opinion 

that college professors had other duties than the management of 

property; "it may be questioned how far it accords with the 

habits and pursuits of literary men to incur the responsibili- 

ty of administering funds which even with the aid of an intel- 

ligent factor, they can never be expected to understand unless 

they sacrifice to the inquiry a portion of their time which 



might be much more advantageously occupied". 

If Glasgow presented the spectacle of professors act- 

ing as bad business men, in Edinburgh the university faculty 

seemed occupied in resisting municipal interference in academic 

affairs and in asserting a minimum of academic independence. 

The relations of the Town and the Town's College were intimate, 

complex and indefinite. The magistrates claimed a general and 

ultimate supervision. Through their College Committee they 

appointed the Principal and some professors. They regulated 

college finance and provided new buildings and additional equip- 

ment. They could seemingly make general regulations for the 

conduct of the university and the Court of Session eventually 

confirmed their right to adjust such academic matters as the 

courses of instruction for degrees, even over the adverse opin- 

ion of the Senatus. Indeed, the College of Edinburgh could be 

described as hardly possessing any internal constitution at all; 

there was neither chancellor nor vice- chancellor nor university 

dean; the Lord Provost claimed to be Rector, the Senate seemed 

to have only a delegated and subordinate authority concerned 

only with the actual process of instruction, and the Principal, 

appointed by the Town Council, was at this period widely regard- 

ed by the professors as its agent and their enemy. 

This constitutional formlessness had been palliated by 

a traditional and common -sense division of power and practice 



which, given the proper personal factors, had not prevented, 

and might have even assisted, the rise of the University to its 

European reputation in the 18th century. But in the thirty 

years between 1790 and 1820 the student population had doubled 

and in an institution attracting over 2,000 undergraduates, the 

necessity for an effective organisation became apparent. The 

relations between municipal and academic authorities became 

strained and led to claim and counter -claim in the necessary pm. 

cess of definition. The arguments moved in a confusion of 

rights and duties, historical precedents and legal opinions, 

educational generalities and political or sectarian sympathies. 

In the tense, magnifying and distorting atmosphere, personal- 

ities clashed and small issues loomed as large ones. Yet a 

whole succession of interesting problems emerged: the adjust- 

ment of academic freedom and reforming zeal, the competing in- 

fluence of the amateur and the specialist in university direct- 

ion and patronage, the role of public opinion as against pro- 

fessional judgement, the conciliation of inherited traditions of 

excellence and the claims of new content and method. 

One illustrative difference of opinion between Senate 

and Town Council involved control of the university curriculum 

and the conditions of graduation. Improvement seemed here to 

be held up by academic monopoly. The professor who derived 

most of his income from class and examination fees was suspected 

of resisting the teaching of an allied subject or the subdivis- 

ion of his own field long after it had ceased to be teachable by 



one man. For this and for other reasons, there was in the 

18th century some feeling against the creation of new chairs 

and no approach to a departmental system. The occupants of 

the earlier chairs held to the legal monopoly their patent con- 

ferred on them and the forces of progress appealed against the 

vested interest of academic authority to its more enlightened 

superior. The Town Council thus found itself invoking its 

legal powers to decide highly technical and academic questions 

of curriculum. 

The great cause célèbre of the early 19th century con- 

cerned the recognition of Midwifery as a necessary subject of 

medical graduation. It had been for long a subject of instruct- 

ion but the first professor had been appointed by the Town Coun- 

cil in 1726 to teach for the City not the College and had also 

been associated with the supervision of the practice of the art. 

Later, the civic professor of midwifery had been given a college 

position, but at the end of the 18th century, while the subject 

was taken by students proceeding to a medical degree, it still 

remained outside the formal curriculum and its teacher was not 

a fully accepted member of the medical faculty. Then in 1815 

Dr. Hamilton petitioned the Senate to end the anomaly: to make 

attendance at his class a condition of graduation and to regul- 

arise his position as a member of the Senate. The Medical Fac- 

ulty returned an unfavourable opinion and the matter temporarily 

dropped. Some years later, Dr. Hamilton reopened it by petit- 

ioning the Town Council as Patron of the University and in 1824 



this body, with its traditional interest in the teaching of the 

subject, expressed itself in favour of constituting a full course 

of lectures on Midwifery as part of the graduation course for 

the degree of M.D. The Senate replied that it was "their own 

exclusive right both to originate and carry into execution" all 

arrangements for graduation. Then a year later, they proposed 

to extend the medical course from three to four years of study 

and in the new regulations, to require a course in midwifery as 
() 

well as six months of general hospital work. 

The issue, however, had now shifted to a definition 

of sovereignty. The Senate persisted in asserting its rights 

"arising from the essential and indefeasible character of a uni- 

versity", among which by implication was the control of gradua- 

tion and its requirements. The Town Council cited historical 

precedents for its powers as Patron of the University. In 1825 

the Senate proposed a joint request to the Crown that it appoint 

a Royal Visitation to define the position of the contending part- 

ies. But the Town Council was in a strong legal position. As 

Patron, it claimed a right of visitation for itself, and after a 

lapse of 120 years, prepared to revive it. On 10th November, 

1825, the Visitation took place; in solemn ceremony, the Lord 

Provost as ex- officio Rector of the College, read the Act of the 

Visitors which made Midwifery a necessary subject for medical 

graduation independently of any other general scheme of reform. 

A year later, in August 1826, the appointment of a 

Royal Commission was announced in general terms for a visitation 



of all the Scottish Universities. But the specific dispute 

between the Town Council and the University of Edinburgh was now 

passing through the law courts. To the Town Council, the issue 

was the confirmation of its historic and legal rights; the Sen- 

atus was concerned for its academic independence. It asserted 

that "the object of the present action is to have it found that 

the exclusive right of making laws for the discipline and course 

of studies to be pursued in the University of Edinburgh and the 

qualifications requisite for obtaining degrees is vested in the 

Magistrates of Edinburgh". But it claimed for itself the sole 

power of making and carrying into effect such regulations. 

There was an immense accumulation of jistorical evidence on 

either side. In November 1827, a decision by Lord Mackenzie 

confirmed the position of the Town Council, but admitted the 

subordinate right of the Senatus to regulate so long as its 

statutes were not forbidden or rescinded by the superior author- 

ity. The decision was appealed and the accumulation of his- 

torical evidence was resumed. In January 1829, the pleadings, 

which the Lord Justice Clerk considered to exceed every case he 

ever saw for bulk, terminated in a decision confirming Lord 

Mackenzie's judgement. 

The opinions of the judges showed a distrust of both 

the independence and the intelligence of academic corporations 

which anticipated the attitude of the Session to the Church in 

the next decade. Lord Alloway considered that men of learning 

had not always been the best judges for directing the course of 



university study. "In the history of the universities of Eur- 

ope, you find that at different periods they have been the grea.t- 
!J 

est literary tyrants in the world ". Lord Glenlee remarked that 

it was notorious that formerly the universities of Europe had as- 

sumed great and sometimes dangerous powers and had occasionally 

given rise to much turbulence under pretence of their privileges. 

It was not likely that this would again happen, but he did not 

see "any good reason for indulging the defenders in the fancy 

they have now taken to vindicate their independence ". But the 

learned judge was inclined to consider the argument that a power 

of conferring degrees was inherent in the constitution of a uni- 

versity. It was a right of conferring a certain status and it 

suggested to him something like the creation of a peer -- once 

this was done by the King, the privileges belonging were inherent 

in and necessarily emerged from the status which had been created. 

The right to confer degrees was not therefore derived from the 

Town Council, but "belongs to the College as a necessary effect 

of its erection into a university ". This general statement did 

not, however, carry him very far. Unfortunately, "when you come 

to look at the practice of this university, it is as plain as 

two and two make four...that from the date of its foundation to 

the present time, the Town Council has interfered in these mat- 

ters and made regulations for the curriculum of study and every- 

thing else connected with conferring degrees; and the College 

has all along recognised this right by submitting to those regu- 

lations..." It was evident that the right itself as existing 



in the Town Council was never disputed. "The Senatus Academ- 

icus have no doubt made and have a right to make rules for them- 

selves, which are binding so long as they are approved of or un- 
6;) 

repealed by the patrons". 

The process of definition between the claims of the 

University authorities and the Town Council set in along an ex- 

tended front and a series of incidents developed into a battle 

of principles. One sector was finance. This was generally 

recognised as lying within the influence of the Town Council and 

so intimately were the accounts of the University and the City 

integrated that some /13,000 of College funds were involved in 

the bankruptcy of the city, while, on the other side, the Town 

Council claimed to have expended - 25,000 on the University out 

of town revenue between 1807 and 1833 and in addition a sum of 

10,000 paid in augmented salaries to the professors out of the 

proceeds of the Ale Duty, during the same years. But the point 

at issue began with low rather than high finance. In 1763 the 

Senatus had established a fund for the upkeep of the university 

library by imposing a small matriculating fee of 2/6 on each 

student. This had been raised to 5/- in 1806 without protest. 

Then in 1809, when living costs were rising in the last years of 

the war, the Senatus resolved to increase the fee for a medical 

diploma from L13/13/- to '25 for the benefit of the professors 

who took part in the final examination. The students protested 



and petitioned the intervention of the Town Council. An exam- 

ination of the historical basis of their position caused the 

Senatus to retreat on the particular point of the medical fee. 

The Town Council then advanced to regulate the matriculation 

charges. In 1810 payment of these was made a condition of ad- 

mittance to the classes and the library and they were slightly 

increased to cover some traditional payments by students for 

cleaning and firing. Finally, in 1812, the Town Council, re- 

cognising the economic difficulties of the time, acceded to the 

/2/2/- request of the Senate and raised the class fees from -2/2/- to 

73/3/- or in certain cases from /3/3/- to 4/4/ -. They had just 
O 

previously adjusted the salaries of the masters in the High School. 

These financial arrangements, however, suggested to the 

sensitive that the professors of the university were like the 

teachers of the High School, the salaried employees of the town, 

and the issue of the class -fees at the University was reopened 

during the Twenties. In 1826, the Town Council learned with 

surprise that, although the Regulations of 1812 appeared to be 

perfectly explicit, some of the Philosophical Professors conceived 

themselves entitled to raise class fees on their own authority 

and by class usage. Strengthened by the legal decisions of 1828- 

29, the Council passed a resolution to include in all future com- 

missions of appointment the assertion of their right to control 

the fees and emoluments of the office. Then in 1837 -8 the re- 

cently appointed Sir William Hamilton regarded himself as justi- 

fied, by the custom of his Chair of Logic and Metaphysics in 



teaching these subjects separately and in charging a higher fee 

for what was advanced instruction. This action involved one of 

the most distinguished professors of the University in a pro- 

longed and bitter controversy with the Town Council. The argu- 

ment soon left the point at issue, touched on the right of a 

teaöher to organise his teaching in what seemed to him the most 

effective way and finally widened into a general discussion of 

the capacity of a Town Council to manage a University. 

The professors were now on the offensive. The Uni- 

versity was alleged to be in a state of rapid decline. Between 

1820 and 1836 the number of students had fallen by over 600, and 

while this could be partially explained by general factors, it 

was also argued that the teaching at Edinburgh was ceasing to at- 

tract. An Edinburgh appointment was becoming so hedged with 

rule and regulation and so stripped of prestige that the best men 

to longer offered themselves, while the wisdom of the appoint- 

ments actually made by the College Committee of the Council was 

very much open to question. The baleful interference of civic 

influences responsive to the pressure of party, sect and clique 

was too apparent, or the patrons were led astray by amateur views 

of the needs of the higher education and inclined to be taken in 

by a superficial distinction. This criticism which had been sub- 

terranean was sharpened by the municipal reform of 1835 which 

made the Town Council elective; the issue was publicly joined 

as to "whether that kind of intelligence for which Town Council- 

lors were elected was the kind necessary for literary and sei- 

G 



entific patrons".W 

The evidence presented in the Municipal Report on Ed- 

inburgh shows how much heat the issue engendered. Even before 

the reform of the Council, it had consisted chiefly of tradesmen 

and retail dealers who selected applicants with a local reputa- 

tion and a civic connection. It became customary to canvass 

and to print testimonials; persons in trade were frequently so- 

licited by their customers and inducements separate from the al- 

leged merits of the candidate were sometimes held out tà the 

electors. In Sir William Hamilton's words, the Town Council 

were tra collection of individuals -- numerous, transitory, obs- 

cure; and the function itself was an appendage altogether in- 

cidental to their office ". 

With the argument that the Town Council ought to be- 

come increasingly responsive to public opinion, Hamilton had no 

patience. He held that universities were establishments founded 

and privilefed by the state for public purposes. The right of 

choosing professors was a t`public trust...to the end that the 

persons best qualified may be most certainly procured..." The 

judgement of a proper body of patrons should be higher than that 

of the community at large; "it should guide, not merely follow 

public opinion". He deplored the violence of party and sectar- 

ian warfare in the municipal life of Edinburgh -- "any ignorant 

religious party may calculate on the suffrages of its adherents 

in the Council in favour of any candidate whom it may propose". 

Nor were those holding such views convenced that the expansion 



and the reputation of the University could be gathered to the 

credit of municipal patronage; its glory had little relation 

to its connection with the municipality. He was not impressed 

by an "external prosperity" estimated by the multitude who 

flocked to it; this condition of affairs might be explained by 

the accident of location in a great city, by the cheapness of 

instruction and the low standard of learning prevalent. The 

Municipal Commissioners suggested the effect of other factors: 

the state of medical education in England, the exclusion of dis- 

senters from Oxford and Cambridge, and above all, "the existence 

of a system of patronage and management still more objectionable 

in the other universities of Scotland". But whatever the ex- 

planations offered for the rise and decline of Edinburgh, Hamil- 

ton's emphasis was on excellence, not size, and this kind of ex- 

cellence was not a matter for popular judgement. 

The Town Council, already under criticism for their 

financial mismanagement, defended their practice by its results. 

They had selected carefully, and the reputation of the College 

justified them. Their College Committee included a majority of 

members belonging to the liberal professions; even under the 

new conditions of popular election, four of its eleven members 
Ob 

were lawyers and four were medical men. It thus combined gen- 

eral intelligence and scientific information. Its efficiency 

compared favourably with that of the Senatus, the meetings of 

which were thinly attended; some professors absented themselves 

0 
altogether. The citizens were an intelligent, intellectual and 



discerning body of people, "quite as capable of exercising the 

patronage of the university as those who affect to despise them ". 

The criticism of their actions had not blown up because of abuse . 

of patronage or finance or neglect of improvement, but "princip- 

ally and really because in the legitimate exercise of their best 

judgement they have ventured to make certain regulations respect- 

ing the professors' fees... "; and tney made much of the admis- 

sion that if things were bad in Edinburgh they were worse in 

Glasgow, which was governed by its college professors. 

(iv) 

even in the limited field of university reorganisation, 

the discussion of reform moved to no definite conclusion, and 

this situation may be examined as a further illustration of the 

political limitations of the period. There was no lack of sug- 

gestions for general improvement, but the quasi -autonomous inter- 

ests concerned could not be drawn into a comprehensive scheme. 

Reforms had to be voluntary, specific and piecemeal; they were 

not unimportant but their total effect was limited. The uni- 

versities responded to tile needs of the period but they were hin- 

dered by inertia and their inheritance, and as in the case of the 

lower schools the problem of a general reconstruction had to be 

passed on to the next generation. 

The Royal Visitors had definite views on university 

constitutions. They recognised the necessity of local independ- 

ence and initiative; they respected the historical sentiments 



that might be disturbed by a radical reform; they were averse 

to coercion and aware that neither constitutional machinery nor 

a parade of officials nor edicts of authority were substitutes 

for good teaching and an intelligent and flexible tradition. 

But they had also their own principles. Provision had to be 

made even in universities "for the gradual introduction of such 

improvements as the progress of philosophy or the more enlarged 

views of the age might require ", and the age, suspicious of cor- 

porations that feared the light, demanded "the fair influence of 

public opinion upon the deliberation of university bodies." To 

this belief in the value of publicity the Commissioners added an 

insistence on the efficient management of the business side of 

university education. With the example of Glasgow before them 

they distrusted academic guidance for "eminent teachers are not 

always the best qualified to determine the course of instruction 

most suitable to the general interest of society or to the pre- 

paration 
C) 

for particular professions ". With the example of Edin- 

burgh before them, they were not impressed by university rule di- 

vided between a Town Council and a body of professors, mutually 

antagonistic over a wide and ill- defined field. But they had to 

suggest a new and workable constitution for that university which 

might be recommended as a model for the others and their general 

ideas can be illustrated from the structure they outlined. 

The new constitution for Edinburgh exhibited three lev- 

els. As the honorary apex of the institution a Chancellor was 

to be named by the Crown and appointed for life. Next, there 



was to be a University .Court vested with the general superin- 

tendence of the university and thirdly, a Senatus, consisting of 

the Principal and all the professors. 

The composition and powers of the new Court shewed the 

prevalent distrust of academic and municipal control and the ap- 

peal to an organised ana interested public opinion as a substit- 

ute. The Court was to have a Rector at its head; this offici- 

al was to be chosen by the Principal, the Professors and the 

Graduates, and for a -term of seven years. The Court was to be 

composed of the Principal and four "Assessors,' representing the 

Chancellor, the Town Council, the Rector and lastly the academic 

constituency formed by Principal, Professors and Graduates. The 

range of interests represented was dictated by the peculiar de- 

velopment of Edinburgh as a municipal university, but the grant 

of voting rights to graduates was a novel proposal capable of 

general application. It would raise the value of a degree and 

help to establish a continuing interest in the affairs of the 

university among the academic "public ". There was no recogni- 

tion of the undergraduates even in the role of electing the Rect- 

or as their historical representative. 

This University Court was to concern itself with the 

regulation of instruction as well as the management of property. 

It was to have the power of reviewing the regulations of the Sen- 

ate, to act as a court of appeal between teacher and student, to 

fix fees and charges, to issue directions to the professors, to 

inquire and rectify, censure and suspend. There would be little 



left to the Senate but the superintendence of university routine 

and teaching. But even in these mauters the rrincipal was to 

be given a power of inspection; he was to visit each class not, 

less than twice each session and to be present at the distribu- 

tion of class prizes. Thus the direction of the university 

would pass to the Court as the body which represented various 

major interests and which defined and executed policy. The 

Principal would also gain a relatively comwanding position as 

the link between the administration and the faculty. The Sen- 

atus was subordinated and controlled by both Principal and Court. 

These proposals, and especially the composition and 

powers of the University Court, exercised the political ingenu- 

ity of the academic reformers. The device of representation was 

approved, and claims were preferred for its extension to other 

interested parties. After the Reform Act and in an atmosphere 

congenial to change, Henry Cockburn was prepared to consider 

stuaent representation on the Court -- "It should contain one 

person, at the least, directly elected by them ". But he dis- 

liked professional representation. In preference to giving the 

law bodies seats on the Court, he would rather have a member 

elected by the general public, but tithe Court had much better be 

confined to the various interests more immediately connected with . 

the establishment ". So constituted its powers could be increased 

still further. Failing a system of Crown patronage exercised by 

a high and responsible minister who would be copparable to a Euro- 

pean Minister of rublic Instruction, he thought the best system 



was to entrust patronage as well as discipline to the Court. 

Its members would have a local interest in the matter and he 

thought it Tea sound principle that the patronage of any uni- 

versity has always a better chance of being well exercised 

when the patrons have nothing to do with any other college, 

but, on the contrary, have a pride in the success of their 
C? 

particular establishment..." But another spirit of the age, 

Sir William Hamilton, was strongly in favour of professional 

representation on the Court. He advocated a body of seven 

Curators for Edinburgh, elected for seven years; they were 

to represent the Faculty of Advocates, the Writers to the Sig- 

net, the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, the Pres- 

bytery of Edinburgh (or the Synod of Lothian or the General 

Assembly) and the Town Council. The Royal Commissioners in- 

vestigating the Scottish municipalities considered the provi- 

sion of a constitution for "the Town's College of Edinburgh" 

as part of their business and proceeded to suggest a simpli- 

fied scheme of representation: five Curators to be in office 

for a term of ten years, two to be nominated by the Crown, two 
(4 

by the Town Council and one by the Senatus. 

The problem was to secure the representation of num- 

erous academic interests on a body small enough to be effici- 

ent, and the diversity of opinion in the case of each institu- 

tion showed the activity of a local patriotism. but the 

Scottish universities together formed something like an estate, 

with common interests in the definition of their standards and 



the preservation of their autonomy. The University Commis- 

sioners were to frame "a Code of Rules, Statutes and Ordin- 

ances" for each university, but in addition, they proposed a 

Board of Royal Visitors "appointed with authority both to 

superintend the execution of the specific Regulations to be 

approved and to modify and extend such Regulations". The 

Scottish universities had previously attemptéd to co- operate 

by conference in such matters of common interest as the stand- 

ards of medical graduation (in 1804) but the institution. of 

Royal Visitors promised a continuing invasion of their academ- 

ic freedom. They pointed out that already each university 

was introducing reforms on the lines of the Royal Commission's 

suggestion on its own initiative. In Glasgow, for example, 

important new regulations for the Faculty of Arts were ap- 

proved in 1826: the courses for lower and higher degrees were 

defined, advanced work in Classics, Philosophy and Mathematics 

instituted and a system of academic "distinctions" would en- 

courage honours work. In St. Andrews, extensive reforms came 

into force about the same time: the grant of medical degrees 

in the traditional way was stopped, the fee system reorganised 

and new regulations passed for graduation in Arts. In Aber- 

deen, the provision of medical education was extended. A 

permanent panel of Royal Visitors was surely unnecessary as 

well as dangerous. 

Other interests, directly or indirectly affected, 

made themselves heard. The Town Council of Edinburgh consid- 



ered itself reduced to be a passive instrument for recording 

the recommendations of the Board of Visitors. Clerical 

opinion, alarmed after 1832 by the advance of secularism and 

threats of disestablishment, viewed the proposed Board as 

agents of tyranny and an alien culture. The General Assem- 

bly, like the Edinburgh Town Council, protested against the 

Scottish Universities Bill in which these proposals were mat- 

uring. The Visitors appointed might be ' °Infidels, Roman 

Catholics, nominal Protestants, Unitarian or Arian". Yet 

they were "to have absolute uncontrolled power (combining in 

tneir own persons the authority both of King and Parliament 

during three years) to alter in every particular, if they 

shall see educational system in our universities ". 

They might be agents of German infidelity or a utilitarian 

secularism -- men 

"who might think that the German philosophy should be 
substituted for that of Reid, Stewart and Brown; who 
might vote down all classical literature as an encum- 
brance; who might resolve chat for advancing the ends 
of immediate profit, every other object of care should 
hold inferior ground when put in the scale with politic- 
al economy, arithmetic and book -keeping; who might, in 

short, cut and divide and impair all that has hitherto 
been deemed, and justly deemed, the best handmaid to the 
cause of the true Philosophy of the Mind and to the elu- 
cidation and diffusion of theological and scientific 
knowledge." 

The doctor of the Church who expressed these alarms 

would be content only with a pledge that the Visitors would be 

"men of the stamp with those whose names appeared enrolled in 

the Act of 16 50 ", that is, confirmed adherents of the Estab- 

lishment. 



It was not till ío36 that a Bill providing for the 

creation of a Board of Visitors and new constitutions for all 

the Scottish universities was introduced, but the reforming 

fit was now cooling. Jeffrey as Lord Advocate was not ag- 

gressive. The opposition of University, establishment and 

Town Council was powerful. Other matters pressed, and the 

bill was dropped. Each university was to be left to carry 

out improvements in its own way and in response to its own 

"public ". It was to be neither coerced nor standardised. 

Any common action was to be the result of a voluntary co- 

operation between autonomous corporations in the face of 

similar powers. The tradition of each university remained 

intact and capable of a particular development. Any subse- 

quent proposal to bring the Scottish colleges into the frame- 

work of a federal organisation was sure to be regarded as in- 

comprehensible or bitterly resented. 



3. 

UNIVERSITY EXPANSICAN. 

(i) 

Constitutional reform was one academic issue. Fin- 

ance was another. All the Scottish universities were poor, and 

what income they did have was tied to specific uses by law and 

custom. Quite apart from any question of mismanagement, their 

efficiency and their expansion were very obviously matters of 

limited ways and means. 

In contrast to the English institutions, the Scottish 
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schools were poorly endowed. While each chair carried a minim- 

um stipend so derived, the greater part of a professor's income 

might come from class and examination fees; this gave the hold- 

er of a chair a direct interest in asserting his legally recog- 

nised monopoly of instruction in his subject. Each university 

had also a bursary rund, the items carefully controlled by the 

terms of their foundation. For an exceptional building scheme, 

a grant of some kind might be procured from the state or partic- 

ularly in the case of Edinburgh from the city, but the general 

running expenses and the upkeep of library, museum and laboratory 

had to come from various sources, from grants, teinds and be- 

quests, from matriculation fees and from graduation charges. 

As these items of university expenses became more important and 

costly the need of a general reserve fund became apparent. In 



its absence, the provision of academic equipment was often ir- 

regular as state funds or private gifts became available or as 

other income could be diverted to meet the need. 

The richest foundation was Glasgow where the combined 

income of the College and the University totalled between - °10,000 

and :11,000 a year, but of this sum the university received less 

than 2,500. In 1825, Edinburgh, which had to meet the heavy 

expenses of a great medical school, had a general income of 

3,170. This came from original property, parliamentary enact- 

ment, royal and municipal grants and private benefaction; but 

the management of these funds by the Town Council involved the 

university in a debt of 12,000 to the city when the city was it- 

self headed for bankruptcy. At the same date, the fixed income 

of the other universities was incredibly small. King's College, 

Aberdeen drew in 2,500 a year from various sources, but its ac- 

counts were notoriously confused and a debt of over 8,000 

emerged. Marischal College had a general income of rather less 

than 1,000 a year, augmented by -500 from the Crown in lieu of 

a depreciated income from teinds affected by an augmentation of 

classical stipends. In St. Andrews, the distinction between 

university and college reappeared. The United College and St. 

Mary's had an appreciable and increasing income of about 3,000 

and :1,000 respectively, but the latter institution had also a 

considerable debt of over -4,000. Up to 1825, the University, 

as distinct from the Colleges, received about ,1,100 from the 

sale of degrees. Of this sum, nearly °700 went to the Univers- 



ity Library, 100 to the Physics Laboratory and the rest to 

sundry professors. When the new regulations of 1826 put an 

end to this traffic, the income of the University dropped to 

barely 300 a year. 

The Scottish universities thus tend to appear as a 

collection of separate chairs each with its own financial ar- 

rangements. Specific grants from the Crown or other sources 

gave a basic salary of 100 or 50 to the professor; above that 

the greater part of his income came from class and examination 

fees which fluctuated with the number of his students. This 

practice had an important effect on the efficiency and the ex- 

pansion of university teaching. Those subjects which had a 

recognised place in the degree curricula and a traditional re- 

putation for graduation or ordination" had a large enrolment 

and gave their professor a substantial income. But chairs 

which had been founded by the Crown or by bequest and which had 

no degree value and little practical appeal attracted few stud- 

ents and gave the teacher only a limited increase above the en- 

dowed minimum. In Edinburgh, eight professors in 1823 had in- 

comes of over 1,000 a year. Only in one case was the salary 

from endowment above 100 a year; the total was made up from 

class fees; the classes were of traditional repute or profes- 

sional value or necessary for graduation. But in contrast, the 

recently founded Chairs of Rhetoric, of Civil History and of 

Agriculture gave their occupants an income of less than :250, 

of which ;° 100 or less was derived from endowment. These sub- 



jects were not recognised for degree purposes and so they at- 

tracted few students. The professor was tempted and sometimes 

forced to rely on other sources of income and such chairs were 

often occupied by those who were active professionally in church 

or law or who were amateurs with an extra- academic reputation 

and an extra -academic income. Thus a tendency was encouraged 

to regard such an appointment as a recognition of literary or 

other distinction rather than of academic competence and several 

of the modern subjects introduced in the later 18th century 
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failed to justify themselves for extrinsic reasons. 

Any policy of systematic expansion on the lines of the 

Prussian Universities was further arrested by another consequence 

of the legal and financial independence of the professor. By 

the terms of his appointment, he could assert a monopoly of the 

teaching of his subject in the university and so was exempt at 

least from intramural competition. The creation of a chair in 

an allied subject, the provision of supplementary instruction 

which had to be paid out of the class income, the expansion of 

library or laboratory costs for specific classes, the recognition 

of new subjects for graduation -- all these implied a loss of in- 

come and so created something like a personal interest hostile to 

change, or at least to change that threatened property rights 

without compensation. The recognised teachers in the faculties 

tended to form a conservative alliance, jealous of their prestige 

and legal position and concerned to defend the traditional dis- 

ciplines and standards of their instruction. 



This attitude in the later 18th century was not con- 

fined to the professors and it received some justification from 

external circumstances. The professional faculties at least 

were faced by the claims of the professional associations which 

were likewise traditionally monopolistic. They set their own 

standards of competence for entry but inevitably they were con- 

cerned with the university training provided and in some cases 

were patrons of or had a recognised interest in professional ap- 

pointments. During the early 19th century a process of defini- 

tion set in between university faculty and professional associa- 

tions; their relationship had to be "rationalised". If, in 

the professions, standards of competence had admittedly to be em- 

phasised and occupational organisations allowed to retain extens- 

ive powers of self -government, the academic reformers had to as- 

sert a public interest in these affairs, to secure a rising ef- 

ficiency, to provide increased facilities of instruction, and in 

place of the traditional monopolies, to create some sphere for 

the healthy influence of competition, even if that meant the en- 

couragement of extra -mural teaching. 

In these circumstances, university expansion after 1815 

had to achieve itself largely by indirection and despite faculty 

opposition, limited finance and professional claims. Where the 

need was obvious and urgent, it was the part of intelligent ada- 

demic statesmanship to divert and substitute and make shift so 

that a temporary arrangement might justify itself and claim a 

more permanent establishment; alternatively, voluntary effort 



might supply instruction of the desired type outside the uni- 

versity. If successful, the extra -mural project had to be ev- 

entually incorporated or recognised as something like a "free 

university," or if not that, as providing instruction that was 

free and of university standards. A venture of this kind, how- 

ever stimulating in pure theory, was likely to be resented by 

academic authority; it seemed a reflection on its efficiency 

as well as an invasion of its preserves. 

The best illustration of such a development was pro- 

vided by the medical teaching in Edinburgh and Glasgow. These 

schools had achieved an international reputation in the later 

18th century. Their expansion had been accelerated by the med- 

ical needs of the war period, and after 1815 the problems of both 

public and private medicine kept them active. After the temp- 

orary congestion due to the demobilisation of army and navy sur- 

geons, the profession continued to attract recruits of good qual- 

ity. The medical student was offered a livelihood at a recog- 

nised level of security and comfort, public respect and the intel- 

lectual excitement of a developing science and art. But the 

position of the northern schools was not without its dangers. 

They had achieved an honourable but expensive eminence. Their 

standards were set and accepted by a select group of European 

institutions, but since a Scottish training was cheap as well 

as good, Edinburgh in particular attracted a student population 



in excess of its capacity. In both the great Scottish centres 

the capital and running expenses of the medical faculties were 

bound to rise; distinguished teachers had to be attracted and 

kept; new subjects had to be recognised and provided for. 

Clinical teaching was already a feature of the Scottish tradi- 

tion, yet an overworked faculty might be unable to insist on 

those high standards of individual competence that had been 

possible in a less crowded age. Finally, the revival of medic- 

al teaching in London and Dublin was to provide alternative fac- 

ilities for both students and teachers, and the resulting com- 

petition might prove as embarrassing as healthy. The mainten- 

ance and expansion of two medical schools of European repute 

was a heavy burden for universities so conspicuously limited in 

resources and for a country that was small, poor and relatively 
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isolated. 

In Edinburgh the medical school had been built up dur- 

ing the 18th century. By 1790 there were eight chairs in pro- 

fessional and allied subjects -- Anatomy, the Institutes of Med- 

icine, the Practice of Physic, Chemistry, Midwifery, Botany, 

Materia Medica and Natural History. Clinical teaching was pro- 

vided at the Royal Infirmary and other hospitals. In 1779, the 

graduation course had been organised and in 1783 it was leng- 

thened to a period of at least three years' study. These de- 

velopements had been largely due to the co- operation of the Uni- 

versity, the Edinburgh Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons and 

the city magistrates. A succession of great teachers attracted 



an increasing number of students. In 1790 -1 there were over 

500 medical students at Edinburgh. Thereafter the number rose 

rapidly owing to war demands. After 1810 there were over 700 

students in the medical faculty. The demobilisation of the 

army and navy surgeons caused a temporary decline in the matric- 

ulations, but during the Twenties, the totals rose generally to 

over 800 and occasionally to over 900. Of this great student 

population only about one half was Scottish; a very substantial 

proportion came from England and Ireland and a considerable num- 

ber from the British colonies, particularly from Canada and the 

West Indies. In 1824 when the enrolment in the Edinburgh Med- 

ical School reached the exceptional figure of 939, 513 were 

Scots, and there were over 250 English, over 100 Irish and 50 

colonials. The graduation lists show that many of these immi- 

grants came north to finish off their medical course by receiving 

a degree, for which at least one year's study at Edinburgh was 

necessary. The Dean of the Medical Faculty reported to the Roy- 

al Commission that in the thirteen years before 1827 only one 

third of the graduands had been Scottish and when in 1827 a max- 

imum number of 160 medical degrees was conferred, 50 of the re- 

cipients came from Scotland, 46 were English and 36 Irish. It 

was this stream of immigrant English and Irish students that 

would be directly affected by the development of medical educa- 

tion in their own countries. 

The strain on the practice and the resources of the 

Edinburgh school can now be appreciated, and its problems of ef- 



ficiency and expansion were not rendered any easier by the legal 

obstacles presented to reorganisation. A conspicuous illustra- 

tion of the difficulties so created was afforded by the teaching 

of surgery. For university purposes the subject was regarded 

as falling within the monopoly of the Chair of Anatomy which had 

been held by members of the Monro family for three generations. 

As early as 1777 the College of Surgeons had appealed to the 

Crown to create a separate professorship in the subject but 

without success. The teaching of practical surgery was however 

a recognised concern of the College of Surgeons, and with grow- 

ing criticism of the competence of Alexander Monro Tertius and 

the obvious need of expanded training in the subject during a 

prolonged war, the teaching of practical, if not systematic, 

surgery might be introduced into the university independently of 

the Chair of Anatomy. In 1803 the Crown created a Chair of 

Clinical Surgery and endowed it with a basic salary of 50 a 

year. Then in 1804 the College of Surgeons proceeded to ap- 

point a Professor of Surgery outside the university, thus fol- 

lowing the precedent set by the Writers to the Signet who had 

created a Professorship of Conveyancing for the benefit of those 

working to meet their entrance requirements. In 1806, the 

Crown created another Chair of Military Surgery with a basic 

salary of 100 and artfully named as its first occupant the re- 

cently appointed Professor of Surgery to the College of Surgeons. 

Then in 1816, the Town Council proposed a Chair of Comparative 

Anatomy and Veterinary Surgery. But this method of indirect 



advance proceeded amid a shower of protests from interested 

parties against the violation of their rights, and it was not 

until 1831 that the Crown made the decisive step of creating 

two new Chairs of Systematic Surgery and Pathology. Their oc- 

cupants were to draw no salaries from endowment but were to 

have power to examine candidates and to do everything required 

for the graduation of Doctors of Medicine. Against this action 

of the Crown came protests from the Senatus and the Town Council, 

for once agreeing against a common enemy, and from the various 

professors whose monopolies were invaded and whose incomes were 

affected. 

The treatment of such a fundamental subject as surgery 

helps to explain the rise of extra -mural medical teaching at Ed- 

inburgh as both supplementing and competing with the work of the 

university. The College of Surgeons in the city had been long 

,ranted the privilege of teaching pharmacy and practical surgery 

and of conferring diplomas in these subjects and this method of 

entry into the profession was associated with a system of ap- 

prentice- teaching and training which was still more convenient 

for some students than a university course. Before 1794 the 

Surgeons had merely examined but from that date they began to 

lay down specific regulations and a necessary course of study 

for their diploma. In 1808 they emphasised the need of a good 

preliminary education and a competent knowledge of Latin. A 

few years later, they made the accurate translation of a medical 

Latin author a part of their examination, and they recommended 



that intending candidates should acquire some knowledge of Greek, 

of modern languages and of elementary mathematics, physics and 

natural history. The regulations of 1808 also defined the pro- 

fessional conditions and content of the examination for their 

diploma. They approved an apprenticeship of at least three 

years. This was to be supplemented by instruction for two or 

more years in a specified list of subjects and to be provided 

either in a university of repute or by members of the Colleges 

or Surgeons of London, Dublin or Edinburgh. Candidates who 

had not been apprenticed were required to attend courses in the 

prescribed subjects for three or more years and to put in one 
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year's hospital attendance. 

An active extra -mural instruction developed to meet 

these requirements. It had the advantage of providing a less 

formal and a more practical type of training than that of the 

university, and if necessary, the extra -mural student could al- 

ways attend a university class on payment of the class fee. 

University students might also resort to a distinguished extra- 

mural teacher to supplement the deficiencies of the university 

instruction, but this would be expensive since attendance at 

certain university classes was compulsory and the only part of 

the extra -mural teaching that the university recognised as quali- 

fying for graduation was that in "practical anatomy." This was 

covered by the monopoly of the College of Surgeons. Neverthe- 

less the Surgeons' Diploma achieved its own reputation. It was 

considered locally as valuable for general practice. It was 



recognised in England and the colonies and after 1813 it was ac- 

cepted by the Army, the Navy and the East India Company. Its 

prestige was reflected in the rising numbers of those who quali- 

fied for it. In 1790 -94, the Surgeons' Diploma was conferred 

on an average of over 20 students yearly; in 1800 -1804 the num- 

ber had risen to over 40. In 1810 -1814 it averaged nearly 90. 

In 1 821 -1 26 it reached 131 per annum, a figure which challenged 

comparison with the output of the medical school of the univers- 

ity. To avert a possible overproduction of doctors and sur- 

geons or the suspicion of declining standards, the College of 

Surgeons in 1822 extended the period of study required of ap- 

prentice- students to cover at least three winter -sessions. 

The existence of this active extra -mural teaching in 

Edinburgh was usually regarded as creating a healthy competition 

for the university. The College Committee of the Town Council 

was reputed to contain professional members who acted in the in- 

terest of the College of Surgeons, and however much the univers- 

ity professors might resent this influence, they had to meet the 

challenge. In 1825 they lenthened the graduating course to one 

of four years' duration; midwifery was given a recognised place 

among the subjects for graduation; a period of at least six 

months' practice in an approved hospital was required, and the 

list of optional subjects was extended. In 1831 the Crown cre- 

ated the new Chairs of Surgery and Pathology and in 1833 -34 the 

system of examination for medical degrees was drastically re- 

formed. 



The contrast between the old and the new examinations 

may be cited as a last illustration of the problem of reform in 

this academic field. Down to 1833 the procedure was still medi- 

eval. A preliminary investigation of a candidate's literary at- 

tainments and medical proficiency was first held at the house of 

one of his professors. He then submitted a thesis in Latin, 

which had to be approved. He next appeared before the medical 

faculty and was examined by two professors. He explained and 

illustrated in writing and orally (and in Latin) two Aphorisms 

of Hippocrates, and justified (in Latin) his treatment of two 

case histories submitted to him. Finally, he printed and cir- 

culated his thesis and had to defend it publicly on graduating. 

Much of this had become formal. The medical thesis was often 

turned into Latin by an Arts student for a consideration; the 

Latin questions and answers were exchanged in a stereotyped jar- 

gon. What vitality the system retained probably came from the 

professors' knowledge of a candidate's class work and clinical 

practice, from the duration and intimacy of the - private examina- 

tion and from the thesis as evidence of his capacity to invest- 
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igate and report on a specific medical problem. 

The reforms of 1833 -34 swept most of this ceremonial 

away and put in its place a system of tests that indicated an 

approach to Professor Alison's opinion that what fitted a man 

for the profession was not a knowledge of medical tradition or 

even general literature and science but "the habitual observa- 

tion of the living human body as affected by disease and as in- 



fluenced by remedies't. Two comprehensive oral and written ex- 

aminations were instituted. The first was to cover the medical 

sciences: Anatomy, Chemistry, Botany, Zoology and the Institutes 

of medicine. The second was concerned with professional study 

and practice: Materia Medica, the Practice of Medicine, Surgery, 

Pathology, Midwifery and Medical Jurisprudence. The thesis was 

retained as a qualification for the M.D., but it might be pre- 

sented in English or Latin in the option of the candidate. At 

the first graduation held under the new regulations, only 19 out 

of 110 graduands offered a Latin version of their thesis and aft- 

er 1840 the practice of presenting it in this language disap- 
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geared altogether. 

The new standard of examination quickly made its in- 

fluence felt. It was at least partially responsible for a 

marked decline in the number of medical students at the Univers- 

ity. By 1840 they had been reduced to a more manageable figure 

of between four and five hundred enrolments. 

The extra -mural teaching of medical subjects appeared 

also at Glasgow and the rise of such instruction in connection 

with "Anderson's College" has its own importance. But the 

course of events at Glasgow also illustrates another aspect of 

the general issue between monopoly and free (or freer) enter- 

prise. The development of the University medical school brought 

on it the charge of violating the monopoly of a privileged medic- 



al gild. The ensuing controversy had more than a local or a 

technical importance. 

The teaching of medicine at the University of Glasgow. 

was organised in the later 18th century. Anatomy and Medicine 

were then professed by a series of brilliant teachers when the 

University was already famous for its science. The faculty 

was limited in numbers, yet by the end of the century supplement- 

ary instruction was offered in chemistry, botany, materia medica 

and midwifery while surgery was taught from the Chair of Anatomy. 

In 1790 the absence of any official provision of clinical train- 

ing was remedied by the opening of the Royal Infirmary. The 

Regulations of 1802 completed this period of expansion by laying 

down the requirements for a three -year graduation course, one 
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year of which had to be spent in Glasgow. 

By this time the student body numbered about 200. The 

reputation of the training and the degree attracted a number of 

English and Irish who were finishing off a previous training by 

the acquisition of an academic distinction, but the expansion of 

the city and the development of the West created local opportun- 

ities for post -graduate practice. As in Edinburgh, university 

training ran parallel to or supplemented apprenticeship and an 

extra -mural teaching grew up to prepare for the entrance examina- 

tions of the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons. The expansion 

of the university teaching Continued. In quick succession the 

Crown founded a series of chairs with basic incomes of 50 a 

year: Natural History in 1807, Midwifery and Surgery in 1815, 



Botany and Chemistry in 1818. Their occupants ranked only as 

university and not as collegiate professors; they complained 

of inadequate facilities for teaching, nor could they examine 

for degrees in Medicine even in their own subjects. But the 

actual teaching was increasingly effective and the problems of 

public health in the city secured for it public recognition of 

its importance. In 1824 the period of hospital practice was 

fixed at two winter -sessions of six months each; in 1826 the 

curriculum was lengthened to cover four years of study. In 

1833 the final examination was reformed as in Edinburgh. The 

tests were to be conducted in English; the graduation thesis 

was accepted in the same language; only a general test in Lat- 

in translation and prose survived. All the medical professors 

concerned were to sit as examiners in a comprehensive survey of 

theory and practice in Chemistry, Anatomy, Physiology, the Prac- 

tice of Physic and Pharmacy. In 1839, the examination was 

further expanded to include surgery, midwifery and forensic 

medicine. 

The Glasgow medical school thus showed a vigorous and 

continued expansion during the first decades of the 19th century. 

But during the same period, its right to teach and the right of 

its graduates to practice surgery in the West was challenged by 

the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of the city. In 1812 

Surgery had been given a place in the curriculum for the M.D. 

degree; in 1817 its study was made compulsory, but it was not 

included in the final examination. The Faculty then asserted 



a monopoly based on a patent of 1599 and raised an action 

against four doctors of medicine holding degrees from Glasgow, 

Edinburgh, St. Andrews and the Marischal College, Aberdeen. 

The Outer Court of Session admitted the right of the defendants 

to practice medicine within the bounds of the monopoly of the 

Physicians and Surgeons, but concluded that they were not en- 

titled to practice surgery unless they submitted to examination 

by the local Faculty. This decision was subsequently confirmed 

on appeal. 

Meanwhile in 1817 the University instituted two new 

medical degrees of Bachelor and Master of Surgery, and approved 

regulations for a curriculum and an examination. The bachelor's 

degree in Surgery was unpopular and allowed to lapse, but the 

master's degree met a felt want. In 1826 the course was leng- 

thened to three years with twelve months' attendance at a pub- 

lic hospital. In effect, the degree implied a general medical 

training conjoined with further work in Surgery, and the terms 

of the graduation asserted that its recipient was competent in 

surgery, obstetrics and pharmacy. It was therefore a good 

training for general practice and for the first ten years of its 
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institution the C.M. was even more popular than the M.D. 

But while in 1827 a parliamentary act recognised the 

new degree as qualifying its holder to act as ship's surgeon on 

passenger vessels and so gave it general recognition overseas, 

at home the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons again raised a 

defence of their patent rights in the law courts. In 1626 they 



began an action against three graduates practising surgery and 

in 1833 the university asked for a declarator as to the right 

of holders of a degree in surgery to practise in the area cov- 

ered by the patent of the Faculty. The two cases were con- 

joined and pursued an expensive course through the Session. 

In 1834 judgement was given in favour of the Faculty: univers- 

ity graduates in surgery were interdicted from practising the 

art in a specified area and expenses amounting to over 500 had 

to be met by the University for itself and its graduates. An 

appeal to the House of Lords was dismissed in 1840 with over 

1,600 costs. The University had great difficulty in raising 

this sum. It had to pledge its library as security and to di- 

vert its book -fund to pay interest. Eventually it was assisted 

by a transfer of college funds. 

The series of adverse legal decisions did not deprive 

the surgical degree of its value and repute. The University 

was careful to assert an increasing standard of efficiency. In 

1839 when the number of medical students attending the Univers- 

ity classes was over 400, the curriculum for the C.M. was leng- 

thened to four years and a thesis on a surgical problem was re- 

quired. These regulations raised the degree to a position 

which if not equal, was at least comparable to that of the tra- 

ditional medical doctorate and prepared the way for some general 

qualification in both medicine and surgery. For local purposes, 

however, its value was limited. The legal decisions gave the 

diploma of the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons the advantage 



and it could be achieved by extra -mural study. 

The expansion of medical teaching within and without 

the universities led to a series of conflicts between professor 

and professor, between academic and extra -mural teachers, be- 

tween the university schools and the professional gilds. The 

law courts did their duty, but the definition of rights by this 

process was particular, complicated, expensive and conservative. 

The situation seemed to call for a general investigation and for 

joint action or legislative adjustment. The general investiga- 

tion came with the Royal Visitation of the Universities in 1826, 

and the Visitors suggested some comprehensive and guiding regul- 

ations: the definition of the standards of preliminary education 

to be expected from medical students, standard courses leading to 

medical graduation, the reorganisation of the internal arrange- 

ments at Edinburgh and Glasgow, the creation of new chairs in 

specified subjects, and the foundation of an efficient medical 

school at Aberdeen. But no legislative action followed. The 

universities were left to adopt the suggested reforms piecemeal 

and at their convenience or as finance permitted. In particular, 

the relations between academic and extra -mural teaching were al- 

lowed to remain indefinite or to be adjusted by agreement. This 

was not easy. Legal rights continued to be challenged and as- 

serted; academic (or professional) claims clashed with profess- 

ional (or academic) monopolies. 

The confusion was to continue into the mid -century and 



down to the passage of the Scottish Universities Reform Act Of 

1858. These circumstances explain the reforming and utilitar- 

ian enthusiasm which was not altogether absent from academic and 

professional circles. Yet in spite of all the difficulties 

created by tradition, monopoly, law or finance, the training of 

the expanding medical profession in Scotland in the first half 

of the 19th century was an achievement of the first importance. 

Among the professional classes the doctors were conspicuous for 

a conjunction of technical efficiency and social intelligence. 

The medical schools were justified not so much by their encour- 

agement of specialised research as by the rising standards of 

the general practitioner. In a society exposed to epidemic 

infection and the prevalence of wasting disease, a general and 

improved medical service was an urgent need. There were some 

who distrusted the new type of family doctor and associated him 

with a less deferential bedside manner, Resurrectionist procliv- 

ities and the disappearance of Latin from the final examination. 

But general practice was now attracting the best men and the pub- 

lic responded by an increasing confidence in the integrity, skill 

and sympathy of its doctors. Nor was the general practitioner 

condemned to isolation and routine work. The age of specialis- 

ation had hardly begun and research was not yet institutionalised. 

The advance of medical knowledge owed much to field observation, 

and in the prevailing enthusiasm, local work of distinction was 

quickly recognised and encouraged by the teabhers and leaders of 

the profession in Edinburgh and Glasgow. It was an age of great 



family physicians; some of them achieved academic distinction; 

many, as able and as worthy, were content with a local repute, 

or some articles in a medical journal written in such clear 

vigorous prose as to retain a human as well as a technical in- 

terest a hundred years later. 



4. 

PROFESSIONAL AND LIBERAL EDUCATION. 

(i) 

In the university schools of law and theology the re- 

forming impulse was more confused in aim and limited in scope 

than in medicine. 

This was partly due to the conservative nature of these 

interests. The standards of efficiency in law ana divinity 

might be ultimately as objective as those of any science but they 

were less obvious and pragmatic. Outside the universities the 

professional associations could stimulate the movement of reform) 

but the content of these studies underwent no such revolutionary 

phase as occurred in medicine nor did the professions experience 

a similar expansion of personnel. The reforming minority found 

the traditional undertow stronger among groups whose prestige 

was emphasised by inherited ritual and whose limited numbers or 

exposed position made them self -conscious. Change became more 

a matter of reorganisation and re- definition, and in the process 

the literary professions discovered a philosophical problem which 

had been visible but not conspicuous in the case of medical re- 

form. Both law and theology had to define their relations to 

the preparatory studies on which their specialised training was 

supposed to be based. In general terms this appeared as an is- 

sue between rival conceptions of liberal and professional educa- 

tion. In particular terms, it involved a consideration of the 



place and function of the Faculty of Arts, the faculty of lin- 

guistic and philosophical studies, in the Scottish universities. 

In the opening decades of the 19th century, legal stud- 

ies were pursued on an extensive scale only at Edinburgh. In 

Glasgow there was one Chair of Scots Law and a class of thirty 

to forty students in the subject. At Aberdeen, King's had a 

Professor of Civil Law and the Marischal College offered some 

lecturing in Scots Law and Conveyancing. In Edinburgh there 

was an establishment of four chairs of Civil Law, Scots Law, 

Public Law and Civil history and a student attendance of between 

two and three hundred. But even in Edinburgh, the instruction 

in Public Law had lapsed; there was no separate teaching of 

Criminal Law and the class of Civil History attracted few stud- 

ents as it was of no importance for professional purposes. All 

these legal chairs were filled by advocates appointed by the Town 

Council from a short feet of two names submitted by the Faculty 

of Advocates, and any attempt at reform or expansion was liable 

to meet the resistance of the teachers whose monopoly was invaded 

and whose classes might be reduced. Yet professional require- 

ments had to be met and extra -mural teaching in Conveyancing and 

Medical Jurisprudence developed. As early as 1796 and 1798 the 

university recognition of these subjects was proposed but without 

success. In 1807 the Crown created a chair in Medical Juris- 

prudence, with a basic endowment of 100 and on condition that 

the Professor did not interfere with any of the courses of lect- 

ures delivered in the university. But the Senatus resisted the 



attempts of the Town Council and the Writers to the Signet to 

have Conveyancing taught in the University. The Writers con- 

tinued to appoint their own professor for their own requirements 

and it was not till 1825 that the Town Council set aside academ- 

ic opposition and recognised a university chair in the subject 

with a perpetual basic salary of 100 guineas guaranteed by the 

Signet. 

The legal instruction offered at Edinburgh was set to- 

wards meeting the extra -mural requirements of the professional 

societies. There were no preliminary teats for entrance into 

the university classes, no compulsory attendance, no academie 

examinations. The classes were regarded simply as convenient 

means of preparing for entrance into the various professional 

bodies and graduation in law in this university was now so un- 

necessary that it was preserved simply as an honorary distinc- 

tion. The vitality of legal teaching therefore depended large- 

ly on the nature of the professional tests and these varied. 

For entry into the Faculty of Advocates no definite 

requirements were laid down. There was a general understanding 

that T'a man must come forward with a fair exhibition of having 

attended such a course of education in Literature and Jurisprud- 

ence as became a gentleman and a lawyer's; but no proofs of pre- 

paration were now demanded. At tendance at some classes in the 

Faculty of Arts was expected and two sessions' work in the class 

of Scots Law was usual, but even in this latter case there was 

no necessity to present the Advocates with a certificate to this 



effect. In addition, some applicants had worked out an, ap- 

prenticeship in a law office. There was also an examination 

conducted by the Advocates, but it had become largely formal 

and Francis Jeffrey characterised it roundly as a farce. Ad- 

mission therefore seemed to depend on "general suitability" and 

a payment of an entrance fee of .200, part of which went to the 

upkeep of the Advocates' Library. Tests of character and man- 

ner had their usefulness in a profession with an acute sense of 

its own esprit de corps, but even if not open to abuse, they 

worked with the high entry fee and the tradition of recruitment 

from legal families to restrict admission. Yet the attraction 

of the occupation was considerable. Out of a select body of 

400 or 500 advocates possibly only 300 were actively engaged in 

pleading and it was from them that the higher legal officials, 

the Judges and the Sheriffs, were selected. The Radicals em- 

phasised these official rewards; in the early Thirties, they 

enumerated some 130 places with a total income of .100,000 which 

were open to members of the Faculty before Reform began to prune 

away the antique dignities and the semi- sinecures. 

Other law students were preparing to enter the Society 

of the Writers to the Signet or to act as Solicitors in the Sup- 

reme Court. But the requirements were here sufficiently tech- 

nical to preserve the vitality of the system of selection and 

examination. In the case of the Writers to the Signet, who 

practised as agents and attorneys before the higher courts, an 

apprenticeship of five years with a member was required. Can- 



didates for admission had also to attend classes in Scots Law 

(for two sessions) and in Conveyancing and to pass an examina- 

tion directly concerned with the principles and forms of legal 

procedure ". Around 1830 the Writers were 600 to 700 in number 

and until the creation or improvement of the local courts they 

enjoyed a concentration of legal business at Edinburgh. But 

competition and an influx of entrants was controlled by the 

costs as well as the conditions of training and entry. Ap- 

prenticeship fees, entry money and other charges amounted to 

over 500; most of this was for expenses of indenture, some of 

it helped to support the Signet Library. As in the case of 

the Faculty of Advocates, there was a strong tradition of family 

recruitment to the Signet. 

But many of the university law students formed a float- 

ing population from the country who had neither the means nor 

the inclination to remain in Edinburgh. They intended to be- 

come country writers; they were going through or had gone through 

a period of apprenticeship in the smaller towns and they resorted 

to Glasgow and especially to Edinburgh for such instruction in 

law and conveyancing as would qualify them for admission to the 

local Faculties of Procurators. These students were more mature 

in years; their interest in law was strictly professional; they 

were often irregular in attendance since they might be working 

their way in an Edinburgh law office. With the increasing vol- 

ume of local business, their numbers rose so that the Royal Vis- 

itors expressed alarm lest under their influence the philosophy 



and science of law might be sacrificed to furnish materials for 

the Manual of a Practitioner. 

In these circumstances and with this wide range of 

student type and interest, the University Commissioners were 

as much concerned with the definition of standards as with the 

reorganisation of courses. They proposed at Edinburgh a regul- 

ar course of legal instruction so that law might be studied as 

a liberal science taught so as to make an accomplished and en- 

lightened advocate" and not limited to instruction in the details 

of a technical art. They defined a three year course in law -- 

in Civil Law, Scots Law and Conveyancing -- to lead to a degree 

by examination and they suggested graduation in arts as a re- 

quired condition. This prescribed course would not interfere 

with attendance at particular classes and for special purposes; 

but the doctorate in law would set standards for the higher leg- 

al studies appropriate to a university and would indirectly raise 

the value of a degree in arts. 

The academic and professional reception of these radic- 

al ideas was critical if not hostile. The Faculty of Law in the 

University suggested that the professional needs of the lawyers 

had to be consulted and the co- operation of their professional 

associations secured. The Whig lawyers were not enthusiastic 

about this kind of reform. Francis Jeffrey expressed his dis- 

trust of academic control. It was a public evil to narrow the 

practical competition of talent and industry by requiring ante- 

cedent distinctions; the principle of free competition was of 



more value than academic regulation. He was not averse to 

sensible training, but he was concerned for the many "self- 

taught, late -taught, home -taught ", who in their youth had nei- 

ther the means of getting a degree nor the learning to entitle 

them to it. The growing emphasis on university degrees alarmed 

him -- "it would be easy to enact that no man shall come to the 

bar or practise medicine or have a presentation to a church who 

had not taken his Master's Degree; or even that no person should 

be a Member of Parliament or a Justice of Peace who is not so 

qualified ". And he was unwilling feto impose new trammels upon 

the freedom of professional competition for the mere benefit of 

their reaction in improving academic instruction ". Legal stand- 

ards were a matter for the professional gilds and safe in their 

hands. An academic test was not wanted to maintain the dignity 

of a profession. "Where there is such an esprit de corps as 

exists in such a body of gentlemen -and well- instructed persons, 

the intrusion of uneducated and unqualified persons can only 

terminate in their own disgrace and cannot contaminate the gen- 

eral body ", and this was the case, as he took it, in all the 

liberal professions. If the Arts degree required to be revived, 

he recommended a direct application of "publicity and honour ". 

It might be invested with a little more splendour and solemnity, 

talked of more reverently, bestowed with more pomp and earned by 

a more public competition. 

In short, the professional associations wanted a pro- 

fessional not a philosophical education in law. The succession 



of legal changes which set in after 1810 might supply material 

for academic study but their immediate effect was to disturb 

the accepted practice of the law. A Committee of the Faculty 

of Advocates, reporting in 1827 on the status of judicial pro- 

dedure, complained that no Society of Advocates had ever been 

tried more severely than the members of this Faculty by the 

great and manifold changes in the practice of the profession 

which had taken place for the benefit of the public during the 

last twenty years. "Those of them who were educated in an 

earlier period have been obliged to unlearn all their former 

habits and to train themselves to new and frequently varied sys- 

tems: And the younger members of the profession have had no 

means of education at all from any previous practice or rules of 

court ". This situation applied to other matters than procedure. 

The emphasis continued to fall on a practical efficiency which 

might be achieved outside the university, while inside it a 

piecemeal reformation went on without the elaborate superstruct- 

ure which the Royal Visitors proposed. Their preoccupation 

with a philosophical study of law might have provided a timely 

corrective to the pragmatism of the age yet they had to wait 

thirty years before they were justified by the legal reforms of 

1858. These reproduced their plan for the academic study of 

law almost in its entirety. 



The university teaching of divinity was as open to 

criticism as that of law. The academic equipment was limited 

to the provision of instruction in Systematic Theology, Orient- 

al Languages (Hebrew) and Ecclesiastical History. Traditional 

requirements had become fixed and formal or were being replaced 

by an extra. -mural proficiency or enthusiasm. There was seem- 

ingly little interest in ('theology as a science ". Some of the 

clerical leaders were aware of the importance of the revival of 

patristic studies which was to make Anglican church history and 

of the contemporary German research and criticism. But the 

Calvinist scholasticism had strengthened in its old age by 

the post -war religious revival and by the increasing tension be- 

tween church and state. Historical research still centred round 

the Reformation or the Age of the Covenant and the German innova- 

tions were regarded as either dangerous or aberrant. There was 

in fact no chair of biblical criticism at any of the Scottish 

universities. 

As in law., the definition of standards of scholarship 

and the problem of preparatory education had to be faced. Cler- 

ical training was directed by the Church, and in 1782 and 1813, 

Acts of the General Assembly laid down qualifications of charac- 

ter and piety, general education and theological study. Can- 

didates for admission to a Divinity Hall had to present evidence 

of graduation in arts or of attendance at university classes con- 



stituting a "full course of philosophy ". The arts degree was 

not, however, obligatory and the "full course" was usually de- 

fined by custom and the university concerned. Normally, at- 

tendance at classes of Latin and Greek, followed by Logic and 

Moral Philosophy, would be expected, but evasion was easy. 

Dr. Andrew Thomson quoted the case of "a gentleman who is now a 

member of the Church ". He taught school in the country, came 

up to the university at the beginning of a session, enrolled, 

paid his fee, received his class ticket, walked home and taught 

his school for the whole year. Then at the end of the session 

he came back to the university for his certificate of regular 

attendance. "Two such certificates passed him into the Divin- 

ity Hall ". 

Professional studies might occupy a four years' course, 

but the requirements of the Church might also be satisfied by one 

year's "regular attendance" and five years' "irregular " attend- 

ance, "being merely enrollment...and delivering a certain number 

GD 
of discourses ". During these five years the student might never 

hear a lecture nor receive any university education. He kept 

school or tutored in a private family or otherwise supported him- 

self. Nor was the one year of required attendance impressive. 

The Divinity Session at Glasgow was of six months' duration; in 

Edinburgh and St. Andrews it was reduced to four months and in 

Aberdeen to three. The time given to attendance at lectures 

varied from a daily class to only two hours a week in Divinity. 

Even the required knowledge of Hebrew might be satisfied by priv- 



ate study: there was no obligation to attend the university 

class in the subject. Finally, these studies did not terminate 

in a degree; in theology as in law, graduation had become honor- 

ary and was regarded as a convenient way of recognising various 

kinds of distinction or repute. 

The result was to open the clerical career to entrance 

from a wide variety of social backgrounds. The expenses of 

training were not crushing to a poor and able student. He could 

support hiiself or be helped by bursary funds or organised or 

private benevolence. The position of a parish minister was both 

secure, and attractive and responsible. The number of cures was 

between 950 and 1000. After 1810 when some parliamentary assist- 

ance was supplied, the minimum salary was /150 and the average 

was /250; 71-210 was in money and the rest was the estimated an- 

nual value of manse and glebe. There were not in the Scottish 

Establishment the glaring inequalities of stipend which exposed 

the English Church to criticism, and in a period of clerical en- 

thusiasm and expansion there were various openings preparatory 

to final settlement in a parish. The ministers of the increas- 

ing number of chapels of ease received an income of 130 to 200 

or even 400 a year mainly from seat rents, but, especially in 

the large towns, a young minister who could fill his chapel was 

likely to be soon offered a city parish since (among other reas- 

ons) an increased attendance would help the burgh receipts from 

seat -rents. Another stepping -stone was the superintendence of 

a chapel or a mission station in the Highlands. From various 



sources, the incumbent would receive at least 420 a year with 

a house and some land, but whatever the income the position was 

attractive to a native Highlander because of its extraordinary 

prestige and the opportunity it afforded of local leadership. 

In addition, there were openings in England, in the colonies, 

especially in Canada, and in the mission field. There was not 

much chance for the creation of an underpaid and discontented 

clergy. The "stickit minister" who could not get a charge was 

not indeed a completely legendary figure, but the incapacity was 

usually personal and there were always tutoring, teaching and 

(F) 

literary hack -work as alternative occupations. 

These prospects, and the open access provided towards 

them, help to explain the changing character of the Scottish 

clergy and the growth of a "popular" ministry. During the 

Twenties there were about 600 divinity students registered at 

the four universities but only two -thirds of them were in regular 

attendance, either as students pursuing the four years' course, 

or as 'irregular" students putting in their one year's full at- 

tendance. Of this number, Edinburgh and Glasgow accounted for 

about 150 and 100 respectively. There were about 30 to 60 div- 

inity students at St. Andrews and 70 to 80 at the two Aberdeen 

Colleges. There would be also about 100 "irregular's students 

attached to Edinburgh, about 50 attached to Glasgow, about 20 

to St. Andrews and between 70 and 90 at Aberdeen. The Aberdeen 

figures are significant. In the North East the repute of the 

clerical profession held its own against the still limited op- 



portunities of medical education and the attractions of busi- 

ness. The numerous small bursaries helped the ambitious to 

enter their arts classes directly from the parochial school 

where they had been grounded in Latin specifically for this op- 

portunity. The divinity sessions were short and the years of 

"irregular" attendance were passed in working on the farm or 

teaching or in some auxiliary clerical employment. 

Thus if the theological training in the Scottish 

Establishment was still attached to the universities, at its 

lowest the course implied but a sketchy preparation in languages 

and philosophy, one short session of intensive study in theology 

and five years of non -academic experience. In the Divinity 

Halls, the numbers and enthusiasm of the students might create 

their own standards of excellence but these would not necessar- 

ily be academic. The system of irregular registration was in- 

deed an anomaly, seemingly derived from a period when clerical 

recruits were few and "it was thought necessary to hold out a 

bonus to induce them to come forward ". Teaching and tutoring 

did not usually permit of much independent study and there was 

little stimulus exerted by the universities themselves. In.- 

deed, the evangelical interest was in emotional development, 

pastoral care and parochial economy rather than in critical spec- 

ulation. 

But the University Visitors considered simply what was 

"the best mode of teaching Theology as a science ". They pro- 

posed a systematic course in the subject and definite tests on 



its completion. They agreed that graduation in arts was a 

necessary prerequisite, at least for advanced work (as in Law), 

and they suggested a definite programme of instruction in Theo- 

logy, Hebrew, Ecclesiastical History and Biblical Criticism. 

For this last subject, professorial chairs were to be estab- 

lished in all the Scottish universities. This course of at 

least two years' duration was to lead to an examination for the 

degree of Bachelor of Divinity. To encourage a still higher 

scholarship in a profession which in England still carried so 

much of the traditional culture, they proposed the higher de- 

gree of Doctor of Divinity to be conferred by examination and 

at least five years after the receipt of the Bachelor's degree. 

Both these distinctions in theology were to be confined to those 

prepared to subscribe to the Confession of Faith of the Church 

of Scotland so that the Presbyterian character of the theolo- 

gical faculties would be preserved. 

This reorganisation of studies and definition of 

standards was criticised, like so many of the ideas of the Royal 

Visitors, for being out of touch with the local situation and 

the national tradition. The Professor of Divinity at Edinburgh 

considered that any extension of the minimum of attendance at a 

Divinity Hall was unnecessary, for it would cut off the "irreg- 

ular" student from contact with families where he might earn a 

good salary as tutor and acquire "a fashion more of the world 

than other students do" -- an argument that derived from Robert- 

son and the aristocratic preferences of the 15th century díoder- 



ates and that was not to lose its force as long as patronage, 

continued. Nor was the Professor impressed by the overrated 

subject of Biblical Criticism. "Every boy who can read Greek 

begins to think he is a biblical critic". The Theological 

Faculty of Edinburgh (including Chalmers) presented a general 

statement, which challenged both the increasing emphasis on ac:l,- 

demic tests and their validity. The proposed degree by exam- 

ination would place academic honours in too dominating a posi- 

tion. "Intellectual attainments alone seem to be contemplated 

without any regard to worth and respectability of character ", 

and individuals might claim these distinctions as of right on 

going through the appointed examination. They concluded on a 

lofty note: "The wisest regulations which human wisdom can form 

will be of no avail except in so far as the church acquiesces in 

them. It has always claimed and exercised the power of determ- 

ining the attendance to be given and the course of study to be 

pursued by students of divinity ". 

This was true. In theology and in law, the focus of 

reorganisation lay outside the university and while a piecemeal 

extension and reform was not impossible, a general or logical 

scheme of reconstruction touched a professional tradition that 

was quick to resent any suggestion of secular control or patron- 

age. Here the principles of symmetry and efficiency, planned 

courses and objective tests, were opposed by other values which 

might justify the illogical and the haphazard because they were 

linked to sentiments of great latent and increasingly active 

vitality. 



It will have been noticed that the University Visitors 

were quite definite in their idea of the general education neces- 

sary for advanced legal and theological study. They suggested 

a preliminary course and graduation in arts and so linked the re- 

vival of professional scholarship with the reorganisation of the 

philosophical faculty. This was indeed their most general and 

difficult problem. 

In the Faculty of Arts the study of a prescribed cur- 

riculum led to the degree of M.A. The subjects varied slightly 

with the university but generally consisted of Latin and Greek, 

Logic and Moral Philosophy, Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, 

with one of the languages or mathematics repeated on a higher 

standard. The course covered four sessions. The Faculty of 

Arts also included other chairs founded by the Crown, by profes- 

sional interest or by private benevolence, but the teaching in 

such subjects as Astronomy, Natural History, Agriculture and 

Rhetoric was often ineffective: they had no degree value and no 

traditional reputation; they attracted few students; the teach- 

ers drew little income from their class and often gave it little 

attention in return. 

The teaching of the important graduation subjects was 

not beyond criticism. Within the general regulations laid down 

by the Senatus the professor had full control; all depended on 

his capacity, but even the most effective teacher was hampered by 



certain general conditions. There were no entrance examina- 

tions and he therefore faced a large class with a very wide 

range of preparation. This was peculiarly the problem of the 

entering classes in Classical Languages and Mathematics. In 

Latin and Greek, students came up directly from the parish 

schools when they had finished the course there at the age of 

13 - 15. Many were imperfectly grounded in Latin; some were 

totally ignorant of Greek. The Latin and Greek classes had 

therefore to be divided into elementary and advanced sections. 

In the Twenties the elementary class of Latin at Edinburgh aver- 

aged between 150 and 170 students. The elementary Greek class, 

which began with the alphabet, numbered between 130 and 150. 

The Senior Class was larger: in Latin, around 240 and 250, in 

Greek from 200 to 240. The immature student was conspicuous at 

all the Scottish universities. The average age of the students 

entering King's College, Aberdeen was 14; it was estimated as 

being lower by two years for the Marischal College and the ad- 

justment of such boys to the freedom of both university and city 

life was rendered the more difficult by their extreme poverty. 

Even in Edinburgh the professor of Greek estimated the average 

age of the students in his Junior Class as between 13 and 15, but 

the class also contained students who were considerably older. 

The treatment of these large and mixed classes present- 

ed a series of problems. The session was short, from November 

to the end of April; this enabled a poor student to earn his way 

in summer but it also threw the burden of intensive work into 



five winter months. Under this pressure the lecturing system 

lost its vitality. It was difficult for a teacher, however 

able, to "discuss" with a large class of students at such dif- 

ferent levels of maturity and preparation. Formal exposition 

became convenient, if not necessary, and in some cases the pro- 

fessor relied on the same written lectures year after year. 

But there was little compulsion on the student to attend. The 

lecture notes of previous years were in circulation, the examina- 

tions were often stereotyped in content and style, and tutoring 

by a former student who knew the ropes was always available at 

reasonable prices. 

The wonder was that so much effective work was done 

under such conditions. In the philosophy classes where the 

students had learned to adjust themselves to university require- 

ments, a two -hour session might be divided between lecture and 

exercises: textual criticism, the reading of themes and public 

discussion. But in the elementary classes of Latin, Greek and 

Mathematics, the professor was doing intermediate school work 

and usually doing it badly. The teaching of sections and the 

correction of themes took up his time and energy -- at least for 

half the year. If he employed assistants he had to pay them 

out of his own salary; if he raised the class standards, he lost 

students and his income contracted, but quite apart from any per- 

sonal interest, the entry of large numbers of low grade students 

was beyond his control and was usually defended as one of the 

most characteristic advantages of the Scottish system of connect- 



ing the university and the lower schools. If he proposed an 

extension of the teaching period by the device of a summer sess- 

ion, it was objected that students would be unable to meet not. 

only the additional expenses of that period but the expenses of 

the whole teaching session. 

Nor was there much inducement to study in the prospect 

of a degree in Arts. It had a very indeterminate value. It 

was not necessary for work in Divinity, Law or IViedicine. Pro- 

fessional training for teaching was just beginning during the 

Thirties and was extra -mural. At Edinburgh graduation in Arts 

had almost lapsed; in the Twenties, an average of some ten stud- 

ents were capped annually, while the total enrolment in the Fac- 

ulty of Arts was over 800. For all practical purposes, certi- 

ficates of attendance at certain classes were accepted as all 

that was necessary. In Glasgow at the same time the average 

graduation was 30 a year out of an enrolment in Arts approaching 

600, but in this university the degree was awarded after exam- 

ination and had still some reputation as evidence of scholarship. 

But before 1825 all that was necessary for graduation at the 

Marischal College was attendance at the prescribed classes; out 

of a student body of some 250, 40 or 50 became M.A.'s each year. 

Sometimes the degree was awarded without personal attendance and 

Pro causa honoris, and it was reported that both the Aberdeen 

Colleges and the University of St. Andrews had encouraged gradu- 

ation. as giving them some financial help. 

The quality of this instruction was difficult to estim- 



ate. A minority achieved its own education, helped or at least 

not hindered by its surroundings. But the immature student ex- 

posed to university discussion was accused of superficiality; 

he was precociously developed by a rapid change of subject, by 

wide views and by desultory reading. An absence of severe train- 

ing and of definite standards of achievement threatened to turn 

him out "a sciolist and smatterer in everything ". In these cir- 

cumstances, the University Visitors felt justified in proposing 

effective reform and they thereby raised a major educational is- 

sue. A definite curriculum in arts was to lead to degrees grant- 

ed only after examinations that would really test the fitness of 

the candidate. The revived prestige of degrees in arts would 

improve class instruction, stimulate competition, set standards 

and form a basis for the development of scholarship in the hu- 

manities and the sciences. For a first degree they recommended 

the revival of the B.:A., to be given after four years of study 

in Latin and Greek, Mathematics, Natural Philosophy, Logic and 

Rhetoric, and Moral Philosophy. An element of competition was 

approved and academic excellence was to be given public recog- 

nition by the institution of "highest honours" in classics or in 

science, and "distinction" in Latin. The degree was thus to 

have its own value and to be also a requisite for advanced work 

and graduation in Law and Theology. As a further stimulus to 

scholarship in the Faculty of Arts, the Commissioners recommend- 

ed that the M.A. be made a higher degree open to students already 

possessing a B.A. After at least one year's work in the modern 



subjects of Chemistry, Natural History and Political Economy, 

the candidate was to be examined in these subjects, but "the 

principal examination...should take place in any branch of Lit- 

erature, Philosophy or Science which the candidate may select ". 

If not a research degree, at least the new M.A. would invite 

concentration in a definite field of study, and if linked with 

the creation of post -graduate fellowships it would encourage ad- 

vanced work in arts. It would become in its own field of lang- 

uage, literature, philosophy and science the equivalent of the 

professional degrees in Law and Theology and so complete the 

logical scheme of studies that depended on the first and general 

degree of B.A. The examinations for both the degrees in arts 

were to be conducted as at Oxford and Cambridge: by sworn ex- 

aminers appointed for the purpose, and not by the professors 
(97) 

themselves. 

In their consideration of the problems of class in- 

struction, the Royal Visitors decided that the introduction of 

the English practice of tutoring would be inexpedient. The 

Scottish universities were not residential; tradition would be 

against the innovation and its expense could neither be borne by 

the university nor passed on to the students themselves by an in- 

crease of fees. Accepting the lecture system, they suggested 

possible improvements: a definite system of class records, a 

balance of formal instruction and class exercises, some attention 

to written work and the introduction of effective class examina- 

tions. In most subjects the number of teaching hours might be 



increased to two each day for five days a week and the teaching 

session might be lengthened from five to six months, beginning 

with the second week of October and ending on the 1st of May. 

A regular certificate of attendance giving an estimate of class 

performance and examination results might be issued to the stud- 

ent on completing a class. The teaching burden created by the 

enrolment of 300 to 500 students in the Latin and Greek classics 

at Edinburgh and Glasgow could be lessened for the professors by 

the appointment of assistants and a more efficient teaching of 

smaller sections. 

But the Commissioners insisted that the teaching of 

elementary Latin, Greek and Mathematics was indefensible for a 

university. A revival of literary and philosophical scholar- 

ship was impossible so long as the professors were occupied in 

teaching the rudiments of these subjects to large classes of 

schoolboys; the standards of the whole faculty would be raised 

by the abolition of the Junior Classes or by the introduction of 

entrance tests of some kind. For attendance at the first course 

of Mathematics they suggested that a student be expected to have 

acquired "a competent knowledge of the first Four Books of Euclid 

and of Algebra as far as simple equation inclusive "; this amount 

they considered the parochial schoolmasters in general already 

qualified to teach. But as applied to the classics a proposal 

of this nature created difficulties. Whatever qualification the 

parochial schoolmasters may have had in Latin, the teaching of 

Greek in the rural schools and in Scotland generally was notor- 



iously defective. The Junior Class of the University did what 

the parish schools did not do: it taught in some fashion the 

rudiments to boys of 1,4 and 15 years of age who came directly 

from the lower schools. D. K. Sanford, Professor of Greek at 

Glasgow, estimated that out of a class of 200 students there 

would be 80 from the burgh grammar schools, who might have had 

some teaching in Greek, and 120 from rural schools; of this 

latter number, two -thirds would be totally ignorant of the ele- 

ments of Greek. The introduction of a test in Greek or the 

abolition of the Junior Class would either prevent the entry of 

this kind of student into the university at all or throw on the 

lower and middle schools a burden for which they were not pre- 

pared. 

Before the implications of these suggestions are ex- 

amined, the aims of the Commissioners must be fairly stated. 

They were concerned to raise the standards of university schol- 

arship in Scotland, but they were aware of the contrast with 

England where endowed institutions and a more or less endowed 

class carried forward a high standard of traditional learning. 

North of the Tweed, they found the universities popular and poor, 

The desire for knowledge was wide - spread but there were many 

small bursaries for boys and few fellowships for scholars. 

Church and Law provided limited opportunities for learning or 

gave such an interest a professional twist. Even to those who 

were destined ,for the learned professions there was "little mot- 

ive for paying almost exclusive attention to the ancient languages 



or for their seeking to acquire that profound acquaintance with 

all the difficulties of the Latin and Greek which is in England 

venerated as the undoubted evidence of learning ". The aim of 

the Scottish university was different: "to disseminate that 

measure of Literature and Science which is generally valued and 

to do this in the most efficient manner ". When this was accom- 

plished, a foundation would be laid for an appropriate higher 

scholarship. 

This analysis was generally valid. The Scottish uni- 

versities were in some measure doing the work of secondary schools 

and possibly in consequence they were not conspicuous for that 

kind of scholarship which was the glory of the English universi- 

ties. Professor Dunbar of Edinburgh estimated that there were 

not ten situations in Scotland which required an extensive or 

even moderate knowledge of Greek literature and in 1832 the West- 

minster, reviewing an introductory lecture, a grammar for the raw 

student, and a selection of extracts, as exhausting the recent 

output of Greek scholarship in Scotland, maliciously inquired if 

the five professorships in the subject were included in the num- 

erical estimate. In these circumstances, the Commissioners pro - 

posed to make the classics the basis of advanced literary, rhilo- 

sophic and scientific study. They were not hostile to modern 

subjects, for they recognised the academic claims of rhetoric, 

political economy, natural history, biblical criticism and even 

modern languages (at St. Andrews). But they were intimately 

persuaded that no other studies are better either to improve the 



taste and exercise the faculties of youth or to create a love 
?s) 

of freedom and a spirit of generous and manly independence ". 

The example of English education was familiar and increasingly 

potent. It was also the age of Greek Independence and Classic- 

al Humanism. An Hellenic tradition was to be introduced to a 

people whose "civility" was still inspired by the Reformation 

and the Enlightenment, whose educational tradition emphasised 

equality of opportunity rather than a refined excellence, whose 

higher learning had been long associated with profession and 

practice, whose contemporary enthusiasm was for science as ap- 

plied to a wide range of human affairs. These circumstances 

might make the new cultural element the more necessary, but it 

was also open to argument that a liberal education and its at- 

tributes -- "freedom, equitableness, calmness, moderation and 

wisdom" -- could be more directly developed out of the accepted 

intellectual interests of the people. 



5 
THE, UNIVERSITIES AND THE SCHOOLS. 

(i) 

The proposed abolition of Junior Classes at the Uni- 

versity or the institution of an entrance examination raised is- 

sues of great importance for Scottish education. The range and 

ease of access to the higher learning would be affected. The 

nature of the connection between the university and the lower 

schools would have to be determined. The argument came back to 

the purpose of the parochial school: was its business to prepare 

some students, however inadequately, for college or was it to be 

limited to giving a general and elementary education to those who 

could not afford a better one? If the first alternative were 

accepted, it would have to be equipped to do its work; in the 

second case access would have to be provided to a higher educa- 

tion through the middle schools. A national and logical reor- 

ganisation of the various types of educational institutions was 

implied. 

The first point to be noted is the increasing diversity 

of academic preparation for university entrance. This develop- 

ment might be over -simplified but it would not be completely dis- 

torted by a statement to the following effect: after 1820, stud- 

ents coming from the parochial schools seemed to decline in qual- 

ity, while those entering from the town schools showed an improved 



preparation in the basic academic subjects and particularly in 

classics. This development tended to justify the abolition of 

the Junior Classes and the expectation of higher standards of 

scholarship. 

The direct connection between the parochial school and 

the university was usually considered as encouraging the 'lad o' 

pairts' destined for distinction in the professions. But in 

fact the conditions of entrance into the university were so easy 

that an academic education was seemingly possible for those to 

whom it could be only a blind alley. Both the prestige and the 

cheapness of the university contributed to this. From the point 

of view of a youth who had finished with his parochial education, 

it might be cheaper and pleasanter to go to college than to sec- 

ondary school. The Junior Classes were meant for such as he. 

Academic expenses were limited.. The class fees were usually 

three guineas for literary and philosophical subjects. The cost 

of living could be very low. A country student did not expect 

much comfort, and family assistance was an important factor. If 

possible, he walked home with his laundry every week -end and re- 

turned, his clothes washed and repaired and with provender to 

help him out during the week. Food expenses were thus control- 

lable; the main outlay would be for a room, light and fire, and 

here the honesty and kindliness of a landlady might make up for 

much physical discomfort. In Edinburgh, a "good room ", from 

the student's point of view, was to be had for 7/- or 7/6 a week, 

but it was estimated that a poor student could find board and 



lodging for 7/- to 10/- weekly. Living in Glasgow was cheaper. 

An arts student, "in average circumstances'', might have to pay 

25 a session, inclusive of fees. Room and firing would cost 

6/- a week, and living expenses possibly 5/ -. A poor student 

could make 16 or 17 cover fees, rent and board (but not clothes) 

and even these figures might be further reduced by as much as ¡4 

if he, shared room and board with a friend. Expenses at the 

smaller universities were comparable and even slightly less. A 

minister told the Royal Visitors that in his first year at St. 

i 
Andrews his whole expense "was not more than 15rr, inclusive of 

fees; in this university an .old-fashioned scale of charges in 

force to 1826 permitted the two classes of the first year to be 

taken together for three guineas. 

Further, poor students might be helped by bursaries. 

Their number and range at each university was important. At 

Edinburgh in 1826, there were 80 bursaries, three of which were 

of the annual value of -100 and 51 of less than 10 each. At 

Glasgow, the bursaries numbered 71; one of them was of the an- 

nual value of -50, and 31 were less than 10. In St. Andrews 

there were 72 bursaries; of these 49 did not exceed 10 in value. 

The student population was only 343, of._ whom .a_ quarter were bur- 

sars. At King's College, Aberdeen there were no less than 134 

bursaries for a student body of 356; of the number, 55 were 

under '10 in value. At the Marischal College conditions were 

similar; there were 106 bursaries for 371 students. Of these 

bursaries, no fewer than 83 were valued at less than7'10. In 



the two Aberdeen universities, about one student in three was 
i 

in receipt of academic assistance, usually of a very limited 

nature. 

The effect of the bursary system was open to criticism. 

It helped the good student but it also induced many who were not 

so good to enter the university. Some of the bursaries were 

awarded by competition and so justified themselves, but many were 

confined to applicants of a definite name or from a particular 

part of the country or to those who intended to pursue a speci- 

fied career. Especially at St. Andrews and Aberdeen the st'i.d- 

ent who left the parish school counted on this kind of assistance 

as being available_, tried to make ends meet on a very limited in- 

come from all sources, took the risk of ill health or accident 

or the failure of supplementary employment only to discover that 

whatever might happen in the Junior Classes, the standards set in 

the Senior Classes were beyond him. To some this system meant 

economic opportunity and spiritual challenge; for many it 

spelled poverty, misery and failure. It could indeed be argued 

that a device which had originated to assist poor scholars was 

only creating them. 

The Royal Visitors stripped this situation of its glam- 

our. They regarded it as completely proved that many were at- 

tracted to the university in the hope of obtaining a bursary and 

were induced to continue without any natural turn for any of the 

learned professions. It appeared "that some of these persons 

are at last left in the most distressing of all situations, dis- 



qualified for the occupations in which they might otherwise have 

been employed and unable to turn to any account the education 
r., 

which they have received..." For them the Church or the School 

was the only possible refuge and they failed even there. But 

this kind of student created other difficulties than his own. 

failure. The character of the instruction was insensibly low- 

ered by. his presence; the _professors came to regard his educa- 

tion as a paramount object and the resort to college thus arti- 

ficially created was mistaken for a general tendency of persons 

of the same description in life to attend the universities. 

The Royal Visitors suggested that it would be more im- 

portant for the interests of learning and more useful for the 

ultimate advantage of students from the poorer classes if the 

small bursaries were consolidated and applied after public com- 

petition to the encouragement of more advanced university stud - 

ies and as a reward for established merit. This proposal was 

in line with the Visitors' interest in the revival of pure schol- 

arship in Scotland, but the creation of fellowships and scholar- 

ships did not touch the problem of entrance facilities and stand- 

ards. Whatever its defects in practice, the tradition of the 

open university was accepted and a more equitable arrangement 

would have been the provision of help to enable a suitable pupil 

to pass from the parochial to the secondary school for university 

preparation. This plan was suggested. by John Leslie, the emin- 

ent professor of mathematics at Edinburgh, but it was not de- 

veloped. 



The students who entered the university from the burgh 

schools were generally about two years older than those coming 

directly from parochial schools, but they also presented a wide 

range of preparation. There were no legal standards set for 

the work of the burgh schools and no voluntary co- ordination by 

themselves. In the small burghs, they were little more than 

parochial schools; in some historic towns like Stirling, the 

Latin, English and Writing Schools were still separate institu- 

tions. In other places, the example of Perth Academy had been 

influential since its foundation in 1760 and the town school -- 

an Academy, or a High School, or a union of the two types -- of- 

fered an effective secondary education in modern as well as tra- 

ditional subjects. There was not the same concentration on the 

classics as in the English Grammar schools, yet good pupils from 

these Scottish institutions came up to the university prepared 

to pass directly into the Second Class of Latin and Greek. 

After 1820 this situation was complicated by the rising stand- 

ards of classical teaching in the city schools of Edinburgh and 

Glasgow, where the influence of the humanist revival and the new 

scholarship was beginning to make itself felt. The preparation 

at these schools was not at all equivalent to that of the Eng- 

lish public schools. The teaching might be systematic and en- 

ergetic but the schools were inexpensive and crowded by pupils 

from different backgrounds and of varied interests. Only about 



one -third of their number proposed to enter a university. Yet 

by Scottish standards the training in classics was comparatively 

long and thorough. It was at any rate sufficient to give stud- 

ents from these schools an almost demoralising advantage at the 

University. At the High School of Edinburgh, Greek was an op- 

tional subject but out of 140 pupils in the Senior or Rector's 

class, 120 were studying it. They left after six or even seven 

years' work in the classics; they had been "regularly and strict- 

ly drilled...d.urin_g nine or ten months of the year for four or 

five hours a day" and stimulated by an intense competition. At 

the university they entered a seminary in which the time of at- 

tendance was shortened. The check maintained over them was 

slight, the examinations few. In too many cases, the temptation 

was strong to assume prematurely the habits of young gentlemen. 
Ll 

raised above all control ". Nevertheless, it was on the training 

provided by these schools that the hope of a revival of classical 

scholarship depended. They set the effective standards for uni- 

versity work and their practice spread outwards to influence the 

progressive schools in the other towns. 

But here also there was ground for increasing com-olaint. 

In Edinburgh the High School was also the town school; its fees 

were low; its reputation historical; its teaching effective if 

old- fashioned. In the later 18th century it could claim Scott, 

Cockburn, Jeffrey, Horner and Brougham as its pupils. But in 

the decade after 1815, it was a place of tumultuous resort. 

Its numbers approached 800, drawn from all parts and all classes 



of a large city and still taught by only four masters and a 

Rector. In the circumstances, Pillans had been tempted to 

experiment with "monitorial" methods of instruction and to 

keep alive a corporate spirit in the school by the institution 

of exhibitions and prize -givings, "social worship" and school 
IF 

breakfasts. But until the Town Council could make up its 

mind to rebuild and reform, the congestion continued and the 

criticism increased. There was now in Edinburgh an effective 

demand for an improved classical education. The upper pro- 

fessional classes which inhabited the New Town and the 'West End 

felt the need of a school where boys might be taught classics 

in the English style and so prepared for the southern universi- 

ties and an official or professional career of wider scope than 

in Scotland. In 1824 a subscription, the Edinburgh Academy, 

was opened, with speeches from Walter Scott and Henry Mackenzie. 

Henry Cockburn, a good Scot, but concerned about the decline of 

the classics in the North, hailed the occasion as 'ran important 

day for education in'Scotland in reference to the middle and 

upper classes ". 

The Edinburgh Academy was an innovation and a chal- 

lenge to the town's High School. It was convenient of access 

from the new residential areas; its numbers were limited to 

600 (actually it opened with less than 400 pupils); it was ex- 

pensive, for it charged three guineas a quarter while the High 

School cost only half a guinea, but it guaranteed a good salary 

to its teachers and so was able to select its staff from English 



as well as Scottish universities. It was at once accused of 

being a school for the wealthy and inconsistent with the Scot- 

tish genius in education. It cost in fees alone "a sum equal 

to what had often and long been sufficient to maintain...many 

a clever fellow" at the university for the duration of his 

course; "the first practical lesson that every boy must be 

taught at the new school is that he is genteel ". But it was 

not an imitation of the English public school. It was a day 

school and the general plan of instruction was still in outline 

that of the High School with which a friendly competition was 

expected. The curriculum was at least not traditional. The 

Directors emphasised "a more extended instruction in Greek" and 

special work in Mathematics. In addition to the four Classic- 

al masters, an English master was appointed, "whose duty should 

be to give instruction in Reading, Elocution and Modern History ". 

Regular attention to Geography was promised in all the classes 

and Writing and Arithmetic were to be taught "by different mast- 

ers who would be bound to provide assistants in proportion to 

the number of pupils'. Nor was the new school indifferent to 

its Scottish environment. Only a minority of the Academicals 

went south; the local university was convenient and indeed, 

those who came from legal families and hoped to carry on in the 

profession were bound to attend it, at least for legal studies. 

The. staff of the new school was therefore concerned with the in- 

ferior standards of classical instruction provided there. The 

Rector, John Williams, was emphatically in favour of entrance 



tests in both Latin and Greek; he suggested the requirement 

of a knowledge of Sallust and Vergil in Latin and that "no one 

could be admitted to the Greek class...until he had committed 

to memory the essentials of the Greek grammar and was capable 

of translating and with considerable facility the four Gospels 

and the Acts of the Apostles ". After a certain period, this 

standard was to be raised and no one admitted except he could 

translate the Anabasis and six books of the Iliad ". Williams 

recognised what his proposal implied: "While the Parochial 

Schools were so perfect with respect to the lower orders, I 

think that it is a great desideratum that the period between 

the Parochial School and coming to the University should be 
(4 

well employed ". His language shows that his understanding of 

the parochial schools was imperfect but his own school was to 

play an important role in raising the standards of Scottish 

secondary education. Apart from any positive contribution of 

its own, the success of the new Academy made the reform of the 

High School inevitable and urgent. 

The full scope of the educational issues raised by 

the reform of the Faculty of Arts in the Universities can now 

be seen. The definition of academic standards in terms of the 

classics implied a change in the time- honoured relationship be- 

tween the Universities and the parochial schools and the trans- 

formation of the burgh schools into secondary institutions. A 



national framework in which the Universities and the schools 

would find their proper places was indicated, and a national 

framework implied still further some kind of guiding authority.. 

This was clearly expressed in the suggestion put before the 

Royal Visitors by John Leslie, Professor of Mathematics at Ed- 

inburgh. He admitted the decay of the country school; it 

might now provide a better course for the general education and 

useful training of country boys, but arithmetic, land - surveying 

and other practical studies had crowded out the classics: Lat- 

in was badly taught and Greek practically not at all. Yet for 

the sake of the higher learning, elementary instruction in Clas- 

sics and Science had to be excluded from the universities and 

the junior classes suppressed. Deriving inspiration from the 

German gymnasia which were regarded as preparatory to the uni- 

versities, he proposed schools in every provincial centre where 

an intending university student might be expected to pass at 

least one year in the study of classics and science. These 

institutions were to be inspected by a Board of Education com- 

posed of university teachers and a lay element -- "gentlemen of 

rank and of taste and skill in literature and science ". Aware 

of university expectations, the Board would select boys of the 

most promising talent and the cost of their education should be 

either wholly or in part defrayed by the public, that is, by the 

state. An entrance test could not very well be applied to all 

university students -- "if people chose to pay for their educa- 

tion, no teacher can refuse" -- and there was a practice in Scot- 



land of resorting to the university for instruction in a part- 

icular subject at the student's convenience; but a passing out 

examination could be made a test of the fitness of bursars and 

other recipients of public help on leaving the secondary school. 

Leslie was averse to violent and sudden change but he 

recognised that "the progress of the age most decidedly requires 

a firm and temperate revision of the whole of our system of educ- 

ation'. His comprehensive scheme seemed a secular version of 

the educational project of the First Book of Discipline. School- 

ing was a matter of national concern and provision. A graded 

system of primary, middle and higher institutions was envisaged. 

The content of intellectual instruction was to be a balance of 

literary and scientific subjects. Efficiency was secured by R 

central board on which professional educators were to be repres- 

ented as well as other interested parties. The poor student 

was to be assisted to the university but such assistance was to 

depend on capacity. The ideal had been stated. But the means 

were defective or lacking and the national will was confused. 

The principles of Leslie's scheme were traditional, but their 

application called for the conciliation of conflicting claims. 

and the creation of an administrative agency of some complexity. 

The proposed articulation of the primary, middle and higher 

schools to form an educational highway was affected by many di- 

verse interests and even more by the prevalent sentiments and 

intellectual habits of the age. A major educational reform 

would have to be the work of the state, but its advance into 



this field raised a series of hotly disputed issues: between 

state regulation and parental and ecclesiastical claims, be- 

tween the need of economy and the expense of a new service, be- 

tween "bureaucratic tyranny" and the resistance of local and 

professional autonomy. After 1832 a national reform might have 

been accomplished, if, as on previous occasions, church and state 

had been inspired by a common enthusiasm. But the Establishment 

was no longer comprehensive, and was therefore insecure, while 

the disputed frontier between the two institutions was again ris- 

ing into prominence. Nor was the state itself a very popular 

or possible agent of cultural reform. Before 1832 one party 

criticised it as ineffective and interested; after 1832. another 

suspected it of levelling and secularist sympathies. Only to- 

wards the end of the Thirties was a general belief in individual 

responsibility and local action qualified by a more radical de- 

sire for an efficiency secured by centralising boards and com- 

mittees and officials with quasi- coercive powers. But an educ- 

ational issue cannot have the coercive power of an epidemic. In 

183y a demand for National Education was raised, but it seemed 

rather to bring the conflicting interests and sentiments into 

the open than to provide a constructive solution of the problem. 

For thirty years the discussion was to circle round an impasse, 

partly because so much good was accomplished that it became the 

enemy of the better. 

In particular, the reorganisation of the middle schools 

presented difficulties. They were the concern of the separate 



burghs. There was no legal definition of their purpose and 

establishment. They reflected the educational wishes of the 

local middle class (in its wide Scottish sense) who were pre- 

pared to pay for the education they wanted, and this strong 

position against state interference was reinforced by proofs 

of an active improvement in response to local needs and stim- 

ulated by local rivalries and metropolitan example. Since 

the opening of the century, the Academies and the High Schools 

had increasingly offered an acceptable balance of classical 

and modern studies. Many schools had been provided with new 

buildings often erected by local subscription and identified 

with local pride. In the same period, private benevolence 

was active in founding schools like Dollar Institution (1818), 

Bathgate Academy (1832) and Dr. Bell's Colleges at Cupar and 

St. Andrews. In Edinburgh the foundation of the Academy was 

inevitably followed by the reform of the High School. In 

1829, Hamilton's magnificent Classical structure was opened 

on the Calton Hill while the classical curriculum was widened 

to include such modern subjects as English History and Geo- 

graphy, and some years later Modern Languages. In 1834 the 

Grammar School at Glasgow was reorganised on similar lines 

and changed its name to that of Glasgow High School. These 

and similar innovations were copied all over the co»ntry. 

They showed that the middle class recognised the necessity of 

a good preparation for the university and the professions as 

well as for business. The reformed High Schools had better 



financial backing, paid higher salaries and secured better 

teachers. So far from classics being neglected, a revival 

of Greek in these schools quickly followed the improved teach- 

ing and the provision of alternative studies for those who had 

little interest in the subject. It was difficult to press 

for state intervention in the affairs of institutions which 

seemed to respond so adequately to local needs. Where the 

liberal virtues were so active and so successful, the passage 

from the parochial school to the middle school and from it to 

the university could be left to the exertion of individual mer- 

it supported by family obligation and private benevolence. 

The educational problem thus broke up into its com- 

ponent parts. Change and reform in the universities and in 

the parochial schools was to proceed independently of any or- 

ganised development of the intermediate stages. In the case 

of the universities, only the risk of limited objectives could 

be taken. An entrance examination or a pre- requisite course 

of a secondary nature was not practicable. The tradition of 

direct access persisted in its strength and weakness. Inside 

the university, the standards of scholarship rose with an im- 

proved examination system, but the incoming student had to 

find out his fitness by trial and error and at his own cost. 

The difficulties of » niversity preparation might be partially 

met in some of the lower schools by the arrival of the new 

type of trained teacher. But the Normal Colleges were growing 

up as extra -mural institutions out of touch with the univer- 



sities. They tended to emphasise method more than scholar -. 

ship and to train elementary teachers rather than parochial 

schoolmasters. Only through some such scheme as the Dick 

Bequest was the effective teaching of advanced subjects in the 

parochial schools systematically encouraged, in an area which 

prized direct access to the university. This was indeed a 

local development, based on the accident of a specific bene- 

volent endowment, but it was on such a scale that it helped 

to preserve the intellectual character of a whole region, and 

its successes and failures could eventually have furnished 

guidance for a national policy. 

The moment for a symmetrical reorganisation passed. 

To many it had seemed quite unnecessary. The Scots continued 

to distinguish themselves in intellectual activities. They 

were conspicuous in science and in such diverse scientific arts 

as medicine, engineering and accounting. In another field, 

the assimilation of German idealism and criticism got under way 

to balance (and to check) the dry reason of the 18th century. 

As reforming opinion affected the universities the selection of 

teachers became more effective and the teaching methods more 

flexible and experimental. But the definition of an approp- 

riate liberal education lingered. The philosophical faculties 

continued to be handicapped by the entry of immature and badly 

prepared students; tests of selection ran counter to the tra- 

dition of the open door; endowments for teaching and scholar- 
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ship continued to be limited. Even when the movement for 

academic reform revived in the Fifties it was stimulated by a 

practical difficulty: the first Indian Civil Service Examina -. 

tion results seemed to reveal the inadequacy of Scottish schol- 

arship. But the problem was deeper than success in competit- 

ive examinations or the encouragement of classical studies in 

the middle schools. The issue was a matter of quality, of P. 

relevant intellectual criticism and guidance, of democratic 

satisfaction as well as opportunity. On the eve of the second 

great reforming movement in 19th century Scotland, Matthew Arn- 

old indicated the strength and weakness of the Northern tradit- 

ion, Hebraic rather than Hellenic, speculative rather than gen- 

teel, professional rather than amateur. 

"The Scotch,....as the state of their universities 
shows, have at present little notion of la grande culture... 
Instead of guarding like the Germans the wissenschaftliche 
Geist of their universities, they turn them into mere school - 
classes; and instead of making the student, as in Germany, 
pass to the university through the prima of a high school, 
Scotland lets the University and the High School of Edin- 
burgh, with a happy spirit of independence worthy of their 
neighbours south of the Tweed, compete for schoolboys; and 
the University recruits its Greek classes from the 3rd_ or 
4th forms of the High School. Accordingly while the arist- 
ocratic class of Scotland is by its bringing up, its faults, 
its merits, much the same as the aristocratic class in Eng- 
land, the Scotch middle class is in la grande culture not 
ahead of the English. But so far as intellectual culture 
has an industrial value, makes a man's business -work better 
and helps him to get on in the world, the Scotch middle class 
has thoroughly appreciated it and sedulously employed it, 
both for itself and for the class whose labour it uses; and 
here is their superiority to the English and the reason of 
the success of Scotch skilled labourers and Scotch men of 
business everywhere "..'6 
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PART I - RURAL CHANGE AND VARIE'T'Y, 1810 - 1830. 

1. The Rural Change and its interpretation. 

A general surbey of the agricultural change in Scot- 
land between 1760 and 1840 will be found in Henry Hamil- 
ton's Industrial Revolution in Scotland (1932). The Old 
Statistical Account edited by Sir John Sinclair (1791 -1799, 
21v.) gives the local detail before the European War. This 
material was unskilfully "digested," supplemented and brought 
down to date by its editor in his General Report of the 
Agricultural State and Political Circumstances of Scotland 
(1814 5 v.) and his Analysis of the Statistical Account of 
Scotland (1825); these volumes are as valuable for their 
collection of opinions, arguments and prejudices as for 
their facts. 

Agricultural developments during the war period can be 
studied in the various County Reports written by various 
experts and issued under the patronage of the Board of Agri- 
culture; the second series (1795 -1816) is the more useful 
and some of its volumes are referred to later in detail. 

Local conditions after 1815 are described in J. R. Mc- 
Culloch's Descriptive and Statistical Account of the British 

(1837), Samuel Lewis' Topographical Dictionary of 
Scotland (1846) and particularly in the New Statistical Ac- 
count, edited by the Rev. J. Gordon (1845, 15 v.) The 
value of these various compendia is reviewed by Cosmo Innes 
in Scotch Topography and Statistics in the Quarterly Review, 
v. 82 (1847 -48) 342 -390. For further local material, the 
standard bibliography is that compiled by Sir A. Mitchell 
and C. G. Cash: A Contribution to the Bibliography of Scot- 
tish Topography (Scottish History Society 2 v. 1917) and 
some additional references are in G. F. Black's List of 

Works relating to Scotland in the New York Public Library. 
(N. Y. 1916) 

Contemporary evidence for rural conditions in the ear- 

lier decades of the 19th century can be further grouped as 
follows: 

(i) Official and semi -official reports. Among these 
are The Agricultural State of the Kingdom... in 1 o1 6 (1 S1 6 ) 

which contains "the Replies of many of the most opulent and 

intelligent Landholders to a certain Letter sent by the 
Board of Agriculture" but the opinions of the working farm- 
ers accompanying these are less formal and more revealing; 
Report...on the Distressed State of Agriculture of the United 

Kingdom Parliamentary Papers 1821 v. 9 (Scottish evidence 

322 -328); Report...on Agriculture Parliamentary Papers 

1833 v.5 (particularly the evidence of Mr. Thomas Oliver for 

social conditions in Mid- Lothian, 121 -143, 152 -165). 

(ii) Transactions, Reports, Periodicals. Among the 

first the Transactions of the Highland and Agricultural Soci- 



2. 

.2. 

ety (founded in 1780) are primary. The Farmer's Magazine, 
'a periodical work, exclusively devoted to agriculture and 
rural affairs', was published at Edinburgh from 1801 to 
1825; after this the (Scottish) Quarterly Journal of Agri- 
culture (Edinburgh 1828 -1843) is of use, and there are oc- 
casional articles on agricultural conditions and problems 
in the Edinburgh Review, Blackwood's and the Scots Magazine; 
after 1817, this last becomes the Edinburgh Magazine and 
Literary Miscellany. 

(iii) Private Estate and Business Papers, Projects and 
Pamphlets, 

(iv) Family Histories, Personal Memoirs, Letters, 
Tours and Descriptions. 

(v) Iconographic and Literary Material. 
These items are listed as used. It is difficult to 

find critical guidance to much of this material; there is 
no journal devoted to modern Scottish history and literature 
and not a very effective bibliographical service. For 
special areas and centres the Proceedings of the local An- 
tiquarian and Historical Societies should be consulted. 
There is relatively little secondary material; most of it 
is the work of the geographers and the economic historians. 
The geographical background is presented (with references) 
in The British Isles: A Geographic and Economic Survey by 
L. D. Stamp and H. B. Beaver (1st edition 1 933) and in the 
four studies which cover Scotland in Great Britain: Region- 
al Essays, edited by A. G. Ogilvie (2nd edition 1930). 
Material from the Scottish Geographical Magazine and the 
Geographical Journal is referred to under separate headings. 
The articles and essays of Miss I. F. Grant illustrate the 
transition between the 18th and 19th centuries. W. H. Mar - 
wick's Economic Developments in Victorian Scotland (1936) 
breaks new ground and the references there cited on some 
special aspects of the Land Question are useful. 

Broadcasting and the documentary film have helped to 
arouse interest in Scottish 19th century arts and crafts and 
the museums are now beginning to present them intelligently, 
but I have not been able to find much written work in this 
field. Nor does the literary expression of the rural change 
seem to have attracted much attention. The period treated 
just precedes the use of photography, but the prints and 
other illustrations in vogue can be studied with pleasure as 
well as profit. 

J. R. McCulloch, The Literature of Political .economy, 
1845. 219. (reviewing George Robertson's Rural Recol- 
lections. 1829) 

The triumph of progress between 1760 and 1790 is often 
described with lyrical power in many of the parish surveys 
in the Old Statistical Account but in 1787, Burns was writ- 
ing: 

"The more elegance and luxury among the farmers, 



I always observe in equal proportions the rudeness and 
stupidity of the peasantry. This remark I have made all 
over the Lothians, Merse, Roxburgh etc.; and for this 
among other reasons, I think that a man of romantic taste, 
'a man of feeling', will be better pleased with the poverty 
but intelligent minds of the peasantry in Ayrshire (peas- 
antry they are all below the Justice of Peace) than the 
opulence of a club of Merse Farmers when he at the same 
time considers the Vandalism of their ploughfolks TT 

(Journal of the Highland Tour in Letters of Robert Burns, 
ed. F. H. Allen, 1927. i 40) 

Another significant estimate is that in the last 
chapter of Waverley (published 181.4). In the Annals of 
the Parish (written around 1813) Galt produced one of his 
"theoretical histories of society" which ranks as a primary 
source. For his view of the novel as social history see 
his Autobiography, 1834. ii 219. 

3. Particular instances of the rise of land values are 
given in the County Reports. James Landells, a late Vic- 
torian agricultural expert, estimated that the agricultural 
rental of the whole kingdom rose from 2,000,000 in 1795 to 
over f5,000,000 twenty years later (in Groome's Gazetteer 
of Scotland, 1886 v App. 40 -41 ). 

4. For the end of the war and the post -war situation, see 
the official and semi -official reports already cited and 
particularly the General Report of the Agricultural State.... 
of Scotland (1814) and The Agricultural State of the Kingdom 
(1816). There is a more manageable survey in the idinburgh 
Review: The Agriculture of Scotland 24 (1814) 95, and some- 
what later, in James Cleghorn's essay On the Depressed State 
of Agriculture (1822). 

5. The social consequences of the introduction of deep 
draining, artificial manuring, turnip husbandry and steam 
communications develop between 1830 and 1860, and are re- 
served for later treatment. But two literary examples of 
social criticism in the early Thirties may be cited here. 
Speaking of the high farming of the Lothians, Cobbett em- 
phasised the regime as authoritarian: "....almost the whole 
of the produce of these fine lands goes into the pockets of 
the lords; the labourers are their slaves and the farmers 
their slave drivers. The farm yards are, in fact, factor- 
ies for making corn and wheat, carried on principally by the 
means of horses and machinery ". (Cobbett's Tour in Scot- 
land 1831. 107) A year later, James Hogg uttered the pro- 
test of another 'man of feeling' against the decline of the 
rural worker into "a state of absolute slavery with only one 
amelioration, namely, the liberty at each term of selling 
themselves to the highest bidder ". (Quarterly ffournal of 
Agriculture. 3 (1832) 257) 



2. Land and Land Monopoly. 

(i) 

1. Sinclair, Analysis of the Statistical Account. i 244. 
2. Some information as to the number of local proprietors 

is to be found in the County Reports and the Statistical Ac- 
counts. 

3. Two- thirds of Selkirkshire belonged to the Duke of Buc- 
cleuch and four -fifths of Sutherland to its Duke. 

4. The Duke of Buccleuch possessed about seven -eighths of 
the parish of Dalkeith; the Earl of Hopetoun was the sole 
proprietor in Ormiston and one family owned two- thirds of 
Dirleton Parish and the superiority of most of the rest. 
N. S. A. Edinburgh 496. N. S. A. Haddington 141, 212. 

5. The nobility as contrasted with the gentry were not per- 
manently resident even near the capital, and there was a 
secondary movement into Edinburgh from its immediate vicin- 
ity. In Mid -Calder, Midlothian, the number of proprietors 
was 20; of these 17 had land the yearly value of which was 
over ^ 50. Among the nobility who had property in the par- 
ish were Lord Torphichen, the principal heritor, and the 
Earls of Morton, Buchan and Rosebery. "For several years 
it may be said that there have been no resident heritors in 
the parish excepting two very small proprietors". N. S. A. 
Edinburgh. Mid- Calder. 393 -4. 

6. A large county like Ayr showed marked local variations 
in the distribution of landed property. Out of 35 parishes 
13 had fewer than 10 proprietors, but in three parishes of 
Beith, Stewarton and Dalry, there were more tnan 90. There 
was an historical explanation for this partition but it also 
defined the area of intensive dairy - farming in Cunningham. 
Aiton, General View of the Agriculture of Ayrshire. 1811. 
717. 

7. It was estimated that nearly one -third of Renfrewshire 
changed hands in the forty years between 1770 and 1810. 
Sinclair, Analysis of the Statistical Account. i 175. 

8. Sinclair, Analysis of the Statistical Account. i 244. 
9. For a geographical study of landed property in the Loth- 

ians see an article by Arthur Geddes, The Changing Landscape 
of the Lothians (1600-1800) as revealed by old Estate Plans. 
S. G. M. 54 (1938) 129-143. 

10. General Report. i 117 -121. 
11. General Report. i 97 -100: Sinclair, Analysis of the 

Statistical Account. i 284 -5. 
12. For the rise and importance of mineral and site values, 

see W. H. Marwick, Economic Developments in Victorian Scot- 
land. 1936. 29 -45. 

13 '"Agriculture, rightly understood, is the art of render- 
ing the earth as productive as possible and converting that 
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3. 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

produce into money ". Somerville, General View of the Agri- 
culture of East Lothian. 54 -55. "That mode of occupancy 
which gives the largest surplus for the subsistence of all 
other classes of society is the one, in every respect, the 
most advantageous in Britain ". Edinburgh Review. The 
Agriculture of Scotland. 24 (1814) 100. 

(ii) 
The Education Act of 1803 defined a heritor as a pro- 

prietor of land "within the parish to the extent of at 
least: =;100 (Scots) of valued rent appearing in the land -tax 
books of the county ". Alexander Dunlop, Parochial Law. 
1830. 329 7330. 

Dunlop, Parochial Law passim. 
William Forbes, The Duty and Powers of Justices of Peace 

in....Scotland. 1707 1. 
Charles A. Malcolm, The Minutes of the Justices of the 

Peace for Lanarkshire 1707 -1723. Scottish History Society. 
1931. 

Gilbert Hutcheson, Treatise on the Offices of Justice of 
the Peace, Constable, Commissioner of Supply....in Scotland. 
1806, 3rd edition 1815. 4 v. ueorge Tait, Sumiuuary of the 
Powers and Duties of a Justice of the Peace in Scotland. 
1818. 4th edition 1828. William Blair, Scottish Justices' 
Manual. 1834. 

Hutcheson's views on price and wage fixing and on com- 
binations in restraint of trade reveal an emphatic point or 
view. Treatise on the Offices. 1815 i 118; ii 171, 180; 
App. i 226. 

Richmond v. Abbey Parish of Paisley 29 Nov. 1821. 
Dunlop, Parochial Law 1830. 269. 

Public order in the rural districts near expanding towns 
or in the line of migratory labour appears as a special pro- 
blem after 1815. Sinclair, Analysis of the Statistical Ac- 
count. i 187. 

Gilbert Hutcheson, Treatise on the Offices. 1815. 
i 346. Dunlop, Parochial Law. 1830. 330. 

"It is not easy to say what these ancient valuations de- 
note in modern times; but the subject was very much dis- 
cussed about forty years ago and persons who were then deemed 
competent judges estimated -4005. of valued rent as equival- 
ent to a present yearly rent of from X100 to 200 sterling... 
so that....the qualification in Scotland is probably at least 
thirty or forty times higher than in any other part of the 
empire, and above a hundred times beyond the general quali- 
fication in England ". Edinburgh Review, Parliamentary Re- 
presentation of Scotland 52 (1850-1551) 209. 

Except in Sutherland, where sub -vassals were recognised, 
county voters would be real or fictitious tenants -in- chief. 



In 1811 there was one county (Fife) among 33 which had over 
200 voters; eight had over 100 and 12 had under 50. View 
of the Political State of Scotland. 1812. 5. 

12. The political structure attracts attention with the s,r- 
proach of reform. In addition to the article cited from 
the Edinburgh Review, see John Wilson, The Political State 
of Scotland, 1831, and the Westminster Review, Parliament- 
ary Representation of Scotland. 14 (1831) 137. The act- 
ual political practice is a matter of refined investigation. 

13 General Report i 112 -114. 

2. 

3. 

(iii) 
This description is necessarily generalised from a vari- 

ety of sources, but I have found the following of particular 
help: Scott's Journal and St. Ronan's Well (1823), the 
novels of Susan Ferrier, particularly Marriage (1818) and 
the entertaining Memoirs of a Highland Lady (1797 -1830) by 
Elizabeth Grant of Rothiemurchus, edited by Lady Strachey 
(1898). There is a valuable handbook to this type of mat- 
erial in Scottish Family History: A Guide to Works of Re- 
ference, by Margaret Stuart and James Balfour Paul (1930). 
The Oliphant s of Gask (1910) by E. Maxtone Graham shows how 
family history might written. 

For George IV's visit, Hints addressed to the Inhabit- 
ants of Edinburgh and Others in Prospect of His Majesty's 
Visit, by An. Old Citizen (Sir Walter Scott), 1822, Histor- 
ical Account of His Majesty's Visit to Scotland, 1822, Nar- 
rative of the Visit of George IV to Scotland, 1822, The Roy- 
al Scottish Minstrelsy (being a Collection of loyftl Ef us- 
ions....), 1824. James Simpson's Letters to Sir Walter 
Scott. Bart., on the Moral and Political Character and Ef- 
fect of the Visit....of His Majesty (1822) is critical. 

One special aspect of this style of living is reflected 
in the numerous sporting books published in the Forties, 
some of which are minor classics in their field. An early 
work is T. Thornton's Sporting Tour through the Northern 
Parts of England and....the Highlands (1804); this is re- 
viewed by Scott in the Edinburgh Review. 5 (18O) 398. In 
1839 appeared William Scrope's Art of Deer Stalking (illus- 
trated by Edwin and Charles Landseer); in 1840, John Col - 
quhoun's The Moor and the Loch; in 1843, William Scrope's 
Days and Nights of Salmon Fishing in the Tweed; in 1846, 
Charles St. John's Short Sketches of the Wild Sports and 
Natural History of the Highlands. Queen Victoria made her 
first visit to the Highlands in 1842. For the economic 
implications of this vogue, see Miss I. F. Grant's article, 
Some Accounts of Highland Sporting Estates, Economic Jour- 
nal Economic History Series. 3 (1928) 405. 
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(iv) 

1. Carlyle's account of his father in his Reminiscences 
(written in 1866 and published 1881) illustrates the chang- 
ing tone of rural relationships. 

2. For entail in Scotland see the General Report i 101, 
Edinburgh Review. Scottish Entails 43 (1825 -6) 446, and 
the following pamphlets. David Wemyss: A letter....upon 
the Present State of the Scotch Law of Entail 1822; Pat- 
rick Irvine Considerations on the Expediency of the Law of 
Entail in Scotland 1826; Charles Selkrig Remarks....in 
which is suggested a Plan for the gradual Abolition of En- 
tails 1827; Patrick Irvine; Considerations on Remedial 
Measures for Removing or Mitigating the Evils arising from 
the Law of Entail. 1830. 

3. General Report i 104. 
4. Dundas v. Murray 29 Nov. 1794. Patrick Irvine, Con- 

siderations on....the Law of Entail 92 -94. 
5. Edinburgh Review. Scottish Entails 43 (1825 -6) 452. 
6. Fraser v. Fraser 17 June 1825. Patrick Irvine, Con- 

siderations on....the Law of Entail 194. 
7. Patrick Irvine, Considerations on....the Law of Entail 

92 -94. 
8. Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations (World's Classics) 

ii 84. 
9. Edinburgh Review. Scottish Entails 43 (1825 -6) 446 -7. 

10. General Report i 105. 
11. Patrick Irvine, Considerations on....the Law of Entail 

110-111. 
12. Charles Selkrig, Remarks....in which is suggested a 

Plan for the gradual Abolition of Entail. 1827. 
13. Edinburgh Review. Scottish Entails 43 (1825 -6) 448, 

460. 
14. For the Game Laws in Scotland see Gilbert Hutcheson, 

Treatise on the Offices 1815 ii 547 -603. Edinburgh 
Review. The Game Laws 49 (1829) 70 -98. A. F. Irvine, 
Treatise on the Game Laws of Scotland. 1850. John Ran- 
kine, Treatise on the Rights and Burdens incident to the 
Ownership of Lands and Other Heritages in Scotland. 1879. 

15. Rankine, Treatise on the Rights and Burdens....of Lands. 
114, 117. 

16. Hutcheson, Treatise on the Offices. 1815 ii 552. Ir- 
vine, Treatise on the Game Laws. App. 110. 

17. Irvine, op. cit. 49. 
18. Drysdale v. Jamieson 30,Nov. 1832. Shaw's Cases 11 

(1832 -33) 147. 
19. Tait's Edinburgh Magazine 1834 67. 
20. For the English development see Halevy's English People 

in 1815 (tr. 1924) 209 -210. 
21. Edinburgh Review. The Game Laws 49 (1829) 94, 98. 



22. James Craw, Syme's Reports. 1827 188. Irvine, 
Treatise on the Game Laws 50 -51. 

23. The salmon fisheries of the 'Tweed and Solway were 
under a quasi -feudal regime. This had been already ad- 
justed for the Solway by a special Act of 1804. Subse- 
quent to the Home- Drummond Act were the Salmon Fisheries 
(Scotland) Act of 1844 and the Trout (Scotland) Act of 
1845. See Green's Encyclopedia of Scots Law vii 125.'' 

24. Rankine, Treatise on the Rights and Burdens....of 
Lands 123 and Appendix. 

25. Rankine, op. cit. 124. Green's Encyclopedia of 
Scots Law. v 172. 

26. But in the nature of the case, convicting evidence 
was often very circumstantial. Sticks and stones might 
be regarded as 'Tams". A conviction could be procured 
even if the accused had laid down their weapons and stolen 
away. A common design of poaching convicted all concerned 
even if only one person entered the land (but 'concert' had 
to be proven before a jury). There was also the debate- 
able position of persons destroying game or rabbits on a 
public highway. Green's Encyclopedia of Scots Law y 170.` 

27. In 1836 there were 162 convictions of males in East 
Lothian. Of these 17 were for poaching, and all but three 
of these were night offences. This total was surpassed by 
22 cases of assault, 22 of theft, and 27 of 'furious driv- 
ing', and there were 15 cases of breaches of the peace. 
(All these figures refer to males only.) N. 5. A. Hadding- 
ton. General observations. 380- In 1844 a maximum of 
55 poaching offences was recorded for the county. Black - 
wood's Magazine The Game Laws in Scotland ( 1849) 70. 

q 4r eï ï/a.....,_,.,©4° 



3.. Rural Society in the Lothians. 

(i) 
1. General Accounts. 

(i) George Robertson, General View of the Agriculture 
of Mid Lothian. 1793, 1795. R. Somerville, General View 
of the Agriculture of East Lothian. 18U. R. Kerr, Gen- 
eral View of the Agriculture of the County of Berwick. 1813. 
ReDort....on Agriculture. Parliamentary Papers. 1833. v.5. 
(Evidence of Thomas Oliver, 121-143, 1 52 -1 65 ) 

(ii) George Robertson, Rural Recollections. 1829. 
William Cobbett, Tour in Scotland....in the Autumn of 1832. 
1833. R. H. Greg, Scotch Farming in the Lothians. 1842. 
N. S. A. Haddington. General Observations by Robert Hope 
of Fentonbarns. 357 -382. 

2. Robertson, Rural Recollections. 205. 
3. Somerville, East Lothian (1813). 36, 51. Cobbett, 

Tour in Scotland (1833). 107. Robert Hope in N. S. A. Had- 
dington (c. 1836). 374 -5. R. H. Greg reported: "The 
Lothian farms consist each of from 200 to 500 Scotch acres, 
the Scotch acre being one fourth larger than the English 
statutory one....a farm of 300 to 500 acres is by common con- 
sent the utmost which one farmer is thought capable of man- 
aging himself ". R. H. Greg, Scotch Farming in the Lothians 
(1842). 5 -6, 8. In North Berwick parish there were "11 

tenants paying about 4'12,000 per annum...." and each tenant 
employed on an average seven plowmen and other labourers. 
N.S.A. Haddington. 325. 

4. General Report. i 113. The best approximation I could 
learn as to the division of the gross proceeds of a farm 
gives: rent 33%,, expenses 472s, profit and interest 207b. 

R. H. Greg, Scotch Farming in the Lothians. 14. 

5. Somerville, East Lothian, 55, 277. 
6. Robertson, Mid Lothian and Somerville, East Lothian 

passim. Robert Hope, N. S. A. Haddington. 370. 
7. The East Lothian parish of Dirleton is analysed in de- 

tail for the N. S. A. Of 7,500 acres, 5,325 were arable. 

In 1836 the crops were as follows: wheat 1300 acres, barley 
200, oats 700, pease and beans 600, turnips 200, potatoes 100. 

There were also 700 acres under grass and over 2,000 sheep 
were supported;(some of these on unimproved links) with near- 
ly 500 cattle, over 100 milch cows and 300 pigs. There were 

ten farms above 300 acres, five over 200 acres and four under 

100 acres. These employed 22 farmers and there were 142 

farm servants in the parish. N. S. A. Haddington. 214, 222. 

8. Statement of Meeting of Occupiers of Land at Dunbar 

9 Feb. 1815 and at Haddington 10 Feb. 1815. 



2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

l 

George Robertson's Rural Recollections (1829) is a 
major source for the change in the farmer's work and liv- 
ing. The author (b. ?1750) farmed at Granton, lid Lothian, 
to 1800, in Kincardineshire to 1811, and then moved to Ayr -. 
shire; he died in 1832. See the article in the D. N. B. 
and Donaldson's Agricultural Biographies Pe, -;x) 78. For 
later developments in the Lothians, Cobbett's Tour (1833) 
and R. H. Greg's Scotch Farming in the Lothians (1842). 

Robertson, Rural Recollections. 71, 87. 
Robertson, op. cit. 91. 
Somerville, East Lothian. 20b. "The universal com- 

plement for a hundred (arable) acres I found to be two -pair 
of horses, two ploughmen and one labourer ". R. H. Greg, 
Scotch Farming in the Lothians. 9. 

Robertson, Rural Recollections. 123. 
Robertson, op. cit. 123, 235. 
Somerville gives 1786 as the date of the first thresh- 

ing machine "on a large scalet'. The war made these mach- 
ines very expensive: a horse machine cost over X120 and a 
wind machine ='250. In 1811 the first steam machine was put 
to work, using local coal. By 1840 each large farm had its 
thresher costing S80 to ;-_-90 and a 6 - 8 h.p. engine costing 
110 to 120; 24 cwt. of coal could thrash out and dress 

100 quarters of grain. The machine would be at work per- 
haps once a week for the five or six winter months of the 
year and it seldom did any work other than threshing. But 
its use gave point to Cobbett's emphasis on the factory - 
production of the 'steam - engine farm'. Somerville, East 
Lothian 77. R. H. Greg, Scotch Farming in the Lothians. 
5, 16. 

(iii) 
Robertson, Rural Recollections. 71, 95. 
"The farmers....are men of superior education manners 

and style of living to the possibly equally wealthy ones of 
the farming counties of England, even Lincolnshire and Nor - 
folk....As a class, however, whey would compare better with 
the master manufacturers of Lancashire, so keen and pushing ". 
R. H. Greg, Scotch Farming in the Lothians (1842) 6 -7. 

Robertson, Rural Recollections. 105, 108. "Few of 
them are without a handsome phaeton for the use of the female 
members of their family (Carlyle's 'gigmanity') and I was 
informed that excepting for a month at seed time and the 
same at harvest, they have company at home or dine out two 
or three times a week ". R. H. Greg, Scotch Farming in the 
Lothians. 6 -7. 

Robertson, Rural Recollections. 355. 



5. For a discussion on these 'obstacles to agriculture' 
see Somerville: East Lothian 26. These various points 
occasioned increasing friction after 1840 and pass into the 
'land question' of the mid century. 

6. The public burdens of the tenant farmers did not oc- 
casion much controversy. Of the local taxes, tithes were 
still levied in Scotland only where they had not been legal- 
ly valued; they did not become a special issue, and if a 
farmer was liable for the payment of the minister's stipend 
when the landholder went bankrupt, he could retain his rent 
till reimbursed. If imposed, poor assessments were low; 
the landholders paid one half and occupiers the other. The 
education rate for the schoolmaster's salary was similarly 
levied. But these burdens rarely amounted to 2d in the 
of rent. The national tax on horses was, however, resented. 
General Report i 203. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

(iv) 
The descriptive works already cited give some attention 

to the hind in S. E. Scotland (and Northumberland) but the 
material becomes copious only after 1840 when his decline 
began to be investigated. Some of this later material is 
retrospective, e.g. Harry Stuart, Agricultural Labourers as 
They were and should be (1854) and James Robb, The Cottage, 
the Bothy and the Kitchen (1861) and the official evidence 
is of great interest, e.g. the Report on Agricultural Earn - 
ings (Scotland), Parliamentary Papers.(1861 v. 50) and that 
on The Employment of Children and Young Persons in Agricult- 
ure (1870 v. 13). An able article which gives a classic 
contrast between the domestic circumstances of the hind and 
the miner in a definite locality is by Dr. S. Scott Alison: 
The Sanitary Condition and General Economy of the Town of 
Tranent and the Neighbouring Districts. Sanitary Reports 
1842. 78 -130. 

Somerville, East Lothian. 207. George Robertson, 
Rural Recollections. 76. General Report iii 253. 

George Robertson, Rural Re,collectións. 1u0. 

S. Scott Alison, The Sanitary Condition....of Tranent. 
Sanitary Reports 1842. 90 et seq. 

"The food of the hind is comfortably dressed and put 
down with great attention to cleanliness. Tea is frequent- 
ly given to their visitors; and on these occasions more 
neatness and cleanliness is not to be observed in the houses 

of persons of much higher rank. I have seen silver tea- 

spoons in the houses of these people ". S. Scott Alison, 

Sanitary Condition....of Tranent. Sanitary Reports 90. 

"The yearly wages of a hind exclusive of victuals are 

perhaps about ¡16. While he has only one child at school 
he can afford to pay the school fees without difficulty; 
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but when he comes to have two or three at school the amount 
of fees will probably be 10/- a quarter or 40/- a year. 
Now 40/- is a larger proportion of his income than he can 
afford to pay for educating his children." Evidence of 
Dr. Robertson, House of Lords Committee on Parochial Educa- 
tion. 1845. 59. 

7. S. Scott Alison, Sanitary Condition....of Tranent. 91- 
92. This article is full of touches directly from a doct- 
or's experience. "I have attended the wives of many hinds 
at their accouchement and I have seldom left the cottage 
without a fee....a marked contrast to the conduct of the 
colliers on these occasions. They have seldom even the ne- 
cessaries so essential to the welfare of the patient. There 
is, indeed, little more provided than cheese and whiskey ". 
Op. cit. 92. 

8. For the political indifference of the hinds, see N. S. A 
Edinburgh (Dalkeith) 505, N. S. A. Hadd.ington (Dunbar) 81. 

9. Letters of Robert Burns, ed. F. H. Allan (1927) i 40. 
10. Blackwood's Magazine. The Effect of Farm Overseers on 

Farm Servants. 3 (1818) 83. 
11. "A fact which struck me was that the grieve received 

only 1I- a week more than the ploughman. The explanation 
is equally remarkable viz. that every man on the farm has 
knowledge enough for the situation...." R. H. Greg, Scotch 
Farming in the Lothians. (1842) 6. Cobbett was struck by 
the growing mobility of the hind and his exposed position. 
"The labourer is wholly at the mercy of the master who if he 
will not keep him beyond the year can totally ruin him by 
refusing him a character ". He also notes the unsatisfact- 
ory nature of the feeing fairs which became increasingly 
scandalous. Cobbett, Tour in Scotland (1833)- 104. 

12. For housing conditions, good and bad, see George Ro- 
bertson, Rural Recollections. 86 -87, Cobbett's Tour in 
Scotland and S. Scott Alison, The Sanitary Condition....of 
Tranent. Sanitary Reports. 85. Cobbett (with his Eng- 
lish standards of comfort) was shocked by the hinds' living 
conditions. "Each distinct boothie (i.e. cottage) is about 
17 feet one way and 15 feet the other way....There is no 
ceiling and no floor but the earth. In this place a man 
and his wife and family have to live. When they go into it 
there is nothing but the four bare walls and the tiles over 
their heads and a small fire- place. To make the most of 
the room, they at their own cost erect berths like those in 
a barrack room....and here they are, the man his wife and a 
parcel of children squeezed up in this miserable hole with 
their meal and their washing tackle and all their other 
things; and yet it is quite surprising to behold how decent 
the women endeavour to keep the place But if their dwell- 
ing-place is bad, their food is worse, being fed upon exact- 
ly that which we feed hogs and horses upon ". Cobbett, Tour 

in Scotland. 105. 



(v) 

1. There is little special treatment of the rural artisan 
and labourer at this time, but some information about skills 
and industries, wages and prices is to be found in the Agri- 
cultural Reports and the N. S. A. 

2. The growth of 'business' in the markets at Haddington' 
is described in Somerville, East Lothian. 228, and the im- 
portance of Dalkeith is brought out in the article in the 
N. S. A. Edinburgh. 588. 

3. For the skilled rural crafts see General Report. iii 
246. The social analysis of Dirleton Parish in the N. S. A. 
gives the character of this group c. 1830. The population 
was 1,311 in 1821 (it had increased by one hundred in ten 
years); there were 22 farmers and 142 farm servants; 11 

wrights, ten smiths, six masons, two slaters, nine tailors, 
eight shoemakers, seven weavers and three bakers. N. S. A. 
Haddington. 223. There is some information about the 
skilled mechanics in Haddington. c. 1830 in the Autobiography 
of Samuel Smiles (!(>5"). The writer was born there in 1812 
and interested in the Mechanics' Institute of the town, 
folinded in 1 823. t = .T "" '. 

4. James Cleghorn, On the Depressed State of Agriculture. 
1822. 7. 

5. Alexander Somerville, Autobiography of a Working Man 
(pub. anon.`,' ). See article and references in D. N. B. 

6. Alexander Somerville, Autobiography. 10. 
7. Alexander Somerville, op. cit. 17. 

8. Alexander Somerville, op. cit. 12, 35. 
9. Alexander Somerville, 85, 92. For George 

Miller and his activities see 
10. Alexander Somerville, Autobiography. 101, 174. 

11. Alexander Somerville, op. cit. 178. See also Hugh 
Miller's criticisms of the masons at Niddrie outside Edin- 
burgh where he was working 1824 -5. Hugh Miller, Iry Schools 
and Schoolmasters (i5--5-,5"). ch. xiv- -xvi. 

12. Alexander Somerville, Autobiography. 209. 
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4. Regional Variety -- Large and Small Farms. 

2. 

4. 

2. 

(i) 
General Report i 179. A. E. Aitcheson, Lowland and 

Highland Farms in Scotland. Geographical Journal 30 (1931). 
365. 

For this area there are contemporary accounts in W. Ait- 
on' s General View of the Agriculture of Ayrshire (1i ) and 
S. Smith's General View of the Agriculture of Galloway (1610). 
There is a modern study in Great Britain: A Regional Geo- 
graphy (2nd ed. 1930); see also T. M. Steven's A Geograph- 
ical Description of....Ayrshire. Scottish Geographical 
Magazine 28 (1 912) 373. 

For the Central Lowlands see J. Robertson's General 
View of the Agriculture in the County of Perth (1813) and 
J. Headrick's General View of the Agriculture of Angus (1813). 

The agricultural scheme of Fifeshire is particularly com- 
plex and the small farming of the fishing rims requires de- 
tailed study. The General View of the Agriculture of Kin- 
cardineshire (1813) is noteworthy: it is written by an 
acute observer, George Robertson, and it treats of the speci- 
al case of the Howe of the Mearns. The agriculture of the 
carselands is referred to later. 

The North East is described by John McFarlane in Great 
Britain: A Regional Geography. Of the various agricultur- 
al reports, the most important is George S. Keith's work on 
Aberdeenshire. The spread of improved farming along the 
North Eastern coastal rim can be studied in The Agricultural 
State of the Kingdom....in 1816 (1816), supplemented by loc- 
al references in the New Statistical Account (c. 1830 -40). 

(ii) 
Keith summarises the change in the North East of Aber- 

deen: 
"The grandsons of the Lothian farmers who supplied 

us with working oxen, and the sons of those in Fife - 

shire who succeeded them in rearing cattle for plough- 
ing our lands are now become great corn farmers who 
raise wheat and two -rowed barley; and they now pur- 
chase for different uses the cattle bred in this county 
that are now in high estimation not only in the south 
of Scotland and north of England, but find their way to 
St. Faith's Fair in Norfolk, and when fed in that 
county, to Smithfield market ". 

Keith, Aberdeenshire. 465. 
General Report iii 232. Keith, Aberdeenshire. 148, 

153, 513. 



3. Keith puts this situation from the point of view of 
the employing farmer: 

"....the high wages that are given to out sailors, 
our manufacturers and to all persons connected with 
commerce, who would otherwise be employed as day lab - 
ourers., prevents the farmer from getting, on any terms., 
as many servants or cottagers as he would choose to 
have...." 

Keith, Aberdeenshire. 596. 
4. George Robertson, Rural Recollections. 533. Aiton, 

Ayrshire. 158. 
5. Aiton noted a sharp (non -economic) division of labour 

here; 
"There is some sort of false odium attached to 

men milking cows. His companions would call him 
'hizzy fellow' and other nicknames and offer him a 
petticoat to.wear ". 

Aiton, Ayrshire. 466. 
6. "Mr. Sheddon near Beith lets the milk of his cows 

at £15 each per annum, the tenant performing all the 
labour in feeding the cows, milking, manufacturing and 
selling the produce and running every risk ". 

Aiton, Ayrshire. 465. George Robertson, Rural Recollect- 
ions. 571. 

7. Afton himself was critical of the rise of the wealthy 
farmer: 

"The children of farmers are much more profitably 
employed for themselves, their parents and the public 
(and it is much more befitting their station in life) 
in superintending and working with the servants, the 
sons in the labour of the fields and the daughters in 
the dairy, cooking etc., than when the former are ei= 
ther idle or hunting and the latter are at boarding 
schools and playing the piano forte ". 

Aiton, Ayrshire. 519. 
8. Aiton, Ayrshire. 520. 
9. "Much depends on the industry and frugality of their 

wives and children and the servants they employ....Hence 
they say, a farmer in Ayrshire can become no richer than 
his wife will permit ". Aiton, Ayrshire. 209. 

10. George Robertson, Rural Recollections. 550. 

11. The conditions in this area around 1841 are referred 
to briefly in McCullock's survey of The British Empire i 

270 but the details have to be sought in the official 
agricultural reports of the Mid -Victorian period, e.g. those 
on the Earnings of Agricultural Labourers (1861 v. 50) and 
on the Employment of Children, Young Persons and Women in 
Agriculture. (1870 v. 13) 

12. George Robertson, Rural Recollections. 418. 

13. George Robertson, Rural Recollections. 420. 
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14. For the bothy c. 1840, see the Highland and Agricultur- 
al Society's Prize Essays: The Bothy System of Maintaining 
Single Farm Servants. Trans. Highland and Agricultural 
Society 2 series .14 (1843) 133. 

"The continuance of the system is, not the fault 
of the farmer who is most desirous for a change, but 
of the landlord who does not give his tenants sufficient' 
accommodation for resident married farm -servants. This 
is the practice even of landlords who carry on all 
their operations on a magnificent scale -- who build 
magnificent farm -steadings, giving to horses and cable 
tvery sort of accommodation, whilst the convenience and 
comfort of labourers are little attended to. And this 
is the practice not of the inconsideraté only, but of 
the most benevolent landlords, who are ever ready to 
promote plans for the religious and temporal advantage 
of the poor of their neighbourhood's. 

Laurence Oliphant of Condie, Perthshire. Digest of Prize 
Essays: The Bothy System. Trans. Highland and Agricultur- 
al Society. (1843) 134. 

15. George Robertson, Rural Recollections. 417, 45. 
16. For the advance of high farming into the carselands 

see A. Garrie: An Account of the Carse of Gowrie. Trans. 
Highland and Agricultural Society. 2nd series 3 (1832) 
237, and J. Carmichael, The State of Agriculture in the 
Vale of Forth. Trans. Highland and Agricultural Society. 
2nd series 4 (1835) 9. 
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PART II - URBAN AND INDUSTRIAL EXiANSION. 

1. Edinburgh. 

2. 

3. 

2. 

3. 

(i) 
The population figures are conveniently collected in 

an article on Population by H. A. Webster in the Ordnance 
Gazetteer of Scotland ed. F. H. Groome. 1885. vi (General 
Survey 93). D. F. Macdonald's Scotland's Shifting Popula- 
tion 1770 -1850 is a recent specialist study (1938). 

The geographical factor in Scottish urban development 
is discussed in Grace MeiklejohnTs Settlements and Roads of 
Scotland (1927). For urban plans of the period, see the 
Royal Scottish Geographical Society's publication, The Early 
Maps of Scotland (2nd ed. revised 1936). John Wood's Town 
Atlas 1818 -1828 is useful; the plans for individual towns 
are available on separate sheets. 

Local material is listed in the standard Mitchell and 
Cash: A Contribution to the Bibliography of Scottish Topo- 
graphy. Scottish History Society. 1917. 2 v. A selected 
list of local histories has been made by W. H. Marwick in 
his Economic Developments in Vidtorian Scotland. 281. 

(ii) 
Edinburgh was a (relatively) middle -class city; in 

1831 the number of capitalists, bankers, professional men 
'and other liberally educated persons' was estimated at 
7,463 in a population of 161,909 (including Leith). Glas- 
gow was reported to have only 2,723 in a population of 
202,426. The Edinburgh figure explains the presence in 
the city of 1,400 male servants and 12,500 female servants. 
Census of 1 831 . 

The Census of 1851 gives details of the occupational 
composition of the Edinburgh working classes. There is a 
conspicuous proportion of craft workers. Two groups (shoe- 
makers and tailors) exceeded 2,000; between 1,000 - 2,000 
were seven other skilled trades: masons (1,873), carpenters 
(1,776), printers (1,578), blacksmiths (1,423), cabinet- 
makers (1,370), painters and glaziers (1,262), and bakers 
(1,198). In the same category were 'general' labourers 
(1,873), porters and messengers (1,748), commercial clerks 
(1,122) and soldiers (1,012). The analysis of the women's 
occupations is very revealing. There were 16,601 listed as 
domestic servants, 4,071 milliners, 3,200 'annuitants', 
1,944 washerwomen, 1,344 seamstresses and 1,266 lodging -house 
keepers. Census of 1851. 

The Port of Leith requires special study but its devel- 
opment can be suggested by the formation of its shipping 



companies during the period. The London and Edinburgh 
Shipping Company was organised in 1809 with a fleet of 1.0 

smacks, but despite its use of schooners and clippers, it 
was beaten by steam. In 1812 the first steamboat began to 
ply the sheltered waters of the upper Firth of Forth between 
Leith and Alloa. In 1821, The London and Edinburgh Steam 
Packet Company was formed. The Leith, Hamburg and Rotter- 
dam Shipping Company (George Gibson & Qo.) dates from 1818; 
in 1835, a Leith, Hull and Hamburg Steam Packet Company be- 
came active. Among the special activities of the port, 
its whalers -should be noticed and in 1822 an 'Australian 
Company' which established trade with Sydney. J. C. Irons: 
Leith and its Antiquities (1897.) ii 388 et seq. 

A modest but effective general history of the town is 
John Russell's Story of Leith (1922). There is a consider- 
able literature on the financial position of the Docks as 
affected by their connection with Edinburgh Town Council 
e.g. Report on the Affairs of the Docks and Harbour of Leith 
(1635); William Marshall, Considerations on the Present 
State and Future Prospects of Leith (1836). 

4. The oldest Scottish biscuit manufacturer, William Craw- 
ford, opened his first shop in 1813 on the Shore of Leith, 
and from 1822 Ferguson's 'Scotch Confectionery' and 'Edin- 
burgh Rock' beguiled the tourists on their passage up the 
High Street to the Castle. 

5. In 1831 there were reported 9,012 English and 7,100 
Irish as residents in Mid -Lothian, mostly in Edinburgh. 
The Census of 1851 analyses the population in terms of 
birth -place. Out of a total for Edinburgh and Leith of 
191,221, 106,246 were natives of the two cities or Mid - 
Lothian; there were immigrant groups of over 5,000 from 
the counties of Fife, Lanark, Perth and Haddington (in order 
of size). But the Irish had now surpassed the English with 
12,514 as against 8,443. Census of 1851. 

6. This industrial landscape requires further examination. 
The colliers, salt -workers and fishers of the Lothians showed 
survivals of family labour and traditional practices which 
surprised (and sometimes shocked) the growing humanitarian- 
ism of the period. 

7. Some details of the development of communications in 
and around Edinburgh are given in the N. S. A. Edinburgh. 
'754. Robert Stevenson's Report relative to a Line of Canal 
...between the Cities of Edinburgh and Glasgow (1817) and 

his Survey of a Railway from the Coalfield of Mid Lothian 
to the City of Edinburgh-and Port of Leith (1818) show the 
enthusiasm of the period. As far back as 1812 Stevenson 
had planned three lines from the pits to Leith and Edinburgh 
with termini at the Docks, near the Abbey and in the Meadows. 
Another problem of transport is indicated by Captain A. 
McKonochie's Principles of Ferrying. Memorial on the Present 



State and Capabilities of the Queensferry Passage. 1828. 
8. In 1837 a project to bring the railway through the 

Nor' Loch was defeated by the Princes Street Proprietors. 
Cockburn noted the apathy of the Town Council: 'TBut what 
chance has taste against a railway before a Committee of 
the House of Commons" Henry Cockburn, Memorials i 129, 
135. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

(iii) 
The topographical development of Edinburgh is surveyed 

in the copious article on the city in the New Statistical 
Account. The geographical locus is treated in the special 
Edinburgh number of the Scottish Geographical Magazine (ed. 
G. G. Chisholm) 1919. William Cowan's Maps of Edinburgh 
(1544 -1929) 1932 is a guide to the contemporary plans. The 
town -planning of the city has been much discussed; I have 
found the work of Thomas Adams especially stimulating (Town 
Planning in Edinburgh, Architectural Review 1910 and sub- 
sequent studies). For local detail there are Robert Chamb- 
ers' Traditions of Edinburgh (1825) and James Grant's Old 
and New Edinburgh (1880); the work of David Robertson and 
Marguerite Wood in Castle and Town (1929) and The Princes 
Street Proprietors (1935) show the advance of a more critic- 
al historical method. 

For the first half of the century there is an immense 
amount of descriptive and anecdotal material. Among this, 
Henry Cockburn's Memorials and Journals are of primary im- 
portance. 

The Census of 1831 reported 2,898 males and 4,440 fe- 
males in St. George's Parish. The great proportion of the 
Female over the Male Population was occasioned "by Ladies' 
Boarding Schools, Dressmaking Establishments and the great 
number of Female Servants ". Census of 1831. (Parliament- 
ary Papers 1833 y. 37. 970) 

Henry Cockburn, Journal i 86. 
G. F. Graham, Account of the First Edinburgh Musical 

Festival 1814. Edinburgh Magazine. The Exhibition of 
Paintings in Edinburgh 4 (1819) 289. Grant, Old and New 
Edinburgh i 343, 349. J. C. Dibdin, The Edinburgh Stage 
1888, 348. 

Henry Cockburn, Memorials 170, 212, 263. Journal ii 
1 97 . 

The economic depression is reflected in the census fig- 
ures for Edinburgh and Leith: 

1 821 
1 831 
1841 

N. S. A. Edinburgh 650. 

138,235 
1 64, 403 
163,726 



This condition and the bankruptcy of the city partial- 
ly explains the attitude of the Town Council in the Report 
to the Lord Provost of Edinburgh relative to the Eligibility 
of That City for Manufacturing Establishments (1835):. 

"....Edinburgh has a much more ample supply of 
water than Dundee, while fuel is less than half the 
price; and as respects English manufacturing towns, 
water and fuel, if not cheaper, are at least as cheap 
here as there, while wages are from 20 to 3096 lower ". 

Report 13. 
Henry Cockburn scarified the proposal: 

"Weavers and calico- printers, power -looms and steam 
engines, sugar -houses and foundries in Edinburgh: These 
nuisances might increase our population and our paurer- 
ism, our wealth and our bankruptcies; but they would 
leave it Edinburgh no more ". 
But he admitted the economic prostration of the city: 

"Edinburgh is at present almost a mass of insolv- 
ency. Trade, except in one or two branches has left 
Leith, our port; its docks are bankrupt; our college 
has not a shilling; the Writers to the Signet are get- 
ting so destitute that it is not easy to see how they 
can maintain their library and general establishment; 
the Faculty of Advocates is in a similar condition but 
further gone; most of out charities and other institu- 
tions are dying of hunger; the Law, the College and 
the Church are certainly destined to subside still more, 
and lastly, reaching and obtruding and withering every- 
thing, the town itself is prostrate in bankruptcy. 
That a contrast with the din and profusion of the town's 
rise during the War'." 

Henry Cockburn, Journal i 85. 

7. The approach of Mid -Victorian stability is described in 
the early pages of Sir John Macdonald's Jottings of an Old 
Edinburgh Citizen (1 91 5) . The author lived from 1 836 to 
1919 and achieved distinction as Lord Justice Clerk (Lord 
Kingsburgh). 

(iv) 

Blackwood's Magazine contains a series of Medical Re- 
ports on Edinburgh 1 (1817) 266, 394; 2 (1818) 48, 550) 
The condition of the Old Town is described at the end of 

this period by William Chambers in his article On the San- 

itary Condition of the Old Town of Edinburgh Sanitary In- 

quiry (Scotland) 1842. 153 and by W. P. Alison in his 

pamphlet On the Management of the Poor in Scotland (1840) 

and the subsequent Illustrations (1841). James Stark's 

Inquiry into the Sanitary Condition of Edinburgh (1847) 

contains a good deal of social history. 



2. The subsequent complications due to this kind of de- 
velopment were revealed in Henry D. Littlejohn's famous Re- 
Dort on the Sanitary Condition of the City of Edinburgh. 
1865. 

3. The street names of Morn.ingside show a strong Evangel- 
ical influence which suggests the inevitable comparison with 
Clapham. 

4. Henry Cockburn described the introduction of the prin- 
ciple of election for police commissioners as 'Tone of our 
local eras". Dr. John Thomson "was not extravagant when in 
reference to our position, he used to call it a Divine In- 
stitutionTT. Henry Cockburn, Memorials 199. 

5. Cockburn's Memorials gives. a classic description of the 
revival of political interest in Edinburgh. 

6. Henry Cockburn, Journal i 69 (1834), 117 (1836), 211 
(1838). 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 

6. 

(v) 

The structure of the municipal organisation of Edin- 
burgh is described in Alexander Pennicuik's An Historical 
Sketch of the Municipal Constitution of the City of Edin- 
burgh (1826) and its practice in the evidence on Edinburgh 
in the Municial Cor orations Resort (Parliamentary Papers 
1825 v. 29. Local Reports 279 -422). 

Henry Cockburn, Considerations submitted to the House- 
holders of Edinburgh on the State of their Representatives 
in Parliament. '1823. 

Henry Cockburn cites a dubious proposal on the part of 
the Town Council to sell the (bankrupt) Leith docks to a 

joint -stock company which was to pay the debt and make mon- 
ey by imposing higher rates. The legalising bill was ar- 
rested by the discovery that several of the town council 
were shareholders, "that is, that the public trustees had 
sold the subject of the trust to themselves for individual 
profit". Memorials 428. 

The members of the College of Justice were also exempt 
from Door's rates. N. S. A. Edinburgh. 743. 

The financial difficulties of the city are outlined in 
the N. S. A. Edinburgh. 709. Henry Labouchere conducted 
an investigation which resulted in his ReDort....regarding 
the Affairs of the City of Edinburgh and the Port of Leith. 
1836. 

The arrival of a business Liberalism is indicated by 
William Chambers' An Exposure of the Public Abuses connect- 
ed with the Ecclesiastical and Civic Arrangements_ of the 
City of Edinburgh. 1831. (The abuses included the An- 

nuity Tax, Church seat rents, the Burgh Debt and the Ale and 

Beer Duty.) The Annuity Tax became something like a symbol 



of oppression -- see Duncan Maclaren's History of the Re- 
sistance to the Annuity Tax....from Authentic Documents 
(1836) and his Report regarding the Revenues and Exoenditure 
of the Corporation of Edinburgh (1838). The third figure 
in this group was Adam Black, the publisher; Nicolson's 
Memoir ( ) gives details of his influence for retrench- 
ment and reform in the new Town Council. 



2. Glasgow and the West. 

2. 

3. 

(i) 

The geographical background of Glasgow and its devel- 
opment is treated in the special Glasgow number of the Scot- 
tish Geographical Magazine edited by J. Gunn and Marion I. 
Newbigin (1921). The standard history of the city has now 
reached 1832 -- History of Glasgow vol. iii, From the Re- 
volution to the....Reform Act, by George Eyre Todd (1934). 
For the 19th century, George MacGregor's History of Glasgow 
(1881) is convenient. There are very many local descript- 
ions and histories for the period under discussion; among 
these the statistical works of James Cleland give a mass of 
detail (Rise and Progress of the City of Glasgow 1820, The 
Former and Present State of Glasgow 1840). The report on 
Glasgow in the N. S. A. was largely written and inspired by 
Cleland. A useful work for biographical details is the 
Memoirs and Portraits of One Hundred Glasgow Men (1886 2 

vol.) There are numerous contemporary biographies and 
autobiographies; some special aspects of Glasgow's life and 
interests (e.g. the Clyde steamers) have received detailed 
attention, and the records of some prominent families and 
firms are now beginning to receive historical treatment. 

The interpretation in the text is written as part of a 

general argument and is concerned with the city only as an 
example of urban expansion and mobility during a limited 
period. 

(a) 

The commercial expansion of 18th century Glasgow is de- 

tailed in Macpherson's Annals of Commerce iii (1805). 
For details of the West Indian trade see James Cleland's 

Rise and Progress of Glasgow 1820 91. The social and civ- 
ic influence of the West Indian merchants is referred to in 
the N. S. A. Lanarkshire: Glasgow and in the article on 
W. L. Ewing in One Hundred Glasgow Men 129. 

In 1823 the first ship sailed directly from Glasgow to 
Rio de Janeiro and in the same year regular sailings com- 
menced to New York; It has been loudly and justly com- 
plained of, that the merchants at Liverpool who ship their 
goods on the same day as ours will often have them in the 
market ten or fifteen days before and have their returns as 
much sooner ". Edinburgh Magazine, September 1823. 623. 

The life of Alexander Allan (1780 -1854) shows the range 

of opportunity of the place and period. Originally a shin's 

carpenter from Saltcoats, he became captain and part owner 

of a brig which carried supplies to the British army in Spain 

and later developed a traffic between Greenock and Montreal. 



In 1830 a second ship (the Canada, of 329 tons) was built 
for the North Atlantic route and a third in 1837. From 
1838 onwards, these ships could ascend the Clyde to Glas- 
gow itself. Eventually, Alexander's five sons were set- 
tled at the terminal ports of an extensive trade between 
Glasgow, Liverpool and Montreal. In the year of his death 
the first Allan steamer, the 'Canadian', was launched from 
Denny's. One Hundred Glasgow Men. 7. 

4. The characteristic conjunction of missionary and com- 
mercial enterprise in Africa was apparent by 1840. 

"And now where savage waters wind their lonely 
course -- unwhitened by a single sail -- there may com- 
merce lift her thousand signals, streaming in the gale; 
instead of forest depths where the tiger preys and the 
lion howls -- there may the thronged city, the busy 
wharf, the crowded street be hereafter seen, with all 
the glow of commercial life and the grace of social ad- 
vancement; and instead of the war -whoops of contending 
tribes, the tyrant's lash, the clank of chains and 
thraldom's bitter sigh -- there may be heard the voice 
of prayer, the sound of praise and the sweet music of 
the 'church -going' bell". 

Rev. R. Montgomery, Proceedings of the First Public Meeting 
of Society for the Extinction of the Slave Trade 
and for the Civilisation of Africa. 24 September 1840. 

5. The first four Cunarders were built by Clyde ship- 
builders and engined by Robert Napier but it was not until 
1856 that a separate service was established between Glasgow 
and New York by the Anchor Line. For the early steamships 
see W. J. Millar: On Early Clyde Built Steamers: Trans. 
Institute of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland. 
24 (1881) 49. There is a general survey of these technical_ 
matters in Henry Hamilton's Industrial Revolution in Scotland 
(1932). 

6. For details of the communication net, see N. S. A. Lan- 
arkshire: Glasgow 205; MacGeorge, History of Glasgow, 
230; Hamilton, Industrial Revolution in Scotland. 2)0. 

2. 

(b) 

There are general surveys of the cotton industry in 
Hamilton's Industrial Revolution in Scotland ch. vi; W. H. 

Marwick, Cotton and the Industrial Revolution in Scotland. 
Scottish Historical Review 21 (1923) 207; Gladys M. Mit- 

chell, The English and Scottish Cotton Industries. Scot- 
tish Historical Review 22 (1 924) 1 01 . 

Cleland, Rise and Progress of the City of Glasgow. 
1820. 92; Returns relating to Factories (Parliamentary 
Papers. 1839 v. 42. 296). 



3. Evidence as to factory conditions at the beginning of 
the period is to be found in the Report....on the State of 
Children emploved in Manufactories. Parliamentary Papers. 
1816 v. 3. For the later years, Report of the Central 
Board....relative to the Employment of Children (with Re- 
ports of District Commissioners and Evidence) 1853 v. 20,' 
21; 1834, 19, 20, 43. 

4. The special position of the Cotton Spinners is dis- 
cussed in the Second Report on Artisans and Machinery. 
Parliamentary Papers. 1824 v. 5. 

5. For the weavers at the end of the war see the Reports 
of the Committees on the Petitions of Journeyman Weavers, 
1809 and 1811 (especially the evidence of the latter). 
The great decline can be studied in the Report from the 
Select Committee on Hand Loom Weavers. Parliamentary Papers 
1834 v. 10, and the later Reports from Assistant Commiss- 
ioners,in this area J. C. Symons (Parliamentary Papers. 
1841 v. 12). 

6. Hand Loom Weavers. Reports from Assistant Commission- 
ers. Parliamentary Papers. 1 841 v. 1 2 . 3. 

2. 

4. 

5 

6. 

(c) 

Henry Hamilton's Industrial Revolution in Scotland 
(ch. 7 and 8) gives a convenient guide to the development 
of mining and the heavy industries in the period. 

Robert Bald's General View of the Coal Trade of Scot- 
land (1812) has some references to Western mining but is 
more concerned with the Eastern fields. 

N. S. A. Lanarkshire: Glasgow 161. Cleland, Former 
and Present State of Glasgow 63. 

There are short biographies of Neilson and the Bairds 
in One Hundred Glasgow Men; a specialised literature has 
now developed about their operations. 

Statement as to the Iron Trade of Scotland Glasgow 
1850. John Strang, On the Progress, Extent and Value of 
the Coal and Iron Trade. (British Association Report) 1855. 

Between 1840 and 1850 the Glasgow skilled mechanic 
seems to become the engineer. This development is a mat- 

ter for local and technical study: I have summarised some 
impressions derived from the various "Lives of the Engin- 

eers", the Mechanics' Magazines and the retrospective mater- 

ial in the social descriptions and reports which appear 
from 1850 onwards. 

(d) 

"The Irish come over, I believe, at from 4d to 6d a 

head". Second Report on Emigration. Parliamentary 
Papers. 1826 -27 v. 5. Evidence of H. H. Drummond. Q. 275. 



See also the Third Report on Emigration. 
"I think if the persons who now endeavour to in- 

troduce labourers....should feel the burden of sup- 
porting unemployed labourers who become settlers that 
they would probably rather give a higher rate of wages 
to the population they now have than seek for a for 
eign population for the purpose of reducing wages ". 

Parliamentary Papers. 1826 -27. v. 5. Evidence of John 
Maxwell Q. 630. 

2. The percentage increases of population in the Western 
counties is indicated below: 

1 611 1 821 1 831 1841 1831 

Lanark 29 26 30 34 24 
Renfrew 18 20 19 16 4 
Ayr 23 23 14 13 15 

(Edinburgh 21 29 15 2 15) 

Scotland 12 16 13 11 10 

Table in H. A. 'Webster's article on Population. Ordnance 
Gazetteer of Scotland. 1885 vi General Survey. 

5. For mining conditions the material in the Report on 
the Combination Laws (Parliamentary Papers 1825 v. 4) 
and the Mining Reports of 1844 and 1845 have been consulted. 

4. The Statement of the Glasgow and Clydesdale Associa- 
tion of Operative Colliers (n. d. 1816 -17 ?) stresses the 
following points: 

"First, no boy under 10 years of age shall be 
admitted to work at the coal wall, at which period he 
shall receive one fourth part of a man's work until 
he arrives at 13 

Second, that no person in this association shall 
take any person to learn as a collier....unless he pay 
7 stg. into the association and serve two years to 

his said master. 
Third, that no neutral boy shall be taken below 

13 years of age.... 
....were the above articles strictly observed 

the operative colliers never would experience those 
fluctuations as they have done within these few years 
past from low wages; but on the contrary would be en- 
abled by moderate and steady wages to educate their 
children in those branches of education without which 
they are like a wild olive plant in a good soil...." 

5. No record being kept by any public authority of the 
number of fatal accidents occurring in these mines, it is 

difficult to arrive at a knowledge of their exact number'. 
Report of 1844. 46. As there was no coroner's inquest in 



Scotland, an accident would have to be reported to the pro- 
curator- fiscal and the inquiry would then be conducted by 
the sheriff's officers. 

6. In and around Coatbridge there were 66 shops out of 
126 where spirits were sold. In some places the public 
houses were open all night for the convenience of the 
shifts. Report of 1844. 20. 

7. Report of 1845. Evidence of J. Graham No. 9 Dundy- 
van Pit. 10. 

U. Report on Combination Laws. (Parliamentary Papers 
1825 v. 4. Evidence of George Taylor. 64 et seq.) 
"Their reduction of the darg have often obliged us to in- 
troduce new men into the pits. At the first stand they 
made in 1825 we took in 100 colliers; in 1836 -37, 150 more. 
In 1842 about 80, chiefly Irish labourers ". Report of 
1845. Evidence of A. B. of the Clyde Iron Works. 11. 

9. Report of 1845. 14. 
10. The Report of 1844 notes the intellectual interest of 

the (iron -stone) miners at the Monkland Works where the pro- 
prietors supported four schools (three of them for boys) and . 
three evening establishments. "A taste for mental re- 
sources appears to be making progress ". A barn had been 
turned into a theatre for the performance of Allan Ramsay's 
The Gentle Shepherd, The Castle Spectre, and How to Raise 
the Wind, and an instrumental band was being formed. It 
was also noted that many of these miners possessed houses 
and gardens of their own. Report of 1844. 10. 

2. 

3 

4. 

The contemporary maps of the city are listed in the 
Royal Scottish Geographical Society's publication, The Early 
Maps of Scotland (2nd ed. revised 1936). 

In 1829 -30 David Hamilton designed the Royal Exchange, 
"rightly considered the finest classic building in the city", 
For Hamilton and Thomson see the treatment in A. E. Richard - 
son's Monumental Classic Architecture (Íì /h$). 70, 103. 

"In Gorbals proper where there is one inhabitant for 
every 7 square yards of surface, including houses, streets, 
lanes etc., the population has increased 20.59 %o since 1831 

though no new buildings have been erected ". Alexander 
Watt, The Glasgow Mortality Bill for 1840. 1841. 

Illustrations of the rise of estate values are given 
in the articles on James Cleland and Thomas Binnie in One 

Hundred Glasgow Men and in A. MacGeorge's Old Glasgow (1879). 
288. Speaking of the Blythswood lands, Cleland observes: 

"Forty years ago Mr. Campbell's rent -roll from 
these lands was only 2L 223/1/3 while at Whitsunday 1836, 



the perpetual feus secured on valuable buildings . 

amounted to /12,454....'Y 
There was possibly a sixth of the original estate of about 
470 acres still to be feued. 

5. The contrasting estimates of the middle -class popula -. 
tion of Edinburgh and Glasgow has been already referred to 
(n. 1, Part II, 1, ii). The Census of 1851 gives the oc- 
cupational groupings. 

Of the male workers, nearly 15,000 were listed as en- 
gaged in cotton manufacture; there were three groups of 
between 4,000 and 5,000 -- labourers, iron workers, and 
shoemakers; between 3,000 and 4,000 -- masons, carpenters, 
and porters; above 2,000 -- tailors, carmen, commercial 
clerks, engine and machine workers, and blacksmiths. The 
dominance of cotton spinning and weaving, the rise of the 
new metal crafts and the use of semi -skilled and unskilled 
labour are now characteristic of the city. 

Among the women workers, the primary group was not 
domestic service but those engaged in cotton to the number 
of over 22,000. The domestic servants were 11,600, five 
thousand fewer than in Edinburgh. 

6. Weaver's Magazine and Literary Companion Paisley. 
1 (1818) 35. 

7. For Kirkman Finlay, see the article in One Hundred 
Glasgow Men. 84. 

8. The artistic and musical patronage and organisation of 
Glasgow can be illustrated from the articles on John M'Gavin 
and John Matheson in One Hundred Glasgow Men 193, 221. 

9. The Commercial Discourses were published in Glasgow 
1820. 

10. There is some description of the change in manners and 
the philanthropic activity of the city in the N. S. A. Lan- 
arkshire: Glasgow /PS,z32, The other details are taken 
from articles in the Edinburgh Literary Journal 1 (1829) 
401, 5 (1831) 263. 

2. 

3. 

(b ) 

The organisation of Glasgow is surveyed in the Municir- 
al Corporations Report. (Parliamentary Papers. 1836. 

v. 23 1 -54) J. Renwick has edited an Abstract of Charters 
and Documents relating to the City of Glasgow (1833-1672) 

1908; there is a useful preface to the volume. 
Details are to be found in Cleland's various works and 

in the article on Glasgow in the N. S. A. 

The epidemics are given fuller treatment later. For 

the sanitary condition of Glasgow in 1840 see Robert Cowan's 

Vital Statistics of Glasgow (1840) and Alexander Watt's The 

Glasgow Mortality Bill for 1840. (1841) 



4. 

5 

Poverty in Glasgow is -created shortly by Andrew Buchan- 
an in his article The Condition of the Poor in Glasgow in 
the Glasgow Medical Journal for 1830 and in more detail by 
C. R. Baird in his Observations upon the Poorest Class of 
Operatives in Glasgow (1837) and by H. Miller in his State 
of Crime in the City of Glasgow (1840). But from the 
crisis of 1837 and onwards the descriptions, reports and 
analyses become continuous. 

George Lewis, Scotland a Half -Educated Nation. 1835. 
41. 



3. The North East. 

(i) 

1. The percentage increase of population for Aberdeen and 
Angus shows the contrasting development. 

1811 1821 1831 1841 1831 

Aberdeen 10 16 15 8 10 
Angus 8 6 23 22 12 

(Kincardine 4 6 8 5 5) 

Scotland 12 16 13 11 10 

Table in H. A. Webster's article on Population, Ordnance 
Gazetteer of Scotland 1885. vi General Survey. 

2. The various establishments in the area are surveyed in. 

the Returns relating to Factories. Parliamentary Papers. 
1839. v. 42. 296. 

3. The conditions in the great cotton mills are described 
in the Report on the Employment of Children in Factories. 
Parliamentary Papers. 1833. v. 20. 

4. For these out -workers see the Reports on Hand Loom 
Weavers, Parliamentary Papers. 1834. v. 10, 1841 v. 10. 

5. The woollen mills and weavers are described by J. D. 
Harding in the Report on Hand Loom Weavers. Parliamentary 
Papers. 1841. v. 10Y 185. For the specialised blanket 
production of the Hillfoots, see William Gibson's Reminis- 
cences of Dollar. Tillicoultry and the Ochils. 1883. 

6. The expansion of the Linen Industry is treated in ch. 
IV and V of H. Hamilton's The Industrial Revolution in Scot- 
land (1932). The great compendium on the subject is A. J. 
Warden's The Linen Trade Ancient and Modern. 1864. 

7. Warden, The Linen Trade. 598. 
8. Warden, op. cit. 597. 
9. For details see the Report on the Employment of Child- 

ren in Factories. Parliamentary Papers. 1833. v. 20 and 
21. Peter Livingstone's Chapters in the Life of a Dundee 
Factory Boy: An Autobiography (1850) is based on personal 
experience: he entered a mill when seven years old for 1/6 
a week; his 'nominal hours' were 13 per day; he had per- 
sonal experience of the harsh discipline and the locked 
doors of one mill and a more benevolent regime in another. 
He reports the existence'of rural factory bothies. These 
are referred to by the Factory Commissioners but treated as 
distinctly exceptional. These official reporters make 
clear the wide range of conditions but do not dissipate the 
impression of low standards of responsibility in the margin - 
mills. 



10. 

11. 

12. 
13. 

14. 
15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

3l 

Warden, The Linen Trade. 2591 612. Returns relat- 
ing to Factories. Parliamentary Papers. 1839. v. 42. 
296. N. S. A. Aberdeen. 70 and Dundee. 26. 

Warden, The Linen Trade. 614. Factory Commission 
Reports. Parliamentary Papers. 1834. v. 20. 

Warden, The Linen Trade. 614. 
Reports on Hand Loom Weavers. Parliamentary 

1841. v. 10. 3. 
ib. 184. 
In the Report of the Select Committee on the Hand Loom 

Weavers (Parliamentary Papers. 1834. v. 10) the evidence 
of James Buick, Lawrence Don and John Adam shows the per- 
sistence of the idea of a regulated industry, but by the 
Thirties the appeal of emigration was for many of the young- 
er weavers almost the only visible means of escape. 

Reports on Hand Loom Weavers. Parliamentary Papers. 
1841. v. 10. Appendix 209. 

For Dunfermline at this period see the N. S. A. Fife - 
shire: Dunfermline;:_. :. Ebenezer Henderson: Annals of Dun- 
fermline (1879) and D. Thomson: The Weavers' Craft (1903). 

Reports on Hand Loom Weavers. Parliamentary Papers. 
1841. v. 10. Appendix 202. 

Reports on Hand Loom Weavers. Parliamentary Papers. 
1841. v. 10. 186. 

Andrew Carnegie's Autobiography is a document of great 
significance. There is now a considerable literature about 
and around the Carnegie family and their Dunfermline back- 
ground. 

(ii) 
For these towns see the N. S. A. and the list of local 

references in Mitchell and Cash: A Contribut.ön to_ the Bíb- 
liographv cottish_Tö_p_ö.graphY. 1917. 

A general review of the fishing industry is available 
in David Bremner's The Industries of Scotland. 1869. 

Account of....Number of Ships....employed in the Whale 
Fishery to Davis's Strait and the Greenland Seas. 1819. 
Parliamentary Papers. 1820. v. 12. The whalers have at- 
tracted some specialist writing but there is less informa- 
tion about the industry. 

There are some references to this transition in the 
N. S. A.: Peterhead, Aberdeen, Dundee, and Montrose. 

David Bremner, The Industries of Scotland. 517, 524, 
The development of the Fife coast and the sea -rim of Moray 
requires more detailed investigation. 

For Aberdeen there is a very extensive literature which 
is listed in the printed Catalogue of the Local Collection 
of the Aberdeen Public Library. 1914. The account of the 

city in the N. S. A. is good, and may be supplemented by W. 
Thom, History of Aberdeen. 2 v. 1811, Robert Wilson, An 



Historical Account and Delineation of Aberdeen. 1822, and 
Joseph Robertson's The Book of Bon Accord. 1839. There 
are many personal reminiscences of which three should be 
noted: J. Bulloch, Reminiscences of the Past Half Century 
(1859), David Masson, Reminiscences of Two Cities (/'?/./ ) 

and Alexander Bain's Autobiography ('7o4). 
7 The census analysis shows the mixed economy of Aber- 

deen. There were only two male groups over 1,000 strong, 
flax and linen workers and carpenters (including those en- 
gaged in ship building), but the shoemakers and sailors 
numbered over 900. There were between 550 and 450 tailors, 
masons, messengers and grocers and over 400 agricultural 
labourers enumerated. Among the women were nearly 3,500 
domestic servants, nearly 2,000 occupied with flax and lin- 
en, over 1,300 in cotton, and 1,214 milliners. The total 
population was 71,973 at that date. 

8. For the port, see Victoria E. Clark, The Port of Aber- 
deen. 1921. The effect of steam transport was more than 
purely economic. Louisa I. Lumsden recounts some travel- 
ling experiences of her mother's during this period: 

"In 1824 my mother....was sent to school in Bath 
and her father and mother, her sister and a cousin, 
went with her. They were five days at sea in the 
smack Nimrod and this was considered a very good pass- 
age". 
The return journey (1826) was less propitious: 

"Schooldays over, my mother returned to Aberdeen 
as she had gone to England, by sea....They were 10 
days at sea, provisions ran short, even the water was 
done and a boat had to be sent to Cromer for supplies ". 

Louisa Iones Lumsden ed. Memories of Aberdeen A Hundred 
Years Ago. 1927. 9, 1 1 . 

9. N. S. A. Aberdeen. 70 et seq. 
10. N. S. A. Aberdeen. 73. 

11. N. S. A. Aberdeen. 26. 
12. The municipal structure of Aberdeen is given in the 

Municipal Corporations Report. Parliamentary Papers. 
1835. v. 29. Local Reports 11 -46, and a considerable lit- 
erature was excited by its financial difficulties. For the 
civic economy, there is some material in P. J. Anderson's 
Charters and Other Writs illustrating the History of the 
Royal Burgh of Aberdeen (1171 -1804) which, despite its 

title, approaches 1832. There is a standard work on the 

gilds: Ebenezer Bain, Merchant and Craft Guilds: A History 

of the Aberdeen Incorporated Trades. 1887. 

13. A. Kilgour and Jä. Galen, On the Sanitary Condition of 

the Poor in Aberdeen. Sanitary Inquiry (Scotland) 1842. 

286 -303. The Police Act of 1838 is referred to later (n.12, 

III, 1, iii). 
14. N. S. A. Aberdeen. 48. Alexander A. Cormack's Poor 

Relief in Scotland (1923) deals extensively with Aberdeen. 



15. N. S. A. Aberdeen. 
16. N. S. A. Aberdeen. 
17. N. S. A. Aberdeen. 

the Mechanics' Institute - 

ics' Institute. 1912. 
biography. 

18 N. S. A. Aberdeen. 

(iii) 

,?3 

51, 56, 63, 80. 
40. 
47. There is a good history of 
- G. M. Fraser, Aberdeen Meehan- 
See also Alexander Bain's Auto- 

43. 

1. For the geographical locus of Dundee see S. Lythe, The 
Origin and Development of Dundee. Scottish Geographical 
Magazine. 54 (1938) 344. 

The details of the communication net are derived from 
the article on Dundee in the N. S. A. 

3. The 8,874 men and the 11,000 women engaged in lint and 
linen represent the developtng:staple. Apart from the 
2,100 domestic servants, the only other groups exceeding 
1000 in number are the labourers (engaged in construction 
work and about the docks). The next ranking groups were 
937 seamen, 819 carpenters (who would include shipwrights), 
682 shoemakers and 660 masons. Blacksmiths and engine and 
machine makers are just above and below the 300 line re- 
spectively. The next ranking group of women is 862 mil- 
liners. 

4. N. S. A. Forfar. Dundee. 20 n. 
5. N. S. A. Forfar. Dundee. 10. Municipal Corpora- 

tions Report. Parliamentary Papers. 1835 v. 29. Local 
Reports. 227 -251. 

6. N. S. A. Forfar. Dundee. 8, 13, 49. The contemp- 
orary histories of Dundee are not very satisfactory -- 
Charles Mackiç,Historical Description of Dundee. 1836, J. 

Thomas, History of Dundee. 1847. A. J. Warden's The Lin- 
en Trade Ancient and Modern (1864) has much local informa- 
tion. Peter Livingstone's Chapters in the Life of a Dun- 
dee Factory Boy. An Autobiography (1850) has already been 
referred to. A competent survey is the British Associa- 
tion Handbook to Dundee, edited by A. W. Paton. and A. H. 

Millar (1912). A. H. Millar's centenary history of The 

Dundee Advertiser (1801 -1901) contains much on changing 
manners and customs. 

7. N. S. A. Forfar. Dundee. 42. 

8. N. S. A. Forfar. Dundee. 44. 

9. N. S. A. Forfar. Dundee. 43, 47, 48, 55. 

10. N. S. A. Forfar. Dundee. 53. 

11. George Lewis, The Mate of St. David's Parish with Re- 
marks on the Moral and Physical Statistics of Dundee. 1841. 

12. George Lewis, The Tavern Bill of Dundee. 1841. 

13. George Lewis, The Pauper Bill of Dundee. 1841 

14. George Lewis, The Filth and Fever Bill of Dundee. 1841. 

An adequate water supply was not introduced until 1846. 

2. 



15. N. S. A. Forfar. Dundee. 47. 
16. George Lewis, The Church Bill of Dundee. 1841. The 

Pauper Bill of Dundee. 
17. George Lewis, The School Bill of Dundee. 1841. 7. 

18. George Lewis, The Church Bill of Dundee. 15. The 
Pauper Bill of Dundee. 16. 



4. The Small Town. 

2. 

(i) 
This description is generalised from a survey of such 

towns as Perth,Stirling, Ayr, Dumfries, Haddington, Mont -' 
rose and Elgin. The sources are mainly the New Statistic- 
al Account, the Municipal Corporations Report (1855), the 
Sanitary Inquiry of 1842 and local histories, tours and 
guide- books. 

Perth was probably as 'typical' a town as any in Scot- 
land. 

In 1831 the population was 20,000. The burgh was pro- 
portionately the richest in Scotland; after deducting a 
debt of,``28,000, its property was estimated at overT67,000; 
the revenue wash 6,300 a year and there was an appreciable 
'Common Good'. The Guildry of Merchant- Burgesses held real 
property valued at ¡28,000, with an average income of over 
X1,300. There were seven Incorporated Trades; one of 
these, the Glovers, had a yearly income of over ;':1,000 but 
there was not a single operative glover resident in Perth 
who was a member. 

The list of public and semi -public institutions in the 
town suggests the line of civic development. Smeaton's 
bridge over the Tay was built in 1771 and the Barracks in 
1793. In_ 1807 Burn designed the Academy and in 1812 the 
Military Prison provided accommocation for the French pris- 
oners of war. After 1815 came a Masonic Hall (1 81 8) , 

County Buildings and Jail by Smirke (1819), a theatre in 
1820, Gas Works in 1824 and Water Works in 1830. 

A Literary and Antiquarian Society dated from 1784 and 
a Subscription Library from 1786. A weekly newspaper first 
appeared in 1607 and another ('The Constitutional') in 1820; 
two others were launched after the Reform Act in 1635 and 
1836. Among the semi -public philanthropic institutions were 
a Savings Bank (1815), a Dispensary (1819) and after the 
cholera, an Infirmary (1836). 

In the Thirties, the town had two local and four branch 
banks. 

N. S. A. Perth, passim; Municipal Corporations Report 
1836 v. 23. Local Reports Perth. 298. 

(ii) 
1. Municipal Corporations Report 1835 v. 29. General 

Report 98. 
2. ib. 29. Edinburgh Review. Burgh Reform 30 (181b) 

512. 



3. Municipal Corporations Report 1835 v. 29. General 
Report 29. 

4. ib. 30. 
5. N. S. A. Stirling 413 
6. N. S. A. Stirling 413; W. H. Forrest, Report on the 

Sanitary Condition of the Labouring Classes of the Town of 
Stirling. Sanitary Inquiry 1842. 261. 

7. Municipal Corporations Report 1836 v. 23. Local 
Reports. Stirling 404. N. S. A. Stirling. 413. 

8. N. S. A. Stirling. 416. 
9. The writer in the N. S. A. recorded the opening in 

1817, after three -quarters of a century of disuse, of the 
West Kirk "at an expense which might have been more bene- 
ficially employed in building a new fabric in another part 
of the town ". He found the church damp and the pillars in- 
convenient and heavy, but he was impressed by "a splendid 
central gaselier ". N. S. A. Stirling. 424. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

8. 

(iii) 
Municipal Corporations Report 1835 v. 29. General 

Report 98. 
Municipal Corporations Report 1836 v. 23. Local Re- 

ports: Burghs of Regality and Barony. 109. 
ib. 69. 
ib. 158. 
ib. 150. 
ib. 92. 
ib. 112. 
ib. 90. 
ib. 94. In Fraserburgh the Commissioners were sur- 

prised to find a boy of 14 acting as Town Clerk. Local 
Reports: Burghs of Regality and Barony. 59. 

Municipal Corporations Report 1836 v. 23. Local Re- 
ports: Burghs of Regality and Barony. 11. 

In 1821 Airdrie was also created a free and independ- 
ent burgh of barony by Act of Parliament. Local Reports: 
Burghs of Regality and Barony. 55. 

(iv) 
Municipal Corporations Report 1835 v. 29. General 

Report. 83. 
ib. 83. 
ib. 82, 84 
ib. 88. 
ib. 87. 
ib. 87. 
ib. 87. 
There was representation but not election. "In those 

burghs which include a guildry and various trades, which is 



9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 
13. 
14. 

the case with the most considerable burghs, the heads of 
these societies, namely the Dean of Guild and the Deacons 
of the Trades, are generally constituent members, in whole 
or in part, of the Council. For this reason, these office 
bearers are not elected by their respective companies, but 
are chosen, indirectly indeed yet ultimately by the Town 
Council, in order to preserve inviolate the rule that the 
old Council should choose the new ". Edinburgh Review. 
Burgh Reform. 30 (1818) 509. Theodore Keith, Municipal 
Elections in the Royal Burghs of Scotland from the Union to 
1833. Scottish Historical Review. 33. 206. And also 
John Galt's The Provost. ( °.) 

For the Convention of Royal Burghs at this time see 
the Municipal Corporations Report 1836 v. 23. Representa- 
tion from Glasgow. 14, 44. 

Anon. The Political State of Scotland 1811. John 
Wilson, The Political State of Scotland 1831. 

Westminster Review. Parliamentary Representation in 
Scotland. 14 (1831 ) 137. 

ib. 141, 142. 
ib. 143. 
For Radical criticisms of post- Reform political pract- 

ice see Tait's Edinburgh Magazine: Political State of the 
North of Scotland 1835 620, and The Scottish Elections 
1837. 545. The logical conclusion indicated was the 
ballot. 



PART III - URBAN PROBLEMS AND POLICIES. 

1. Housing and Sanitation. 

(i) 

2. 

3. 

The view that 'respectability' is a spiritual con- 
dition was expressed by the Rev. Andrew Thomson, of St. 
George's, Edinburgh. 

"Respectability....does not belong to mere 
station but is the personal quality of him by whom 
the station is occupied. If you have the religious 
principles and the moral deportment which God re- 
quires you to have, then you are those whom God de- 
lighteth to honour. And upon him whom God delight - 
eth to honour, though he dwell in the meanest hovel 
upon earth, it is not the prerogative of the highest 
of the children of men to look down upon with indif- 
ference or contempt. Angels regard him with com- 
placency. And heaven is prepared for his reception. 
Had not Christianity shed its light upon the world, 
you could never have attained this spiritual rank ". 
Rev. Andrew Thomson, Sermon on Infidelity. 1821. 419. 
The of this passage was qualified by Thom - 

son's very energetic personality. He campaigned for ade- 
quate poor relief as well as for the emancipation of the 
slave, nor was his criticism of the propertied classes and 
the state without pungency. 

The working -class movements are not at present direct- 
ly under discussion, but a strong religious and moral em- 
phasis distinguished the emerging working -class leadership 
in Scotland as in England. In the Eighteen Twenties, the 
Edinburgh Free Thinkers "Zetetic" Society protested that 
while many of them were termed Atheists or Infidels of the 
worst description, "every individual among them believes 
not only in the inestimable value of Christian morality but 
in all the self- evident truths of the Gospel ". And in 
1840, the Chartist Circular repeats this position: "....as 
the Scottish Chartists are believers in the creed estab- 
lished by the law of Scotland, the term infidelity when ap- 
plied to them is utterly false and unjust ". Chartist Cir- 

cular (Glasgow) 29 August 1840, article entitled The 
Christian Chartist Church. 

This situation is discussed later with reference to 
the cholera epidemic. 

(ii) 

For the outline of Scottish housing I have consulted 

the Report of the Royal Commission on the Housing of the 
Industrial Population of Scotland. (Parliamentary Papers 

banc inquiry (1 1n) 
Swh t " soh Land 

tStan incerpretationLaseweeil 



as evidence. 
2. The legal aspect is discussed in chapters 20 and 21 

of the Housing Report just cited. A simple statement 
based on the experience of an early housing reformer is 
given by William Chambers in his Improved Dwelling Houses 
for the Humbler and Other Classes. 1855. 7. The great 
development of speculation on the urban land monopoly comes 
after 1840 and in the next twenty years the Radical reform- 
ers are discussing TTfree trade" in land, the regulation of 
its use and the assertion of a public share in its rising 
value. 

3. The social consequences of Scottish housing conditions 
received early attention after 1815 in the various census, 
medical and sanitary reports. These are listed as used. 

4. The tenement system is discussed in the Housing Report 
of 1517 (ch. 8, Merits and Demerits of the Tenement System; 
ch. 11, The One Room House). Contemporary descriptions 
are numerous, especially after the crisis of 1837. For 
Glasgow, there are some retrospective observations in Rob- 
ert Cowan: Vital Statistics of Glasgow (1840) and Alexander 
Watt: The Glasgow Mortality Bill for 1640 (1841) and for 
Edinburgh in William Chambers' paper On the Sanitary Condi- 
tion of the Old Town of Edinburgh in the Sanitary Inquiry 
(Scotland) 1842. 153, James Stark; Inquiry into the Sanit- 
ary State of Edinburgh (1847) and Thomas Thorburn: Statist- 
ical Analysis of the Census of Edinburgh 1651. The art- 

icles on Ayr and Greenock in the Sanitary Inquiry (Scotland) 
of 1842 show marked descriptive power (James Sym: Report 

on the Sa.nitary_Condition of the Town of Ayr, 214; W. L. 

Lawrie: Report on the General and Sanitary Condition of the 

Town of Greenock, 247). 

2. 

3. 

(iii) 
For the Law of Nuisance and the powers and activities 

of the Dean of Guild Court see two articles in the Sanitary 
Inquiry (Scotland) of 1842: John Hill Burton (the histori- 
an), Report on the State of the Law as regards the Abate- 
ment of Nuisances and the Protection of Public Health in 
Scotland (pp. 40 -65) and Charles R. Baird, Report on the 

Legal Provisions available in Glasgow for the Removal of 
Nuisances (pp. 65 -77). 

There is a special study of the Edinburgh Dean of 
Guild Court by Robert Miller (Lord Dean of Guild), The Edin- 

burgh Dean of Guild Court, A Manual of History and Practice 
(1896). For the revival of the Glasgow Court as an agency 

of urban control, see James Pagan et al.: Glasgow Past and 

Present, illustrated in Dean of Guild Court Reports. 1851. 

Charity v. Riddle (5 July 1806) is discussed in J. Hill 

Burton's Report 41, 51. Donaldson v. Pattison (15 Novem- 

ber 1834) is reported in Shaw's Cases. xiii (1634-35) 27. 



4. The judicial interpretation of the Law of Nuisance 
can be traced in Shaw's Digest Article Nuisance ii 1100. 

5. J. Hill Burton, Report. 42. 
6. Davidson v. Glenny (6 March 1b35) Shaw's Cases. xiii 

(1834 -35) 624. 
7. J. Hill Burton, Report. 52. 
8. First Report on the State of Large Towns and Populous 

Districts. (Parliamentary Papers. 1644 v. 17 Edinburgh. 
Evidence of Alexander Ramsay. Appendix 203) 

9. J. Hill Burton, Report. 55. 
10. Report....on the Health of Large Towns. (Parliament- 

ary Papers 1840 v. 11. Dr, James Simpson Q 1970, 1982, 
1988, J. R. Stodhart (City Treasurer) Q 11 78 -2001 , W. H. 
Miller Q 3036, 3047, 3054) 

11. J. Hill Burton, Report. 45. 
12. Henry D. Littlejohn, Report on the Sanitary Condition 

of the City of Edinburgh. 1865. 89. 
In this connection the Police Act for Aberdeen (1838) 

marked an advance. The entire right to the refuse of all 
the houses, including the night soil, was vested in the 
Police Commissioners and they were also given powers over 
private pits. The's latter were to be controlled so as to 
prevent accumulation in places and quantities ur for a 
length of time "Such as may occasion or give reasonable 
cause to fear consequences injurious to the health or com- 
fort of the neighbourhood or of individuals ". Second Re- 
port on the State of Large Towns and Pópulous Districts. 
(Parliamentary Papers 1845 v. 1b. 39) 



2. The Epidemics. 

2 . 

3. 

4. 

5 

6 

7 

B. 

(i) 

The standard history of the epidemics of this period. 
is by Dr. Charles Creighton: History of Epidemics in Great 
Britain (1 8 91 ) . ii. 

Robert Watt, The Relative Mortality of the Principal 
Diseases of Children....in Glasgow during the last Thirty 
Years. 1813. 

Blackwood's Magazine: Medical Reports on Edinburgh. 
1 (1817) 266, 394; 2 (1818) 48, 350. 

"Before 1820 water closets were not common excepting 
in the newer built houses of the New Town....About 1824, 
after the new supplies of water were brought from Crawley, 
water closets began to be fitted up....and have now become 
so general as greatly to diminish the value of the police 
manure and proportionately increase the sewerage water for 
irrigation ". James Stark, Inquiry into.....the Sanitary 
State of Edinburgh. 1847. 5. The epidemics in the New 
Town were associated with imperfect drainage and the de- 
fective glazing and jointing of sewerage pipes. Henry D. 
Littlejohn, Report on the Sanitary Condition of the City 
of Edinburgh. 1865. 102. 

The limited supply and the expense of water had some 
curious social consequences. 

"Strange as it may appear, the want of a better 
supply of water tends to keep up habits of dissipation. 
In many low taverns and spirit cellars, water is given 
gratis to those who purchase liquor, and as the dis- 
tance from the public wells is often considerable and 
the trouble and loss of time....great, many of the 
poorer classes purchase drink in order to procure a 
pitcher of water". James Stark, Inquiry.into....the 

Sanitary State of Edinburgh. 27 et seq. 
James Stark, op. cit. 12. 
Creighton, History of Epidemics. ii 190, supplement- 

ed by James Stark, Contribution to the Vital Statistics of 
Scotland. 1851, Alexander Watt, The Glasgow Mortality Bill 
for 1840 (1841), Robert Cowan, Vital Statistics of Glasgow. 
1840. 

J. Yule (Physician to the Public Dispensary), Observa- 
tions on the Cure and Prevention of the Contagious Fever 
Now prevalent in the City of Edinburgh. 1818. Blackwood's 
Magazine: Remarks on Diseases lately prevalent in Edinburgh 
1 (1817) 394. Robert Graham, Practical Observations on 
Continued Fever. especially that form at present existing 
as an Epidemic. Glasgow. 1818. William Gourlay, History 
of the Epidemic Fever....in a Country Parish (Lintrathen). 
Edin. Med. Jour. 1819. 329. 



9 "Some idea of the crowded state of the poorer classes 
may be formed from the fact that many of the large tenements 
of the old town contain from 100 to 150 inmates, a whole 
family being crowded into an apartment not more than 12 or 
14 feet square ". 11. S. A. Edinburgh. 734. 

10. J. Yule, Observations. 14. 
t1. Blackwood's Magazine: Remarks on Diseases lately pre- 

valent in Edinburgh. 1 (1817) 397. Robert Graham, 
Practical Observations. 75. 

12. Blackwood's Magazine: Medical Report of Edinburgh. 
1 (1817) 51. Robert Graham, Practical Observations. 55. 

13. J. Yule, Observations. 26. 
14. Robert Graham, Practical Observations. 56. 
15. Robert Graham, op. cit. 65. 
16. Robert Graham, op. cit. 64. 
17. For the analysis and treatment of fever c. 1640 see 

Neill Arnott, Fevers in Edinburgh and Glasgow. Sanitary 
Inquiry (Scotland) 1842. 1, and W. P. Alison, Observations 
on the Generation of Fevers, op. cit. 13. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 

(ii) 
There is little official material on the first cholera 

epidemic but the medical accounts are numerous. There is 
a convenient guide for the layman in Creighton's History of 
Epidemics and the Annual Registers for 1531 and 1832 are 
also useful. The details can be gathered from the local 
press where the epidemic rivals the Reform Bill agitation 
in the spread of its headlines. 

For the local situation at Inver, Creighton gives a 
reference to the Lancet, 10 November 1532, 203; the gener- 

al condition of the fishing villages of Easter Ross is 

further described by James Cameron in the Sanitary Inquiry 
of 1842. 530. Other local developments are treated in 

the following: for Musselburgh, D. M. Moir (TtDeltatt of 

Blackwood's), Practical Observations on Malignant Cholera. 
1832; for Dumfries, N. S. A. Dumfries. 6 -10; and in gy. 

Schools and Schoolmasters (ch. xxii) Hugh Miller gives a 

description of the defensive measures adopted at Cromarty. 
Numerical estimates and distributions are given in 

Creighton, History of Epidemics. ii 809 et seq. 

Annual Register. 74 (1832) 305. 
Report of Edinburgh Board of Health. i6 November 1831. 

J. A. Easton, Report of Diseases among the Poor of Glasgow. 

Glasgow Medical Journal 5 (182) 448. 

Scotsman (Edinburgh) 29 February 1832, 3 March 1832. 
Annual Register. 74 (1832) 305. 
Letter of R. Riddell, Haddington. 21 January 1832. 

Papers relating to Cholera. Parliamentary Papers. 1831 -32. 

v. 26. 6. 



9 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 

ti 

One other local situation is accidentally preserved 
in the Papers relating to Cholera. The Rev. A.Niven, 
Chairman of the Board of Health at "Balfour" (Balfron), 
Stirlingshire, reported to the Central Board (28 January 
1832): 

"Agreeably to your recommendation from the 
Central Board of Health....from London on 25 Nov., I 

beg leave'to state that a Board of Health for this 
parish was formed I regret to say that though 
there are 20 heritors in this parish, only two made 
their appearance- ...the body of the heritors, with the 
exception of five, peremptorily refused to give any- 
thing, alleging that they are not compelled to do so. 
As to the population doing anything for themselves it 
is quite vain to expect it; our population is upwards 
of 2,000, nearly all congregated in one village; they 
are chiefly supported by weaving, the average wages at 
which is not above 5/- a week, perhaps less....the 
great majority is in the most abject poverty ". 
A collection was taken which raised á12. With the ap- 

proach of the epidemic, this was partially expended on the 
purchase of 15 cwt. of coal, distributed to 50 people. 
With ,i4 remaining, the parish minister wrote: 

"Is there a way by which we can compel the herit- 
ors at such a crisis as this, to come forward and do 
by compulsion what they have in the most positive man- 
ner refused to do from any better motive? They are 
numerous, they are wealthy. For the last four years 
they have not been called upon for above J1 in the year 
(I mean each of them) for the support of the poor...." 

Papers relating to Cholera: Parliamentary Papers. 1831- 
32. v. 26. 8. 

(iii) 
The situation at Edinburgh can be studied in Robert 

Christison (Professor of Medical Jurisprudence at Edinburgh 
University), Account of the Arrangements made by the Edin- 
burgh Board of Health preparatory to the arrival of Cholera 
in that City. Edinburgh Medical Journal: Supplement Feb- 
ruary 1832. 254 -288. David Craigie, Observations....on 
the Epidemic Cholera....in Edinburgh and its Vicinity and 
Remarks on the History and Etiology of Cholera. Edinburgh 
Medical Journal 39 (1833) 19, 364. 

Christison, Arrangements. 257. 
Christison, Arrangements. 260. 
Christison, Arrangements. 261. 
Report of Edinburgh Board of Health, 10 November 1831. 
Christison, Arrangements. 270, 273. 
Christison, Arrangements. 275. 



8. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 
13. 
14. 

Christison, Arrangements. 267, 278. 
Christison, Arrangements. 280. 
John Anderson, History of Edinburgh. 1856. 419. 

Scotsman 7 April, 5 May 1832. 
For the Glasgow situation, see George Watt (Professor 

of Medical Jurisprudence at the Andersonian University), On . 

the Origin and Spread of Malignant Cholera in Glasgow. 
Glasgow Medical Journal. 5 (1832) 298, 384; J. A. Easton, 
Report of Diseases among the Poor of Glasgow. Glasgow Med- 
ical Journal 5 (1832) 442; James Cleland and James Cork - 
indale, Conspectus of Cholera in Glasgow. Edinburgh Medic- 
al Journal. 39 (1833) 503. 

Christison, Arrangements. 280. 
Christison, Arrangements. 281, 283, 285. 
"The cholera left medical men as it had found them -- 

confirmed in the most opposite opinions or in total ignor- 
ance as to its nature, its cure and the causes of its orig- 
in, if endemic -- or the mode of transmission, if it were 
infectious ". Annual Register. 74 (1832) 306. 



3. Poverty and Poor Relief. 

2. 

4. 

(i) 

The development of the Scottish system of relief is 
reviewed by Professor Smart in his Memorandum in the Report 
of the Royal Commission on the Poor Law. (1909) During 
the period under review two Reports of the General Assembly 
on the Management of the Poor are included in the Parlia- 
mentary Papers (Third Report....on the Poor Laws containing 
Returns from the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. 
1818 v. 5, and Report by a Committee of the General Assem- 
bly on the Management of the Poor in Scotland. 1839. v.20). 
Other descriptions will be found in Rev. Robert Burns, His- 
torical Dissertation on the Law and Practice with Regard to 
the Poor. 1819, in Sinclair's Analysis of the Statistical 
Account. 1825 ii ch. 3, and in Henry Cockburn's article 
in the Edinburgh Review: The Scottish Poor Laws. 59 (1834) 
432. The legal details are treated in Alexander Dunlop's 
Treatise on the Law of Scotland relative to the Poor. 1825. 

"....with regard to the general class of depend- 
ents, a mere pittance only by way of help is provided; 
and this secures two great objects. First, it pre- 
vents the relatives from supposing that they are en- 
tirely relieved from the duty of aiding their poor 
friends as soon as they are devolved on the charity of 
the public. Second, it gives as little encouragement 
as possible to the idea of abject dependence on the 
public funds, and thus interferes to a much less ex- 
tent with the regular march of industry". Rev. Rob- 

ert Burns, Historical Dissertation. 1519. 104. 
"When assessments are imposed, less attention is 

paid to investigate the character of the objects or to 
distinguish those whose poverty has resulted from cir- 
cumstances over which they had no control from those 
whose indigence has been the effect of their own idle- 
ness and profligacy....In the exercise of voluntary 
benevolence this accurate discrimination may be attend- 
ed to; but the case is altogether different when re- 
lief is compulsory....the virtuous and vicious share 
alike the degrading pittance...." Sinclair, Analysis 

of the Statistical Account. ii 162. 
The agitation for the reform of the Poor Law followed 

the major economic crisis of 1837 and the public discussion 
was signalised by W. P. Alison's Observations on the Manage- 
ment of the Poor in Scotland and its Effects on the Health 
of the Great Towns (1840), a pamphlet of which the title 
itself indicates the shift of interest. This reform move- 
ment lies outside the present treatment, but the evidence 
presented to the Poor Law Commission of 1844 has naturally 



2. 

3 

4. 

5 

6. 

7 

much that is relevant to local views and practices during 
the earlier part of the century. 

(ii) 

General Assembly Report of 1818, 32; General Assembly 
Report of 1839, 7 -8; Smart, Memorandum, 311 et seq. 

Sinclair, Analysis of the Statistical Account ii 150. 
Rev. Robert Burns, Historical Dissertation. 104. 

TTIt is....a characteristic feature of our poor laws 
that the power of determining every matter relative to the 
application and expenditure of the poor funds is committed 
in the first instance to the hands of the persons liable to 
the burden of payment". General Assembly Report of 1815. 
25. 

Henry Cockburn, Edinburgh Review: The Scottish Poor 
Laws. 59 (1 834) 432. 

"It has been remarked as one of the peculiar beauties 
of the Scottish system that the prevalence of the custom 
among the least wealthy of putting every Sunday their mite 
into the poor's box increases their repugnance in later life 
till absolutely compelled by want to become pensioners on 
this fund ". General Assembly Report of 1839. 4. 

The spread of the assessed area is summarised in the 
General Assembly Report of 1859. 16. 

Presbyteries 

Merse and Teviotdale 

Assessed Parishes 
1818 1839 
all all 

Lothian and Tweeddale 58 59 1 

Dumfries and Galloway 9 19 10 

Glasgow and Ayr 31 51 20 
Perth and Stirling 13 23 10 

Fife 7 2 5 

Angus and Mearns 5 10 5 

Aberdeen - 2 2 

Moray - 3 3 

The Committee of 1818 found 26 cases where a higher 
allowance than the session proposed had been fixed by the 
sheriff on appeal; and 30 cases of "murmurings and threat - 
enings" by the discontented. They noted that 20 of the 

first class had occurred in Roxburgh and Berwick where the 
parishes were assessed and the remaining 6 in industrial 
areas. "In. the districts where the population is chiefly 
agricultural and pastoral and there are no assessments, and 

particularly in the western and northern counties, it ap- 

pears that the idea of enforcing an increase of the sess- 

ion's allowance is entirely unknown and that the pauper re- 

ceives 'with thankfulness' the sumrallotted to him; indeed, 



i, 

the gift of charity is often obliged to be disguised under 
the shape of a loan before he is prevailed on, even while 
in very distressing difficulties, to accept of assistance 
from the Session ". General Assembly Report of 1818. 35. 

8. General Assembly Report of 1818. 31. The position 
is unchanged in the Report of 1839. The "voluntary" sys- 
tem is defended in these terms: 

"The poor are led to be industrious and provid- 
ent; their relatives and neighbours are encouraged 
to assist them; a spirit of independence is cherished; 
an unwillingness arises to come on the parish for the 
pittance which it yields; the burden to the industri- 
ous part of the community....is lessened; a compuls- 
ory assessment is avoided; and the church collections 
prove in general sufficient to provide the necessary 
funds". General Assembly Report of 1839. 7 . 

9. "In the Border Synod of Merse and Teviotdale the 
average rate of relief to the poor on the permanent 
roll is ,,"4/1 /3 per annum instead of /1 8/6, the gen- 
eral average of all Scotland". This works out at 9d 
a week. In the Northern and North Western areas the 
annual average was 9/3. General Assembly Report of 

1839. 13. 
10. The official figures are digested in Smart: Memorand- 

um. 313. The Rev. Robert Burns, whose opinion in 1819 
has been quoted, saw the effects of twenty years of social 
advance and changed his mind. "The absolute failure.... 
of even the best scheme of voluntary beneficence has rend- 
ered systematic plans of relief absolutely necessary". 
Rev. Robert Burns, A Plea for the Poor of Scotland. 1841. 7, 

2. 

(iii) 

The Report for 1818 gives an estimate of 327 Friendly 
Societies (exclusive of Edinburgh and Glasgow) in Scotland; 
these had 72,153 members. General Assembly Report of 1d1ä. 

37. 
rrCompulsory assessments....have never failed to 

produce an effect highly detrimental....They have tend- 
ed not merely to impose a heavy and impolitic tax on 
industry for the encouragement of idleness and dissip- 
ation but what is scarcely less injurious they have 
contributed to destroy those feelings of reciprocal af- 
fection which form the strongest and most delightful 
bond of society. When good offices are voluntarily 
bestowed, a moral tie is constituted between the giver 
and the receiver -- in the one is excited a sentiment 
of gratitude, in the other a feeling of complacency and 
kindness...." Rev. Henry Duncan, On Parish Banks. 
1815. 20. 



3. 

4. 

5 

6. 

7. 
8. 

i 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Rev. Henry Duncan, On Parish Banks. 1815. By 1818 
there were outside Edinburgh and Glasgow, 130 Popular Sav- 
ings Banks with over 7,000 members and 30,000 in deposits. 
General Assembly Report of 1818. 37. 

Rev. Robert Burns, Historical Dissertation. 137. 
Sinclair, Analysis of the Statistical Account. ii 146, 
151, 219. General Assembly Report of 1839. 6. 

Report relating to the Management of the Poor of Edin- 
burgh, by A Committee of St. Mary's 1834, 6. I have not 
been able to find a general study of the development of poor 
relief in Edinburgh; there are special studies of the Edin- 
burgh Charity Workhouse, 1740 -1845, by Arthur Birnie (Book 
of the Old Edinburgh Club. v. 22 January 1 93 9) and by D. 
Robertson in his The Princes Street Proprietors'. (iq. -) 

Report relating to the Management of the Poor in Edin- 
burgh. 1834. 16. The members of the College of Justice, 
i.e. Judges, Advocates and Writers to the Signet, were ex- 
empt from assessment. Their aggregate rental within the 
Royalty was estimated at about :50,000 per annum. N. S. A. 
Edinburgh. 743. 

N. S. A. Edinburgh. 747. 
William Sime, History of the Church and Parish of St. 

Cuthberts. 1829. 1 61 . 

Interim Report by the Committee of the Heritors and 
Kirk Session of St. Cuthberts. 1833. 

N. S. A. Edinburgh. 747. Resolutions of the Kirk 
Session and Heritors of the Parish of St. Cuthbert's for 
the Future Management of the Charity Workhouse and Funds 
belonging to the Poor. 1833. 

In the City of Glasgow, assistance was first a matter 
for the local sessions. This was supplemented by a central 
system of outdoor and indoor relief associated with the 
Town's Hospital (founded in 1733). The extension of this 
organisation Ean be briefly illustrated. In 1795 the num- 
bers relieved by the Town's Hospital rose above a thousand 
for the first time; in 1813 they exceeded 2,000. In 1830, 
the City was relieving (from all sources) 2 :309 persons at 
a cost of :5,773. If to this area be added the Barony and 
the Gorbals, Glasgow in 1 830 spent 1 7,000 in relieving 
5,000 legal poor; the total population was 202,426. Cle- 
land, Annals of Glasgow. 1816 ii 426. Cleland, Rise and 
Progress of the City. of Glasgow. 1820. 156. N. S. A. 
Glasgow. 184. 

N. S. A. Aberdeen. 49. Alexander A,Cormack's Poor 
Relief in Scotland (1923) is largely concerned with Aberdeen, 

General Assembly Report of 1539. 21. 

(iv) 

1. N. S. A. Glasgow. 120. John Strang, Glasgow and its 
Clubs. 1853. 359. 



2. Pollock v. Darling. 17 January 1804. Morison's 
Decisions. 1811. 10. 591. 

3. Alexander Dunlop, Treatise on the Law of Scotland 
relative to the Poor. 1825. 32. 

4. Alexander Dunlop, Parochial Law. 1828. 367 n. 
5. Abbey Parish v. Richmond. 29 November 1821. Shawls 

Cases. i (1821) 177. Alexander Dunlop, Treatise. 166. 
6. Pryde v. Parish of Ceres. 14 February 1843. Shaw's 

Cases. 2nd series 5 (1842 -3) 552; Halliday v. Parish of 
Balmaclellan. 11 June 1844. Shaw's Cases. 2nd series 
6 (1843 -4) 1131. 

7. Higgins v. The Barony Parish. 9 July 1824. Shaw's 
Cases. 3 (1824 -25) 168. Alexander Dunlop, Treatise. 
115. 



4. The Christian and Civic Economy. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7 

8. 
9. 

(i) 
The standard life of Chalmers (1780 -1847) is by his 

son -in -law, W. Hanna: Memoirs of the Life and Writings of 
Thomas Chalmers. 1850 -52. 4 v. The quotation of origin- 
al documents is here so extensive that the book is not only 
a great biography but also a primary source. 

Article on Chalmers in D. N. B. 
Carlyle (in his Reminiscences), Cockburn, Dr. John 

Brown (in Horae Subsecivae) and Isaac Taylor (North British 
Review 1652) give contemporary portraits and estimates. 
W. L. Niathieson in his Church and Reform in Scotland, 1797- 
1843 (1916) 300, gives a critical view of both Chalmers and 
his influence. 

his style was fixed early. "He was then only sixteen 
years of age yet he showed a taste and capacity for compos- 
ition of the most glowing and eloquent kind ". Hanna (quot- 
ing a college contemporary) i 20. 

The Enquiry into the .extent and Stability of National 
Resources appeared in 1808. The Eclectic Review criticised 
its exuberance of style. "Instead of regularly pursuing 
the course of his argument, he sets himself to galloping and 
frisking around every particular idea of it until he becomes 
quite giddy....His command of language is probably a snare 
to him; for as he seems to be at no loss for words he is 
led to mistake fluency of expression for fertility of 
thought ". Hanna i 136 n. 

Chalmers' Journal for the years of conversion is print- 
ed in Hanna i 169 et seq. The struggle between the En- 
lightened and the Evangelical interests is especially marked 
in the extract for 21 August 1810. Hanna i 176. 

In April 1814 Chalmers was reviewing Cuvier's Essay on 
the Theory of the Earth for the Christian Instructor. "Mo- 
ses may be supposed to give us not a history of the first 
formation of things but of the formation of the present sys- 
tem" but the "transition of the genera into one another" is 
decisively rejected. Hanna i 366. 

The Commercial Discourses. Glasgow 1820. 
Hanna thought the Astronomical Discourses "the first 

volume of Sermons which fairly broke the line which had se- 
parated too long the literary from the religious public. 
Its secondary merits won audience....in quarters where evan- 
gelical Christianity was nauseated and despised. It dis- 

armed even the keen hostility of Hazlittu. Hanna ii 89. 

Hugh Miller recognised them as "in the present century.... 
perhaps the only worthy representative of that school of 

philosophic poetry to which in ancient literature the work 
of Lucretius belonged". My Schools and Schoolmasters. 

ch. 25. 



10. "He concluded that there was no other way of prevent- 
ing the danger arising to the good order of society from 
the hostile attacks of an illiterate rabble who were seen 
in such crowds at certain hours to issue from their work- 
shops and manufactories than by the kindly and unwearied 
attention of their pastors among them ". Proceedings in 
the General Assembly 22 May 1816 quoted in Hanna ii 68. 
See also the appendix on "the delicacy of the lower orders 
when rightly and judiciously dealt with" in his Sufficiency 
of a Parochial System (1841). 

11. Chalmers, Sermon on the Death of Queen Charlotte. 
17 November 1818. Hanna ii 202. 

12. Chalmers to Wilberforce 15 December 1819. Hanna ii 
250. 

13. Chalmers to Wilberforce 18 April 1820. Hanna ii 262. 
14. Chalmers to Wilberforce 25 April 1820. Hanna ii 265. 
15. Chalmers to Wilberforce 18 April 1820. Hanna ii 262. 

(ii) 

1. Chalmers, The Influence of Bible Societies on the Temr- 
oral Necessities of the Poor. 1814. Considerations on 
the System of Parochial Schools in Scotland and on the Ad- 
vantage of Establishing Them in Large Towns. 1819. 

2. Chalmers, Address to the Parishioners of St. John's. 
Hanna ii 238 -246. 

3. Chalmers, Address on Emigra-eion. Hanna ii Appendix K 
526. It were most delightful to see the lower orders by 
dint of foresight and economy in good times thus enabled to 
weather the depression of bad times, nay, inconceivably to 
shorten the period of it". Christian and Civic Economy. 
iii 109. The confusion of rural and urban categories is 
well illustrated by a further remark: "....we should vast- 
ly prefer an erect and sturdy and withal well paid and well 
principled peasantry, even though they should occasionally 
able to strike their tools and to incommode their superiors 
by bringing industry to a stand". Chalmers, op. cit. iii 
112. 

4. Chalmers, Influence of Bible Societies on the Temporal 
Necessities of the Poor. 1814. 

5. For the St. John's experiment see Hanna ii 287 et seq. 
and Chalmers, Statement in regard to the Pauperism of Glas- 
gow from the Experience of the last Eight Years ....1 823 . 

Chalmers' general position remained unchanged in his Suffici- 
ency of a Parochial System without a Poor Rate for the Right 
Management of the Poor. 1841 and in his evidence before 
the Poor Law Inquiry Commission of 1844. 

6. Hanna ii 297. 
7. Hanna ii 379. 
8. Hanna ii 297. 
9. Fianna ii 299, 306. In practice Chalmers seems to have 

been somewhat detached from the relief system identified with 



his name. ...from the first month of its operation, 
after the system had been fairly set agoing, he had never 
once to do with the management of a single case of pauper- 
ism -- but left it altogether in the hands of the Deacons, 
during the four years he was amongst them...." Chalmers, 
on the Sufficiency of the Parochial System. 1841. 143 

10. The scheme ended in 1837 with the reinclusion of St. 
John's in the general scheme of city relief. The most ef- 
fective criticism came from Dr. W. P. Alison (the protagon- 
ist of Poor Law reform in Scotland) in his Reply to Dr. Chal- 
mers' Objection to an Improvement of the Legal Provision for 
the Poor in Scotland. 1841. He pointed out that no pro- 
vision was made for "that destitution which results from 
want of employment whether depending on mere redundancy of 
population....or on the continual fluctuations ". He held 
that the effect of charity on the character of the recipient 
depended more on the mode of administration than the source. 
In Chalmers' system the only security for effectual relief 
was the "attention, humanity and judgment" of the deacons, 
and "for a long time to come I have no doubt that the dea- 
con who saves most money will be the most popular member of 
most kirk sessions ". In effect, the peculiar vocation of 
the deacon was "to discriminate between the deserving and 
the undeserving "; the object was to let the undeserving 
"feel the weight of those severities which are intended by 
the God of Nature to follow in the train of idleness, im- 
providence and vice ". As a man, a doctor and a Christian, 
Alison rejected this moral emphasis. 

2. 

3 
4. 

5 
6. 

7. 

(iii) 
Chalmers, Christian and Civic Economy of Large Towns. 

1821 i 25. 
Chalmers, op. cit. 1826 iii 202. 
Chalmers, op. cit. iii 203. 
Chalmers, op. cit. 217. 
Chalmers, op. cit. 183 et seq. 
Chalmers, op. cit. 225. 
"....the spiritual Messalina....now abroad on the 

Stilts of Church Extension and Non -Intrusion ". Chartist 
Circular. 21 November 1840. 245. 



5. The Philanthropic Movements. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

(i) 

Prophetic expectation often ran parallel to missionary 
"business", as in the activities of the Glasgow Society for 
Encouraging Prayer for Divine Influence (1829), which spread' 
the Word because the times were waxing late under the op- 
pression of the mystical Babylon. In contrast to this late 
Hellenistic cult the intellectual development of David Liv- 
ingstone shows the reconciliation of evangelism and science. 

Observations on the Moral Condition of the Lower Orders 
in Edinburgh. By an Elder of an Old Town Parish. 1834. 

N. S. A. Glasgow. 1J5. Edinburgh City Mission. First 
Report. 1834. 

Rev. H. Heugh, A Sermon preached for the Glasgow Young 
Men's Society for Religious Improvement. Glasgow. 1826. 
Report of the Youths' Religious Fellowship Society. Edin- 
burgh. 1826. 

Observations on the Importance and Practicability of an 
Extended and Complete Experiment for the Reformation of Juv- 
enile Delinquents. Edinburgh. 1624. 

Committee of the Edinburgh House of Refuge. First Re- 
port. 1653. 

"The only way of thoroughly incorporating the education 
of the young with the habit of families is to make it form 
part of the family expenditure and thus to make the interest 
and the watchfulness and the jealousy of parents so many 
guarantees for the diligence of their children. And for 
these reasons do we hold the establishment of free schools... 
to be a frail and impolitic experiment...." Chalmers, 
Considerations on the System of Parochial Schools. 1819. 6. 

(ii) 

Report of the Committee....to inquire into the Practic- 
ability of Suppressing....Common Begging and relieving the 
Industrious Poor. Edinburgh. 1612. 

Society for the Suppression of Beggars. Twelfth Re- 
port. Edinburgh. 1828. 

Report of the Committee....for affording Relief to the 
Labouring Classes. Edinburgh. 1816. 

Report of Association for Relief of Industrious Labour- 
ers and Mechanics. Edinburgh. 1816. 

Report of the Committee for Relief of the Labouring 
Classes. Edinburgh. 18f7. 

The N. S. A. gives a list of the religious and charit- 
able societies of Glasgow. Between 1800 and 1630 their 



foundation was distributed as follows: 

1801 - 1810 2 

1611 - 1820 11 

1 821 - 1 830 15 

N. S. A. Glasgow. 155. 
7 N. S. A. Glasgow. 121. C. R. Baird, On the General 

Sanitary Condition of the Working Classes and the Poor in 
the City of Glasgow. Sanitary Inquiry (Scotland) 1842. 

8 Alison's pamphlet, Observations on the Management of 
the Poor in Scotland and its Effect on the Health of the 
Great Towns. 1840, opens the Poor Law reform movement. In 
Glasgow the proposals of C. R. Baird are of comparable in- 
terest. After his experience as Secretary of the Glasgow 
Relief Committee in 1837 and as a member of the Board of 
Health, Baird showed an objective and catholic view of the 
'Condition of Glasgow'. He broke the problem up into its 
elements and proposed specific action under each heading: 
(1) an effective Sanitary Commission or Board of Health with 
powers of compulsion, specialist officers and the support 
of an assessment; (2) a reformed Poor Law, with a uniform 
and general assessment, adequate relief and provision for 
the (3) the agencies of moral improvement -- 
savings banks, friendly societies and temperance associa- 
tions; (4) a programme of recreation and innocent amuse- 
ment, for "man was made to enjoy as well as labour "; (5) 
above all, greatly increased agencies of education. But 
it was evident to him that for several of the evils com- 
plained of, "no effective remedies can be applied without 
the interference and aid of the Legislature ". C. R. Baird, 
On the General Sanitary Condition of the Working Classes 
and the Poor in the City of Glasgow. Sanitary Inquiry 
(Scotland) 1842. 154. For the proposed Board of Health 
and its powers see in the same volume Baird's Report on the 
Legal Provisions available in Glasgow for the Removal of 

Nuisances. 74. There is an appreciative reference to 
Baird in J. B. Russell's Sanitary history of Glasgow. 1895. 

17. 

(iii) 
For the spread of intemperance see the Report from the 

Select Committee on Inquiry into Drunkenness (Parliamentary 
Papers 1834 v. 8) and particularly the evidence of Alexander 
Campbell (Sheriff -Substitute of Renfrew), William Collins 
and John Dunlop. The Temperance Movement can be studied 
in T. W. Hamilton: The Temperance Reformation in Scotland 
with special reference to John Dunlop (Greenock 1 929) , Will- 

iam Logan: Early Heroes of the Temperance Reformation (1874) 

and David Lewis: History of the 'Temperance Movement in 



Scotland with special reference to its Legislative Aspect 
(1860). There is a very extensive periodical and propag- 
anda literature. 

2. Duncan M'Laren, The Rise and Progress of Whisky Drink - 
ing in Scotland. 1858. 25. nThe duty was 7/- before 
that period (1 822) and it was then reduced to 2 /1 0 the Scot 
tish gallon. We thought that it would only be a short and 
sudden ebullition of drunkenness, induced by the excitement 
of the spirit dealers' advertisements and the novelty of ob- 
taining cheap whiskey's. Report on Drunkenness. William 
Collins. 138. 

3. Duncan M'Laren, The Rise and Prógress of Whisky Drink - 
ing in Scotland. 22. This development touched many 
aspects of Scots life, one of the most discussed being that 
of Sabbath observance. John Dunlop noted that "the ac- 
cession of Irish population was not favourable to Scottish 
Sabbath keeping" (Report on Drunkenness. 409) and the old - 
fashioned had some cause of complaint when the Home Drummond 
Act of 1828 attempted to regulate Sunday drinking. By the 
terms of the act, licenses were granted on condition the 
holder did not sell during the hours of divine service: this 
was taken (and confirmed in the Court of Session) as giving 
permission to open house on Sunday except during these hours. 
(Sheriff Campbell. Report on Drunkenness. 254) In the 
N. S. A. there are frequent complaints of the Sunday brawl- 
ing and Sheriff Campbell noted how it made for continuous 
drinking during the week -end and industrial incapacity on 
Monday. One other complication was the spread of pawnbrok- 
ing and its social effects. The first regular pawnbroking 
establishment in Glasgow was opened only in 1813 but the 
unlicensed pawnbroker soon became a neighbourhood pest 
(N. S. A. Glasgow. 195). Dunlop refers to the regular 
traffic in pawn tickets. Like the evils of the truck shop 
and the arrest of wages for debt, the perversion of pawn - 
broking pressed heavily on those of the working classes who 
were without reserves in a time of depression, as well as 
on the drunkard. (Report on Drunkenness. 396 et seq.) 

4. John Dunlop, Artificial Drinking Usages of North Brit- 
ain. 1836. The Petition of the Greenock Temperance Soci- 
ety to the Presbytery of Greenock (1835) gives a selected 
list of usages. John Dunlop counted sixty -two in all. 
(Report on Drunkenness. 408) 

5. There is a considerable literature on John Dunlop. His 
Autobiography was reprinted privately in 1532; there are 
appreciative portraits in William Logan's Early Heroes of 
the Temperance Reformation (1874) and in T. W. Hamilton's 
The Temperance Reformation in Scotland. 1929. 

6. "They are the easiest modes of getting people assembled 
and excited safely. If they had been invented in 1820, 
Castlereagh's Six Acts would have been useless ". Henry 

Cockburn, Memorials. i 128. 



7 

8. 

9 
10. 

i1. 

12. 

For these figures see William Logan's Early Heroes of 
the Temperance Reformation. (1874) The Chartist connect- 
ion with the Temperance Crusade is illustrated by the pro- 
posed 'Year of Abstinence' in the (Glasgow) Chartist Cir- 
cular, 9 January 1 íS41 . Tait's Edinburgh Magazine appproach- 
ed temperance from the side of free trade; it expressed the. 
opinion that the control of drink would "be an impertinent 
interference by the rich with the concerns and enjoyments 
of the poor -- poor only because the rich have made them so 
by restrictions on trade and on the free importation of food 
and drink ". It advocated the popular consumption of wine. 
(Tait's Edinburgh Magazine, May 1837. 534) 

Both Sides of the Question or the Fallacy and Folly of 
the Arguments used in Defence of Temperance Societies. Glas- 
gow. 1830. 

John Dunlop, On the Extent and Remedy of National In- 
temperance. 1829. 57. 

A temperance heroine of national repute was the poetess 
Janet Hamilton (1795 -1673), whose struggle for education is 
now more moving than her poetry. Like so many of the self - 
or semi -educated of this period she wrote direct and effect- 
ive prose in describing her own experiences. (Poems of 
Purpose and Sketches in Prose of Scottish Life and. Charact- 
er. 1865 ) 

N. S. A. Glasgow. 195. C. R. Baird in the Sanitary 
Inquiry. 1842. 190. William Logan, Moral Statistics of 
Glasgow. 1849. 33. 

By 1640 an organised interest was developing in the 
criminal and the prostitute. Captain Miller of the Glas- 
gow Police analysed the crime of the city in his paper 'On 

the State of Crime within the Glasgow and City Police Juris- 
diction (1840); the temperance reformers had early associ- 
ated intemperance and the rising number of criminal convict- 
ions. Following Tait's work on 'Miagd.alenism', and copying 
a London society established in 1835, an Edinburgh Associ- 
ation for the Protection of Young Females was formed in 1842. 
The temperance reformers were touched by this problem also. 
In a Twopenny Sheet of 1841, the Chartist and Temperance 
poet, John Mitchell, was inspired to write: 

'TBut ours be the duty to rescue and free 
And soothe, save and shelter the poor d.ebaucheeTT. 

William Logan's 'Moral Statistics' shows the interconnection 
of these various enthusiasms. 

This had of course been a problem of local police be- 
fore the organised Temperance Crusade. The Tron Riot of 

1812 in Edinburgh produced an anonymous writer's Thoughts 
on the subject. He advocated the control of unlicensed 
houses, the granting of licenses only on testimonial (which 

the Temperance Reformers rejected later as a farce) or on 

condition of a deposit for good conduct, and finally the 



closing of the public houses "at a reasonable hour, not 
later than 12 o'clock at night ". 

13. John Dunlop to William Logan, in a letter of 1862 re- 
viewing the Temperance Movement. William Logan, Early 
Heroes. 48. 

14. Rev. Alexander Hannay of Dundee. Scottish Temperance 
Review. 1 (1 846) 3 92 . 

The Forbes - Mackenzie Act was finally passed in 1854; 
it separated the licenses for beer and spirits, fixed clos- 
ing hours at 11 on weekdays and limited the sale of intoxic- 
ating drink on Sundays to only bona fide travellers. But 
the revival of the Temperance Crusade after 1848 is beyond 
the scope of the present treatment. 



PART IV - PAROCHIAL AND NATIONAL EDUCATION. 

1. The Parochial Tradition. 

(i) 

2. 

3. 

General accounts of Scottish education (1800 -1840): 
Sinclair, Analysis of the Statistical Account (1825) ii 65- 
140; Edinburgh Review, Scottish Education. 40 (1827) 110; 
James Pillans, Letters on....Elementary Teaching and the 
Parochial Schools of Scotland (1828); George Lewis, Scot- 
land a Half Educated Nation (1834). 

Official Returns: State of Education in Scotland. 1819. 
Parliamentary Papers 1820 v. 12. Summary of Education Re- 
turns (Scotland) 1833 -34. Parliamentary Papers 1837 v. 47. 
Abstract of Answers made by Schoolmasters in Scotland to 
Queries circulated in 1838. Parliamentary Papers 1841 v. 19_ 

The most convenient histories of Scottish education are 
by John Ker, Scottish Education (1906, 1 913) . John Strong, 
History of Secondary Education in Scotland (1909), which is 
wider than its title would suggest. 

Alexander Christison, The General Diffusion of Knowledge 
One Great Cause of the Prosperity of North Britain. 1802. 10: 

In addition to Christison's book, which gives the best 
statement of the educational tradition, the following refer- 
ences give some information as to educational aims and ex- 
pectations in the Twenties: Edinburgh Annual Register for 
1819. Essay on the Present State of Education in Scotland. 
9 (1820) ccxv -ccxlviii, Anon. A. Practical Essay on the Man- 
ner of Studying and Teaching in Scotland (1823), M. Russell, 
A View of the System of Education at present pursued in the 
Schools and Universities of Scotland (1825), Charles Ander- 
son, A Statement of the Experience of Scotland with regard 
to the Education of the People (1825). Henry Brougham's 
Practi al Observations u.on the Education of the People 
(1825) has an indirect relevance to the Scottish tradition. 

(ii) 

1. Sinclair, Analysis of the Statistical Account. ii 139. 
2. For Henry Cockburn's views on the Act of 1803 see his 

Memorials (1856) 186. 
3. For the effect of George Lewis's Scotland a half Edu- 

cated Nation see Henry Cockburn's Journal (1874) i 

4. A critical view of the mid 19th century situation in 
Scotland is presented by the Hnglish educational specialist 
Sir James Kay - Shuttleworth in his Public Education (1853) 

384. 



-: 

2. Enlightenment and Virtue. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

2. 

(i) 
State of Education in Scotland. Parliamentary Papers. 

1820 v. 12. 350. (based on a survey by the Educational 
Committee of the General Assembly reporting in 1818) 

Summary of Education Returns (Scotland) 1833 -34. Par- 
liamentary Papers. 1837 v. 47. 743. 

The Census Report of 1851 gives a return of 32 Cathol- 
ic Schools (with 5,673 pupils) and 36 Episcopal Schools 
(with 2,688 in attendance). These figures for the whole 
of Scotland probably underestimate the number of schools 
with Catholic or Episcopalian teaching, but they make clear 
the all but general acceptance of the Presbyterian tradi- 
tion. See also N. Hans, Educational Traditions in the 
British Commonwealth of Nations and the United States of 
America. Year Book of Education 1938. 751, 788. 

George Lewis, Scotland a Half - Educated Nation (1834). 
55. 

(ii) 
For this and other local illustrations see George Lew- 

is, Scotland a Half - Educated Nation 31. 
George Lewis, op. cit. 27. Allan Menzies, Report on 

Education in the Parochial Schools of the Counties of Aber- 
deen, Banff and Moray addressed to the Trustees of the Dick 
Bequest 1835. 52. 

Allan Menzies, op. cit. 155. 
For intellectual opportunities in East Lothian see 

Samuel Smiles' Autobiography (1905) 30 -31. Discussing 
the influence of the Mechanics' Institute at Haddington 
(founded 1823) he writes: 

"The lectures were well attended by the leading Mech- 
anics of the town. I remember three of them who worked as 
carpenters for the Messrs. Scoular of Sunnybank. They 
made carts, ploughs, and agricultural implements. Two of 
these men saved money enough during the summer to pay for 
their class instruction at Edinburgh University during the 
winter. One became the minister of a Presbyterian con- 
gregation at Blackburn; another became master of a large 
public school at Hull; and the third who remained a mech- 
anic rose higher than the others. His name was Andrew 
Lamb....General Manager of the P. & 0. Steamship Company ". 

There are some reminiscences of his East Lothian educa- 
tion in John Muir's Story of my Boyhood and Youth (1913); 
his place is now secure in American literature, but the out- 
line of his personality, his scientific enthusiasm and his 
incomparable prose style reflect the time and place of his 



a. 
3. 
4. 

5 

2. 

early years, the biblical and enlightened culture of his 
home and the training of his schools. Muir was born at 
Dunbar in 1838; his father, a blacksmith, emigrated to 
Wisconsin when the boy was 11 years of age. 

But for the average of education in this area at the 
end of the period under review see John Gibson, Report on 
the State of Elementary Education in the Presbyteries of 
Haddington and Dunbar. Minutes of Committee of Council on 
hducat i on . 1840-41. 2 71 

(iii) 
For George Miller, see his Later Struggles in the 

Journey of Life or The Afternoon of. My Days (1833) and 
The Evening of Life or Retrospections of a Sexagenarian 
( ) 

George Miller, Later Struggles. 49. 
George Miller, op. cit. 105. 
Alexander Somerville, Autobiography of a Working Man 

( ) 93. 
George Miller, Popular Philosophy. 1ó26. Title 

Page, Preface and text passim. 

(iv) 

For Samuel Brown, see William Brown, Memoir relative 
to Itinerating Libraries (n. d.) and Samuel Brown, Some 
Account of Itinerating Libraries and their Founder (1856). 

East Lothian Itinerating Libraries. 4th Report 1824- 
25. 

3. East Lothian Itinerating Libraries. 6th Report 1828- 
29. 

4. This was a major theological crux of the period which 
led the fathers of both Thomas Carlyle and Andrew Carnegie 
to differ from the preaching of the Kirk. 

5. East Lothian Itinerating Libraries. 4th Report 1824- 
25. 

6. East Lothian Itinerating Libraries. 7th Report 1829- 
34. Itinerating Libraries in Edinburgh, Leith and Mid 
Lothian. 1st Report 1834. William Brown, Memoir relative 
to Itinerating Libraries. 

2. 

3 

(y) 

For Thomas Dick (1774 -1857) see William Anderson, The 

Scottish Nation (1863) iii 705. 
Thomas Dick, Literary and Philosophical Societies 

adapted to the Middling and Lower Ranks of Society. Month- 
ly Magazine 37 (April and July 1814) 219, 501. 38 (Aug- 

ust, September 1 81 4 and January 1815) 23, 1 21 , 503. 
Thomas Dick, Letter of 27 October 1814. Monthly Maga- 

zine 1 January 1815. 



4. Thomas Dick, Letter of 21 May 1814. uontgly Magazine 
1 August, 1 September 1 81 4. 

5. Thomas Dick, The Christian Philosopher. or The Con- 
nection of Science and Philosophy with Religion. 10th ed. 
(1846) ii 247. 

6. Thomas Dick, op. cit. ii 297, 304. 
7. Thomas Dick, op. cit. ii 243. 
8. Thomas Dick, op. cit. ii ch. iv passim. 
9. The popularity of 'The Christian Philosopher' in Wales 

and in the United States is a matter for special investiga- 
tion. Dick also published 'On the Improvement of Society 
by the Diffusion of Knowledge' (1833) and 'On Mental Illum- 
ination and Moral Improvement' (1835); the latter contained 
(among other things) a project for 'Preceptorial Colleges' 
i. e. training establishments for teachers with practice 
schools attached. 



3. The Provision of Education. 

2. 

3 
4. 

(i) 
Dr. Robertson of Ellon in an essay on the principles 

of parochial education which he inserted into his article 
on Ellon in the Aberdeenshire volume of the N. S. A. 

Alexander Christison, The General Diffusion of Know - 
ledge One Great Cause of the Prosperity of North Britain 
(1 802) 9-10. 

Edinburgh Magazine. `The Knowledge of the Lower Ranks 
detrimental to their Happiness. 4 (1819) 121. 

For `obstacles to education" see Sinclair, Analysis of 
the Statistical Account (1825) ii 90. 

(ii) 
In addition to the material collected in the official 

reports already listed, the special circumstances of High- 
land education can be gathered from the following: State 
of Religion in the Highlands (i _'7) Extracts from Re- 
ports....made in 1818 and 1619 as to Parochial Schools 
(1824). Statement as to the Want of Schools and Catechists 
in the Highlands and Islands b a Committee of the General 
Assembly (1825). Moral Statistics of the Highlands and 
Islands, issued by the Inverness Society for the Education 
of the Poor in the Highlands (1826). John Anderson, On 
the State of Society and Knowledge in the Highlands and Is- 
lands (1827). Report of the Committee of the General As- 
sembly for Increasing the Means of Education and Religious 
Instruction in Scotland, particularly in the Highlands and 
Islands (1830). C. R. Baird and A. Fullerton, Remarks on 
the Evils at present affecting the Highlands and Islands of 
Scotland with some suggestions as to their Remedies (1838). 

2. Moral Statistics 25. 
3. Moral Statistics Appendix xxx -xxxv. During this 

period the Orkneys and Shetlands show a very vigorous and 
independent phase of development. 

4. Extracts from Reports.... George H. Baird's Preliminary 
Explanation. Statement as to the Want of Schools.... 4. 

Moral Statistics 25. Local illustrations in the Ex- 
tracts.... and in the Appendix to the Moral Statistics. 

5. State of Religion in the Hignlands. 13. Moral 
Statistics. 15. 

6. Moral Statistics. 34. 
7. Alexander Irvine, Substance of a Speech delivered be- 

fore the Committee of the General Assembly on the Erection 
of New Churches in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland 
(1819). Irvine was the author of an Inquiry into the 
Causes and Effects of Emigration from the Highlands and 
Islands (1802); he prepared the quarto edition of the 



8. 

9 

10. 
1 1 . 

12. 

1 3 

14. 

2. 

Gaelic Bible for the S. P. C. K. and wrote the article on 
Ossian for the Edinburgh Encyclopedia. 

For the results of these activities and the continuing 
problem of education in the Highlands and Islands see Alex- 
ander Nicolson's Report on the State of Education in the 
Hebrides among the local reports to the Educational Inquiry 
that preceded the Education Act of 1871. (Parliamentary 
Papers 1867 v. 25) 

State of Religion in the Highlands passim. For the 
Presbyterian Revival see John Kennedy's The Days of the 
Fathers in Ross -shire (1861) and. --the- Memoirs. of -- Dr.......Aleexand- 
er Stewart of -Cromarty ( ...... ..) . 

Moral Statistics 20. 
John Anderson, On the State of Society and Knowledge 

in the Highlands (1827) passim. Statement in Explanation 
of the Objects of the Celtic Society (Report of Committee 
of Management) (1825). Baird and Fullerton were critical 
of the Celtic societies and their influence. Remarks. 
75 -76. 

Edinburgh Christian Instructor (1817) 378. John 
Kennedy, The Days of the Fathers in Ross- shire. 115. 
For the change of manners in a Catholic island see the evi- 
dence of the Catholic priest of Eigg. Moral Statistics. 
Appendix xv. 

State of Religion in the Highlands. 49, 70. The 
life and character of the more conservative clergy can be 
illustrated by Norman MacLeod's Reminiscences of a Highland 
Parish (1863) and Donald Sage's Memorabilia Domestica ( "< ). 

Alexander Irvine, Substance' of a Speech....1b19. 
David Campbell, Reminiscences and Reflections of an Octo- 
genarian Highlander (1 ¡10), treats of the same area of 
Central Perthshire. But the local variety and the confusion 
of sentiment and interest in Highland development make any 
generalisation very difficult. 

(iii) 
For burghal education he best outline is John Strong's 

History of Secondary Education. in Scotland (1909); this 
can be supplemented for local details by James Grant's Burgh 
Schools of Scotland (1876) and the histories of individual 
institutions. But the general provision of education in 
the towns had to be worked out from the official reports 
(e. g. Abstract of Educational Returns (Scotland) 1834 Par- 
liamentary Papers 1837 v. 47, the N. S. A. and the material 
issued by local charitable and educational societies). 

For Stirling see the Abstract of Educational Returns 
(Scotland) 1834 (Parliamentary Papers 1837 v. 47. 711). 
The variety of burghal arrangements in the old urban centres 
can be suggested by reports on Perth, Ayr, Dumfries and 
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3 

4. 

5 
6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Inverness and among the small towns, Dalkeith, Alloa, El- 
gin and Tain. Here and there a detail catches the eye: 
the burghal and parochial school at Alloa (which was dis- 
tinct from the subscription Academy of the town) offered 
in addition to the usual elementary branches: mathematics, 
book -keeping, navigation, geography, Latin, French, and oc- 
casionally Greek, Italian, the elements of astronomy, draw- 
ing, ancient and modern history - to which might be con- 
veniently added to the more advanced pupils, natural history. 
natural philosophy and the Spanish language." There was 
one teacher. Abstract of Education Returns (Scotland) 1834 
(Parliamentary Papers 1837 v. 47, 195) 

For Paisley see the Abstract of Education Returns 
(Scotland) 1834 (Parliamentary Papers 1837 v. 47. 629) 
George Lewis, Scotland a Half -Educated Nation 38. But 
the working -class culture of Paisley is reserved for more 
particular study. 

Thomas Chalmers, Considerations on the System of Paro- 
chial Schools in Scotland and on the Advantages of Estab- 
lishing them in Large Towns 1820; and also his The Christ- 
ian and Civic Economy of Large Towns vol. i (1821) passim. 

The position of the High School and the Academy is dis- 
cussed later. 

For the Scottish Military Academy, see the N. S. A. Ed- 
inburgh. 685. The fees were from one to three guineas 
per quarter for each class. 

Quoted by J. R. S. Young in his Melville College: A 
Brief History (1 937) . 3. 

The claims made for the study of German were impress- 
ive. Independent of the literature to which it gives ac- 
cess, tithe German language from its construction offers to 
the pupils a ready key to the philosophy of general grammar 
-- whilst from the English being of Teutonic origin, it 

gives them a wide and interesting field of etymological in- 
quiry which must greatly contribute to the pupils obtaining 
a critical knowledge of their native language". Report of 
the Scottish Institution for the Education of Young Ladies. 
1835. 16. 

Report of the Scottish Institution for the Education 
of Young Ladies. 1835. 10. 

Report of the Committee for Promoting the Establishment 
of Local Schools in Edinburgh and its Vicinity. 1624. 
John Wood, Account of the Edinburgh Sessional School estab- 
lished in 1812. with Strictures on Education in General. 1833. 

Charter of Erection of the Local Day School Institution 
in the Parish of Saint George's, Edinburgh. 2 January 1828. 

John Gibson, Report on the Chief Schools in the Pres- 
bytery of Edinburgh. Minutes of Committee of Council on 
Education 1842 -43. 710 -749. 

John Gibson, op. cit. 713 et seq. 



14. Survey by James Ewan, City Missionary in John Gibson, 
op. cit. 71 1 . 

15. The educational situation in Glasgow is outlined in 
Dr. Cleland's Annals (f, -- -) and in some detail in the art- 
icle on the City in the N. S. A.; this volume has also a 
supplement with additional information. There is retro- 
spective value in a Report on the State of Education in 
Glasgow 1866, by J. Greig and T. Harvey. (Parliamentary 
Papers 1 867 v. 25) 

16. The Committee of the General Assembly for Increasing... 
Educational and Religious Instruction surveyed Central Glas- 
gow in their Report for 1835. The detail is summarised by 
George Lewis in his Scotland a Half- Educated Nation 39 et 
seq. 

17. The development of the Glasgow Educational Societies 
is noted in the N. S. A. Lanark: Glasgow 178 and Supple- 
ment 918. For a discussion of their theories and practices 
see later. 

18. For the Gorbals, Abstract of Education Returns (Scot- 
land) 1834. Parliamentary Papers 1837 v. 47. 675. 
N. S. A. Lanark: Govan. 715. 

19. David Stow, Moral Training (1834) 259. 
20. David Stow, op. cit. 262. 
21. David Stow, National Education (1847) Appendix B 72. 



4. The Teacher and his Profession. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 
6. 

'7. 

8. 

(i) 
In Glasgow and Edinburgh the practice of training 

teachers anticipates the actual establishment of Normal 
Schools. In Glasgow the Dundas Vale Training College was 
opened in 1836; a Training Department in connection with 
the Edinburgh Sessional School was organised in 1835. In 
1841 both the Glasgow and Edinburgh institutions were given 
a state grant and associated with the Church. The Educa- 
tional Institute of Scotland takes shape in 1846 -47, the 
years of the introduction of the 'pupil teacher' system. 

The legal position of the teacher is discussed in de- 
tail in Alexander Dunlop's Parochial Law (.' ) 500 et seq. 
Some of the unwritten practice is referred to by the Rev. 
John Cook: A Letter....on the Parochial Schools. 1854. 

Second Report....on Education of the Lower Orders: 
Evidence of Lord Register of Scotland (Parliamentary Papers 
1818 v. 4). Edinburgh Review, Scottish Education. 46 
(1827) 121. George Lewis, Scotland a Half- Educated Nation. 
(1835) 32, 56. 

(ii) 
Alexander Dunlop, Parochial Law ( /?3o) 527. 
Henry Cockburn, Answer to Schoolmasters Q.ueries. 

182.1. 

Edinburgh Magazine. The Parochial Schoolmasters of 
Scotland. 1826. 87. 

General Purpose Fund Committee: Report....on the 
State of the Schoolmasters of Scotland under the Act of 1805. 
1 82.1 . 

Report....on the State of the Schoolmasters of Scotland. 
1821. 4-14. 

MS. Note signed H. C. in the British Museum Library 
Copy of the Report....on the State of the Schoolmasters 

Memorial of the Schoolmasters of Scotland. 1824. 
Heads of a Bill to Amend the Act of 1803. 1824. Edinburgh 
Review: Scottish Education. 46 (1827) 128. 

Edinburgh Review: Scottish Education. 46 (1827) 130. 



5 Intellectual and Moral Education. 

(i) 

1. Returns from Parochial Schools. 1827. "....in 
general the returns....present only one out of every three 
of the private teachers as having received a university 
education ". George Lewis, Scotland a Half = .Educated Nation. 
33. 

2. The distribution of higher subjects in parochial schools 
is indicated in the Returns for 1827. 

Latin 8,553 pupils 
Greek 2,042 
Mathematics 2,903 
Geography 5,370 " 

3. Allan Menzies, Report to the Trustees of the Bequest of 
the late James Dick. Esg. 1835. 

4. Allan Menzies, op. cit. 52. See also John Gibson, 
reporting on education in rural Lothian: "....in an agri- 
cultural district the earnings of a field labourer do not on 
an average amount to more than between 9/- and 10/- a week. 
To increase his means of subsistence and even to procure the 
necessaries of life his elder children varying in age from 
10 to 14 are early in the spring taken from school and em- 
ployed until the commencement of winter as labourers in the 
field. The only period of the year therefore during which 
their children are continuously under instruction is in the 
winter. John Gibson, Report on the State of Elementary 
Education in the Presbyteries of Haddington and Bunbar. Min- 
utes of Committee of Council on Education 1640 -41. 278. 

5. Allan Menzies, Report. 1835. 61. 
6. Allan Menzies, op. cit. Appendix 159. 
7. Allan Menzies, op. cit. 71, 78. 
8. Allan Menzies, op. cit. 119. The problem of teaching 

English can be suggested by the following extract: - 
"It is....much to be desired that in the progress of 

improvement in teaching, the principles of grammar may cease 
to be regarded as a separate branch reserved for a few and 
be communicated to every scholar as a necessary and inherent 
element of instruction in the English tongue. The preval- 
ence of such a practice is peculiarly desirable in Scotland 
where errors against the purity and grammatical structure of 
the English language are so frequent as to have become pro- 
verbial". Allan Menzies, Report 1835. 122 

If Geography and Grammar were now attaining recognition, 
there is very little indication of the teaching of history 
in this area and at this time, but the Dick Trustees included 
'History and Chronology' in the subjects of their examination 
for teachers. The paper might be divided into Sacred, 
Grecian, Roman, Scottish and English sections; the second 



question in 1841 was 'What authentic records exist of the 
Antediluvian period ?' Allan Menzies, Report 1544 Ai- 
pendix E. 

9. "It certainly affords matter for serious reflection 
and great disappointment to observe between 1838 and 1842 
children reading line about without regard to sense or 
points, and pupils engaged in spelling out, with great dif- 
ficulty, the Book of Job and the Epistles of the New Testa- 
ment". But it was noted that the Shorter Catechism and 
the Book of Proverbs were now scarcely ever found in use 
for initiatory lessons, though the Inspector did find on 
one occasion a 'Testament class', consisting of children 
from six to nine, reading the Epistle to the Romans. 
"These have only read the Gospel of John previously having 
begun with it and read even on; and as they have no other 
lesson -book, they spell also out of the New Testament ". 
Allan Menzies, Report. 1844. 149, 152. 

10. George Lewis, Scotland a Half- Educated Nation. 1834. 
34. 

11. Allan Menzies, Report. 1835. 17, 22, 24. 
12. Allan Menzies, op. cit. 83. 
13. Allan Menzies, op. cit. 85. 

(ii) 
1. Rev. Henry Grey, Address. Report on Local Schools. 

Edinburgh. 1824. Appendix 51. 
2. John Wood, Account of the Edinburgh Sessional School 

and Other Parochial Institutions established in that City 
in the Year 1812. 1825. Edinburgh Magazine. The Edin- 
burgh Sessional School: Its Origin and Progress. 18L6. 
129. 

3. Report on Local Schools, Edinburgh. 1524. 15. Ap- 
pendix 48. 

4. Report on Local Schools. Edinburgh. 1524. 25. 
5. Report of the Edinburgh Infant School Society. 1532. 
6. David Stow, The Training System. 1836. 6. 

7. In addition to Stow's Moral Training (1834) and The 
Training System (1836), his book on National Education (1847) 
develops his position. 

2. 

3 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 

(iii) 
Resolutions and Petition of the Glasgow Educational 

Association. Public Meeting Glasgow, 2 October 1554. 
David Stow, The Training System. 1836. 18. 
David Stow, Moral Training. 
David Stow, The Training System. 11. 
George Lewis, Scotland a Half -Educated Nation. 55, 76. 
George Lewis, op. cit. 53. 
George Lewis, op. cit. 85. 



8. George Lewis, op. cit. 78. 
9. George Lewis, op. cit. 79. 

10. George Lewis, op. cit. 83, 86, 88. 
11. Rev. Dr. Muir, Speeches on the Government Plan of 

National Education. Edinburgh. 8 July 1839. 
12. Henry Cockburn, Journal (1874) i 238. 



PART V - THE UNIVERSITIES AND THE PROFESSIONS. 

1. The Academic Tradition. 

(i) 

2. 

4. 

5 

The main source of information on the Scottish Uni- 
versities at this period is the Report of the Universities 
Commission 1826 -30 (General Report Parliamentary Papers 
1831 v. 12; Edinburgh, 1837 v. 35; Glasgow, v. 36; St. 
Andrews, v. 37; Aberdeen, v. 38). There is further in- 
formation on Edinburgh in the Municipal Corporations Re- 
port for Scotland. (Parliamentary Papers 1835 v. 29) 
Other reports and pamphlets are listed as used. 

The general development of higher education in Scot- 
land is outlined in Alexander Morgan's Scottish University 
Studies (1934). There are standard histories of the in- 
dividual universities: Sir A. Grant, Story of the Uni- 
versity of Edinburgh (1884); J. Coutts, History of the 
University of Glasgow (1909); and R. S. Rait, The Univer- 
sities of Aberdeen (1895). David Murray's Memories of the 
Old College of Glasgow (1927) gives information on aspects 
that often escape the official reports. 

For contemporary accounts, descriptions and opinions: 
Quarterly Journal of Education: The Scottish Universities 
4 (1832) 21. 234, and the following articles in the Edin- 
burgh Magazine: The System of Education pursued in the 
University of Edinburgh. with Various Hints for its Improve- 
ment (1826) 446; Notice of the University of Glasgow. its 
Professors and Students (1825) 513; Notes on the Present 
State of the University of St. Andrews (1826) 90. But the 
best material is biographical or autobiographical. 

For class instruction, Professor Richardson, The Meth- 
od Observed in the University of Glasgow, and Professor 
Jardine, Outlines of Philosophical Education ('' ),re- 
viewed in the Scots Magazine 95 (1825) 519. There are de- 
tailed descriptions of the work and conduct of individual 
classes in the official reports. 

The position of Classical Studies in Scotland is dis- 
cussed later but see Professor James Pillans, Three Lectures 
....on the Relative Utility of Classical Education. 1836. 

Edinburgh Review. Classical Education 64 (1836) 106. (by 

Sir William Hamilton) and the Westminster Review. Greek 
Literature in Scotland (1832) 90. 

Edinburgh Magazine. Remarks on the Present State of 
Science in Edinburgh. (1817) 417. The foundations of the 
various philosophical and scientific groups are listed in 
the N. S. A. for both Edinburgh and Glasgow, and special 
histories of the more important (or dignified) are avail- 
able. The account of Edinburgh in Darwin's Autobiography 



is interesting and should be checked against the evidence 
of the official inquiries. 

6. For details of university societies and publications, 
see the special histories of Grant,Coutts, Murray etc. and 
the relevant chapter in the Cambridge History of English 
Literature. 

(ii) 

1. The peculiar and democratic character of the Northern 
Universities is discussed in the opening pages of the Gener- 
al Report of the Universities Commission (Parliamentary Pa- 
pers 1831 v. 12. 9) 

2. The last visitation had been one hundred and thirty 
years previously; the last legislative change in university 
arrangements was the minor Act of 1747 which united two of 
the Colleges of St. Andrews. (General Report 7, 23) 

3. The University Commissioners noted that the relation- 
ship between church and university did not present a major 
problem in Scotland. The Divinity Professors were natural- 
ly members of the 'Presbytery of the bounds' and each Uni- 
versity was represented in the General Assembly. "But in 
other respects, the Universities in Scotland are not Ec- 
clesiastical Institutions, not with 
the Church than with any other Profession. They are in- 
tended for the general education of the country, and in 
truth possess scarcely any Ecclesiastical feature, except 
that they have a certain number of Professors for the pur- 
pose of teaching Theology, in the same manner as other Sci- 
ences are taught ". (General Report 8) 



2. University Organisation and Independence. 

(i) 
1. Details of the organisation of Glasgow University are 

to be found in the University Commission: General Report. 
237 et seq. 

2. Sir William Hamilton: On the Patronage of Universities. 
Edinburgh Review 49(1834) 196. 

3. For the finance of Glasgow University see the summary 
in. the General Report 226 and the evidence in the special 
Report on. Glasgow University 43 (Evidence of the College 
Factor, Laurence Hill) 316 et seq. 

4. Universities Commission: General Report. 20, 226. 
5. Universities Commission: General Report. 230. 
6. Universities Commission: General Report. 239. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
7 

(ii) 
For the relations between Edinburgh Town Council and 

Edinburgh University see the Universities Commission: Gen- 
eral Report 113 and the special volume of evidence etc. on 
Edinburgh; the section cited in the Municipal Corporations 
Report; Report by the Lord Provost's Committee Concerning 
the Patronage and Management of the University of Edinburgh 
(1835) and the Report of the College Committee of the Town 
Council on the Subject of the Memorial to Lord Melbourne 
from the Senatus Academicus (1839). 

Some guidance through this maze is supplied by Sir A. 
Grant in his Story of the University of Edinburgh and the 
medical background is to be found in J. D. Comrie's History 
of Scottish Medicine. 1932. ii. 

Defence for the Principal and Professors of the Uni- 
versity of Edinburgh. Court of Session 2 Division 14 Feb- 
ruary 1826. 

Grant, Story of the University of Edinburgh. ii 24, 34. 

Statement by the Senatus. Report on Edinburgh University. 
Appendix 158. 

Shaw's Cases. vii (1828 -29) 255. Lord Justice Clerk: 
Notes of the Opinions of the Judges of the Second Division. 
15 January 1829. 7. 

Lord Alloway. Notes of the Opinions 6. 
Lord Glenlee. Notes of the Opinions 1 -2. 

(iii) 
The financial complications of Edinburgh University are 

outlined in the General Report 103, Report on Edinburgh Uni- 
versity. Appendix 52. For the Town Council's claim, see 

Report of the Lord Provost's Committee. 1835. 23. 



n 

2. Universities Commission: General Report. 156. 
3. Report of the College Comwittee....of the Town Council 

1839. 18. 
4. Sir William Hamilton: Correspondence relative to 

Certain Proceedings of the Town Council of Edinburgh af- 
fecting the Philosophical Professors of the University. 1839.- 

5. Municipal Corporations Report 1835 v. 29. Local 
Reports: Edinburgh. Evidence of Sir William Hamilton. 
385. 

6. Sir William Hamilton: On the Patronage of Universities. 
Edinburgh Review. 59 (1834) 218. On the issue of Uni- 
versity patronage, Henry Cockburn said: "I know of nothing 
so humiliating as to see a man of genius or learning com- 
pelled to mendicate for an academical chair by personal pro- 
stration to each of thirty -three town councilors ". Muni- 
cipal Corporations Report. 1835 v. 29. Local Reports: 
Edinburgh. 392. 

7. Municipal Corporations Report. 1835 v. 29. General 
Report. 69. 

8. Report of the College Committee of the Town Council. 
1839. 11. 

9. Ib. 15. 
10. Re ort of the Lord Provost's Committee 1835. 6. 
11. Report of the College Committee of the Town Council. 

1839. 17. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

(iv) 

Universities Commission: General Report 11. But the 
Commissioners were firm in their belief that universities 
should be 'public establishments'. "It does not appear to 
us that the principles applicable to trade can with pro- 
priety be extended to the education of the country, or that 
it is sufficient to say that every one should be left to 
obtain where he can the instruction and teaching which he 
may require, without any provision being made by Public In- 
stitutions for a good course of study for those who may de- 
sire it ". General Report 12. 

Universities Commission: General Report 11. 
Universities Commission: General Report 16. The 

Constitutions proposed for the other institutions were on 
similar lines with local modifications and the two univer- 
sities of Aberdeen were to be united. ìb. 21. 

Municipal Corporations Report 1835 v. 29. Local Re- 
ports: Edinburgh. Evidence of Henry Cockburn (Solicitor - 
General) 391 -393 "I should hold that the interference 
of the town council must generally be positively pernicious. 
It is only less pernicious than leaving everything to the 
Professors ". 372. 

Municipal Corporations Report 1835 v. 29. Local Re- 
ports: Edinburgh. Evidence of Sir William Hamilton, 387. 



6. Municipal Corporations Report 1835 v. 29 General 
Report 72. 

7. Universities Comaission: General Report 24. 
8. Report of the College Comaittee of the Town Council 

1839. 5. Tait's Edinburgh Magazine July 1836. 477. 
9. Charles Ferguson, Speeches....to consider the Univer- 

sities Bill July 1836. 13. 
10. Dr. Muir, Speeches.,.,to consider the Universities 

Bill July 1836. 4, 8. 



3. University Expansion. 

(i) 

1. Universities Commission: General Report 10, 
2. Universities Commission: General Report 103, 226, 

310, 345, 391. These financial details are summarised in 
the articles on the Scottish Universities in the Quarterly 
Journal of Education 4 (1832) 261. 

3. For professorial incomes, class fees etc. see the Uni- 
versities Commission: General Report 156 (Edinburgh), 
259 (Glasgow) . 

2. 

4. 

(ii) 

The development of the medical schools at Edinburgh maid 
Glasgow during this period is treated by J. D. Comrie in 
his History of Scottish Medicine ii. 

Universities Commission: Report on Edinburgh Univer- 
sity Evidence of W. P. Alison (Professor of the 'Theory 
of Medicine and Dean of the Medical Faculty) 197. Return 
of Medical Students. Appendix 128. Professor Alison ex- 
plained his deanship: "....the Dean has no particular auth- 
ority or power, it is merely tnat he has more trouble than 
any other member of the Faculty; it is therefore always 
given to the youngest member ". Evidence 192. See also 
the Evidence of Robert Christison, Regius Professor of Jur- 
isprudence (Evidence 290 -291) and William Cullen, Fellow of 
the Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh (Evidence 3 50) as 
to the international position and repute of the Edinburgh 
School. 

For these medical controversies see Comrie. History of 
Scottish Medicine and Grant, Story of the University of 
Edinburgh. There was a rain of contemporary pamphlets, in- 
cluding: John Thomson, Additional Hints respecting the Im- 
provement of the System of Medical Instruction (1626), James 
Sanders, Suggestions concerning the Medical Curriculum of 
the University of Edinburgh (1 833) , James Syme, Letter.... 
in regard to the Chair of Pathology in the University of 
Edinburgh (1837), W. P. Alison, Letter....in Explanation of 
the Proposal....relative to the Chair of General Pathology 
(1837), Remarks....resectin: the Professorshi of Medicine 
and General Pathology by the Present Professor (n. d. 1837 ?), 
Christison and Syme, Statement....as to the Suppression of 
the Chair of General Pathology (1841). 

Universities Commission: - Edinburgh University. Pro- 
ceedings of the Town Council in regard to the Proposed Chair 
of Surgery. Appendix 119. Return by the Royal College 
of Surgeons. Appendix 210. The evidence of Drs. William 
Wood, John Abercrombie and William Cullen discusses the 



medical curriculum. The claims of the extra -mural teach- 
ers are also presented in the Municipal Corporations Re- 
port on Edinburgh, 1835 v. 29, e.g. the evidence of Dr. John 
Campbell, President of the Royal College of Surgeons, Edin- 
burgh. 396 -398. 

6. Universities Commission: General Report. 187. 
7. Universities Commission: Edinburgh University. Evid- 

ence of W. P. Alison. 202. 
8. Universities Commission: Edinburgh University. Evid- 

ence of W. P. Alison. 196. 
9. Grant, Story of the University of Edinburgh. i 353: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 

6. 

7. 

8. 

(iii) 
For details of the Glasgow Medical School see the Uni- 

versities Commission: General Report 254 and the evidence 
of John Burns, the Regius Professor of Surgery and James 
Jeffray, Professor of Anatomy, in the volume on Glasgow 
University. 126, 136. 

For these details see Coutts' History of the Univer- 
sity of Glasgow and Comrie's History of Scottish Medicine. 

Notes of the Opinions of the Judges in the decision 
of Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons v. Dr. Steel and 
Others (1819) are given in the General Collection of Sess- 
ion Papers. No. 24. 1834. 

The Degree in Surgery is described in the Universities 
Commission: General Report 277, and the relations of the 
University and the r'aculty are discussed by John Burns, 
Professor of Surgery, and Robert Freer, Professor of Theory 
and Practice of Physic at Glasgow. Universities Commiss- 
ion: Glasgow University. 126, 143. 

Shaw's Cases v. 73 (1834 -33) University of Glasgow 
and Surgeons of Glasgow 12 November 1634. See also Re- 

cord and Appendix of Documents in the Conjoined Processes, 
General Collection of Session Papers. No. 274. 1834. 

The Patent of 1599 covered "the burghs of Glasgow, 
Renfrew and Dumbarton and....the sheriffdoms of Clydesdale, 
Renfrew, Lanark, Kyle, Carrick, Ayr and Cunningham", quoted 

in Shaw's Cases xii 18. 
For the medical teaching, Robert ChristisonTs Auto- 

biography (1799 -1830) contained in the first volume of the 
Life by his sons can be appreciated by the layman, and the 
personality of some of the great teachers like Syme is ap- 
parent in the style of their reports, as well as in the re- 
miniscences of their pupils. 

"Such men as old Reid of Peebles, Meldrum of Kincard- 
ine, Darling of Dunse, Johnston of Stirling, Clarkson (the 

original of Gideon Gray) and Anderson of Selkirk, Robert 

Stevenson of Gilmerton, Kirkwood of Auchterarder, and many 



as good...." Dr. John Brown, Our Gideon Grays, in Horae 
Subsecivae. 1858. See also his account of Syme. But 
the detailed study of the general practitioner of the 
period is dependent alike on local and family record and 
professional knowledge. 



4. Professional and Liberal Education. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

(i) 

The arrangements for the teaching of law are summar- 
ised in the Universities Commission: General Report, 138 
(Edinburgh), 253 (Glasgow), 321, 355 (Aberdeen). 

Universities Commission: General Report, 141. 
Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 

ence of George Joseph Bell, Professor of Scotch Law, 187; 
and of Alexander Irvine, Professor of Civil Law, 184. 

Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 
ence of Francis Jeffrey, 394. 

Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Report 
by the Law Faculty, Appendix 257; N. S. A. Edinburgh, 713; 
Tait's Edinburgh Magazine (1834), 442, 713. 

N. S. A. Edinburgh 716. T. G. Law, History of the 
Society of Writers to the Signet (1890) xciii, cvii and 
(for the hereditary factor) ix. 

Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Report 
by the Law Faculty, Appendix 257; Glasgow University: 
Evidence of Robert Davidson, Professor of Law, 145. 

Universities Commission: General Report. 54. 
Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Report 

by the Law Faculty, Appendix 257. 
Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 

ence of Francis Jeffrey, 393. 
Report of a Committee of the Faculty of Advocates on 

the Present State of Judicial Procedure. 1827. 

(ii) 

1. The organisation for the teaching of theology at the 
Scottish Universities is summarised in the Universities Com- 
mission: General Report 45 et seq. 

2, 3 Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 
ence of Rev. Dr. Andrew Thomson, 376. 

4. Universities Commission: General Report. 45. 
5. Universities Commission: General Report, 47 
6. Edinburgh Magazine, Statistical Sketch of the Present 

State of the Established and Dissenting Churches in Scot- 
land (1825) 598. 

7. ib. 599. 
8. For the position of the clergy, see also Sinclair, 

Analysis of the Statistical Account 1825 ii and Clerical 
Economics by A Clergyman of the Old School. 1842. 

9. Universities Commission: General Report, 161 (Edin- 
burgh), 263 (Glasgow), 327 (Aberdeen), 409 (St. Andrews). 
It is also to be noted that no fees were charged for the 
class in Divinity at any of the Scottish Universities and 



that the customary fees for Hebrew and Ecclesiastical His- 
tory were ±:1/1/- (- 2/2/- at Edinburgh) rather than ,-- ,,3/3/- 
or 4/4/ -. General Report 156, 259, ,23. 

10. Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 
ence of Dr. Muir. 422. 

11. Universities Commission: General Report. 49. 
12. Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 

ence of William Ritchie, Professor of Divinity. 147, 151. 
13. Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Re- 

port of the Theological Faculty (including Chalmers) Ap- 
pendix 256. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
10. 
11. 

12. 
13. 

14. 

(iii) 
Class numbers at Edinburgh are given in the Univer- 

sities Commission: Edinburgh University, Appendix 131 and 
for Glasgow in the volume on Glasgow University, Appendix 
527. 

In 1824 -25 the 'Public' Greek class at Glasgow number- 
ed 407 students and the 'Public' Latin class 309; these 
were taught in sections. Universities Commission: Gla.s- 
wów University. Appendix 527. 

Universities Commission: General Report. 327. 
Universities Commission: General Report. 357. 
Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 

ence of George Dunbar, Professor of Greek, 89; James Pil- 
lans, Professor of Latin, 428. In Logic, the students were 
"generally about 15 years of age; many of them are older; 
sometimes men of considerable age attend ". David Ritchie, 
Professor of Logic, 134. 

The conduct of the Latin and Greek classes is described 
in detail by their professors in the Evidence and summarised 
in the General Report, 119, 244. 

Universities Commission: General Report, 165 (Edin- 
burgh), 277 (Glasgow), 330 (King's), 359 (Marischal), 411 

(St. Andrews). In 1819 King's introduced new regulations 
governing graduation in Arts, Marischal College followed. 
in 1 825 and St. Andrews in 1 827 . 

Universities Commission: General Report, 26. 
Universities Commission: General Report. 25, 39, 43. 
Universities Commission: General Report. 32, 38, 77. 
Universities Commission: General Report. 30, 31. 

Glasgow University: Evidence of D. K. Sanford, Professor 
of Greek. 75. 

Universities Commission: General Report. 181. 
Westminster Review. Greek Education in Scotland. 

16 (1832) 102. 
The Commissioners had some justification for not being 

impressed by the teaching of modern. subjects. At Edin- 
burgh the class of Rhetoric and Belles Lettres attracted 



only 27 - 37 students and Universal History only 28. These 
were not graduating classes but in the same position Natural 
History, 'under the present very able and enlightened Pro- 
fessor' (Robert Jamieson) had increased from 35 to 200. 
Jamieson's account of his teaching aims and methods should 
be compared with Darwin's judgement in his Autobiography. 
The class in Chemistry, taught by Thomas Charles Hope, num- 
bered over 500 students; some of them were medicals but 'a 

great proportion attend for mere amusement and from curiosi- 
ty'. One other modern subject was now establishing itself: 
political economy had been taught by Hutcheson and Adam Smith 
at Glasgow and Dugald Stewart at Edinburgh as a branch of 
'Practical Ethics'. It was now in process of separating 
from Moral Philosophy and among others, Chalmers at St. An- 
drews and John Wilson ('Christopher North') gave special 
courses in it. The Commissioners recommended the creation 
of special chairs in this subject at both Edinburgh and Glas- 
gow. The creation of a lectureship in Modern Languages at 
St. Andrews is to be explained by the Commissioners' belief 
that the town was too small to support a private teacher. 
Universities Commission: General Report 129, 133, 136, 144 
and the Evidence of the Professors mentioned. 

14. Universities Commission: General Report 38. 



5. The Universities and the Schools. 

2. 

(i) 

The Visitors proposed the discontinuance of the Ele- 
mentary Greek Classes in the Scottish universities. "We 
are....of opinion that in future the business of the first 
Greek class....should commence with the reading of some of 
the Greek books or Classics now in use; that the Rudiments 
of Grammar in the Greek language should not be taught on 
any plan or system for the first instruction of persons not 
previously acquainted with the elements of the Greek Gram - 
mar...." Universities Commission: General Report. 29, 

The Visitors also proposed a special examination to 
test the 'general' attainments of candidates for the M.D.; 
it was to embrace a competent knowledge in Latin, Greek, 
Mathematics and Natural Philosophy and to be conducted by 
the Examiners for Degrees in Arts. But this was not a 
preliminary examination for entrance into the Faculty of 
Medicine, and the definition of the general education to be 
expected from a medical graduand was a different problem. 
But it is true that this scheme would in effect have made 
attendance at some classes in the Faculty of Arts a prelim- 
inary to work in all of the professional schools. A Scot- 
tish university like Edinburgh would then have presented a 
symmetrical plan of a general Faculty of Arts linked to pro- 
fessional studies in Medicine, Law and Divinity and to a 
post -graduate school in Letters and Science. Universities 
Commission: General Report. 57. 

Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 
ence of Rev. Thomas Murray, 584, Rev. John Lee, 599. The 
Rev. Dr. Lee supplied details of a student's expenses as 
follows: 

"This young man states to me that during the two 
preceding sessions his expense of living averaged about 
6/9 a week; this includes room -rent and fire, for 
which two articles he paid 3/- a week; the amount for 
24 weeks. ...is i8/2/- and as the lodging cost .f3/12/- 
the whole expense of maintenance was,! 4/10/ -. He 
stated that he had occasionally supplies of butter and 
cheese from the country but everything else he bought, 
and those supplies were to a very small extent. He 
breakfasted on porridge and milk in the morning; he 
had for dinner, three days a week, broth and a little 
meat; on other days bread and milk, sometimes potatoes 
and herrings; he had tea in the afternoon but no sup- 
per -- and this he stated to be a very general mode of 
living. He has known some who lived, as he expressed 
it, more meanly than this -- dining merely on potatoes 
and a little butter....He knew one young man attending 



College last winter who never wore stockings, but mere- 
ly gaiters; this young man and his companion lived all 
the winter on 5/- a week each, including room rent, 
fire and candles, and sometimes the expense was only 
4/9. This was only about /6 in the six months. I 
may state that I have known some students who scarcely 
ever allowed themselves even candles and who wrote 
their exercises and prepared their lessons by the light 
of the fire...." 

3. Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 
ence of William Roxburgh. 589. Glasgow University: 
Evidence of Rev. J. Marshall. 222. 

4. Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 
ence of Rev. J. Marshall. 571. The accounts of Duncan 
Dewar, a student at St. Andrews from 1819 to 1827, have been 
edited by Sir Peter Scott -Lang:'`' his expenses came to rath- 
er over 14 per annum. 

5. Universities Commission: General Report. 75, 165, 
266, 329, 359, 397. Quarterly Journal of Education. The 
Scottish Universities. 4 (1832) 36. 

6. Universities Commission: General Report. 75. 
7. ib. 76. 
8. See later p. S-(67 
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(ii) 
Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 

ence of A. R. Carson, Rector of the High School of Edin- 
burgh. 565. 

Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 
ence of Dr. Muir. 419. 

The development of the High School is covered by Will- 
iam Steven's History of the High School of Edinburgh. 1849. 

James Pillans, Rationale of Discipline as attempted in 
the Rector's Class of the High School of Edinburgh. 1851 
(but written in 1823). 

Henry Cockburn, Memorials. 414. 
Report of the Directors of the Edinburgh Academy. 1825. 
Scotus: A Letter ...on the Mischievous Tendency of a 

Scheme for Abolishing the High School of Edinburgh. 1822. 
For Brougham's defence of the High School as democratic see 
Steven's History. 212. 

Report by the Directors of the Edinburgh Academy. 1825. 
Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 

ence of John Williams, Rector of the Edinburgh Academy. 589, 
591 

(iii) 

1. Universities Commission: Edinburgh University: Evid- 
ence of John Leslie, Professor of Natural Philosophy. 122. 



2. ib. 125, 159. 
3. ib. 125. 
4. Leslie cited with approval the method of selecting 

pupils for the Ecole Polytechnique, in Paris, as well as 
the practice of 'Protestant Germany' and Bavaria. Evid- 
ence 125, 159. 

5. These reforms and their influence lie beyond the scope 
of this chapter. By 1837, the High School of Glasgow had 
gone 'Pestalozzian'; the school furnishings were designed 
to preserve symmetry and health; there was an emphasis on 
'object- teaching' and 'a small but daily increasing Col- 
lection of Objects'. In the teaching of English, elocution 
and composition were encouraged along with history and liter- 
ature. Natural Science appeared as a school subject, and 
the highest form was something like a 'classe de philosophie' 
studying Whateley's Logic and Campbell's Philosophy of Rhet- 
oric. (Syllabus of Department of English Language and Lit- 
erature 1838 -39) For a great teacher in a sterner tradi- 
tion see David Masson's James Melvin. Rector of the Grammar 
School of Aberdeen. (1895) 

6. In 1834 a writer in the Edinburgh proposed the creation 
of Lectureships on 'Didactics' at the Scottish Universities; 
the professors were to lecture on the principles and demon- 
strate the practice of education; the government was to 
make attendance compulsory for every candidate for the situ- 
ation of parochial schoolmaster and to grant bursaries to 
suitable applicants. The professors were also to spend 
part of the summer in inspecting the schools and holding 
conferences with the teachers within the area allotted to 
the university. Edinburgh Review. Seminaries for Teach- 
ers. 49 (1834) 501. 

7 Matthew Arnold, Report on Continental Schools. Par- 
liamentary Papers. 1867 -68. v. 28. 622. He goes on to 
compare them to the Swiss: "though the example and habits 
of England have, as was inevitable, prevented them from de- 
veloping their school institutions, even for their limited 
purpose, with the method and admirable effectiveness shown 
by the Swiss". 


